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/arentheses in the following translation represent parentheses in the original
text.
UsuaLly they are used to indicate that the doctrine for the first
unit
mentioned is the same for the unit mentioned in the parentheses.
In other respects, too, the format of the translation follows as closely
as possible the format of the original Russian. text, except for pagination.
In the translation, additions in square brackets are insertions by the translators or editors, either explanatory words in English or transliterations
of the original Russian text,
It should be noted that Soviet Army nomenclature a.s applied to tactical units
is peculiar in that it has no single word for "unit'., but uses four different
terms, depending on the size and relative independenee of the unit.
There
is no exact English equivalent for any of these terms.
This peculiarity. has
caused considerable awkwardness in translating -the terms.
Three of these terms
have been used. in the present text
a.

Soyedineniye is used. by the Soviet Army to refer to a corps,. a division,
or a brigade.
The components may be of a single arm or of various arms
and services.
In this translation, the term so-ed.ineniye
has been trans-

lated as "large unit".
b.

Chast is usal by the Soviet Army to designate any unit of regimental or
smaller size that is administratively self-contained and separately numbered, e.g., a rifle
regiment, engineer battalion of a rifle division, or
corps signal battalion.
In this translation, the term chast has been translated. as "unit".

c.

Podrazdeleniye is used by the Soviet Army to refer to a subunit of a chast.
It is a unit which cannot be fully identified numerically except by reference
to the larger unit of which it is a component, e.g., battalions, companies,
and platoons of a rifle
regiment; the battalions and batteries of an artillery
regiment; the companies of an engineer or signal battalion.
In this translation, the term podrazde.leniye has been translated as "small unit".

The Table of Contents is given at the end of the translation,
in the original Russian text
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,O;R D X
,OF THE MINISTER OF THE ARMED FORCES
OF THE UNION SSE
No. 0138

28 December 1948

Contents:

Moscow

The putting into effect of the Field Service Regulations

of the Armed Forces of the Union SSR (corps - division)

1.

The Field Service Regulations of the Armed Forces of the Union

SSR (corps - division) set forth herein are now in effect.

2.

The Temporary Field Service Regulations of the RKKA

and Peasants' Red Arm],

filorkers'

1936, are herewith superseded.

Minister of the Armed Forces

of the Union SSR
Marshal of the Soviet Union
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CHAPTER I
PRINCIPLES OF COMB INED

ARMS COMBAT

1.
Combat is the only means by which victory can be achieved.
It. is only
through combat that the forces and materiel of the enemy can be destroyed, and
his capacity to resist crushed.
Every
action of each commander must be permeated with the will to achieve
victory.
The determination to defeat the enemy .must be unswerving, and it must
this
be carried to conclusion.
It is the duty of the commander to instill
resoluteness in all his subordinates,
2.
Modern combat is a combined arms combat.
emp)loyment of armed forces and combat equinment.
obtained by the joint efforts of all
arms.

it is characterized by the mass
Success in modern combat is

3. The coordi.na.tion of all arms. and adjacent units is
condition for the achievement of success in combat,

the basic

The essence of coordination in combat consists of coordinated combat efforts
according to ourpose, times and locale, and mutual assistance among large units
Loyedineniya7 and units Lchastj7 of all arms and adjacent units.
4. , Combat operations are dep>loyed on a broad front and to a great denth,
and they are distinguished by the decisive nature and rapidity of their development.
Operations which are designed to encircle and destroy the enemy and to seize
his equipment are viewed as the most significant feature of combined arms combat.
Modern combat requires that the armed forces be extremely well trained and
highly mobile and that they know how to exploit the full might of combat
Bach member of the armed forces must know and understand. his combat
equipment.:
mission, and he must demonstrate courage, initiative, and combat toughness.
Commanders and staffs are further required to possess a high degree of creative
ability
in the preparation, organization, and conduct of combat.

5. Modern combat requires the armed forces to make the fullest use of their
moral and physical strength.
They must also exhibit an unyielding will to
victory, iron discip line, organization, ahd combat cohesion,
In

order to achieve this the commander must:

know his subordinates through personal c ontact with them; pay attention
to their everyday combat life
and needs; be highly demanding of his subordinates;
correctly appraise their actions; and constantly strive to improve their combat
and political training;
imbue his subordinates with an 'unlimited devotion to the Socialist Fatherland and
the Soviet Government; imbue them with faith in th^ righteousness of our cause and of
conscious fulfillment of military
duty; and, instill
in them a. hatred of the enemy and a
readiness, in the name of victory, to fight him to the last dron of blood;

-
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his suhordinates, on the basis of the combat traditions of 'he
in
develop
Soviet Army and the Soviet Navy, stability,. courage, daring, and readiness to r.ieve
victory in every instance and at any price.
6.
Offensive combat. This is the basic type of combat operations.
Only a
resolute attack, concluded by encirclement, leads to the full destruction or capture
of the enemy.
However, the armed forces may be compelled, in certain directions, to be on the
defensive. This usually. occurs when an offensive becomes impossible or inadvisabl.as well as when it is necessary to insure an offensive action in other, more importantj
directions.
The defense must be impregnable and active, and it

must be capable of wearing

down the enemy s forces and of crteating favorable conditions for a decisive offensive
action.

7. There should be no conv. ntional pattern inthe manner of conducting combat.
When combat operations are conducted in the same pattern, they are quickly identified
by the enemy, thus permitting him to take appropriate countermeasures.
By employing new combat tactics which surorise the enemy or by hitting in directions
where, because of the situation, the enemy least expects an attack, noteworthy results
may be obtained,

8,
Victory in combat is achieved by decisive offensive operations in which
superior forces and means are employed in- the main direction.
In order to carry
out such offensive operations, the following are necessary- active and. contimous reconnaissance, which makes it possible to assess
the strong and weak points of the. enemy, and which helps to -oredict the nature of
future operations;

- a carect decision,

a detailed preparation and organization of combat,

and the

skillful execution of that decision;
- active, daring, and: enterprising performance on the part of all
morale among them, and a resolute will to victory;
- continuous coordination among large units
and adjacent units;
- concealed concentration of troops and a
formation;

and

replenishment, in the course of combat, of second

-

massive use of artillery, tanks, and aviation;

-

skillful

-

suddenness of operations;

-

rigid and constant control

troops in combat;

over troops;
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skillful organization of their combat

-

maneuver of

units of all

troons,

echelons and reserves;
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skillful

utilization of engineer development of the terrain;

steady and timely supply of the troops with everything necessary for the
conduct of combat.
9. Success always goes to the one who is bold in combat,
exhibits initiative, and who seizes and keeps the initiative,
upon the enemy.

who continually
imposing his will

Initiative is based on the understanding of the mission and the situation.
It means striving to find the best possible means of accomplishing the assigned
mission, exploiting the existing favorable circumstances, and immediately adopt.ing
the most effective steps against a growing threat.
Initiative should contribute to the utmost fulfillment of the assigned mission
and should not ran counter to the intentions of the immediate superior.
In case of a sudden change in the situation, where there is no time or possibility
fx7 rreceiving instructions, the commander must, on his own initiati'v,
make a new
decision and, at first
opportunity, relay it to his own superior officer and to the
adjacent units.
Readiness to assume responsibi.lity for a bold decision and the desire to achieve
success are the basis of
actions
of all
commanders in combat.
Those who are anxious to destroy the enemy but fail
to reach their goal are not
to be reproached as much as those who fear responsibility, show inaction, anu do not
exploit, at an opportune momont, all
the forces And means for obtaining success in
cormbat.
10., Under the conditions of modern combat surprise plays a significant role.
Thus, it is demanded of the troops that they use extreme
secrecy in operations,
mobility, and maneuverability.

iuari.se, stuns the enemy, paralyzes his will,and deprives him of the possibility
of offering- organized resistance.
Surprise can be obtained as follows:
by deceiving the enemy about our intentions and. by maintaining the strictest
secrecy as to the intentions of forthcoming operations;
through the concealment and rapid maneuverin.g of troops and through the
concentration of overwhelniing forces and maceriel in a decisive direction;
by the sudden operations of airbornq troops and by massive air

attacks;

through the sudden onening of massive fire and by swift offensive action;
through the application of new methods of combat unknown to the enemy.
The enemy will also strive to achieve surorise.
Thus, it is necessary to maintain
a high degree of .lertness, a constant state of combat readiness,
well organized
combat
and
Political support of the troops,
and their ability
to retaliate quickly
to surprise blows by the enemy.
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11.
Skillful and timely maneuver of
men and materiel is one of. the most
important conditions for achieving success in battle.
The purpose of such ianeuver
is to set .up the most advantageous gouning
of men and materiel, to place them in the best position for delivering the decisive
blow and to carry out the inission successfully.
The maneuver should be a simple one, and it must be executed on time;
effectively, quickly, secretly, and as a surprise to the enemy.
12. During combat,
maneuver by fire is also executed. This consists
of the distribution and successive concentration of the principal mass of fire
of ground weapons against the most imoortant sectors or areas.
13.

In order to conduct combat operations troops take up combat. formations.

A combat formation is the grouning of men and materiel for the nurnose of carrying
out the battle. A combat formation must conform to the combat plan and must insure
the following:
- decisive defeat of the enemy by a powerful and. simultaneous attack on the
entire depth of his combat formation;

- intensification of striking power in the course of battle;
- ability
to ianepver to' accomplish'
a swift
shift of troop strength in
another direction for developing success achieved or for countering enemy. blows;
-

the best utilization of troops in accordance with their combat qualifications;

-

ease of organizing coordination and of troop co-trol;._..

-

the best utilization of the terrain;

- repulsion of enemy ground forces, .especially his tanks, on the flanks and
boundaries;
-

repulsion of enemy air attacks and. airborne operations.

14. On approaching the battlefield, there is a grouning of men and materiel
in order to insure their swift. deployment for battle and to lessen their v-o.lnerability
*to nrtillery
fire
and enemy air
attack.
For these nurnoses, large units lsoyedineniya7
and units Lchasti/ disperse along the front and in depth while the small units
Lpodrazdeleniya/ follow in extended order.
15.
The corps and divisions which advance in the main direction have the greater
strength in men and materiel, are assigned a smaller front, and have the deepest combat
formation. In the secondary direction they operate on a broader front and have a
combat formation of less depth.
A change in the combat formation of a corps (division) during battle is so
calculated that,on the basis of a correct estimate, of the situation, it is nossible
continuously to direct the main efforts of the troops tW the execution of their
assigned combat mission.

-7-
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16.
artillery

The combat formation of a corna consists of one o.r two echelons, of
groups, and of reserves,and., in the defense, of antitank. areas as well.

comnosition of echelons, artillery grous,
The number, strength, and
reserves, and antitank areas are determined by the missrion and situation.
echelon of a. corps is made up of comba.t formations of divisions
The first
operating in a line formation, together with reinforcements.
The second. echelor of a corns is
together with reinforcement s.

madeup of a mechanized. or rifle divisior,

The combat _flormation_ of a,
vision is mado un of one,
of artillery grouips, and of reserves, and,in the defense,

two, or three echelons,
of a.ntitank areas as well.

The first
echelon of:a. division is a combat formation of regiments operating in
a line formation, togethcr with reinforcements.
The second (third) echelon
of a division is usually provid.ed with one regiment and. reinforcements.
Troops of the second echelon of a corps and. also of the second and. third
echelons of a. division are assigned combat missions at the same time as troops
of the first
echelons.
If necessary, these missions are made. more specific by
the corps (division) commander upon commitment of the second (third) echelons
to combat,
17, Artillery detailed during combat for special. tasks in the interests of ',a unit
or large unit and placed under a single command
composes
an
artillery group
(regimental., division,
;orps, or army).
Corps and army antiaircraft artillery
grouns nrovide cover for troops and
important targets against enemy air
attack in the offense or defense.
18.
Tanks and. sel.f-oropelled artillery belonging to rifle (cavalry) divisions,
or attached to them as reinforcements, are usually utilized in the offensive in
direct suport of infantry (cavalry), 'anr operate with the combat formations
of advancing troops.
In the defense, some of the tanks aid self-oronelld, artillery are used to
reinforce the antitank defense of troops which operate in the first
echelons,
while the remainder make up the commander's tank reserve.
Tanks and. self-propelled artillery of a mechanized division are used for
the direct support of their own mechanized. units and. small motorized infantry
units.
The detailing of tanks and self ropelled artillery from a mechanized
division for the support of rifle (cavalry) divisions is not allowed.
Reserves are established for missions w
be trop
o combined arms, troons for prot cti47
and artileiantitank, tank, and enginmer teop

ch arise suddenly;
They can
ainst airlvo e landings,
j

The combined.-arms reserve of a corps or division is usually formed along
with the combat formation of. the large units into a single echelon.
It is
composed of a rifle (cavalry) or mechanized unit (small unit) and can be
strengthened by artillery, tanks, self-propelled artillery, small engineer
units,and other special troops.
The reserve is assigned the task of being
ready to.operate on the most threatened directions.

I-----
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Reserve troops for protection against airborne land.ings are earmarked to
counter enemy airborne operations and. are made un of units (small units) of
motorized infantry or cavalry and. small motorcycle units, which are strengthaned.
antitank and antiaircraft artillery,
tanks, self-propelled artillery,
by artillery,
flame throwers, and. small engineer units.
Sometimes the mission assigned to the reserve troops for protection against
airborne landings can be carried out by the troops of the combined-arms reserve.
In this case, the combinedarms reserve must be provided with the necessary
transportation facilities.
The artillery-antitank reserve is earmarked. for combat with enemy tank- and.
It is made up of units (small units) of antitank
self-propelled artillery.
and. is strengthened by flame
self-propelled artillery,
gun artillery,
artillery,
throwers and small engineer units.
An artillery-antitank reserve,
(division).

in

every situation ,is

created in a corps

The. tank reserve is. earmarked for independent action and for reinforcing
and second echelons and t.roons of the combined-arms reserve
troops of the first.
with tanks and self-propelled artillery. A tank. reserve in a corns (divisicn)
echelons have been satin offensive combat can be created only after the first
urated with tanks.
The engineer reserve of a coros (division) is earmarked. for the support of
Its formation depends upon the situation and.
troops in the course of battle.
upon the availability of men and. materiel, and. it is made up of units (small
units) of engineer troops on armored troop carriers or trucks and. is nrovided
with necessary equipment.
A mobile obstacle-placing detachment is created in a' corps (division),
20.
It is utilized for the constru.cticn of
as a rule, in all tynes of combat.
the
flank, and boundaries and to fortify
protect
to
obstacles
engineer
occupied, lines.
Belonging to the mobile obstacle-placin' detachment are small engineer
units with mines, inconspicuous obstacles Lprobably concertina wire7, and. other
devices of obstruction transported on armored carriers or full tracklaying
The mobile obstacle-placing
vehicles; mine-laying. tanks; and flame throwers.
detachment must operate indenendently or with the artillery-antitank or the
combined-arms reserve.
In add ition, a movement support detachment is created in the corps
(division) during the offensive, pursuit; and the execution of a march.
used to restore roads and. bridges in the, main direction of the .
is
It
corps (division) and also to clear concentration areas. The detachment places at
necessary points signs easily seen by troops to indicate the line of movement;
in some cases the detachment assigns guides. The movement support detachment is
composed of small units of engineers, chemical warfare troops, and motorized infantry.

-9_
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21.

The troops assume march formation to execute a march.

columns.
The march formation of the corps (division) is composed of march
The march formation must corresuond to the planned action and must insure the
troops the opportunityto deloy gl..i.

L into combat formations;

to carry out maneuvers for attacking the flanks and the rear of the
enemy;
- to organize antiaircraft and antitank d.efenses and to take other measures
for combat security;

- to conserve strength

cc

the march.

Troops on the march are urotected by march security.
22.
The cores (division), for carrying on battle, can be strengthened
by large units and units (small units) of various arms and of special troops
which are attached to it or which sunport it at soecific stages of battle.
Attached. largo. units and units (snal.l units) are subord.inated to the corps
(division) commander, all
of whose commands are executed.
Supporting large units and units (snall units), remaining sibordinate to
their own commander, execute the combat missions .nlanned by the corns (division)
commander whose t roons are .being suonorted.
23,
The variety of modern weanons and of methods of their uase places great
demands on the control. of troons.
The fulfillment c; these demands is secured
by:
e knowld
a :rfare;
-

-.

.

.:..a,-.

the clarity of the commander's decision;

- the accurate and timely assi, .men.t of missions which are accurately
understood and executed;
-

continuous coordination;

- uninterruoted communications.
Modern combat demands a. firm and uninterrupted control

of troops.

T e
deci.s5.on .:aken. must be carried out solidly and perseveringly.
order must be executed accurately and with nbaximum effort.

The

Checking on the execution of an order in conjunction with practical aid is
the most important responsibility of commanders and staffs at all levels.
24.
Modern combat demands a large exoenditure of.materiel, esnrcially of
ammunition and fuel.
Therefore, the success. of troops in battle depends to a
considerable degree on the efficient and well-coordinated work of all:i eai service
installations, as well as on the proinnt supply of everything necessary
to the troops under any situation.
The organization of the division. and. regimental service areas and the materijl suoply of troops is one of the most
important responsibilities of a.ll commanders and staffs.

-10-
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The commander is responsible for skillfully maneuvering matetiel which he
has at his disposal and for properly using it to ensure success in combat.
The creation of necessary reserve stocks in case of interruption in the
supply of materiel is one of the conditions for the successful operation of

division and regimental service areas.
25.
Under battlefield conditions it is necessary to remember that the
enemy is trying to obtain information by means of espionage, by listening to
telephone conversations, and by intercepting telegrams and radiograms. Therefore, eternal vigilance for protecting military secrets is of utmost improtance,
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CHAPTER II
THE SERVICES,

THEIR CHARACTERISTICS AND COMBAT EMPLOYMENT

26.
The armed forces of tha U.S.S.R. consist of ground f orces,
naval forces, airborv
troops, and- antiaircraft d-efense troops.

1,

air

forces,

GROUND FORCES

27.
Ground forces consist of the following arms:
infantry, armiored and
mechanized troops, artillery,
and cavalry.
For -the supnort of combat activity

of the ground forces,
signal,

soecial troops are included in their- composition:

chemical warfare,

motor transport,

road construction,

engineer,

and. other troops.

28.
The infantry is capable of carrying on stubborn and prolonged combat
in any conditions of terrain and weather, at any time of the year or day,
In cooperation with other

arms, the infantry is able to:

-

destroy the defending enemy and break through his defense;

-

seize

Sectors -of-the terrain and firmly hold

d.stroy the attacking enemy.

-

The infantry forms the basis of large rifle units and airborne troons,
and also is included in the comnosition of tank
and mechanized troons and
naval forces.
29. The rifle corps is the highest tactical large unit of combined arms.
It usually includes -ifle divisions and a mechanized division, corns
artillery,
and units (small units) of special troops.
The rifle corns fulfills the most important missions in combat.
operation with large units and units of other arms it is able to:

In co

break through the defense of the enemy in its entire tactical depth and
develop the attack in the onerational depth;
-

surroumnd and destroy the .important forces of the enemy;

- firmly defend ' a
zone of terrain in the main direction, repel massed
attacks of the enemy, and conduct indbpendently counterattacks.

30.
The rifle
division is the basic large tactical unit of combined arms.
It consists of rifle
regiments, tank-4 self-propelled re.giments, division artillery,
and units. (small unite) of special troops.
The rifle
able to:

division in cooperation with other large units of the corns. is

- break through thezone of drfensr of tho c rhny crithin thr
assigned sector and develop an attack in deoth;

S-LC-R -T
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-

surround and destroy separa-te units of the enemy;

-- deend st;,boi

a

zone

of terrain and reu~el

massed attacks by the enei'y'w

mechanized. troons are th.e striking force of the ground
.and
31. .
They possess high mobility, greant maneuverability, and. considerable
forces.
'.
ower.
Tanks and self-nronelled artillery
form the basis of tan,;
and
mechanized troofbs.
The massed appl.ication of tank and mechaniied. unitsl
and ltrge unitn in
coordination
ith other arms uermits breaking through the 'irenared defense of the
encircl<mont and destruction of his grouoing.
emmy XdIthe
32.

Mechanized and tank divisions may be used.in all

tynes of combat.

They are able to:
- develon a breakthrough of the enemy defense with the atim of encircling
and destroying his main grouoing;
-

overrun a. hurriedly occunied enemy defense;

- pursue the enemymd destroy his annroaching reserves;
-.

envelon the open flanks of the enemy and onerate in his rear;

seize and hold., until the arrival of large rifle
linei bridgeheads, and imnortant objectives;
-

destroy enemy tank !mits and large units;

-

destroy the enemyls airborne landings;

units,

- cover the di sengagement and withdrawal. of ltarge rifle

advantageous

units.

When necessary, mechanized and tank divisions may be utilized for breaking
through the enemy' s pronared defense.
In the defense, mechanized and tink units are usually used in the sacond
echelons for counterattacks and counterblows against enemy forces which hr:;re
nenetrated.
In case of necessity, large mechanized and tank units are abln
to defend stoutly a zonle of terrain in the main direction.
T

he mechanized division is

a large tactical unit of combined arms.

33. Artillery is the main source of i-e pr',
It
)ossesses great range
of fire, fire power, and ability to m.neuver.
Artillery fire clears the way for
troops in attack and blocks the path of the enemy in defense,
The fastest and most decisive results are obtained by massed, sudden,
accurate,and flexibly controlled artillery
fire.

13-
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Artillery is able to;
- destroy and neutralize enemy artillery,
and also personnel;

mortars,

and other weapons,.

- destroy enemy tanks and self-propelled artillery;
- demolish field and permanent defensive installations;
- cut passages through antitank and antioersonnel obstacl-s;
-

disrupt the enemy's conrliol of his troops and the work of his rear area.

Antiaircraft artillery
possesses the- ability
and.other air targets of the enemy.

to destroy planes., airborne

landings,

34. Artillery consists of large units and units of gun and howitzer artillery,
morirs,aid antitank and antiaircraft artillery.
Artillery included in the com-.
position of large units, units, and small units of other arms forms the troop
artillery.
Troop artillery
and army artillery.

is subdivided into battalion, regimental, division, corns,

For he realization of close coordination with other arms,. large units,
units; and small units of, artillery
are attached to rifle,
cavalry, mechanized,
and tank large units and, as -a rule, are distributed amongst artillery
groups,
and also are included in the composition of artillery-antitank reserves.

35. Antitank artillery is the most effective means for repelling attacks
by the enemy's tanks and self-propelled artillery.
It

is utilized:

-

in

-

in the defense, for the creation. of antitank defense in the main directions;

the comnosition of artillery-antitank reserves;

- for combined actions with large rifle,
units;

mechanized,

tank, and cavalry

for combat against airborne or naval landings.
Antitank artillery large units.and units may be employed in the artillery
preparation and support of 'an attack, but not to the detriment of the antitank
defense of the troops and' without. the inclusion of such units in artillery
groups.

36.

Antiaircrafitlarge units and. units ire intendd:

- to protect from enemy air strikes the main grouning of troops, headquarters, main communications routes, and main objectives in the ar area;

T

......
S...........
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- together with fighter aircraft, but also independently, to blockade from
the air an encircled enemy grouping;
- to engage in combat with enemy airborne landings, both in the air and
while landing.
Antiaircraft artillery
large units (units), in excentional circumstances,
ma~y be drawn into combat with enemy good fbrces, prinarily of 'nks and self-propelled
artillery.
As a rule, antiaircraft artillery
is employed massed;
coordinated with the activities of fighter aviation.

its

fire is

closely

37. Cavalry depends on time of year and day, weather, and terrain less
than do other arms (excent infantry),
The cavalry consists of cavalry corps and cavalry divisions.
The cavalry corps is a large operation-tactical unit of combined arms,
It consists cf two or three cavalry divisions and units (small units) of special
troons.
It consists
A cavalry division is a large tactical unit of combined arms.
units.(small
of calvary regiments, units of artillery and tanks, and also
units) of special troops.
38., The cavalry corps and cavalry division are emnloyd
permitting freedom of maneuver.

in directions

The cavalry corns in coordination with large units 'and units of the other
arms, and sometimes independently, is able to:
- break through the enemy's hurriedly occupied defense and his defense on
a wide front;
-

develop a breathrough, acting as a mobile groun;

-

pursue, surround, and destroy a withdrawing enemy;

- inflict counterblows on the flank and rear of an enemy who has broken
through our defense;
-

secure open flanks and boundaries;

-

protect

-

destroy enemy airborne landings.

the concentration, regrouping, or withdrawal of troops;

39. Engineer troons are intended for engineer sunnort of the combat activity
of large units and units of various arms.
Engineer
troops are employed, as a rule, in the direction of ther
blow in an attack and in the most important directions in the defense.
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The basic tasks of engineer troops are
in the ; offense,
the preparation of the departure irea, the. clearing
and laying of roads, the support of troop crossings over water obstacles,
participation in stoiming and destroying defensive installations of the eneiy,
and also the consolidation of lines seized from the enemy and the repelling
of his counterattacks;

in the defense, - the construction of obstacles, participation in ore

-

paring .

and equipping zones of defense and various engineer installations.

the support of counterattacks and counterblow's by means of obstacles and road

building;
-

in all

types of combat engineer reconnaissare, insurance of the secrecy

of the disposition and activities of troops; water supply
Engineer troops consist of engineer large units and units and altso of

sapper units and small units incornorated in large units and units o:f various
arms.
40.
Signal troops are intended for the establishment and maintenance
of
continuouslyoperating communications in all
types of combat activity of the
troops.

41.

Chemical warfare troops are intended for the execution of the follow-

ing tasks:
-

to strengthen the antichemical defense of trooprs and targets in

the,

rear;
-

to destroy personnel and materiel of the enemy by incendiary means;

-

to carry out,

by means of smoke,

the concealment of troops and targets.

42. Motor transportation troons are intended for he transportation oftroops, bringing up supplies, and evacuation.
43, Road construction troops .re intended.for the repair, reconstructi6n.,
and con struhtion of roads and bridges, for their maintenance in passable condition, and also for traffic regulation.
2,

AIR FORCES

44.
The air
forces are capable of inflicting pow.erful and sudden blows.
Possessing freedom of maneuver and great range of action, they can destroy enemy
troops while the latter
are. still
apnroaching the field of battle, and also
can inflict powerful blows on military and industrial targets in the enemyly
rear.
The aii' forces are intended for joint combat operations with ground forces,
naval forces, airborne troops, and antiaircraft defense troopis, and for the
execution of independent combat missions.
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forces are capable .of transferring their blows in.the shortest
The air
time from one direction (target) to another, both laterally and in depth.
Large air fore units in cooperation with other arms,
can execute the following missions.:

and also

independently,

- destroy and neutralize troops of the enemy, demolish various
type installations to the entire depth of his combat disposition;

air

engineer-

-

demolish military and industrial objectives in the enemy's rear

-

carry on the struggle for. supremacy in

-

destroy the enemy's ships and his- naval bases;

- Protect our troops (shins)
force-;

the air;

and objectives from the blows of the enemy

- disrupt enemy; movements by rail, highway, air, and sea;
and transport troops;
execute air drops ,(landings) of airborne troops
-

interdict enemy air

drops (landings)

conduct air reconnaissance

and amp-i'bious landings;

of the enemy and adjust friendly artillery

fire;

- disrupt the control of enemy troops;
-

ensure command and' coordination communications;

-

transport wounded and. sick personnel and cargo.

45,. The air forces are composed of front aviation, long range aviation,
naval aviation, air
defense aviation, and aviation of airborne troops.
operations with ground
46. Front aviation is designed for i joint'
forces, naval forces, airborne troops, as well as for carrying out indenendent combat assignments.

47. Long rane'aviation is designed for inded5endent ooerations connected
with delivering massive blows against mi-litary and industrial targets in the
enemy's rear.
In isolated ca.ses, it. can be used to. deliver blows against the enemy's
troops and his fortifications on the battlefield and in the operational deph,
and also in support of naval forces and airborne troops.
48. Naval aviation. is d.esigned for joint combat operations with naval
forces and for the execution of independent combat missions. It is capable
of delivering powerful torpedo.bombing and low-level attacks against the:enemy's
ships at sea and at his bases, conducting operations against sea communications,
destroying coastal objectives, conductieg mine-laying operations,and. protecting
fleet supply and ship operations at sea.
In isolated cases, naval aviation may be employed in support of ground
forces operating in coastal areas, and in sunnort of airborne and amphibious
landings.
49.
Air d.efense aviation is designed to protect important objectives in
front rear areas and in the .territory of the country generally.
It performs its
functions. either indenendently or in conjunction. with front
aviation, fighter aviation of the naval forces, and ground forces.
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50.

Aviation of airborne.troons is designed to drop (land) airborne forces
and to ferry troops.
The aviation of airborne troons can also be employed to deliver arms,
ammunition, fuel, provisions, and all supplies required for combat and troop
maintenance.
The air forces, by virtue of their designation, the flig-ht-tactical
51.
characteristics of the aircraft, and their armament, are divided into the
following branches of aviation. bomber, ground-attack, fighter,. mine-torpedo,
and special (reconnaissance, liaison, and medical).

52. Bomber aviation is the powerful striking'arm of the air force. Its role is to
de-fekt troopsj to destroy military equipment
ships at. sea .and at their bases., military
and industrial targets in the.enemy's rear; to destroy materiel; to neutralize
and. destroy the enemy's aviation on his airfields; to disrupt rail, water,
and highway transport; and to destroy various engineer-type installations.,
Daytime onerations of bomber aviation, as a. rule, are supported by fighter
aviation.

53. Ground-attack aviation is designed. for close support of our ground
forces in combat.
Operating at low altitudes, ground-attack aviation represents a powerful weapon against tanks, artillery, and enemy personnel.
Groundattack aviation is also employed to cstroy enemy aircraft on airfields; to disrupt rail, water,and highway transport; and to conduct air
reconnaissance.
Moreover,ground.attack aviation may also be employed for
operations against ships and against enemy landings.
Ground-att.cc aviation is,

as a rule,

supported by fighter aviation.

54, Fighter aviation is the principal means in the struggle for air supremacy through the destruction of enemy aircraft in air
combat.
It protects
friendly troops, military and indiustrial targets against enemy air strikes,
and sunports the combat operations of other types of our aircraft.
In addition, fighter aviation, without neglecting its own basic missions,
may be employed. against enemy troops and for air reconnaissanee.

55. Mine-torpedo aviation is designed to destroy enemy ships at sea and
at their bases, to conduct operations on, sea lanes, and. to conduct mining
onera tions.
56.
Reconnaissance aviation is designed to conduct
air" reconnaissance
of the enemy,
Possessing aircraft specially equipped with aerial cameras and
other technical d.evices, it is capable of securing the most accurate information
regarding the enemy and his fortifications,
Spotting aviation, being a. nart of reconnaissance avi.tion, is designed to
serve the artillery;
it condiucts aerial spotting of targets and adjusts artillery
fire.
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57. Liaison aviation is designed to ensure command and. coordination
communications.
Medical aviation is intended for the evacuation of wounded and sick
personnel urgently requiring special medical assistance.

58.

Medical aviation can e emnloyed to transport med.ical personnel,
supplies, and necessary hospital equipment.
force -is
59.
The large onerational-tactical unit of the air
laviatsionnyy korpus7 consisting of several air divisions.
An air.. division is

a tactical

medical

the air corps

large unit.

Air force large units (units) of various types of aviation carry out t heir
missions independently or in coordination with each other and. with la:rge units
(units) of other arms.

60.

In

ris : er
troop

muil

support of air force operations, there are included in r. i llr
* >.ign.l,
en L.nE'r, ]oot'.
pot',
id o'er
units L.

ai-r

separe <nic
3.

NAVAL FORCES

61.
The naval. forces are divided into fleets and flotillas.
may be river or sea flotillas.

The latter

The naval forces are charged with the following missions:
-

to destroy the enemy's ships at sea and. at their bases;

-

to disrupt sea comnunications of the enemy;

-

to demolish enemy military and industrial targets on the sea coast;

-

to conduct operations against the enemy air force;

-

to effect landings on the enemy's se co.s
to support,

from the

sea, ground forces operating in

the coastal area;

- to defend naval bases and various important objectives located on the
seacoas
to prevent enemy landings;
-

to defend our own sea. communications.

62.. Naval forces consist of large units (units) of surface shins, submarines, aviation, coast and antiaircraft artillery, naval infantry, and
various soecial troops.
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63; Surface ships consist of battleships, aircraft carriers, cruisers,
monitors, gunboats, destroyers, patrol vessels, torpedo. boats, armored cutters,
submarine. chasers, mine and net layers, mine sweepers, landing craft, floatingbatteries, command ships, patrol cutters, and various' auxiliary vessels and
floating harbor facilities.
Surface shins have the capability of delivering powerful artillery
and
torpedo attacks .aga.in.st shins and coastal targets, effecting amphibious landings,
disrupting enemy sea communications, either independently-or in coordination
force and s,ubmarines, oroviding fire support for ground forces in
with the air
the coa stal areas, renelling enemy amphibious landings or air ottacks, and also
carrying out missions in reconnaissance, mine laying, troop transport, and other
mission.s,
Submarines which possess the capability of protracted and concealed
64.
operations at sea, are designed to deliver powerful torpedo attacks. a.gainst
enemy ships at sea and at their bases, either indenendently o:r in cooneration
with aviation and surface ships,,and to lay mines.
They can also be emoloyed for reconnaissance, for putting reconnaissance
groups ashore, for hydrographic support of the combat operations of surface
shins and aviation, and for transporting cargoes into naval bases blockaded by
the enemy.

65.
Coast artillery,
fixed and mobile, is designed to defend naval bases
and other objectives located in the coastal areas against enemy attacks from
sea or land, and to assist ships and gr.ou.nd forces operating in the coaestal
area.
66.
Naval infontry serves in landing operations as part of the forward
landing detachment.
Moreover, it is emoloyed in. the defense of naval bases
and the coastal installations of the navy.
4, A'IP-BORI

TROOPS

67.
Aiiborne troops are emolayed for combat ooerations in the rear of the
enemy. They are utilized in close coord.ination with aviation, with troops
attacking frontally, or operating in the rear of the enemy, and with large
naval units.
Air-borne troops consist of parachute units and air-landed large units and.units.
The air-borne large unit is
arms,
68.
Air. borm troops,
ing missions:

a; large onrational-tactical

opera.ting in

unit of combined

the enemy s rear, can execute the follow-

- to assist the forces conducting a frontal offensive in breaking through
enemy defenses, in the encirclement and destruction of his group ings.
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- to seize and to hold important lines, rier crossings, mountain ranges
and passes in the enemy's rear;
-

to disrupt the control of enemy troops and to disrupt work in his rear

area;
to suoport our amphibious landings;
- to seize
troops.

-

enemy airfields and to protect the landing of our own air-bor:e

to assist and support the pairtisan movement.

69.
The transport of alr-arn forces and their combat operations in
enemy's rear must be supported by the onerations of our own aviation.
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CHAPTER III
TROOP CONTROL
1.
70.

PRINCIPLES OF ORGANIZING CONTROL

The corps (division)

commander bears full

responsibility for organizing

the control of subordinate troops and for their successful execution of combat
missions.
The commander at any time is obliged to know where troops subordinate to
him are, what they are doing, and what their needs are; and he is obliged to
influence the course of battle with his available forces and means, without waiting for requests from the commanders of subordinate large units and units.

The corps (division) commander controls his troops personally and through
his staff.
The chief of staff is
right to issue orders in

the first

deputy of the commander.

Only he has the

the name of the commander.

The commander informs the chief of staff of his assumptions and intentions.
The chief of staff must always be ready to report to the commander on the
situation and on his conclusions stemming from it and to report his own suggestions.
The commander informs the chief of staff about orders issued by him person-

ally to the troops.

The chief of staff in turn is obliged to organize the work

of the staffs of subordinate troops in such a way that instructions issued to the

troops personally by the commander will be known in good time by the corps
(division)

staff and that supervision over their execution will be established.

71.
Troop control consists of measures for the preparation,
and conduct of combat actions, and envisions:

organization,

- iaintenance of high political mot'ale and the constant combat readiness of
the troops;
-

timely assignment of combat missions to the troops;

- preparation and organization of combat actions of the troops and the
organization of uninterrupted cooperation in battle;
-

constant combat and political support of the troops;
constant direction of troops in

the course of combat actions;

- constant supervision of the execution of orders,
all the actions of the troops;

instructions,

and of

- regular material support of the troops and the organization Of the
troop rear.area.

72.

Troop control must be firm and uninterrupted; this is
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- correct understanding of the situation and foresight into the possibilie's
of its changing;
- making promptly a decision which meets the situation and insistently
carrying out this decision;

-

constant exchange. of information from bottom to top, from top to bottom,

and with adjacent units on all details of the situation;
- uninterrupted operation of communications.
The employment of modern means of reconnaissance razvedka, especially
air, motorized or mechanized, radio, and radar ieconnaissance, extends the

possibility of anticipating the intentions of the enemy and of changing the
situation.

73.

The basis of troop control is the commander's decision.

The decision is reached through determining ihescheme of the operation
which the commander hopes to achieve, and through determining the method of
operation by which the commander will carry out the scheme:

In his decision, the commander envisions:
-

the sector of the front where the main efforts of the troops will be

concentrated, and the direction of the main effort;
- the grouping of men and materiel by directions and the establishment of
the combat formations of the troops.;
- combat missions for subordinate and supporting troops in the departure
area and during the battle;
-

the method of coordination of the troops after the decision as to the

assigned mission;
-

missions for combat support of the troops;

- missions for political support of the troops;
- missions for material support of the troops;

74.

The making of a basic decision is possible only as a result of under-

standing the mission received., the correct evaluation of the situation by the
commander, and also an understanding of the bases of combined-arms warfare.
When thinking out the mission received, the commander must understand the
intention of his immediate superior and determine the place of his own large
unit in the mission being executed by the larger unit.
In evaluating the situation-, the commander studies:
- the composition, state, and grouping of the enemy and the character of
his operations;
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-

the missions of adjacent units;

-

the composition, state, and disposition of friendly troops and their

material support;

- the character of the terrain:

relief, observation conditions, the

presence of natural obstacles and cover, and roads;

the economic state of the area of operations, the social-political
composition of the population and its attitude.
In evaluating the situation, the commander also studies the state of the
weather, the time of day and year, and their influence on the operations of
the troops.
Studying the situation, the commander establishes in what measure it

facilitates or hinders the accomplishment of the assigned mission and which
measures must be taken to remove conditions hindering the accomplishment of the

mission; or to lessen the negative effect of such conditions.
Incompleteness of information on the situation does not free the commander
from the obligation to make a timely decision.

75.

In offensive combat, the choice of the direction of the main effort

forms the basis of the decision.

In selecting the direction of the'main effort,

the corps (division) commander is obliged to:
- determine that part of the enemy grouping, the destruction of which will
ensure the successful accomplishment of the assigned combat mission;

- determine the possibility of enemy reserves appearing and what counteraction should be taken;
- evaluate the character of the enemy's defensive installations and
obstacles, terrain conditions, time and weather, from the point of view of
facility in inflicting the main blow and of the most advantageous employment
of troops.

76. In making a decision fdr the liefense, the commander is obliged to
determine those areas of the terrain, on the holding of which depends the
firmness of the entire defense. These areas "are defended by the main part of
the men and materiel. In this, the corps (division) commander is obliged to
envision:
- the engineer development of the terrain with a view to utilizing its
favorable conditions;

- the organization of antitank and antiaircraft defense and other measures
of combat security;

the skillful organization of all types of fire andy most important, of
antitank fire, in conjunction with engineer obstacles;
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- the preparation and conduct of counterattacks for the destruction of
the enemy who has broken through.

77.

The combat activity of each large unit is

determined by the combat

mission assigned by the senior commander.

The combat mission of a corps (division) usually is divided into a number
of successive combat missions: the immediate and subsequent missions and the
mission of the day.

The depth of these missions varies and is

determined

by

the

possibility of acciplishirg each of them in one combat formation and with one
system of organization of coordinated action.

In the defense,

the combat mission is not divided into immediate and sub-

sequent missions and mission of the day.
78.

After the commander makes his decision,

the staff works out the combat

order, the coordination planning table, measures for combat security and far
the organization of control and communications.

The coordination planning table is worked out by the corps (division) staff
together with the commanders of arms and the chiefs of services under the
direction of the corps (division) chief of staff and is approved by the corps
(division)

commander.

The commanders of arms and the chiefs of services,

on the basis of the

preliminary instructions from the commander, of the combat order, and of the
coordination planning table,plan and organize the combat employment of the large
units (units) of their respective arms (services).

The chief of the rear,

jointly with the corps (division) staff, the

commanders of arms, and the chiefs of services,

works out measures for the

material support of the troops and the organization of the rear area.
79.

In the combat order there is indicated:

--point 1--a succinct evaluation of the enemy grouping and actions;
-- point 2--the combat mission of the large unit and the commander's decision;-- point 3--the combat missions of units on the immediate flanks and the
boundary lines with them, and also the missions of the large units and units of

the army (front) mobile group which are operating in the corps (division) zone;
-- point 4--and following

points--the combat missions (immediate and

subsequent missions and missions of the day) for subordinate large units (units),
with the indication of the reinforcements attached to or supporting them;
missions for securing boundaries and flanks; missions for antitank and antiair-

craft defense; boundary lines of each large unit (unit) with its neighbor on the
left.
Further, in separate points, there are indicated:
--missions of artillery, tanks, aviation, and special troops which are
being executed in the interests of the large unit as a whole;
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--missions and composition of reserves;
-- missions for antitank and antiaircraft defense which are being executed

in the interests of the large unit as a whole;
-- the time when the troops will be ready for battle;
-- the location of command and observation posts and the axis on which they
will be moved;

-the method,

it,

times,

and means of submitting combat reports.

80. In individual cases, instead of a combat order or in amplification of
Combat instructions include brief
there are issued combat instructions.

information on the enemy and on adjacent units an dthe combat mission only of
that large unit (unit) to which the instructions are addressed; there are also
given instructions concer"ning the method of

eecution of this mission

81.
During preparations for battle.o, all combat missions for large units
(units) prior to the issuance of the written order by the corps (division)
commander are usually given orally f rom a map, and are. then further detailed on
the terrain during the organization of coordi'nation.
Warning orders are issued in order to give the

troops more time

to prepare for impending operations.
It is inardmis ible in warning orde's to break security regarding
impending operations.
82
During battle, depending on the situation and capabilities, combat
to his subordimisF-:nns are assigned by the commander in person through a visit
nates or by means of written combat, orders (combat. instructions) transmitted
through staff offi cers or, in encoded form, by wire or radio.

All conbat orders and instructions issued orally are duplicated in writing.
In

all cases, . the issuance of a written order must not delay the beginning

of operations.
All copies of a Written combat order are signed by the commander and the

chief of staff and are distributed according to a list
approved each time by.
the commander of the large unit... Only the principal commanders and the senior
comnnder are included in

the list,

One copy of the order remains at headquarters.

All supplementary measures concerning the organization of
antiai.rcraft defense of the troops and also measures for other
support are developed by the staff jointly with the comanders
chiefs of services; and these reach the commanders in the form
combat instructions.

the antitank and
types of combat
of arms and. the
of individual

Communications tasks are assigned by separate instructions signed by the
chief of staff andthe chief of. communications of the large unit.
The missions of political support of the troops are assigned by the
commander and executed according to the plan of the large unit' s political
section.
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Tasks for the rear
are assigned by a separate order for the rear
which is signed by the commander, the corps (division) chief of staff, and the
chief of the rear.

83.

The entire work of the commander and the staff is

conditions preserving in

strictest

conducted under

secrecy the scheme and organization of the

battle.
Initially,
the commander acquaints the chief of staff, his deputies, the
artillery
commander, the corps (division) engineer, and the chief of the

rear with the mission received and with his scheme of battle.

The remaining

commanders are given only individual tasks.

The chief of staff in turn lets the chief of the operations section and the
chief of communications into the scheme of battle.
Subsequently, as the time
of commencement of the operation approaches, and with the permission of the
commander,

the circle of individuals drawn into the work is

widened.

84.
The commander controls the troops through the issuance of combat orders
and combat instructions.
Personal contact of the commander with subordinate commanders and the
troops

is

of decisive significance.

Personal contact is particularly necessary before the battle and during
a radical change in the situation.

85.

A responsible role in troop control belongs to the staff.

The obligations of the staff include:
-- the organization of combat support of the troops on the basis of the
commander' s decision;

-- the collection, evaluation,

and interpretation of information concerning

the enemy, our own forces, the terrain,
and a report on these to the commander;

the weather,

and the area of operations,

-- the issuance of preliminary instructions;

-- the development of the combat order (instructions),
planning table,

the coordination

and their transmission to the troops;

-- the accomplishment of coordination between large units (units) of all
arms and adjacent units throughout

the battle;

-- the organization of command and observation posts,
defense;

their security and

-- the organization of communications which assure the commander of control
of the troops;
-- the development and execution of measures for the communications security

of the troops;
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-- the development of measures for concealment of the troops;
-the

organization of the commandant' s service;

-- rendering reports on the situation to higher headquarters and informing
the headquarters of subordinate and cooperating large units (units) and adjacent
units, as well as the commandeirs of arms and the chiefs of services;

-- :supervision over the accurate and timely execution of combat orders
(instructions) and. over all

actions of the troops;

-- §aintaining7 a constant knowledge of tahe state of equipment, the material
support of the troops, end the situation at their rear, and also uninterrupted
supervision over the work of the; rear;
-- constant guidance to the staffs of subordinate tiroops;
-- timely receipt, from higher headquarters,
and their dissemination to the troops;

of the challenge and password

--supply of the troops w4ith topographic maps (map substitutes', photographs)
of the area of forthcoming operations;
-- study and interpretation of the experience of operations and its timely
communication to the troops
cavalry, and mechanized
and cavalry corps, of rifle,
86. The staffs of rifle
divisions, and also of large airborne units are combined-arms staffs.

The corps (division) staff organizes cooperation among the staffs of

87.

the comianders of arms and of the chief of the rear.
Commanders of arms, chiefs of services, and the chief of the rear
coordinate with the corps (division) chief of staff all basic instructions and

measures planned by them for assuring the execution of the commander's decision.
The staffs of the commanders of arms work under the direction of these

commanders and,
(division)

88.

at the same time, carry out tho instructions of t he corps

chief of staff.

The corps (division) commander, depending on the situation, controls
combat from his command or observation post.

his forces in

The command post is organized in such a place as will ensure troop control
and continuously operating communications of the corps (division) staff with the
staffs of subordinate and cooperating large units (units).

The observation

ost of the corps (division) commander is

a component part

of the command post.
It is organized in such a place as will ensure to the
commander. personal observation of the course of battle in the main direction
and will assure him control of his forces.
In

addition to the main command and observation posts,

stand-by fapasniyAe

command and observation posts.

S-E-C-R'E-T
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The locations of the command and observation posts are determined by the
large unit commander. At times the location of the command post may be indicated

by a higher commander.
In selecting the locations of command and observation posts, it is necessary
to consider the situation and the possibility of rapid organization of uninterrupted communications.
The command post must be moved up close to the troops in order to ensure
uninterrupted troop control during the course of an offensive.

89.

The movement of command and observation posts during the attack must

be planned according to the phase of the battle and the time, in
prevent their separation from the troops.

However,

order to

too frequent movement of

command and observation posts causes instability in the work of communication
facilities, disturbs troop control, and occasionally entails the loss of troop
control.

As a rule, the movement of command and observation posts takes place by
echelons. The time of their movement is determined by the readiness of communications at the new locations.

The movement of the staff to the new command post

takes place only with the permission of the chief of the next higher staff.
During the displacement of the staff, the old command post is
maintained as a reserve.

temporarily

90.
At the command post are disposed:
the corps (division) commander,
his deputies, the corps (division) staff, the commanders of arms and their staffs,
and the chiefs of services, according to the specific orders of the corps(division) commander.
Staffs are disposed at' the command post without the

sections which handle matters of supply and manning; the latter, together with
the corps (division) chief of the rear
and his group, comprising the rear
echelon of command, are disposed in their own command post.
A group of officers of the operations and intelligence sections
is always
located at the observation post, plus one or two officers
of the
staffs of the commanders of arms.. During the stay of the
corps (division). commander
at the observation post the chief of the operations section
and the commanders of
arms ark as a rule,: witA him.
91. The commandant's service is organized by the corps (division) staff
under all types of combat activity of the troops for the maintainance of
general order in the areas of troop disposition, for the regulation of movement,

and for supervision of the observance of concealment measures by the troops.
Officers of the corps (division) staff and of the staffs of the commanders
of arms, aided by the necessary number of small units, are drawn into the
performance of duties of the commandant's service.

2.
92.

THE PRINCIPLES OF ORGANIZING COORDINATION

Coordination must be uninterrupted.

It

is

organized by the corps

(division) commander on the terrain in accordance with the decision made.
It is organized with the participation of the chief of staff, the commanders of
arms,

the chiefs of services,

and the commander

S
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measures of concealment.
aviation, with the observance of the strictest
Coordination is carried out by commanders and staffs on all levels throughout
the battle.

93,

Coordination in battle is

ensured by:

-- unified understanding of the pui pose of the actions of the large unit
(unit); the firm knowledge of the combat missions and the manner of -their

execution by the troops;
-constant direction of the troops and supervision of execution by each
hasJ line, and
large unit (unit) of its combat. missions in point of time,
objective;
-- concerted actions of one's forces with the actions of adjacent units
and through mutual support by fire and shock /actiog7:

-having a single system of orientation and target indication and ensuring
that all

know the established signals;

-- continuously operating communications and the exchange of information;
-- continuous reconnaissance of the enemy.

94.

organized by stages of the battle for

In the attack, coordination is

In the defense,
the entire depth of the combat mission of the large unit.
coordination Is organized for the entire depth of t13h.e defense, according to
direct ions and by stages of the battle.
Coordination in offensive and defensive combat is systematized in the
for of the coordination planning table, graphically on a map, or by §he use
of a map subs'titute .

The coordination plari.ning table is
ba ttle .

developed according to stages of the

In the coordination planning table there are indicated by stages of the
battle:

-- the operations of each arm and of special troops;
-the reallotment of a.rtillery and tanks and also of engineers and
other special troops;
-the. method of dislalcement of artillery;

-- coordination signals between the infantry (cavalry),

tanks,

artillery,

and aviation.
the battle are determined by the missions which must be
The suge.of'
successively accomplished byr the large unit (unit) .
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95. The coordination of the infantry (cavalry) with tanks,
and aviation is achieved by:

artillery;

-- the movement, without lagging, of the infantry (cavalry) behind the
tanks and by prompt infantry fire support .of the tanks-

--prompt consolidation of the success achieved by the tanks;
--prompt aid to the tanks in overcoming antitank obstacles;
--destruction of the enemy's antitank defenses barring the advance of
the tanks;

--prompt indication to the tanks of targets barring the-advance of the
infantry (cavalry);
-concerting the actions of the infantry (cavalry) with the fire of the
artillery;
-timely and rapid exploitation of the results of artillery fire;

--rendering of necessary assistance for the forward movement of artillery
operating in the infantry (cavalry) combat formations;
--knowledge

of, and intelligent employment of, signals to call for and

to shift artillery fire to neutralize newly appearing targets barring the
advance of the infantry (cavalry); knowledge also of signals for the cessation
of artillery fire;
--concerting the operations of aviation with those of the infantry
(cavalry)
in point of time, fphase7 lines, and objectives;
--accurate designation, for the aviation, of the front line, and timely
response to conventional'signals of sviation.

96. The coordination of the artillery with the infantry (cavalry), tanks,
and aviation is achieved by:
--concerting the fire and maneuver of the artillery with the actions of

the infantry (cavalry) and tanks during the battle;

S-E-R-E-T
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-- employment of the maneuver and fire of artillery groups subordinate to
the senior combined-arms commanders for the purpose of supporting the combat of
the large units subordinate to these commanders;
--massing the fire of the artillery groups subordinate to the large units
and units in decisive sectors of the battle;
--having guns and batteries directly accompany the infantry (cavalry) and
tanks;

--destruction of the enemy's antitank artillery;
-- destruction of the enemy' s antiaircraft artillery;
-- concerting artillery fire with aviation during concerted operations
against ground targets;

--concerting antiaircraft artillery fire with the actions of fighter
aircraft in repelling enemy aircraft;
-- locating the combined -arms and artillery commanders together at observation
posts.

97.
The coordination of tanks with the infantry (cavalry), artillery,and
aviation is achieved by:
--concerting the operations of tanks with those of the supported infantry
(cavalry) and the supporting artillery and also with those of aviation operating

over the battle field;
--rapid destruction of weapons and other enemy objects blocking the advance
of the infantry (cavalry), and also the holding of important captured lines and
areas until the arrival of friendly infantry (cavalry).--in offensive combat;
--direct assistance by the tanks to the infantry (cavalry) by fire and

shockfaction,
it

is

both when the infantry is repelling enemy counterattacks and when

restoring the situation--in defensive combat;

--prompt indication, to the infantry (cavalry), artillery, and aviation,.
of targets barring the advance of the tanks;
-- clear designation of one's location by signs and established signals

easily visible from the air.

98.

Coordination of aviation with ground forces is achieved by:

-- accurate accomplishment, in point of time, place, and objective, of the
missions assigned to the cooperating aviation and ground forces;
-- aviation support, (accompaniment)of tielarge mobile units, air cover, and
prompt assistance to them in repell:ng enemy attacks;
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-- constant air reconnaissance of the battle field and the approaches to i
-uninterrupted exchange of information by combined-arms and air force
commanders and staffs;
-- location of the commanders of large units and units of the air

force

or their deputies, with means of communication, with the commanders of large
units of combined arms;
-- attentive observance, by the aviation, of the signals of the ground forces
and the prompt giving of mutual identification signals, target designations
and' communications,

The coordination of the engineer troops with the various arms is
99.
achieved by:
--agreement as to places and time of establishing mine-explosive and other
obstacles;

--agreement as to places, time, and method of supporting the passage of'the
troops through friendly and enemy obstacles;
-concerting

joint actions for the storming and blocking of defensive

installations and fortified objectives;
-

--concerting joint actions. in forcing a river;

concerting the actions of mobile obstacle-placing detachments with the
artillery and tanks;
-- fire

100.

cover for engineer-type installations and obstacles

Coordination with adjacent units is

achieved by:

-- a mutual understanding of tasks;

personal contact between commanders of adjacent large units (units)
during preparation for battle;
-- concerted actions of adjacent units at all stages of the battle;

--security of boundaries by detaching men and materiel for this purpose7
and their organization of fire and maneuver at the boundaries;

--prompt assistance, in the form of fire and shock, to an adjacent unit in
battle;
-uninterrupted

3

exchange of information in battle

PRINCIPLES OF ORGANIZING COMMIUNICATIONS

101. Communications are the principal means of assuring troop control in
battle; theretore, tne loss of communications is the loss of control,
The
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maintenance of regularly operating communiations with subordinate and cooperating trogps, with rear service units and installations, as well as the maintenance

of warning communications, is a most important duty of the commander and staff.
The organization of communications and their maintenance and employment
must be thought out, by stages of the battle, for the entire depth of the combat
mission of the large unit.
The chief of staff and the chief of communications answer for the organization and maintenance of communications.
In each large unit, for troop control in combat, there are organized command
communications,
communications.

- 102.

coordination communications, rear area communications, and warning

Command communications assure the corps (division) commander of troop

control through direct conversations, the transmission of combat orders and
instructions to subordinates, and the receipt of reports from them.
Command communications are established along the line of command and
observation posts and are organized on instructions from the corps (division)

chief of staff.

For the establishment of such communications,these are detailed:

--wire, mobile means of communication, and aircraft--Iy the corps (division)
staff;
--radio--both by the corps (division) staff and by the staffs of subordinate
forces.
Radio and wire command communications must assure communications both with
commanders on the next lower level, and with commanders two levels below, for
example, from the corps to the regimental commander.
In all cases, if communications are not established with the equipment of
the senior commander, the subordinate is obliged to establish communications
using his own personnel and equipment,

103.

Coordination communications assure the coordination of the operations

of large units and units of various arms and adjacent units.
Coordination
communications between large units and units of various arms are organized on
instructions from the corps (division) chief of staff. In the absence of
instructions from the chief of staff, or with the loss of communications,

commanders of all cooperating large units and units are obliged to take steps
themselves to achieve the immediate restoration of communications.

Coordination communications are established:
- -- between rifle, cavalry, mechanized,
artillery--by means of the facilities

and tank large units (units) and the

of the artillery

large units (units);

liaison officers with communications facilities are detailed also from artillery
large units (units);
-- between rifle, cavalry large units (units),and mechanized and tank large
units (units -tby radio~-each using its own facilities; by wire--using the
facilities of the rifle and cavalry large units (units); liaison officers with

S-E-C- R-E-T
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radios and mobile means of communication are detailed from the mechanized and

tank large units (units);
-- between large rifle,

cavalry,

mechanized,

tank,

and air force units and.

the .large airborne units--by means of radio, each using its own facilities;
-- between large rifle, cavalry, mechanized, tank, and artillery units and
the aviation--through the representatives of the air force large units (units)
who are located, together with their radios, at the command posts of the large
units cooperating with them;

-- between rifle large units (units) and the cavalry large units (units.by radio, mobile means of communication, and aircraft--each using its own

facilities; by wire communications--using the facilities of the large rifle
units (units);
--between large rifle, cavalry, mechanized, tank, and artillery units and
the large units of the navye--by radio--each using its own facilities; through
representatives of the large naval units who are located, together with their

radios, at the command posts of the large units cooperating with them.
Lateral communications between adjacent units by means of wire and aircraft,
as well as by mobile means of communication, are established from right to left

on instructions from, and with the facilities of, the unit on the right; while
radio communications are established on instructions from the senior commander.
The .best assurance of coordination communications is achieved by personal

contact of commanders; by the location of command and observation posts of the
commanders of cooperating and supporting large units (units) together with, or
immediately adjacent to, those of the combined-arms commander; and also by the

exchange of liaison officers supplied with radios and mobile means of communication.
104L.

Rear area communications assure the chief of the rear the control

of rear service units and installations and the direction of the activity of the

chiefs of the rear
. of large units and units belonging to the corps (division).
Rear area communications are established on instructions from the corps (division)
chief of staff.
105. Warning communications assure the warning of the troops and rear
service units and installations regarding air, tank, and chemical danger.
Warnings are disseminated by special and combat radio nets, by.two-station radio
communications, and by wire lines, in conformance with instructions from higher
headquarters. A warning may also be disseminated by visual and sound signals.
106. The principal means of communication is that which by its characteristics is most fully able to assure troop control and coordination in a given
stage of the battle,

Radio is the most reliable means of communication in battle.
the loss of radio communications is inadmissable.

107.

Therefore,

Troop control by radio takes place with the aid of radio signals,

S-E-C-R-E-T
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coded maps; codes, ciphers,and conversation tables.

For each battle, and

occasionally also for individual stages of a battle, staffs are obliged to
compose tables of radio signals.

Combat orders and combat instructions are transmitted by radio only in
encoded form, and only in the event that, it is impossible to transmit them
faster by other means. Combat reports may be transmitted in code and by means
of signals.
108.

Radio transmission in the clear is permitted:

-- to the artillery--in transmitting fire commands;
--to the air force--in directing aerial combat; in the transmission of
combat orders in flight; in warning and directing friendly fighters to enemy
planes; in the transmission of reports of observed targets from planes; in

directing friendly aircraft to enemy ground targets, and in adjusting artillery
fire from the air; and also in the event of accidents or forced landings, if
there is

no time for encoding;

-- to antiaircraft defense units.--in transmitting reports about enemy aircraft flights and in

directing friendly aircraft to enemy aircraft;

-- to small rifle (cavalry), mechanized, and tank units of battalion or
smaller size--in the transmission of all orders in combat;
--in warning of air, tank, and chemical danger.
,Numbers and names of units, the duty assignments of commanders,
features are encoded in radio transmissions in the clear.

and terrain

In order to avoid enemy provocations, one should employ, in clear-text
transmissions, an authenticator parole for identification.af'the transmitting station.
Commanders on all

levels must know how to conduct a conversation on the

radio and must take care to have a radio with them under all circumstances.
109.

The employment of radio communications for transmission is not per-

mitted during regroupings, concentration of troops, and preparation for the

offensive.

In the defense,

the employment of radio communications is permitted

with the beginning of the enemy's attack and only after the disruption of wire
communications.
The method of organization of radio communications with reconnaissance

units (small units) and with forward battalions is
individual case, depending on the situation.
110.

established in each

Wire communi6ctions assure the most rapid transmission of instructions

and the receipt of reports, and are employed in all types of troop operations.

111. Communication by mobile means and aircraf is employed in all types
of troop operations primarily for the delivery of combat documents and official
packages.
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The use of mobile means of communication and of aircraft assumes the

utmost importance during the pursuit and encirclement of the enemy, in
withdrawal, regroupings,and shifting of troops.

the

For the purposes of assuring the timely delivery of combat documents to
addressees, couriers of the message sections of signal centers and liaison
officers enjoy priority of movement on all roads and the right to overtake
columns.

112.
Communication with the aid of visual and light simnals is organized
mainly for the transmission of commands in battle--assault, shifting fire,
reaching a Lhasel line, and also for the identification of friendly forces, etc.
113.
Liaison officers are found in the headquarters of subordinate and
cooperating large units (units), with their own radios and mobile means of
communication. They must always be sent out as soon as the situation permits.
114. In the employment of all means of communication, especially radio
and wire, it is necessary to take into account the possibility of wiretapping
and interception of transmissions and conversations by the enemy. Strict troop
observance of the rules of communications security and a rigid system restricting the circle of individuals enjoying communications are obligatory in all
types of troop operations.

S-E-CTiM-T
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CHAPTER IV

POLITICAL WORK UNDER COMBAT CONDITIONS
1.

GENERAL SITUATION

115, The combat successes of the Armed Forces of the USSR are inseparably
linked with political education and the high morale of military personnel.
The most valuable commanders are those who know how to combine their combat
operations with the political and military education of their subordinate troops.
116.
Commanders (Chiefs) bear the fill responsibility for the status of
political
work under combat conditions.
They must, daily and personally,
supervise the political and military education of subordinates, leaning, in
their activities, upon the political sections, Party and Komsomol organizations,
utilizing their power to the fullest measure in the successful accomplishment
of combat missions, and in the strengthening of military discipline and the
political-morale status of the troops.
Chiefs of the political sections and cbpuby commanders for the political
units bear direct responsibility for the organization, content, and conduct
of political work under combat conditions and are reouired to direct it toward:
the fulfillment of the combat missions confronting
the large units and units.
117. Political work under combat conditions is organized on the basis
of the decisions of the Central Committee of the All-Union Communist Party
(Bolsheviks) and the Soviet Government, the orders of the Supreme
Command,
the directives of the Chief Political Directorate, and the combat orders of
commanders, which have as their primary aim the guaranteeing of the attainment
of victory over the enemy.
118.

The missions of Political work under combat conditions are:

to strengthen the combat might of the Armed Forces of the USSR,
discipline, and the political-morale status of its
p.ersonnel;

military

to teach soldiers, noncommissioned officers, and officers the spirit of Soviet
patriotism, of Soviet national pride, and of unbounded love and devotion to the Soviet
Homeland, to the Soviet Government, and to the party of Lenin-Stalin; and to
teach the spirit
of loyalty to the military oath and their individual responsibility for the defense of their Homeland-the Union of Soviet Socialist.
Reoublics.
to teach personnel to have confidence in our righteous cause, to be
prepared, under any circumstances and at any cost, to defend the interests,
honor, and dignity of the Soviet State and the Armed Forces of the USSR;
to explain to personnel the advantages of the-Socialist system over the
capitalistic; the sources of strength and power of the Soviet social and State
order and of .the Armed Forces of the -USSR;
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- to exola.ih to nersonnel the reasons, character,
the war and the missions facing the Armed. Forces;

and. political aims of

- to exnlain to soldiers, noncommissioned . officers, and officers the international and internal situation of the USSR, with extensive propaganda concerning the combat successes of the Armed Forces at the front and the labor
exploits of the people in the rear;
- to teach personnel to have confidence in the strength and power of our
weapons, to have a feeling of resoonsibility for their maintenance, and to
strive continually to perfect their combat mastery, with the aim of knowing
how to use modern combat equipment. in combat with ithe enemy;
- to teach personnel to have the spirit of unquestioning fulfillment of
the orders of their commanders and readiness to defend them in combat;

to study the combat, political, and moral qlualities of soldiers, noncommissioned officers, and officers; and to teach them hatred of the enemy,
unswerving will for victory, and the readiness to at-tain it,not sparing their
blood or their life;
-

to teach nrsonnel

initiative,

to hove a lofty sni rit

of attack, courage,

braveryy,

and the ability to endure steadfastly all. the burdens and hard-

ships of combat;

t teach personnel the combat traditions of the Armed Forces, the large
units
soyedinekiy2 and the units chast2, and. the -heroic exploits of servicemen; to teach them to have a. love for the unit (large unit) colors as a symbol
of military honor, valor, and glory, and to aspire to protect it as the apple
of their eye; and to teach them to have a. spirit of military comradeship and
mutual assistance in battle;
to see to it that there is timely encouragement and recommend.ation
awards to servicemen distinguishing themselves in combat;

for

to teach personnel-int.ense vigilance, the skill.to
protect military and
state secrets and to guadltheir large unit or unit from penetration by spies
or saboteurs;

to look after the rationing, subsistence and living conditions,
tural needs of soldiers, noncommissioned officers, and. office-rs;

and cul-

- to study the content and methods of enemy propaganda directed against
our troons, and to introduce. measures among our troops to unmask this propaganda.-

119.
of political

Specific combat missions determine the content,
work-during combat.

form,

and methods

A creative annroach in organizing political support of combat operations
of the troops is
an imoortant element for the success of political work
during combat.
A fixed pattern or mere mechanical shifting of the content,
form, and methods of political work from situation to situation cannot be
tolerated.
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Personal contact with subordinates, a. basic form of political work,
a constant responsibility of all
commanders and political workers,

support of the combat operations of the troops must be

120.
Political
continuous.
This is

is

attained:

by the influence of commanders and political workers on their subordinates
in systematically encouraging a combat. spirit and lofty ool:itical-morale
status;
- by the correct allocation of Communists and members of the Komsomol to
units and small uni.ts;

- by operational guidance of political education and knowing how to utilize
various forms and method.s of Party-political work consistent with the combat.
situation;
- by commanders and. political workers of the large unit (unit)
controlling the conduct of poli tical measures;

systematically

- by providing for uninterruoted communications between the political
section and the staff and. the mutual exchange of information;
-

by the timely replacement

of nolitical workers who become casualties;

- by timely political information,
and from the higher to the lower.

from lower fechelon

to the higher,

The more comolicated and difficult the situation during organization and
conduct of combat, the more active the political work must be.
121.
After the commander makes a decision and his directive for the
political support of the imnending combat operation is received, the deputy
commander for political a.ffairs must prepare a plan for-the political support
of the combat operations of the troops and present it to the commander for
approva.l.
The plan for the political
stipulates:

support of the combat operations. of the troops

-

the content,

-

the schedule for giving instructions to commanders and political workers;

forms,

and methods of political work with personnel;

the measures which must be carried out by the Party and Komsomol organizations in the units and small units;.

-

the measures for mass agitation-propaganda

-

the measures for political supnort in
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- the measures for political work in rear service units and installations directed
toward the uninterrupted supply of troops with ammunition, fuel, and rations;

- the measures for the conduct of political work among arriving reinforcements, stidying them and rendering assistance to the staff in correctly dis-

tribut.ing the reinforcements among the units;
- the measures for political support of the evacuation of the wounded and
sick from the field of battle;
- the provisions for the prompt organization of funerals for Soviet warriors,
fallen in battle for the Homeland;
-

the organization of political information;

- the organization of control over the work of the political apparatus of
the units, the Party and Komsomol organizations, and rendering assistance to
them;
- the formation of a necessary reserve for the replacement of casualties
among the political workers.

122. The deputy commander for political affairs must, timely and truthfully, brief his commander and. the chief of the next higher political section
concerning combat operations and the supply of the troops; concerning Partypolitical work, political-morale status, and military disciline;
concerning
the subsistence and living conditions of personnel; and concerning progress in
the fulfillment of orders and directives from higher levels.2.

POLITICAL WORK UNDER V.ARIOUS CONIITIONS DURING COMBAT OPERATIONS
BY THE TROOPS

123.
In reconnaissance small units (units), .the objective of political
work is to educate reconnaissance personnel in methods of timely procurement
under any circinstances
of information concerning the enemy,.
This is

attained:

- by seeing to it
that reconnaissance small units (units) are staffed with.
the most Politically reliable, best disciplined, and the most literate of the
servicemen;

- by teaching intelligence personnel the necessary qualities of truthfulness,, integrity, bravery, and daring, and by developing their observa;tion,
initiative, and resourcefulness.;
- by teaching intelligence personnel extreme vigilance and to skillfully
guard military and tate secrets under all-situations;
- by explaining to every man doing reconnaissance his individual :responsibilities
and by indoctrinating personnel in reconnaissance -small :units (units)
to fulfill the combat mission assigned to them by the commander;
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by carefully organizing political support for the combat operations
of reconnaissance small units (units).
124. In offensive combat, the object of political work is to create in
the soldiers, noncommissioned officers, and officers an intense offensive
spirit and an unswerving resolution to destroy the enemy.
The success of political work in offensive combat.depends upon the-skillful organization of all phases of the combat operation, and this is 'attained:
- by political support of the secrecy of concentration of troops and
materiel toward the breakthrough sector, and surprise of attack;
- by explaining to servicemen the combat mission, slogans for the impending offensive operation, and by inspiring them toward the accomplishment of

the

combat

order;

- by explaining to personnel the necessity for guarding with utmost secrecy
all measures being taken to prepare for the attack;
- by political support of mutual combat assistance and coordination between all combat arms and with adjacent units during all phases of the combat
operation;
- by mobilizing personnel to conduct speedily and secretly the work of
preparing the departure area for the offensive operation;
- by explaining to personnel the combat successes of the Armed Forces, of
adjacent units and their own large unit (unit, small unit); and by extensively
popularizing the heroic exploits of soldiers,. noncommissioned officers, officers,
and small units;
- by praising soldiers, noncommissioned officers, officers, and small
units who have evidenced heroism and courage in accomplishing their mission;
- by personal association of commanders and political workers with the
soldiers, noncommissioned officers, and officers located in the combat echelons
and by directly influencing them;
- by personal examples of bravery and courage in combat on the part of the
commanders, political workers, Communists, and Komsomols;

- by political support of the operations of assault detachments and assault
groups;
- by organizing personnel for the consolidation of successes and br staunchly
repulsing enemy counterattacks;
- by correctly distributing political workers during combat and by skillfully supervising all
political work.conducted among the troops.
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In the interest of guarding with utmost secrecy preparations for an offmeasures for political support of the offensive operation
ensive operation, all
must be agreed upon by the chief of staff and approved by the commander.
125.
In the defense, the object of political work is to guarantee the
invincible staunchness and steadfastness of soldiers, noncommissioned officers,
and officers, and to create in them an intense offensive spirit
for the shift
to a decisive offensive,

This is attained.
- by explaining to personnel the combat mission of the forthcoming defensive
operation, and by systematically working to strengthen military discipline,
morale, stability,
and steadfastness of the troops during the repulsion of
enemy attacks;
- by educating personnel to a realization that no one has the right to
leave occupied positions and retreat without an order from the commander;.

- by personal examples of bravery and. courageuduring combat on the part of
commanders, political workers, Communists, and Komsomols;
-

by organizing personnel to accomplish speedily and secretly the work

of constructing, equipping, and camouflaging positions and, defensive installations;
- by explaining to personnel the significance of accurate and massed fire
in defensive combat;

all

by political support of mutual combat assistance and coordination with
combat arms and. with adjacent units;
-

by political support of operations by outpost and reconnaissance de-

tachments, combat outposts, and observation and. listening posts;
- by political work among the units (small
enemy airborne attacks;

units) designated to combat

- by explaining to personnel the necessity for maintaining
extreme vigilance,
by organizing countermeasures against enemy provocation, and by unmasking enemy

propaganda;
- by using, in political work, reports of successful offensive operations by our

troops on other sectors of the front,
of soldiers, noncommissioned officers,

and the facts about the heroic exploits
and officers;

- by nraising soldiers, noncommissiuned officers, officers, and: small
units who have displayed steadfastness and stubbornnes in repulsing the attacks
of the enemy,
In defense,
each serviceman.
tion to this.

great significance is attached to individual
work with
Commanders and political workers must pay particular atten-
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During combat in encirclement or escape from encirclement, the object
126.
of political work is to maintain a high state of offensive spirit, to organize
all personnel to display exceptional self-control, staunchness, organizational
ability, and discipline, aid. not to permit the slightest display of feelings:of
depression , of doom, or of uncertainty as to the ultimate victory.
This is attained:
- by the personal examples of the commanders and political workers in their
continual association with soldiers and. noncommissioned officers;
- by staunchnesbravery, and. courage of Communists and. Komsomols
combat formations and by their skill in leading all
servicemen;

in

the

- by explaining the special importance of mutual support and comradely
assistance during combat in encirclement;

- by mercilessly struggling against alarmists and. cowards;
-

by unmasking enemy propaganda and possible provocation efforts of the

enemy;
- by distributing to personnel reports of our combat successes at the
front and using these reports to raise the morale of our troops;
- by using in political work the fact that assistance is
being rendered
to the encircled troops by means of reinforcements, ammunition, fuel, weapons,
and rations;
- by explaining to all personnel the necessity for the maintenance of weapons,.
combat equipment, military supplies, and the necessity for economical utilization of ammunition, fuel, and rations,

127.
During disengagement and withdrawal, the object of political work is
to strengthen combat spirit and discipline, to create staunchness and steadfastness of troops in rear guard actions, and not to permit evidence of paic
disorganization, or low morale.
This is

attained:

- by mobilizing personnel in the covering units and rear guards for
courageous,
decisive, and active combat operations with the object'
of assuring the orderly
disengagement and. withdrawal of the main forces;

- by personal examples of staunchness and steadfastness
commanders, political workers, Communists, and Komsomols in

on the part of
rear guard actions;

- by political support of coordination between large units (units) and
adjacent units;

by explaining to personnel the necessity
combat equipment, and military supplies;
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-

by mercilesdly strugling against alarmists and cowards;

- by reinforcing the political workers in. the units and: small units which
are covering the disengagement and the withdrawal;
-

by seeing to it

that there is

timely evacuation of the sick and wounded.

During troop movements, the object of political work is to guarantee
128.
the timely arrival of troops in the assigned area fully prepared for combat.
This is

attained:

- by explaining to personnel. the necessity for observing military order,
discipline, camouflage rules, and increased vigilance, and for keeping military
secrets and the secrecy of the movement;
- by political support
the march;

of the operations of units (small. units) guarding

- by constantly seeing. to it that the strength of the servicemen is conserved,
that they are given timely feeding, and rest periods, by observing water discipline, and in winter by seeing to it that protective measures are taken against
frostbi.t e;
- by mobilizing personnel to maintain,weapons, combat equipment, and military
supplies;
-

by correctly distributing political workers;
by organizing

continuous political-educational

and mass-cultural work,

the object of political work
In the disposition of trocaruta-halt,
129,
is to gui.arantee combat readiness and extreme vigilance, and the keeping of
military secrets and secrecy of the disposition of troops.
In order to do this,
commanders and political workers must include a maximum:number of personnel in
their political-educational and mass-cultural work,
In organizing political work, special attention must be given to political
support of the combat readiness of troops and to the onerations of ainits (small

units) on outpot security,
130,
In rear service units and installations, the object of political
work is to guarantee timely and complete sunply of anits .and small units with
ammunition, fuel, rations, and with everything necessary for toop maintenance
and the conduct of combat operations.
This is

attained:

.bymobilizing personnel of the rear seririce units and installations to
accomplish missions, assigned by the commander of the large unit,, for the sunport
of the troops with ammunition, fuel, and rations, especia.lly during offensive
operations;
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by educating the personnel of rear service units and installations to be
conscious of the necessity for carefully conserving ammunition, rations, fuel,
and other military supplies;
-

by daily taking care that the feeding and subsistence and living conditions
of personnel are improved; by strictly observing the full and timely supply of
the prescribed allowances of rations to the servicemen;
- by explaining to auto transport drivers the necessity of timely delivery
ammunition, fuel, rations, and other military supplies to the troops and the
necessity for their observance of traffic schedules en route;

of

- by mobilizing the personnel of small repair units quickly to evacuate
military vehicles and armament from the combat area and repair them;
- by explaining to the chiefs and personnel of medical installations at
all
levels the importance of quickly evacuating wounded from the combat area
and rendering prompt medical assistance;

by praising the servicemen
themselves in
for life
and combat;
-

have distinguished

in the rear service units and installations who
supporting troops with everything necessary

- by political support of the defense and security of the rear area and
objects in

the area;

- by seeing to the prompt organization of the burial of Soviet warriors,
fallen in combat for the Homeland.
131. Political. work among enemy troo-s and the nonulation located in
enemy front line areas has the following missions:

the

- to study systematically the political-morale status of enemy troops and
population by means of:
observing the conduct of soldiers and officers during
combat, political interrogations of prisoners and defectors, interrogations of
the local populace, and collecting and studying captured documents and literature;

to conduct among enemy troops printed, oral, and visual propaganda and
agitation work, with the object
of political demoralization and. undermining of
the morale of the enemy soldiers and officers;
- to study the content of enemy propaganda among the population located in
enemy front line areas and organize political work to unmask this propaganda;

to organize political work among the prisoners prior to their evacuation
to the rear.
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CHAPTERll? V
C OMB3AT SICUIDTY
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Combat security has, as its nurpose- giving troons the orortunity under
132.
any circumstances to eni er comrbat promptly and in an o-rganized. manner and
seduring them aga inst sudden attack of the enemy on the ground and in the air,
Comba>.t. security of troops i'ncludes:.-

organization. and conduct of all types of reconnai. .

-

organization of security /akhraneniye ;

-

orga.ni3.ation o:.' anti

ceL ra-zvedk?'

tsfnk afnd antiaircraft defense;

sures
.
for combatting enemy airbo:rne landings;.
- organization of antichemica l defense;
-.

measures for security of boundaries and flanks;

-

camouflage of troops and important insta.Llations,

Combat

security is

carried
L

out continuiously by troops in every -situation.

JECOTJATISAT CW /RAZ1DK

133.
Reconnaissance is one of the- most important measures for the comb-at
security of troops.
Continuous and active conduct of rr'econnaIssanco is
.
pima71ry responsibility of commanders and staffs of -a11 echelons in every sitma-

t
?connaissnce must obtain timely information concerning the enemy, terrai,
weather, and area of contemplated oPerations which is necessary for the com.Oman1e
c
n
.
decision.
Reconnaisanice moust determine the disposition of the enemy, his strength,
composition,and grouping; defina the character of his operations., intentions,
and combat oreparedness; and determine tie nature of the enemy defen.sive instaillations and. obstacles,
Terrain reconnaissance must clarify the character and neculiarities of the
relief, natural barriers and landmarks, soil and road conditions, and the
degree of infl.ueace of the terrain on the disposit'.n and actions of friendly
and enemy forces,
Reconnaissance of the area of contemplated op-rations must clarify the
nolitical attitude of the local population, and the economic, medical
sanitarnoye, and veterinary condition of the area,
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Weather reconnaissance has as its purpose the timely receipt of information concerning meteorological conditions and expected changes in the area
of combat operations.
134.
Reconnaissance is conducted'. actively and continuously, both day and
night, along the front, flanks, and boundaries of large units and. in the rear
of the enemy.
The principal forces and. means detailed. for reconnaissance must
be employed on the main direction and to reconnoiter the most important objectives.
Contact, once established with the enemy, must not be interrupted.
observation is established over located enemy groupings,

Systematic

135. Troop reconnaissance is conducted with-the forces and means of all
arms and services with extensive employment of rade.r
and
other technical means of reconnaissance.

Sradiolokatsiyai

The principal types of troop 'reconnaissance are:
-

ground reconnaissance;
air reconnaissance;

-

sea reconnaissance;

The forces and means detailed for reconnaissance in each instance agre
determined by the assigned mission, the disposition and operations of the
enemy, the nature of the terrainand the distance of the objectives to be
reconnoitered.
136.

Ground reconnaissance affords the.opportunity:

- to determine with the. greatest possible reliability the location, grouning,
composition, identification, and combat preparedness of enemy units, and the
character of his defensive installations, obstacles, and system of fire;

-

to maintain constant contact with the enemy;

- to follow continuously the operations of the enemy and the changes of
his grouping, and. also his construction of engineer-type and other works;

to receive indispensable information concerning the terrain and. area
of anticipated operations.
Ground reconnaissance is

by

conducted

in coordination with-air reconnaissance

1.37.
Ar reconnaissance is conducted both by reconnaissance-aviation
other branches of aviation.

and.

Air reconnaissance in the interest of the corps (division), as a rule, is
organized by the army staff upto a depth of 100-150 km.
It is conducted by
visual observation,
radar /rad.iolokatsiyaZ and photography.
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Reconnaissance information, obtained by air reconnai.ssance, is immediately
disseminated to all interested headquarters.
Reports, transmitted by radio from aircraft, are received by all headquarters of large units and units.
In organizing air reconnaissance the following must be determined:
- the means of identification by aviation of friendly units and small
units of ground reconnaissance and the means of communication with them;
- means of guiding our own ground reconnaissance units and small units
to the enemy objectives by aircraft.
138. Sea reconnaissance is conducted by units and large units of surface
vessels, submarines, coast defense forces, and naval aviation.
139. Under conditions of immediate contact with the enemy information
is obtained: by reconnaissance in force, raids, ambushes, observation, tapping
and interception of enemy conversations; by means of artillery instrument
reconnaissance and radar; by reconnaissance of engineer and chemical.warfare
troops; and also by interrogation of prisoners and defectors and by study
of captured documents and materiel.
140. Reconnaissance in force, before the beginning of the attack, is accomplished according to the decision of the army commander; in the remaining cases-by the decision of the corps (division) commander.
Reconnaissance in force is accomplished by reinforced forward battalions
or by reconnaissance detachments, supported by massed artillery fire and air
operations.
During reconniassance in force, observation is conducted from all observation posts and from the air, and also by means of artillery instrument reconnaissance,
and by means of engineer and chemical warfare troops and radar.
141. Observation is organized for all types of combat operations.
network of observation posts is organized.-

A

-:Ground observation is supplemented by air .observation and by extensive
employment of artillery instrument reconnaissance, radar, and means of communication.
Observation is conducted continuously, by trained observers drawn from among
.soldiers, noncommissioned officers, and officers.
The corps (division) commander is personally responsible for conducting
observation of enemy operationsand friendly forces on the most important
directions, for interrogating personally. certain prisoners
and defectors,
for examining the most important captured enemy documentsand for .familiarizing
himself with captured arms and combat equipment.
142. The interrogation of prisoners and defectors is one of the most
important sources for gathering information concerning the enemy.
Information received by interrogations of prisoners and defectors should
be compared with information received from other sources.
143. In the absence of immediate contact with the enemy, the following
are sent out to conduct reconnaissance:

S-E-C
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- reconnaissance detachments varying in size from a reinforced company
to a reinforced battalion (in the cavalry, one or two troops);
-

separate reconnaissance patrols varying in

- separate mounted patrols (cavalry)
platoon;

size from a squad

varying. in

to a platoon;

size from a squad to a

Reconnaissance detachments, separate reconnaissance patrolsj and separate
mounted. patrols are organized from organic reconnaissance units and small
units or from the composition of rifle
(cavalry, mechanized, tank) units.
A reconnaissance detachment receives for its
reconnaissance a. zone or
direction, but a separate reconnaissance patrol and earate mounted patrol-a direction or an objective. . The width of the zone for reconnaissance? is
determined by.the mission, the strength of the detachment, the presence of roads,
and conditions of the,terra.in.
A reconnaissance detachment the size of a, rifle
(motorized rifle)
battalion,
receives a zone up to 8 kni; a detachment the size of a rifle
(motorized) company
or two troopsup to 5 km; a troop size detachment-up to 3 km.
LTranslator's
note: -"motorized rifle"
refers to a motorized. rifle
unit from a tank or mechanized
division; "motorized" is a. temporarily motorized foot unit]The distance of small units (units), detailed for reconnaissance, from the
outpost line of their own forces, is determined by the reconnaissance inission,
by the composition of the small unit and means of movement, and also by the
possibility of maintaining communications with them.
The distance can extend:
- for a reconnaissance detachment:
on foot-up to 15 km,
20 km, and motorized (mechanized.)-up to 30 km;
- for a separate reconnaissance patrol:
(mechanized)-up to 20 km;

cavalry-up

to

on foot-up to 8 km., and motorized

for a separate mounted patrol-up to 15 km.
14. The mission for small units (units), detailed for reconnaissance, is
assigned personally by the commander or chief of staff.Indicated in
-

the mission are:

information concerning the enemy;

information ccncerning; one's own and adjacent small units which are
conducting reconnaissance;
- the combat composition of the small units (units), detailed
for reconnaissance,
and missions based on Iphase7 lines, objectives,and time;
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time of departure on a reconnaissance mission, the zone or direction
(objective) of reconnaissance, the final point or line, time for completion of
reconnaissance, and whither- to return;
-

to whom,

-

the method of maintaining communication;

where, and'by what time to make reports;

- the means of recognition of friendly reconnaissance aircraft and the
means of communication with them;

the method of
count ersign.

passing; through one's own front line, the password and

During reconnaissance, it is forbidden to carry maps with notes concerning
the disposition -of friendly forces or I> carry combat and personal documents.
145.
Large units and hnits of artillery,
engineer, chemical warfare,
and signal troops conduct reconnaissance independently and also include their
own observers in the composition of the reconnaissance small units (units),
being sent out by large combined-arms units.
All information concerning the enemy; obtained by reconnaissance of artillery,
engineer, chemical warfareand signa.l troops, is reported immediately to the
corps (division) staff.
146.
Recorded information concerning the enemy must be immediately and
carefully evaluated and. verified by means of comparison with information received from other sources. Even insignificant :information, when compared with
other information, often permits the making of important conclusions. A thorough
analysis of reconnaissance information ought to give the commander the opportunity to discover the enemy's intent, to determine his weaknesses and strengths,
and to make a correct decision.
.

147.

The corps :(division) commander personally bears responsibility for

the organization of reconnaissance in

the corns (division).

He is

responsible

for assigning reconnaissance missions to the corps staff and for designating the
necessary forces, and means.
The corps (division) staff, on the basis of the commander's directives,
works out the r.econnaissance plan, organizes it, evaluates. and interprets
information obtained by reconnaissance, reports to the commander and higher
headquarters,and informs them concerning their own and neighboring forces.

2.
148.

Security is

SECURITY

organized with the following

aims:

- to insure for the forces time and suitable conditions for deployment
and entering into combat;
-

to. protect one's own troops from. sudden enemy attacks on the ground- and

in the air;

S- -C_-R5-T
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- to prevent enemy reconnaissance of the troops for which security is
provided;

being

149.
Security is provided for troops:
on the march-by march security;
while at a halt-by security at the halt; in combat-by combat security.
Besides this, under all conditions,

troops organize local security.

150. The forces and means designated. for security are determined by the
situation and the nature of anticipated operations..
Security must include in its compositon,
arms and small units of special troops.-

as a rule,

small units of all

3. ANTITANK DT'YFJNSE
151.
Antitank defense is organized for the purpose of repelling attacks
by enemy tanks and self-propelled artillery
by inflicting upon them the greatest possible losses.
In all
instances it is necessary to attempt to break up the tank attack:
being prepared by the enemy by delivering blows with artillery
and aviation.
The antitank defense of troops includes:
-

organization of reconnaissance,

-

a system of antitank fire of the artillery;

-

the fire

-

the employment of infantry antitank weapons and flame throwers;

observation, and a warning system;

of self-propelled artillery,

tanks,and aviation;

- antitank obstacles and natural barriers in combination with a system
of antitank fire;
- the maneuver of artillery-antitank reserves and mobile obstacle-placing
detachment s.

152. Reconnaissance, observation, and a warning system have as their purpose the timely disclosure.of enemy tanks and.the swift alerting of the troops
to the danger from tanks.
This is accomplished by all groumd reconnaissance
means, by specially posted observers, by security forces7, by air-raid warning
posts, and also. by means of radar [adi-o,okatsiy
and aviation.
153. Antitank defense is organized by commanders at all echelons under
all conditions.
The following are included in the plan for antitank defense:
- the method of employing the artillery, self-propelled artillery, tanks,
aviation, and antitank obstacles;
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- the designation and method of employing the artillery-antitank reserve
and mobile obstacle-placing detachments;

- deployment lines for the
enemy tank attacks;
-

artillery-antitank and tank reserves to repel

the organization of reconnaissance, observation, and a warning system.

Moreover, in the defense plan the creation of battalion antitank strong
points and antitank areas is provided for.
4.

ANTIAIRCRAFT DEFENSE

154. Antiaircraft defense is organized for the ourpose of combatting enemy
aviation, repelling its
strikes. against our troops and installations, and prohibiting his conduct of air reconnaissance.
Antiaircraft defense of troops includes:
-

the organization of reconnaissance,

observation, and a warning system;

of the antiaircraft weapons,
the system of fire
searchlights and radar stations;

and the operation of

the combat operations of fighter aviation;
the fire of infantry weapons for the destruction of low-flying enemy
aircraft.
155.
The troops and rear service units and installations under all conditions are responsible for conducting continuous air observation and for
maintaining weapons in constant preparedness for repelling enemy aviation.
Reconnaissance, air observation, and a warning system have the mission
of timely location of enemy aviation and the immediate warning of the troops
concerning the danger of enemy air attack.
In each large unit and unit, ,air observation must go on.24 hours a day.
It is accomplished by means of radar and air observation posts, which are
organized in the headquarters of all
large units and units, and also in the
area of disposition of rear service units and installations and separate
installations

jobyeto-

A warning of enemy aircraft or airborne landings is
means of communication with.highest priority.

sent by all available

The warning signal, received by a station is immediately transmitted to the
antiaircraft artillery,
fighter aviation, subordinate large units (units),
neighboring troops, rear service units and installations, and higher headqiarters,
156.
The distribution of antiaircraft artillery is accomplished in consideration of the most adeqouate antiaircraft coverage of the main grouping
of troops.
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For the concerted operations of antiaircraft artillery and- fighter aviation,
cooperation must be organized, which is attained by the allocation of zones,
targets, and altitudes.
Fighter aviation covers the disposition, movement,and combat operations of
friendly troops and other most important installations.
The selection of the method of operation of fighter aviation depends upon
the mission assigned, its composition, and. the grou.nd conditions and. air
situation.
158.
Antiaircraft defense
all conditions.

is

organized by commanders on all levels under

In the interest of better employment of all means of antiaircraft defense
the corps (division) staff works out the plan for antiaircraft defense, which
is approved by the corps (division) commander.
The plan of antiaircraft defense stipulates the following:
-

what,

when,

-

the organization of reconnaissance and air raid warning system;

where, and nt what time it

is

necessary to. provide cover;

- the missions and deployment of the antiaircraft defense means,
the order
of their displacement during the stages of battle and on the marchyand the

method of controlling them;
- the organization of mutual coordination of antiaircraft defense means
within large units (units) and with adjacent units,

159.
Troops, independent of the presence of special antiaircraft defense
means, must carry on combat against enemy aviation with their own weapons.
In addition, they are responsible for their own. timely dispersal, camouflage,
organization and utilization of cover, and also for adopting antichemical and
fire protection, .and medical and veterinary aid.

5.

COMAT. AGAITST AIR BQPNE LANDINGS

160. For the destruction of enemy airborne landings, the following measures
are adopted:
- reconnaissance of .the areas of probable concentration of enemy airborne
troops and continuous lookout for air-borne mcvements;
-

crushing defeat of air-borne troops in

-

destruction of air-borne troops in

-

destruction of airborne troops in the drop (Landing) zone.

the marshalling area;

the air and while jumping (landing);

Aviation, antiaircraft artillery, and reserves are employed against enemy
air-borne landings.
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Combat against enemy land.ings Is conducted also by
in whose area the drop (landing) ta)k .wla.ce.

1 units and. installations

161.
Aviation destroys enemy air born? landing forces in the marshalling
areas, along their flight path, and a.so during: the drop (landing) and during
thnio
onerations.on the ground,

Antiaircraft artillery is enmloyed for the destruction of ainborne landing
forces in the air, : and also during their
.landing).
162.

On the basis of the commanders decision the corps. (division) staff

works. out the plan for combat against enemy air-borne landings.
the following:

The plan includes

- the assignment of commanders dirpctl:y responsible for the. destruction
of airborne forces in each area,
-" organization of observation of possiee drop (landing) zones;
forces and means which Ire desilnatedl for combat against air-borne landing
forces, and also the transportotion .n.ecncaT for their sai.ft movement to

probable drop (landing) areas,
areas of concentration of desi
to probable dro-n. (landie) areas,

tr,tnroa
o

coordination of the:desi ;nated faore

d)nd

s

ad
and routes. of movement

means with remaining troops;

- measures for reinforcing the sectnity of the trooes,. headneaiters . rear
service units and installations the divi ion and regimental rear area, slupny
and evacua.tion routes, and important install tionn;
-

a system

-,the

of warning and communication

time of readiness of men and

rtiel for action

163.
The swiftness and deciai enMe of troop o erations against enemy
airborne landings assure thei
svwift detrc
Units (small units), desigratedfoi cofibat against aipborne landing forces,
must be carefully, prepared for coordinationoamongst thimselves, with the air
raid -warning system, and with aiAtion and are held inoanstant readiness for
immediate morement to and swift arrival at the drop (landing) area.

6.

A7 TIQHElICM
rc

> <

>

304.- Tin :seuIity o
coLrps from sudden oremy emloydont of chemical wenoons and
the guarantee of freedom of action in inetance.s of an enemy chemical attack is
the mission of antichemical defense

Antichemical defense is
commanders on all levels,

organized in every instance, and is

-LC..
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Antichemical

defense

includes:

- warning measures for the troops against chemical attack;
-

the breaking. un or weakening of the enemy chemical. httack;

- the immediate defense
stances;
-

of the troons from the effects

the elimination of the effects

of the enemy chemical

of noisonous

sub-

attack.

For the best employment of all the antichemical defense means, a- plan for
antichemica.l defense is worked out by the corps (division) staff.,
165.
attack,

For timely warning of the troops against an imminent enemy chemical
the following measures are necessary:

- the conduct of continuous chemical reconnaissance of the enemy,
atmosohere, and weather by all arms and services;

-

the organization of continua.l chemical observation both in

the terrain,

the area of

disposition of .the troops and to their rear;
- the establishment of unified warning signals and the assurance of their
priority transmission by all means of comrminication,
166,
The breaking up of an enemy chemical attack is accomplished, by the
actions of aviation and artillery-mortar fire against enemy chemical depots and
bases, and against assembly areas and areas of deployment of his chemical warfare
troops.
167, Measures for immediate defense of the troops from- the effects
poisonous substances include the following:
- furnishing the troops with individial and collective
protection and their maintenance. in constant read.iness;
- timely and skillful
contamination;

employment

of

means of antichemical

of a.ntichemical defense means and de-

the relief of units and sma.l.l units in the event of a prolonged exposure
to
hemical effects or their rest by turns in shelters equipped. for antichemical
protection
bypassing or surmounting contaminated, sectors.
168,
For eliiniation' of the effects
steps are necessary:
- administration of first
by poisonous substances;

of

a

chemical attack, the following

aid on the field of battle to those stricken
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decontamination of weapons,

materiel,

clothing, and ediuipment;

marking of boundaries of contaminated sectors of terrain;
- construction of passageways through contaminated sectors or doilete
decontamination of the individually most important sectors of terrain;

- withdrawal

of contaminated rations and. forage for further examination.

7.

SECURITY OF BOUNDARIES AND FI.ANKS

169.
Reliable security of boundaries styko-l and flanks in all
combat must be a continual responsibility of each commander.

tynes of

It is achieved by:
-

establishment of responsibility for each boundary and flank;
reinforced reconnaissance forward of the boundaries and on the flanks;

coordination of flank units and large units in fire and. maneuver and the
presence of stable communications between them;
- bringing together the necessary quantity of artillery
security of boundaries and flanks

and mortars for the

- the. deployment of the second echelons and reserves toward the boundaries
and flanks;
-

the creation of obstacles.

Security of the boundaries and flanks is organized throughout the entire
depth of the combat formations of the participating troops.
In the defense, the: organization of the security of the boundaries betweon
lare units if formulated by agreements which.are com-iled by the representatives
of adjacent large units and higher headquarters.
170.

During enemy attempts to break through at the boundaries, mutual
support of adjacent units and large units is accomplished primalily by weapons.
Mutual deployment of weapons must create interlocking fire
in front of the
boundaries-.
If the enemy makes a.penetration at the boundary, he must be counterattacked on the flank, surrounded, and destroyed

8

COlCEALMENJT

171. The purpose of concealment is to maintain the secrecy of the manuever
and disposition of troops from any type of enemy reconnaissance and to deceive
him with respect to the grouping anid intentions of our troops.

S--~E-T
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The corps (division) commander' in all combat situations is responsible
172.
This is
measures for the concealment of large units (units).
for adopting all
achieved.:
- by utilization of darkness,and ccrdiftis of

terrain and weather;

- by application of standard and. improvised means of camouflage;
- by the construction of dummy installations;
- by the organization of sound discipline §vukoinaskirovkj7
and anti-radar devices;

imitated sounds,

- by application of smoke agents.
The checking of troop concealment is carried out by controlled ground
observation and air observation, and also by radar.
Engineer troops execute

the most complex measires for concealment.
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CHAPTER VI
ORGANIZATION OF THE TROOP REAR
AND MATERIAL.SUPPORT OF THE TROOPS
1,

GENERAL PRINCIPLES

173, The troop rear consists of. rear. service units (small units) and
installations which form an integral part of large units and units. The purpose
of these installations is to support and service such units.

174.

For the disposition and work of the troop rear, as a rule, supply

and evacuation routes and troop rear areas are designated.

175. Troon rear areas are assigned only to rifle divisions, mechanized
divisions, and cavalry corps operating in the first echelon.
Rear service units and installations of large units which- operdte in the second

(third) echelons, and which compose the reserve, are..placed, on the order of the
corps (division) commander, in the troop rear areas of the large units of the first
echelon, In special cases, independent troop rear areas may be assigned to them.
176.

Troop rear areas may be of different sizes.

The areas are determined

on the basis of the situation, and also on the possibilities for the.disposition

and organization of the.work of rear service units and'installations.
rear area may be up to 40 kilometers in depth.

A troop

The troop rear area in the defense and in a withdrawal is usually subdivided
into regimental rear areas up.to 15 kilometers deep and into a division
rear
area up to 25 kilometers deep. The rear boundaries of regimental rear areas are

decided by the division

commander.

In the preparation of offensive operation and' during their course, the
depth of the troop. rear 'area is'reduced as much as possible and regimental,rear

areas.y asa:rule, are not designated.
177.

The rear area is

delimited. as follows:

on the right and left--by

the boundary lines with adjacent units; on the rear--by the boundary with the
rear area which comes next in depth,

178. The supply and evacuation routes in the. troop rear area are assigned
by the corps (division) order for the rear. The direction of these routes and
their number are determined by the situation and the existence of roads in the
troop rear area, as well as by the possibilities for their repair or construction
anew,

Supply and evacuation., as a rule.; are distributed and carried out over

the largest possible number of routes.
Preparation, maintenance, and servicing of the supply and evacuation routes.
are usually done as follows: from the supply station to the line of division
dumps--by army personnel and equipment; and from the line of division dumps.to
the front line--according to instructions of the corps (division) commander.
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2. MATERIAL SUPPORT OF TROOPS
179.

The materia1 subport

of

troops

is accomplished according to

classes of supply.

Classes ofQupply are as follows:..
-- artillery supplies (ammunition,
and other artillery equiyment);

infantry and artillery-mortar

-- armored forces supplies (tanks, self-propelled artillery,

cars,

armament,

armored

armored personne4 carri''rs; and other armbred equipment);
.--automobile and tractor supplies;
--engineer supplies;
-fuel and lubricants;
--rations and forage;
-- clothing;
--

signal communication supplies;

--chemical defense supplies;
--political and educational material;
medical and sanitary suppl1ies;
-- veterinary

sipplies;

--fuel Lfor heating7, heating and lighting equipment;
--topographical maps;
-- financial ;allowance.
The basic classes of supply are the following:
-- ammunition;
-- fuel and lubricants;
-- rations and forage;

--combat materiel of all types.
Each class of supply is handled by a chief of service (chief of class of
supply), who is directly subordinate to the commander of the corresponding

arm (to the chief of service), or to the chief of the rear of a large unit.

S-EC0R E-T
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The chief of political affairs of a large unit is in charge of supplying
political and educational material; the chief of staff of a large unit supplies
topographical maps;. and the chief of the financial section of a large unit is
in charge of financial affairs.
180. The supply of divisions and of corps units with materiel of all
types is made directly by the chiefs of the-appropriate services of the army.
A rifle corps does not have rear service units, installations, and stocks of
materiel. A cavalry corps does have rear service and installations, which are
used to supply its. cavalry divisions and corps units,
181.
Each divisicn and regiment (separate units) has transportable supplies
3odvizhniye zapasy7 of materiel, which are constantly replenished by bringing
up new supplies from the rear.
The extent of transportable supplies in large- units (units) is

set up by

quotas and tables. According to the situation and the mission to be carried out,
*the supplies of large units (units) .can be increased or reduced by order of the
army commander.

182. Transportable sunlies are divided into those to be used and
those of an emergency nature that are to be used in particular circumstances
only upon the authorization of a senior officer.
Emergency suoplies consist of the following:

one .or two daily rations in

the soldiers' and noncommissioned cfficers possession; part of the ammunition,
carried by soldiers and noncommissioned officers; and also part of the ammunition
carried along with machine.-guns, guns, mortars,, and in combat vehicles,
183.

The estimate of the troops' requirements and the. assessment of their

adequate provision are expressed in

units. of supply as follows:

-- ammunition--in units of fire;

-- fuel and lubricants--in units of,-refills;
--rations and forage--in daily rations;
-- spare parts, accessories, and tools--in sets of equipment;
-- stocks of antichenical defense--in units of equipment, charges;

--other types of stocks--in units.
184.

For the purpose of protecting and storing ammunition, fuels and

lubricants,, rations, forage, and clothing, as well as for taking over from.

units stocks intended for evacuation or for repair shops, division dumps are
set up in the troop rear area.

The area where the division dumps are located is designated in the- corps
(division) order for the rear.

S-E-G_.R-E.-T
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3. ORGANIZATION OF SUPPLY
185.

The transport of supplies from supply stations (piers) or from

advanced ground storage 'sections of army depots to the division dumps is done

by army transportation facilities according to army plans. Tho armny chief
of the rear is responsible for the organization of the bringing up of supplies
to the division dumps in time.

Whenever necessary, by order of the army chief of the rear, the bringing
up of supplies may be made by army transportation facilities to regimental
dumps and regimental ammunition supply points.
By decision of the army commander, division motor transportation may be

used jointly with army transportation from supply stations or from advanced
ground storage sections of army depots to regimental dumps, and artillery and
mortar fire positions, or to division dumps.
186.
Bringing up of supplies f'rom the division dumps to regimental dumps
and regimental ammunition supply points is accomplished by division transportaand regimental transportation facilities.
tion facilities or-by joint division
The timely delivery of supplies to regimental dumps and regimental ammunition
supply points is the direct responsibility of the division chief of the rear.
Transportation returning 'to the iear area is utilized first of all
187.
for the evacuation of the wounded and sick. Should there be no sick and wounded,
the vehicles are loaded with surplus equipment, or with equipment requiring
repairs, with empty shell cases, artillery packing materials, and other equipment
due for evacuation.
188.
by air.

If necessary, the delivery of supplies to the troops may be effected
In such cases, the commander of a large unit (unit) must:

--select a landing strip or a strip where the dropped supplies can be
collected, and accurately define its limits;

--insure that the aircraft receive recognition marks and signals;
-assign teams for the unloading and the protection of the aircraft
the collection of dropped supplies.

4.

and

MEDICAL SUPPORT

189. For the purpose of giving medical assistance to the wounded and
sick in troop rear areas, battalion, regimental, and division aid stations
are established.

The division aid stations are established up to 10 kilometers from the front
line.

In case of need, army hospitals are set'up close to division aid stations
to reinforce them-

S-E-C R-E-T
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190. Prompt evacuation of the wounded and sick, from the battlefield is
one of the most important duties of the. commanders of large units (units),
rear area chiefs,

and chiefs of medical services.

Evacuation of the wounded and sick from front to rear is

carried out by

the transportation facilities of the higher large unit (unit).
Evacuation of the wounded and sick from units (small units) of special
troops is carried out by their own transportation facilities to the nearest

aid stations of combined-arms units and large units.
191. Those who are sick with contagious diseases are evacuated to army
communicable disease hospitals by transportation facilities especially desigrated
for this purpose.

5. REPAIR AND EVACUATION
OF MOTOR VEHICLES, ARMAMENT, AND EQUIPMENT
192.. The repair of disabled and damaged combat and transport motor vehicles
is to be made at the place of the accident by whatever means are available to the
unit. In case repairs cannot be effected on the spot, the disabled vehicles are
evacuated to regimental and division collecting points for disabled vehicles or
directly to the appropriate division or army repair shops.
Collecting points for disabled vehicles are organized by order of the
commanders of large units (units).
They are established on the routes of supply
and evacuation in the troop.rear area in concealed places, where it is convenient
to make repairs.
193.
Regimental and division repair shops are established for minor (current)
repairs, as well as for some medium repairs of armament, combat and other supplies,
usually in the rear area where regimental and division
dumps are located.

194. Evacuation to the rear of damaged or unserviceable armament and combat
equipment., if repair on the spot cannot be made, is to be carried out by means
of the higher large unit, and also by empty vehicles going after supplies.
195.

The organization of salvaging on the 'battlefield

of captured or our

own weapons, combat equipmert, and other stocks, and their timely evacuation to
the rear, is. a responsibility of the chief ~of the rear as well as of the commanders
of various arms-and the chiefs of services.-

6.

VETERINARY SUPPORT

196. For the purpose of giving veterinary aid to horses and other animals
in the troop rear area, regimental and division veterinary hospitals are
set up.
197.
way:

Evacuation of horses and other animals is

carried out in the following

-- from regimental veterinary hospitals to the division veterinary hospital,

by means available to the regiment;

S-E-C
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-- from the division veterinary hospitals to the army field veterinary
hospital,

by the means of the army veterinary evacuation hospital.

Evacuation in the cavalry is

carried out as f ollows:

--from regimental veterinary hospitals to the division ,eterinary hospital,
by means available to the division veterinary hospital;

--from division veterinary hospitals to the army field veterinary hospital,
by the means of the veterinary evacuation hospital attached to the. cavalry corps..
Wounded and sick horses and other animals which are capable of following the
troops and do not require prolonged treatment are to be left with the troops for
treatment.

7.

EVACUATION OF PRISONERS-OF- AR

198. Prisoners-of-war are to be removed from the area of combat operations.
without delay. They must be convTeyed by order of the unit commander to the regi-

mental and division prisoner-of--Tar collection points, which are established by
the regimental and division staffs by using the headquarters commandant small
units.
Evacuation of prisoners-of-war from division collection points to army. prisonerof-war reception points is carried out on orders of the army staff.

8.

SECURITY AND DEFENSE OF THE TROOP REAR

199.
The commander of a large unit is responsible for the organization of.
the security and defense. of the troop rear.
The chief of the rear directly organizes
the security and defense of the areas where rear service units and installations
are located, in accordance with instructions issued by the commander of the large
unit.

The rear service units and installations, as a rule, organize and carry out
the security and defense of their own locations with their available means..

In case of need, teams Lomandy7 are detailed by order of the division
commander for .the security and the defense of division dumps and for the conduct
of loading .or unloading operations.
For the security of transportation en route, an escorting force is assigned
by order of the commander of a large unit (unit) if there is a threat of. attack
on the part of the enemy ground forces. .

200.

In the case of a hostile population or enemy groups being present in

the troop rear.,area,

it is

necessary to act as

follows:

-- to deploy rear service units and installations as compactly as possible
and to organize a strengthened security and defense;.

S. E-C1I6
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-- to pribbit single men,. motor vehicles, and supply vehicles from traveling
alone on dirt
roads, and instead in form armed teams and columns;
-- to'ta1e 'steps to clear the area of remaining enemy groups and of saboteurs.

9.
201.

CONTROL OF THE TROOP REAR

Upon deciding the organization of the rear, the corps (division)

commander must provide for:
-- the extent of supplies, dates of accumulation, and the order of their

echelonment;
--the consumption quotas of ammunition, .fuel, and lubricants by large units
(units), based on the authorized average consumption quota;

--the schedule of transporting supplies to the divisions (units);
--the demarcation lines of the troop rear area, and supply and evacuation
routes of large units (units), in case they have not been indicated by a higher
commander;

--the areas which should not be occupied by rear service units and installations;
--the order of the utilization of transportation facilities in accordance
with.the existing situation;
-- the measures to be taken for the enforcement of strict order in the troop
rear area, as well as for the security and defense of this area;
-- the manpower and facilities to be detailed for road, loading, and unloading
work;

--the tasks in connection

with

the political support of the operations of

rear service units and installations.

202.

On the basis of the decision of the corps (division) commander and

on the order for the rear of the higher commander, the corps (division) order
for the rear is issued, in which are indicated:

--the basing of the corps (division);
--the routes of supply and evacuation, and who is charged with, their servicing;
-- the demarcation lines of the troop rear area;
--the time and deployment places of rear service units and installations,
and their displacement in the course of combat;

-the areas where division (regimental) dumps are s-t up;
-- the areas for the dumps of the large units (units) attached for reinfo'cement;
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--the stockpiling of supplies (location, quantities, and timetable);
-- the norms of expenditure of basic classes of supplies;

--the order and delivery schedules of supplies to large units (units);
--the evacuation procedures of medical, veterinary, technical elements,
and other types of evacuation;
--the procedure for exploiting local facilities;
--the organization of communications with rear service units and installations;
--the security and defense of the rear;
--the location of the rear command echelon;
--where and when messages and reports on the rear should be submitted.
The order for the rear is worked out by the chief of the rear and is
signed by the commander, the chief of staff of the corps (division), and the chief
of the rear.
203.

The chief of the rear is charged directly with the organization of the

work of the rear and with reporting to the corps (division)

commander on all

matters concerning material support"
The chief of the rear has the following duties:
-- to know the needs of divisions (regiments)

in

materiel and transport:;

-- to organize reconnaissance of his area of operations, and to study the area

of anticipated operations;
--to prepare and maintain in good order the routes of supply and evacuation,
and to organize traffic regulation on them;

-to

dispose rear service units and installations, and'to agaize their work

in accordance with the combat missions;
-- to organize the security and defense of the rear;

--to provide the troops with rations, forage, clothing supplies, fuels and
lubricants;
-- to ensure the supply of other classes of supply in accordance with the
requests of the commanders of arms and the chiefs of services;
-- to supervise medical and veterinary services (with the exception of matters

of a special medical nature);
-- to report to the chief of staff of the corps (division) on changes in the
situation for the rear, to corinate with him all
important instructions for the
rear, and to obtain from him all
the facts pertaining to changes in the situation

3-E- C-R-E-T
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CHAPTER VII
1.

PRINCIPLES OF OFFENSIVE COMBAT

207. The main objective of offensive combat is the complete annihilation of
the enemy.

This is achieved by crushing the enemy with heavy fire from all weapons and
by a determined assault~with the subsequent encirclement and destruction or capture of the enemy and the seizure of. his materiel.

208.

Offensive combat. is

organized and carried out when the enemy:

-- is occupying a prepared defense;
-- is defending a fortified area;
-=has hastily gone over to the defensi-e.
The offensive

as a rule, is

against a prepared enemy defense

and against his fortified area,

begun while in direct contact with him.

In repelling enemy counterattacks, offensive combat, in the course of its development, may take on the appearance of a meeting engagement Lustrechnyy boy7,.
A meeting engagement can also take place during a march, on encountering the
enemy who is

also on the march.

2G9.
The offensive against an enemy with unexposed flanks is
through of his defenses.

begun by a break-

The breakthrough of the defense is the most difficult type of offensive combat.
It consists in making a breach in the enemy's defense, by destroying his men and
equipment, and also in the seizure of fortifications in the entire tactical depth
of the defense, with a simultaneous expansion of the breakthrough toward the flanks
and with its further development in depth.
The breakthrough of the enemy's defense
the troops of one's main grouping.

is

executed by violently striking with

In order to break through the enemy' s defenses and to support the breakthrough
of the entire tactical depth, artillery and air offensives are organized.
210.
The purpose of a breakthrough is the creation of conditions for a maneuver of encirclement and the annihilation of the enemy.
When the enemy has open flanks or when open flanks are formed in

battle,

the course of

the envelopment and turning movement are employed.

An envelopment §khvat7 is

cuted in close

a maneuver against the enemy's flanks and rear, exe-

fire support with the troops advancing frontally.

A turning movement fbkhod7 is a much deeper maneuver agaihst the enemy's flanks
and rear, executed in coordination with the troops advancing frontally.
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The most decisive results can be achieved by enveloping or turning both of
the enemy's flanks.
Attacking troops, when employing an envelopment, a turning movement, .or a
combination of the two, strive to encircle the .enemy and completely annihilate
or capture him.
211. The method of employment of the arms in a breakthrough is determined
by the enemy's strength and by the steadfastness of his defense.
The breakthrough of a prepared defense and o' a fortified area is carried
out, as a rule, by large rifle units reinforced and supported by a considerable
quantity of artillery, tanks, aircraft, and special troops, with the subsequent
development of the breakthrough by large mechanized, tank, and cavalry units.
Such a breakthrough requires the concentration of overwhelming manpower and equipment and a prolonged preparation.
The breakthrough of a hastily assumed defense can be made with large rifle
units; it can also be. made with large mechanized, tank, and cavalry units reinforced and supported by artillery and aircraft, with the subsequent consolidation
of success in this case by large rifle units. Such a breakthrough is prepared in
a short time and does not require so great a superiority in men and equipment as
does the breakthrough of a prepared defense.
212. Every breakthrough is accomplished at a rapid. rate of speed and with the
close coordination of all arms.
Continuous development of the breakthrough with a high tempo of advance is
achieved by:
--maintenance of superiority of manpower and equipment over the enemy;
-- the vigor of the assault;
--the quick and complete destruction of the first echelon of the enemy's
defense;
--the annihilation and neutralization of the enemy by artillery
.strikes in the entire tactical depth of his defense.

fire and air

213. In a breakthrough, superiority in manpower and equipment over the enemy
is ensured by:
--concentrating troops and equipment on the direction of the main blow;
--organizing combat formation in depth;
--the timely regrouping of troops in the course of the offensive--an increase in manpower and equipment in.the course of the offensive;
--rehabilitating rear echelons and reserves in the course of
combat;
--depriving the enemy's reserves of freedom of maneuver.
214. The success of offensive combat is achieved not
onlyly a.superiority of
manpower and equipment over the enemy, but also by
the skillful
organization of
combat, which is assured by:

S-E-C-R--T
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-- well organized reconnaissance

of all

types;

-- the skillful use of manpower and equipment in the main direction at the expense of the secondary direction;
-- the concealed .concentration of manpower and equipment toward the breakthrough
sector and by reliable air cover for them;

-- the suddenness of the offensive;
-- the organized coordination of the troops at all stages of the battle;
-- maneuver .of fire,

manpower, and equipment in

the course of the battle;

-- engineer preparation of the departure area for the offensive and the preparation of roads;
-- firm and continuous control of the troops;
-- preparation of the troops,

having in mind the peculiarities of the impending

battle;
-- political support of the impending battle;
-- material support of the troops;
-- prompt consolidation of the success achieved,.
215.
The width of the breakthrough sector, the direction of the main attack,
and the depth of the combat missions of the corps (division) are determined by the
missions assigned by the senior commander, the scheme of battle, the forces of the
enemy and the firmness of his defense, the forces and means of the attacker, and
the nature of the terrain,
Depending on the conditions of the offensive, a corps operating in

the main di-

rection may receive for the breakthrough a'sector up to 8 kilometers in width, and
a rifle divisionad sector up to 4 kilometers,
216.
The immediate mission.of a rifle
corps in an attack on a prepared defense
consists in the breakthrough of the main (first)
defensive
zone;. the. subsequent

mission is

to develop the breakthrough with the aim of capturing the enemy' s second

defensive
zone. The corps mission of the day is to destroy the enemy's reserves
and seize important -Lines and objectives in the direction of the corps offensive
to a.depth of 25 to 30 kilometers or to operate toward the flanks with the aim of
encircling the enemy.
The immediate mission of the rifle division is to Itak through the enemy' s
defense with the aim of capturing the positions of the regimental reserves and to

reach the area of the main artillery positions; the. subsequent mission is to develop
the bieakthrough to the entire depth of the enemy's main (first). defensive zone.

The division's mission of the day is,
in coordination with the other large units of
the corns, to destroy the close-in enemy reserves and to capture his second defensive

.one

S-E3- C-R-E-T
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The mission of the mechanized division bf the corps, which is located in the
corps second echelon, is to complete the breakthrough of the main (first) defensi,.ve
zone,
. in coordination with first-echelon divisions; the subsequent mission,
as a rule, is. to seize, from the march, the second defensive
zone.
The mechaniz-

of the day is to destroy the enemy reserves and to capture

ed division's mission

important lines or objectives which will support further corps attacks or the com-

mitinent of. the large units of the army (front) mobile group.
With an exceptionally

the rifle divisions,
of seizing,

favorable development

of the breakthrough b

tne forces of

the mechanized division may be given the immediate mission

from the march,

the second zone

of the enemy defense.

217.
The rifle corps, operating in the main direction, upon breaking through
the prepared enenmy defenses, usually has rifle divisions in the first echelon and
a mechanized division in the second.
In this event, .one rifle regiment is
detailed to the second echelon of the rifle
division.

usually

In a one-echelon formation of a rifle corps (division), the increase of the
force of the blow is achieved by a deeper organization of the disposition of divisions

(regiments).

In

this case,

as a rule, a combined-arms reserve is

formed.

In an offensive against an enemy who has hastily gone over to the defense,. or
when there are weakly held sectors in his defense, the rifle corps may also have

the mechanized division in the first echelon.
On all occasions in offensive combat, corps and division. form an artilleryantitank reserve and a mobile obstacle-placing detachment.
218.
On most occasions, the battle formation of a mechanized division
offensive is composed of two echelons and of artillery groups and reserves,
ing .an artillery-antitank reserve.

in the
includ-

The first
echelon of a mechanized division is comnosed of mechanized units,
reinforce( tanks and self-propelled -rtillery,
prim;rily heavy tpes
. The secunaj
echelon is composed of mechanized or tank units or of combinations of the two,

A combined-arms reserve, composed of tanks, motorized. rifle
et ineer small units, is formed when the mechanized division is
formation.

A mechanized division,

as a rule, does not split up; it

smail: units, and
in a one-echelon

operates in one direc-

tion,

The zone of action of a mechanized division is fixed at a.width of no less than
4 kilometers,

2,

ORGANIZATION OF OFFENSIVE COMBAT

219. Methods for the organization of offensive combat depend on the mission
being executed, the availability of manpower and equipment, the degree of development of the enemy's defense,

the terrain and weather, and also on the time taken
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to organize

the battle,

In the organization of offensive battle., it is necessary each time to choose
such methods of organization and of execution as will insure the complete destruc-

tion of the opposing enemy, taking into account the peculiarities of the enemy's
operations and the possibillty of his employing new means and methods of combat
On the basis of the mission. assigned by .the senior commander, the esti220
mate of the situation, and reconnaissance data, the corps (division) commander
reaches a decision by which he determines

-- the scheme of battle, with the breakdown of the operations of the troops during stages of the battle;
-- the breakthrough sector and the direction of the main blow;
-- the grouping of -troops and their missions (immediate and subsequent missions

and mission of the day);
-- the organization

of the artillery

offensive;

-- the tasks of supporting aircraft;
-- methods of coordination;
-- the organization
for combat security;
-- the organization
-the

of antitank and antiaircraft defense and other measures

of engineer support;

method of employment of

'flune hrower-incendiary and smoke weapons

-- measures for consolidating captured lines;
-- the organization of control and communications;
-- the organization of material support;
-- the time of readiness of the troops for the attack.
The time of the assault on the enemy's.main line of resistance (H-hour) is communicated by the corps (division) commander personally to the commanders of large
units (units) or by means of separate instructions which. are transmitted in code or
by a staff
officer,
In the latter
case, instructions are handed only to that person
to whom they are addressed.,
221.
The reconnaissance made by the commander of a corps (division) before
reaching a decision is intended:

-- to pinpoint the trace of the forward edge of the enemy's defense,

the dispo-

sition of his defense installations, and to study the character of the terrain along
the forward edge and, where possible, in the depth of his defense;

-- to determine the most favorable sectors for a breakthrough of the enemy defense and the zone of commitment of the second echelon;
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-- to note departure areas for the attack;\
-- to determine the nature of the work connected with the engineer preparation

of the departure area and to determine measures for the engineer support of the
attack;
--to determine possible areas for artillery firing positions;
-- to determine wrhich targets should be subjected to particularly heavy pressure

by the artillery and aircraft;

o

select obsery .:ion post-lodations.

222,
The corps (division) commander, after making his d.ecision .on the terrain
organizes the coordination between the arms and large units (units).
223.
Close support tanks in offensive combat support the infantry attack with
fire and shock action.
Tanks and self-propelled artillery of. rifle divisions and
attached tank units are employed in dlose support of the infantry. The detailing
of tanks and self-propelled artillery
from the mechanized division for the reinforcement of the infantry divisions is , as a rule; not allowed.
The commander of a rifle

rifle regiments~

division attaches tanks primarily to the first

echelon

The number of tanks and self-propelled artillery attached to

rifle regiments depends on the combat missions,
and the terrain,

the nature of the enemy defense,

In a breakthrough of a powerful and deeplyecheloned enemy defense, when there is
a sufficient saturation of tanks and self-propelled artillery
in the first
edhelons

of the attacking troops, tanks and self-propelled artillery can also be assigned to
the regiment of -the second .echelon of the division so as to maintain a high rate of
attack.

224,

The corps commander gives the mechanized division:

-- information about the enemy;
-- missions for the rifle

divisions of -the corps;

-- the mission of the mechanized division, the zone of its
direc .io
of the main thrust;

-- the waiting

area,

be committed;

operations,

and the

the departure line, and the line.on which the division will

-- the method of movement from the
line of commitment, and march routes;

i

area to the departure line and to the

-- the phase lines for stages of the battle;
-- measures for supporting the division with artillery

and aviation. and, the method

of coordinating the-mechanized division with the rifle divisions,
both during its
commitment and during its

operation in

the depths of the enemy's defense;
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-- the method of coordination with the mechanized divisions of adjacent corps;
-- the line of commitment of the large units of the army (front) mobile group;
-- the tasks for supporting the commitment of the large units of the army (front)
mobile group and the method of coordination with them;
-- the method of organization of control and communications;

-- the method of material support.
225.
the

The movement of a mechanized division to a departure line is

waiting area, which is

made from

designated some 8 to 12 kilometers from the main line of: ress

ance occupied by friendly troops before the assault.
The waiting area does not have to be designated when the distance of the con-

centration area of a mechanized division from the front line is not more than 20
kilometers. In this case a mechanized division moves to the departure line directly from the concentration area.

;he departure line is
at the same time the first

prepared on the friendly main line of resistance,

and is

phase line.

The line of commitment of a mechanized division is
positions.
area of the enemy's main artillery

generally designated in

the

The artillery offensive consists in destroying and neutralizing the enemy's
226.
constantly
firepower and personnel, destroying his defensive installations, and
supporting and accompanying, with mass artillery fire, the advancing infantry and
tanks until the corps mission of the day has been completed.

227.

The artillery offensive is subdivided into periods:

the preparation for

the attack, the support of the attack, and the accompaniment of the infantry and
tanks during combat in the depths of the enemy defense.
has particularly strong defensive
When the enemy's main (first) defensive zone
installations, which cannot be destroyed in the course of the artillery preparation
The length
for the attack, a preliminary periodof fire for destruction is ordered.
The beginof this period can be several hours or occasionally even several days.
for destruction is determined on this basis.
ning and end of this period of fire

The artillery preparation for the attack immediately precedes the infantry and
tank assault and is

intended:

-- to route enemy personnel and to neutralize and destroy his weapons;

-- to neutralize and destroy. the enemy artillery and mortars;
-- to destroy enemy defensive installations in

the zone of attack and on the-

flanks;
-- to disorganize the enemy's control and the operation of his radar;

-- to cut a passage through obstacles for the tanks and infantry;
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-- to prevent the enemy from maneuvering troops,
(.first)
ensive
:one

weapons,

and tanks in the main

-- to neutralize the enemy's antiaircraft artillery;
-- to
desLr'
the enemy's morale and to deprive him of the ability to display
organized resistance
The artillery

preparation for the attack is

carried out against the entire

defensive zone and..against the most important
depth:.of the enemy's main (first)
Its length depends on the
targets in the tactical -depth of the enemy s defense.
scheme of. battle, the nature of the enemy defense, the quantity of -the offensive
the tasks which are imposed on it, as well as on the ammunition
artillery, and
reserves ,.
The artillery
suonort of the attack is carried out with the beginning of the
movement of the infantry and tanks into the assault, and it continues until the
first-echelon divisions have executed the immediate mission.

-

Artillery support of the .attack- is

intended;.

-- to prevent the enemy from conducting fire with surviving weapons;

-- to continue the neutralization of the enemy's artillery and mortars;
-- to prevent enemy tank and infantry counterattacks,
maneuvering his .personnel,, weapons, nkd tanks;.

and to prevent him from

-- to continue the neutralization of the antiaircraft artillery;

-- to continue the disorganization of enemy control and of the operation of his
raKK r,

Artillery support of the attack in all
cases must insure rapid execution or: the
mediate mission by first-ec-elon divisions

Artillery accompaniment of the infantry and tanks during combat in the depth of
the enemy's defense is
day,
It is intended:

carried on until

the corps has executed its

mission of the

-- to neutralize and to annihilate, in the de pth of them enemy's defense, surviv.r:esistance . /O
g s oprol :i'vlenly ,l i.iv
i. 1. i.re pointc s, aW
.so
eneiv taiks n7Me sel -propelled artillery;.

inr centers

-- to prevent the enemy from conducting. fire. of all types against the attacking
troops and from delivering antiaircraft, fire against friendly aircraft operating
over the field of battle;
-- to prevent the maneuver of enemy reserves, their counterattacks,
withdrawal of enemy units from the main (first)
de enSive zone

and also the

-- to keep fire on enemy control points;
-- to support the commitment of the second echelons of the corps (divis ton),
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units, and large units of the army (front) mobile group,
in depth.
228.

The artillery

and powerful fire by all

and also their operations

prebaration for the attack, as a rule, .begins with sudden
artillery

at once against the enemy's main (first)

defensive

end against the most important targets in the tactical depth of. his defense.

zone

In organizing the artillery preparation for the. attack, it is necessary to avoid.
stereotype, to vary its pattern, its duration, and also the time of its beginning.
The destruction of defense installations in

the front line and also the cutting

of passages through obstacles ahead of the front line is done most effectively by
the fire of guns assigned for direct fire. Regimental and battalion artillery; and
guns and batteries from division artillery are used for this purpose; in case of
necessity, pieces of even larger caliber are designated.
offensive, it is necessary to take care that the tranIn planning the artillery
support of the
preparation for the attack to the artillery
sition from the artillery

attack is
229.

not noticed by the eneny and that it is

done without any interruption,

The artillery support of the attack is

carried out by a rolling barrage

(single or double
in conjunction with successive concentrations
successive concentrations of fire.

of fire

or by only

is
The first line of a rolling barrage or of successive concentrations of fire
trench) of the enemy's
directed, as a rule, against the main line of resistance (first
If it is impossible to designate the main line of resistance ass the first
defense.

line of a rolling barrage,

the barrage is

then fixed 200-250 meters behind it.

In this

fire from the. main line of resistance to the first
case the shifting of artillery
line of the rolling barrage is done by bounds in order to rake the zone between the
main line of resistance and the first
line of the rolling barrage.

When the infantry and tanks begin to move to the assault,
mortars and also the guns and atteries assic:ned for conductin
intensive fire against 'the enemy's-main line of resistance.

some of the infantry
dirert fire conduct

At the same time that: the artilLry is supporting the. attack, it neutralizes the
enemy's artillery, mortars, strong points in the depth of his defenses, and his
reserves, preventing him from conducting fire and observation from the depth of
the defense.
The choice of method .of conducting fire in. the artillery
support of the attack
is determined by the nature of the enemylts defense, the availability of offensive
artillery,
and the time taken for the preparation of the fire.

If the enemy has a thick network of trenches echeloned in depth, the basic
method of artillery support of the attack is a rolling barrage in conjunction with
successive concentrations of fire against the enemy's strong points,
in depth and on the flanks.

especially

The duration of fire on the lines of the rolling barrage or against sectors by
successive concentrations of fire is determined by the rate of advance of the attacking troops.
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The depth to which the rolling barrage is conducted and its type are determined
by the nature of the enemy's defense, the terrain conditions, the quantity of artillery
available to the attacking force, and
the supply of .ammunition,
It
varies up to

3 kilometers, and in individual cases may be more.

The commitment of the mechanized division of a rifle corps is
cessive

230.
AMrille= accompaniment of
incessant and powerful fire directed
front of the attacking troops and in
conducted in close coordination with
troops until
the missions given them

231.

supported by suc-

concentrations of fire against surviving enemy centers of resista:nce.
the attacking troops is carried out with an
against enemy targets located immediately in
the depth of the enemy's defense. Fire is
the maneuver and shock action of the attacking
have been executed..

Counterbattery and countermortar operations are one of the most important

tasks of the attacker's artillery

and are carried on during the entire battle.

annihilation and neutralization of the enemy artillery batteries is

The

carried out by

the army artillery
group.
If it becomes essential to increase the firepower of this
group, the necessary number of battalions (batteries) of corps and division ar-

tillery groups .are .employed; in individual cases, for the period of the artillery
preparation of. the attack, a portion of the regimental artillery can also be. brought
in.
Countermortar operations,
artillery
groups.

as a rule, are carried on by corps and division

During combat in the depth of the enemy's defense,

the annihilation and neutral-

ization of his artillery
and mortar batteries is carried out quickly by those artillery
units (small units) which have located them.
232.
The corps
must, provide for:

(division) commander,

when organizing an artillery

-- the allocation of the artillery to divisions (regiments), and
position of the corps (division) artillery group;

-- the distribution among first-echelon divisions (regiments)

according to periods of the artillery

offensive,

rain;

offensive,

the com-

of fire missions,

and pinpointing them on the ter-

-- the method of employment of the artillery
of the second
artillery
preparation and support of the attack;

echelons in

the

-- the method of organization.and the duration of the artillery
preparation for
the attack, the method of -the artillery
support of the attack and of the ai'tillery
accompaniment during combat in the depth of the defense;
-- the method of deployment of the artillery
opening of fire;

and its

time of readiness for the

-- the tasks of the corps (division) artillery group for combat with the enemy
artillery and mortars, and for the preparation of mass fire on the most
important
directions;
-- the tasks of the corps artillery group for neutralizing reserves
and destroy-

ing especially firm enemy defense installations'
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-- pinpointing the missions of the supporting army artillery subgroup

in a

counterbattery role;
-- the composition of the artillery-.ntitank reserve,
lines it must occupy in the course of the offensive;

its

missions,

and. the

--the method of. the artillery support. of the comnitment of the mechanized
division and of its support in operations in the depth of the enemy's defense;
--the method of organization of t he antitank and antiaircraft defense, and
other measures for combat security;

-- norms of ammunition expenditure.
After receiving instructions from the corps (division) commander, the artillery commander works out a plan for the artillery offensive. The plan developed
for the artillery offensive is reported by the artillery commander, jointly with
the corps (division)
approval.

chief of staff, to the corps (division)

commander for his

The composition of artillery groups is determined by the situation and
23'.
by the quantity of available artillery. In this respect the greater part of the
organic and attached artillery in the organization of offensive combat is, as a
rule, allocated for the creation of regimental and division artillery groups.
Corps, division, and regimental artillery groups are not divided into subgroups.
With the aim of more complete coordination,

the corps (division) commander

designates a part of the artillery of the corps (division) artillery group for
the support. of the divisions

(regiments).

Antitank artillery is. not included. in artillery groups.
Regimental and battalion artillery
are also not included in artillery
groups,
but are used, on instructions from their own commanders, in the capacity of acBy +ie corps (division) commander's order, regicompanying guns and batteries.

mental and battalion mortars can be drawn into participation in
preparation for the attack.
Rocket artillery

as a rule, is

is

employed in mass in

the artillery

the most important directions and,

included in the composition of division and.regimental artillery

groups.
In the interests of the greatest possible massing and of Te best employment
of artillery,
.in the period of the artillery
preparation and of the artillery

support of the attack, the fire of all artillery groups (corps,
ment) is centrally planned at corps level.
234.

Regimental artillery

division, regi-

grous are intended for the direct artillery

sup-

port of the regiments' actions. Each regimental artillery group is designated for
the support of the actions of one regiment, takes that regiment's number, and is
artillery

attached to the rogiment.

Regimental artillery

groups are organized in

all regiments of the divisions in both the first and second echelons of a corps,

I-
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from division

and attached artillery,

including heavy artillery,

In divisions of the first echelon of the. corps,

regimental artillery groups

regiments located in second echelons. of .theseJ divisions participate
of rifle
artillery
groups,
in artillery preparation of the attack as part of the division

and, until the entry of these regiments into battle, they support the attack of
the regiments of the first

echelon.

groups are intended for the maneuver of massed fire

Division artillery

order to reinforce regimental artillery groups,
mortars,

They are formed in

rifle,

in

and also for battle with enemy

cavalry, mechanized,

and tank divisions

located in both the first and second echelons of the corps, and they carry: the
The division artillery group is formed
number of "the corresponding division,
from division and attached artillery,
Artillery of a division of the second echelon of a corps is used for the
support of divisions of the first
echelon during the period of artillery
prep-

aration and support of an attack.
During this time,
grouns operate as nart of the division artillery gr
e r'illery

its regimental artillery
.firsit
o":n tke ivision.1 s o:

group operates.as part o: the corps artillery

group.

In all cases of the employment of artillery of the second (third) echelons
in

the artillery

echelon,

it

preparation and support of an attack by troops of the first

is necessary to deploy it

in. the directions of the probable commit-

ment of the division (regiment). of the second (third) echelon and to insure the
possibility of a timely shift over to the support of its own division (regiment).

group is intended
The corps artillery
division artillery,
for battle with enemy
.or '..e
support of
is
neLar reserves ,
sion of' the corps and for the support of
the mobile group of the army (front) into

for reinforcement of the fire of the
artillery
and mortar batteries, for hitting
the operations of the mechanized divithe entry of large units (units) of
the breakthrough in the corps zone.

The corps artillery group is formed of units of corps artillery and of units
attached to the corps.

The army artillerygroun is created to execute tasks in the interests of the
main army grouping,
It is intended for battle with enemy arti]lery, for hitting his
ieserves, :cp interrupting the control and work of his rear, 'or s ._ppor' i.L the entry
of a mobile group of the army '(front) into a .breakthro._gh , and also for the reinforcement, by massed fire,,
of the artillery
of the corps at the most critical
stages of the battle-

For the smooth functioning of control and closer coordination with advancing
troops, the army artillery
group may be subdivided into subgroups according to the
number of first-echelon rifle
corps acting in the direction of the main blow.
The army artillery

group may also have subgroups for long-range action.

An artillery gdoup for destruction is

formed in the corps in the breakthrough

of a fortified area or a strongly developed, prepared enemy defense.
in its
composition are units. of heavy and very heavy artillery,
For convenience

of controlthe artillery
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into subgroups, according to the number of divisions operating in the direction
of the main blow.
Separate batteries of heavy artillery
may be included in the
composition of regimental artillery
groups.
235.
For antiaircraft defense there are organized corps and army antiaircraft artillery
groups.
The corps antiaircraft artillery

of the corps from the air.

It

is

o-roup

is

intended to cover the main grouping

organized from organic antiaircraft units be-

longing to the corps and from ant aircraft artillery

corps antiaircraft artillery group is
Antiaircraft artillery

of the rifle

attached to the corps.

The

subdivided into division subgroups.
and mechanized divisions of the corps

belongs to the corresponding subgroups and is

utilized only in the zones of its

own divisions.
Army antiaircraft artillery
roups are formed in the army from organic and
attached antiaircraft artillery.
They are intended to give air cover to the most
important objects of army importance (reserves, command posts, bridges, crossings,

supply stations, field depots, and other objects).
236.

The air offensive consists of the achievernt of air supremacy,

rupted support (accompaniment)

of advancing troops by aviation,

troops from blows by enemy aviation,

of uninter-

cf protecting our

of the destruction and neutralization of enemy

personnel and materielof the demolition of his defense installations,of the prevention
of the approach of enemy reserves to the area of combat operations, and also of
the disorganization of control of the -troops of the enemy and of the wor], of his
rear.
The air offensive is carried out by all
aviation, both by that aviation detailed for the direct support of the attacking troops and by that aviation operating
in operational coordination; it is planned by the army (front) commander.
Combat activities of aviation have the character of massed blows against the
most important targets.
237.
An air offensive, which is carried out with the aim of assuring a breakthrough of the enemy defense, consists of the following periods:
-- preliminary air

preparation;

-- direct air preparation,

-- air support (accompaniment).
238.
Preliminary air
pepara.tion for an attack during the attack on a fortified area of the enemy is usually begun several days before the
general passing
of troops into the offensive.
During a breakthrough of the enemy defense under
other conditions, there may be no preliinary
air
preparation.
The preliminary air preparation for an attack is

carried out with the aim:

-- of demolishing especially strong enemy defensive installations;
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of

-- of destroying tanks, artillery, radar stations,
e ._ e y;
-- of demolishing bridges,

order to make it

difficult

and other combat materiel

and other targets in

crossings, corduroy roads,

for the enemy to maneuver in

battle;

-- of destroying and neutralizing enemy troops;
-- of disorganizing the enemy' s control;

-- of destroying the enemy's means of transportation and supplies both on the
field of battle and in his immediate rear.
Direct air preparation for an attack is carried out, as a rule, in the
239.
period of artillery preparation for an attack and in coordination with artillery.
In certain cases, depending on the situation, direct air preparation for an
attack may be hogun somewhat earlier than the artillery
Direct air preparation for an attack is

preparation.

carried out with the aim of:

-- demolishing, neutralizing, and destroying, in

conjunction with artillery,

the most important strong points, sectors of the positions of the enemy's main
(first)
defensive zone, and also sectors which are not being neutralized by artillery;
-- destroying and neutralizing

enemy tanks and artillery

-- neutralizing and destroying enemy command posts,
munications centers;

-- demolishing bridges,

on the battlefield;
radar stations,

and com-

crossings, and corduroy roads. in the enemy's immediate

rear;
-- destroying and neutralizing the nearest enemy reserves;

-- disorganizing the enemy's rear, destroying depots with ammunition, fuel,
and other military equipment.
240,
Air support (accomnaniment) of an attack and of operations during the.
taking of enemy defenses has as its
aim:
-- successive neutralization of separate centers of resistance and strong
points which hinder the advance of troops;
-- the destruction and neutralization of antitank weapons, self-propelled artillery,
tanks, and also enemy artillery
and mortar batteries which appear during
battle and have not been neutralized by artillery;

-- the guiding of friendly tanks to targets of attack;
-- the destruction of the counterattacking enemy and his approaching reserves;
-- the prevention of enemy troops that are withdrawing and his reserves from

S-E-C- TE-T.
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occupying rear and switch positions;

-- the support of the commitment of the mechanized division and of its operations in the depth of the enemy's defense.
The enumerated missions are carried out by all

cisive importance in

this respect is

branches of aviation.

Of de-

the uninterrupted pressure on the enemy by

aviation directly coordinated with the troops.
^ir

in

strikes should be approximated,

time and place,

to the moment of the

infantry and tank assault against the 'first as well as against the subsequent defensive positions of the enemy.

For the support of the mechanized division in the depth of the enemy's defense,
air large units (units) are assigned in advance.
241, Fighter aviation, during the preparation for. an attack and in the course
of the entire battle, reliably covers the advancing troops and supports the operations of bomber and ground attack aviation, and carries on battle with enemy avi-

ation at the approaches to and over the field of battle.
242.
Observation over the field of battle and the conduct of reconnaissance
in the interests of the advancing large units may be assigned to supporting aviation,
Calls by commanders of -these large units for aircraft for observation over the

field of battle are provided for in
243.

the coordination planning table.

Basic tasks of engineer support in

an offensive are:

-- engineer reconnaissanOe of the enemy system of defense, of the character of
his defensive installations and obstacles, and also engineer reconnaissance of the
terrain in the zone of attack;
-- engineer preparation of the departure area for the attack;
-camouflage
area;

of the regrouping and concentration of troops in

the departure

--- removal of obstac~1es and clearing of passages through the main line of resistance and in the depth of the enemy's defense;
-- the participation of engineers in

the destruction of the enemy's defensive

installations during assault operations;
--- support of the commitment and combat operations of the mechanized division;
-- the maneuver of engineer obstacle-placing equipment during the attack in
order to repel counterattacks by enemy tanks and to cover boundaries and flanks;
-- the consolidntion of captured lines;
-- support of the surmounting of wateir barriers;

S-E-0\R--E..T
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-- spotting of water sources obtLaining or rater, and equipping o.. wier s''ppl,

pois;

-- the construction and equipping of structures for command and observation posts.
Large attacking units are reinforced by units and large units of engineer troops
during the breakthrough of the enemy' s defense.
eq ipmient is used in offensive battle
d inmet:rcmer-incendier
nmoke
2441-.,
by all
arms.
The corps (division) commander defines the tasks, place, time, and.
method of application of smoke.
Smoke is

used:

--to cover combat reconnaissance operations and obstacle-clearing groups;

--during the attack--to distract the attention and fire of the enemy fren the
direction of the attack,

to smoke sections o

enemy trenches and strong points,

and

to conceal the flanks of the attacking troops;
-- during combat in

depth--to conceal the maneuver of troops., for target desig-

nation, the designation of one's own disposition, and to cover the commitment of
succeeding echelons.
During the preparation for an attack and during the attack, smoke is used in a
centralized manner on instructions from the corps (division) commander, on a wide
front in

the main and secondary directions,.

During combat in the depth of the enemy's defense, regiments and battalions
use smoke independently, depending on the circumstances.
Fla'nthrower-incendiary weapons are utilized to destroy enemy personnel and
tanks during the seizure of strong points and during thc storming of permanent defensive installations,
and boundaries,
245.

and also to consolidate captured lines and to secure flanks

Coordination in

offensive battle is

organized according to stages of

battle for the entire depth of the combat mission of the corps (division).
Coordination which has broken down must be immediately reestablished.
As much time as possible must be given to the organization of coordination.
On the average, the commander of a division and the commander of a corps must each
have up to two whole days to carry out work related to the organization of co-

ordination during a breakthrough of the enemy's prepared defense.
246.

In organizing coordi nation, the corps (division) comntander is

obliged to:

-- spdcify on the terrain the combat mission of the large unit. and the sequence
of its execution by stages of the battle;

-- inform his subordinates about the activities of
the manner of realization of coordination with them;

be adjacent units and about
I

-- specify the combat missions of large units (units) and coordinate their actions

9 -E-C-ie-T__________
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with each other; in

this respect,

rmost carcfully indicate the order of their

coordination at flanks and boundaries;

-- specify the peculiarities of -the actions of the infantry,. tanks, and selfpropelled artillery, and define the manner of attack;
-- spedify the departure positions of infantry and of infantry close

support

tanks and the manner of passage of tanks through the combat formations of the
infantry,

and also the organization of aid

to them in surmounting obstacles and

in neutralizing the enemy's antitank artillery;
-- specify the plan of the artillery offensive and the tasks of supporting
aviation by periods;
-- point out to the commander of the aviation large unit to which divisions.
(units) to send officers with radios to direct aviation to targets in

the course

of battle;
--to indicate on the terrain the first line of the rolling barrage-or of the
successive concentrations

of fire;

=-indicate the. special tasks 6f the artillery in securing the flanks and
boundaries of the main

grouping of troops;

-establish the order of. commitment of the. second echelon of the corps (division) and define the measures for its artillery, aviation, and engineer support

echeand for antiaircraft defense; specify the missions of the troops of the first
lon during the passage of lines of the second echelon and for further cooidihation
with them in the course of the battle;
-- point out the targets, lines, zones
(sectors), time and duration of a smoke
screen; the order and time of beginning and cessation of smoke laying;
-- define methods and means of communication between large units (units) and
adjacent units according to the stages of the battle and phasq lines, and also
establish basic signals of coordination; give a common map code and a unified

numbering of targets;
-- indicate the points and lines which the troops must consolidate in the course
of the battle and the necessary forces and equipment for this;
-- indicate the method of identification of the front line reached by the infantry, and the method of identification of friendly tanks;
-- indicate the possible changes in the organization of coordination in the
course of battle, according to stages of battle and phase lines;
-- define measures for supporting the commitment of the large units of the army

(front) mobile group into, the breakthrough in the corps zone, and the method of
coordination with them.

247.

Commanders of all large units (units.),

coordination in

the course of offensive combat,
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-- know the battle tasks of the large units (units) with which they are to coordinate, the locations of the comand and observation posts of their commanders
and call signs;
-- coordinate on the terrain their activities with regard to object place, and
time; establish mitual observation, communication, means of target designation,

and clarify the established signals of coordination;
-- render uninterrupted mutual support, during the course of battle and especial

ly during the assault, to the commitment of the second echelons and reserves, and
also during the repelling of the enemy counterattack;

--know the disposition of combat formations of adjacent units,, their missions
and directions of operations,
248,

The control of troops in

offensive

combat is

insured by:

-- the timely assignment of missions to subordinate troops and
rupted supervision of their precise fulfillment of them;

the uninter-

-- the clear-cut organization of the coordination of large units and units of
arms in the course of combat;
-- continuously operating communications;
-- knowledge of the situation and continuous study of t-.he enemy situation and
of one's own forces;

--proximity of command posts to the troops and their timely change;
--the establishment of observation posts which make it possible to follow the
course of battle in the main direction;

-- personal contact of the. senior commander and staff officers with subordinate
commanders and staffs;
-- timely truthful reports and exchange

of information.

249.
Change of command posts, as a rule, is carried out after the execution
by the troops of the scheduled combat mission and the readiness of communications
with the troops from the new command or observation post., The displacement
of the
staff to the new command post is carried out with the permission of the chief
of
staff of the higher headquarters.
250..
The maintenance of continuously functioning communications in
of offensive battle is achieved by:

in

the course

-- the application and disposition of communication personnel and facilities
accordance with the plan of battle;
-- the timely maneuver,

during the course of battle, of means of communications;

-the proper organization of the displacement of means.of communication
on
changing command and observation posts and the prompt
establishment of communica-

jK
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tions in

new areas

(posts);

-- the camouflage of communication facilities.,
251.

In

of troops is

the departure position,

by wire and mobile

exercised by personal contact between commanders,

means of communication,
In

before the beginning of an assault, the control

and also by liaison officers,

the course of combat the basic means of comrmunication

are radio,

aircraft,

mobile means of communication, and liaison officers,
252.

Concealment of preparation for an offensive is achieved:

-- by keeping in

strictest

preparatory measures;

secrecy all

-- by conducting ground reconnaissance

only with units located in

contact with

the enemy;
-- by prohibiting newly arriving large units and units. (particularly tanks and
aviation) from carrying out reconnaissance and by preventing commanders in identifying uniforms and in large groups from reconnoitering;
-- by prohibiting all

troops from transmitting by radio;

-- by limiting the number of persons having the right to use wire communications

and prohibiting thema from carrying on conversations relating to the preparation of
the offensive;
-- by, utilizing for communication primarily mobile means of communication and
liaison officers;
-- by niaintaining the previous rate of artillery
transport;

fire

and the work of the supply

-- by concealing the disposition of newly arriving troops, the regrouping and
relief
of troops, the construction of cormi-nnd and observation posts, engineer works,
and the transport of supplies necessary for the. offensive,
253: All practical measures for the preparation of the offensive and of the
troops
and also measures for concealment should be planned. .by the staff and confirmed br the commander of the large unit

Preparation of -troops for an. offensive is checked by the commander of the large
unit,
commanders of arms, chiefs of services, and
staff officers.
254.

Combat preparation of large units and units is

exercises with participation of the .attached (supporting)

carried out in

tactical

large units and units;

some of the exercises are carried out with combat firing.
The exercise area is
selected and equipped to correspond with the terrain on which it will be necessary
tc operate, with the system of defense of the enemy, and with the impending mission.
In tactical exercises troops are trained for assault of the main line of resistance and for combat in the .depth of the enemy's defense. In this respect, particular care is devoted to working out questions of coordination and those new methods

S.-F-CR-E-T
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and means of action which will be applied by troops in the impending battle, and
also the peculiar circumstances which a given large unit (unit) will have to face

in battle.
The preparation of commanders of large units and units for the control of

troops in the forthcoming battle also is carried out in training exercises on maps,
terrain models, and sometimes on the terrain from observation posts.
Command-staff exercises,

in which are worked out questions of the control of

troops and the support of- combat,
255..
is

are held tith the staffs of large. units and units.

For the occupation of the departure position by troops, a departure area

prepared.

should ensure the concealed location of
The departure area for an attack
troops and combat materiel, safe cover for personnel and materiel from artillery

fire and air strikes in

case of enemy counterpreparations,

and stability of the

troops during the repelling of enemy attacks.

In the departure area, there are created departure positions for infantry and
tanks, command and observation posts, firing positions for artillery, and routes
which insure the concealed approach,
formations of the advancing troops.

disposition,

and rapid advance of the battle

The departure positions of the infantry consist of trenches,
shelters, and firing positions for infantry weapons.

The first trench is

connecting trenches,

established at a distance of 150 to 250 meters from the.

enemy.

256.
out,

The preparation of the departure area in its forward portion is

as a rule,

carried

by troops who are covering the concentration and regrouping.

Artillery and tank large units (units) intended for the breakthrough prepare
denarture areas with their own facilities. In this case they work at a distance no
closer than the second trench.

Work on engineer preparation of the departure area is
in
it.

b uck also in
out

the sector being prepared for the

done at night, not only
the s:ectors adjacent to

Prior to beginning work on the preparation of the departure area, all sectors
under enemy observation in the depth of the area, belt roads, and approaches must
be concealed.
257.
Carefully organized and uninterrupted reconnaissance
tant condition for the success. of an offensive battle.

is

most impor-

Reconnaissance before the beginning of a battle is carried on according to a
plan approved, by the corps (division) commander, and has. as its
aim to determine:
-- the presence of the enemy's-prepared defensive lines to a depth of two to
three days' advance. and to disclose the system of his defense;
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--The disposition, combat and numerical composition,
of the enemy;

and combat readiness

-the exact outline of the main line of resistance of the main (first) and
second enemy defensive zones, the number of positions and trenches, of communication trenches, the direction and character of intermediate and switch positions;
--the strong and weak places in the enemy's defense (strong points, gaps,
boundaries, and flanks);
-the enemy's antitank defense system and also the disposition and character
of antitank and antipersonnel obstacles in front of the main line of resistance
of the enemy's main (first) defensive zone and in the depth.of his defense;
-the locations of command and observation posts aid also the firing positions
of the enemy's artillery and mortars;
--the system of fire of all types ahead .of the main line of resistance of
the enemy's main (first) defensive zone and in the depth of his defense;
--the areas of disposition of enemy tanks and reserves;
--the daily routine of the enemy's troops ( the time of eating and the
transition from the day routine to the night routine and vice versa).
258. Aviation donducts systematic large-scale photography of the enemy
zone of defense.
For four to five days preceding an offensive there is conducted uninterrupted
supplementary aerial photography of the entire sector of the breakthrough of the
main (first) and succeeding zones of the enemy's defense and oblique photography
of the most important sectors. The Tiformation from this photography is confirmed
by ground reconnaissance and forms the basis for detailing the decision, for
planning artillery fire, and for its coordination with other arms. These confirmed
are. transferred to :Large scale maps and are issued to the commanders of the
companies (batteries), inclusive, which are operating in the main direction,
while the photo interpretations of separate targets and directions are issued to
the corresponding commanders of units and large units.
259. Reconnaissance in force is, as a.rule, carried out before an offensive
with the aim of eliminating the artillery and air preparations for the attack
against abandoned or weakly held enemy positions..
Reconnaissance

main

in

force has as its

aim:

-- to define the true trace of the main.line.of resistance of the enemy's
(first)
defensive zone and the character of the defense of the first
position;

--to seize important strong points in -the main line of resistance,
will make it possible to see into the depth of the enemr's defense;

which

--to draw, by our own actions, fire from all defensive weapons of the enemy
with the aim of pinpointing and verifying his system of fire;

S-E-&:E-R-T
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--to determine the disposition and character of defensive installations mine
fields, and wire entanglements on the iain line of resistance and in the depth of
the first position;
-- to seize prisoners and documents.

Reconnaissance in force is carried out by forward battalions, reinforced by
tanks and supported by.artillery and aviation in sufficient strength.
Reconnaissance in

force is

organized by the corps (division)

commander and is

usually carried out during the day preceding the beginning of the offensive or
on the
day of the offensive.
In order to mislead the enemy concerning the direction of our main effort, and
also concerning the time and place of the coming offensive a reconnaissance in
force is carried out on a wide front.
260.

The number of forward battalions is determined in accordance with the

situation and the width of the zone

of advance.

Forward battalions which have wedged themselves into the main line of resistance of the enemy's main (first) defensive zone attempt to penetrate into the
depth of the first position and, through battle, to discover the grouping of his

forces and his fire system.
From the beginning of the battle of forward battalions, the corps commander
and all commanders of large units, units, and small units are located in observation posts and personally study the actions of the enemy and of friendly troops.

The successful advance of forward battalions may create favorable conditions
for the transition to a general offensive.

Therefore,the corps (division) commander

must, from the beginning of battle of the forward battalions, hold his main forces
in complete readiness.

Antitank defense in offensive battle is organized with the aim of repelIt is organized by commanders on all
levels
at all stages of the offensive, with their own facilities and with the facilities
of attached units (large units).
261.

ling counterattacks by enemy tanks.

A plan of antitank defense is worked out on the basis of the corps (division)
commander' s decision.
Antitank defense includes:
-- continuous reconnaissance and observation ubr enemy tanks, especially from
the

air, and warning.;

-- neutralization and destruction of enemy tanks by artillery
the assault and during the course of offensive combat;

and aviation before

-- constant readiness to concentrate massed artillery fire and air strikes to
repel enemy tanks;
-- constant readiness of tank large units and units and also of infantry and
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engineer facilities to repel enemy tanis
During the concentration and deployment of troops and the occupation of the
departure position, some of the artillery must be deployed and ready for combat
The probable avenues of tank approach must be covered by antiwith enemy tanks.
tank artillery and obstacles.

In the course of offensive combat the readiness of troops to repel enemy tanks
is insured by

-the maneuver of artillery-antitank reserves and of mobile obstacle-placing
detachments;
-- the distribution of accompanying artiilery in the combat formations of the
infantry and tanks;
-- the organization of antitank defense on captured areas and lines.

262.
Antiaircraft defense is organized by commanders on all levels during all
phases of offensive combat, using the facilities of organic and attached antiaircraft units and large units.
The corps (division) plan for antiaircraft .defense, during offensive combat,
is. worked out on the basis of.the army (corps)
decision of the corps (division) commander.

antiaircraft defense plan and the

The purpose of antiaircraft defense is

-- to provide cover for troops in detraining areas, on the march, and in

con-

centration areas during offensive preparations and to cover their deployment in
the departure area for the attack
-to
cover the operations of the main grouping, especially the most suc:cessful
units and large un; ts,
and, also to cover the mechanized division during its
commitment and during its
operations in
the depths of the enemy' s defenso.
In

addition, during preparations for,

and in

the. course of,

the offensive,

the

principle depots, bridges, crossings, and supply routes must be covered by antiaircraft weapons.

The antiaircraft artillery of advancing troops moves with the combat formations
of the units and large units which it

must protect.

The operations of the antiaircraft artillery are coordinated with the operations
of fighter aircraft.
In order to conceal groupings of troops in the. concentration areas and the depa'ture area for an attmk, firing on, enemy aircraft is
artillery previously detailed for this purpose.

conducted by antiaircraft

During a mass enemy air attack, fire. is maintained by all

antiaircraft facilities

on the direction of the senior officer organizing the antiaircraft defense.
263.

Antichemical defense must assure the combat efficiency of advancing

_on

troops
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and high rates of advance in the face of an enemy chemical attack.
The period during which troops are concentrated, or during which they occupy
a departure position,offers the greatest danger from a,chemical attack. Therefore,
troops disposed in a.departure position for an attack must observe all measures of
antichemical d efense. The most important engineer-type installations and shelters
are equipped for antichemical defense.
During the offensive, special attention is given to:
--continuous reconnaissance in the directions of greatest danger with respect
to chemical attack; detection of sectors of terrain which have been contaminated
by poisonous substances and ways to bypass thein;

--disruption of the enemy chemical attack with the aid- of aircraft and artillery;
-- chemical observation and timely warning of troops of the start of the enemy
chemical attack;

s .pplying

the

advancing troops with the necessary facilities for speedily

surmounting contaminated sectors of terrain;

moving chemical defense units and small units with decontamination equipment
with the troops advancing in the most important directions.

264.

In organizing the troop rear in offensive combat it

is

necessary:

-- to replenish beforehand all transportable supplies of the troops;
-to set up a supplementary supply of ammunition at artillery firing positions,
mortar positions, and ammunition supply points of artillery regiments (battalions)
in order to support the artillery
preparation for the attack;

--to set up supplementary supplies of fuel and technical equipment in the hands
of the troops;
--to evacuate the wounded and sick from the troops, and from the rear service
units and installations;
--to bring the medical installations, repair facilities, and evacuation facilities close to the front line;

--to repair combat vehicles, armament, and transport;
-- to evacuate to army depots or repair shops equipment requiring major
overhaul;
-- to develop a network of roads in

roads in passable condition;

the t roop rear area, and to maintain the

--to camouflage carefully and safely conceal from the air the location of rear

service units, 'installations, and suppliesDuring the course of the offensive it
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-- to rebuild roads, bridges, and crossings behind the advancing troops
when necessary, to construct new roads ano detours;

. and,

-- to evacuate the wounded promptly from the battlefield; to restore and repair
materiel and motor transport;
-- to replenish transportable supplies; to displace and set up rear service units
and installations in good time, not letting them be separated from the advancing
troops.

3.
265.

TROOP OCCUPATION OF THE DEPARTURE
POSITION FDR THE ATTACK

The regrouping of forces and materiel, which is worked out according to

plan, usually precedes the occupation by the troops of the departure positon for

the attack.
Troop regroupings, which in themselves must be simple, must bd carried out in
limited time and must be carried out concealed from enemy ground and air observation
and from detection b

enemy radar.

As a rule, regrouping is carried out at night.

Large units and units arriving in a new
area . must have the necessary in.formation about eremy positions and locations and the terrain immediately upon arrival at a designated area.

266.. The occupation of a departure position by newly arrived large upits (units)
is usually carried out simultaneously with the relief of the units formerly operating.
there.
In

first

priority,

artillery

units move up and deploy in'order to be ready to

open fire from the new firing positions not later than twenty-four hours before the
start
of. the offensive; next, during the twenty-four-hour period before the start
of the offensive or during the night before the offensive, the infantry occupies
the departure positions.; lastly,
the night before the offensive or during the artil.lery preparation for the attack, departure positions are occupied by tanks intended
for the close support of the infantry and by self-propelled artillery.

With the. occupation of the departure Dositions by the infantry the night before

the offensive, they must be given the minimum daylight hours necessary to become
acquainted with the terrain, the enemy, and the objectives of the attack,

267.

When troops occupy the departure position, the commanders of large units

take measures against a possible enemy
for which:

countexpreparation and to repel his attack,

-- the artillery,
moved up into firing positions, is brought to readiness,
order to neutralize enemy weapons participating in the counterpreparation;

in

-- the troops are brought to readiness for repelling a possible enemy
attack;
-- measures for the strengthening of the combat security of the
troops are intensified; .
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-- troops and weapons are carefully camouflaged;
-- measures are projected to combat enemy airborne landings within the depth of
our own dispositions.
Aviation is also called in against enemy artillery which is taking part in a
counterpreparation and to repel a possible enemy attack.

268.

The corps (division) commander must check the state of preparedness of

the troops for the offensive, bringing into play for this nurpose the corps (divi-

sion) staff, the commanders of arms, and the chiefs of services.

Detected defi-

ciencies are made good on the spot.

The work of checking the troops' readiness is calculated so that reports of
the commanders of divisions (regiments) and their staffs, and also of the commanders
of arms and the chiefs of services, concerning the complete readiness of the troops
to execute the assigned mission will be received two to three hours before the start
of-the artillery preparation for the attack.

.269. Combat security is established as a protection against surprise enemy
attacks.

In case there is a considerable distance between the departure position of the
attacking troops and the main line of resistance of the main (first) defensive zone,
a combat outposb is sent out from each regiment of the first echelon, usually in

platoon strength.
Combat outpost

positions are strengthened by obstacles.

When the first
echelon of the attacking troops is at a distance of 150 to 250 meters
from the enemy, a corrbut. outpost, as a rule, is not established. In this event, the

troops are protected against a ;urprise enemy attack by intensified observatiori and
constant readiness to repel enemy attacks
During offensive combat, combat security is sent out not only from units of the

first echelon, but also from the succeeding echelons.

The strength and composition

of combat security is determined in e adh case by the commander of the large unit

(unit).
Particular attention is
- 270,

paid to the protection of flanks and boundaries.

The commandant's service during offensive preparations is

organized to

insure the concealment of troop concentration and deployment from enemy air and ground
observation, to regulate traffic and maintain general order in
concentrations.
The commandant's service is

the areas of troop

deployed: in the departure area for the attack, in
firing positions, command and observation

areas of troop dispositions, artillery

posts,

on roads along which troops move,

and also in places where engineer work is

being carried on,
Vehicles are permitted to move in

limited numbers by day;

proceed with their lights off,
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With the start of the offensive,

the commandant's service is

organized in

accordance with the situation.

4.

271.

CONDUCT OF OFFENSIVE COMBAT

At the hour designated for the start of the artillery offensive, the

corps commander, who has convinced himself of the troops' readiness for the attack,
gives the order (signal), with the consent of the army commander, to start the ar-

tillery preparation for the attack.
ommanders of large units, units, and small units, from their observation posts,
carefully observe the course. of the artillery

and air preparations for the attack

and report the results of the accomplishment of the artillery and air missions to
their immediate superiors.

During the artillery and mortar shifts of fire into the depth of the enemy's
defenses and before the start
of the assault, the infantry opens fire
of weapons on the first
and second trenches of th ' enemy.

from all

types

272.
The enemy main line of resistance is attacked simultaneously by tanks and
infantry at an exactly designated time (H-hour).
In order to insure a simultaneous attack, the order (signal) to start the movement of the infantry close support tanks and infantry into the attack is given by
the division commanders with the permission of the corps commander.
The time of
giving the signal is determined in advance and is based on the predetermined time
of assault on the main line of resistance (H-hour) and' the distance of the tanks and
infantry in the departure position from the enemy's main line of resistance.
At H-hour, under cover of artillery fire, tanks and infantry vigorously burst
into the enemy's main line of resistance and unceasingly continue to move ahead,

keeping close behind the shell bursts of their own artillery.

The second echelons

or reserves clear the enemy from trenches and other shelters..

Undestroyed defen-

sive installations and those hindering advance are blocked and destroyed.
When the tanks and infantry move into the attack, direct fire
guns and some of
the mortars fire from position against the enemy' s main line of resistance without

hindering the movement of their own attacking troops.
The greater part of the mortars and accompanying artillery

moves with the small

units cf the first echelons and supports the advancing infantry and tanks with fire.
273.
Infantry close> suortteak
and self-oropelled artillery,
following directly behind the bursts of friendly artillery, destroy and neutralize
enemy weapons and personnel interfering with the advance of the infantry,

When,

in the depths of the enemy defense,

there are strong antitank obstacles

and sectors inaccessible to tanks, infantry and sappers, under cover of the fire of
tanks, accompanying guns, and artillery,
and without suspending the attack, seize
tankproof sectors and obstructions and insure further tank advances.
The tanks, in turn, must not fail
to move forward swiftly aitmaintain coordination of firepower with the infantry.
Some of the small rifle
units can ride on
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the tanks.
Passages in antitank mine fields in the depths of the enemy defenses are
cleared by mine-clearing tanks and by small engineer units; antipersonnel
obstacles are cleared away by the advancing troops themselves"

27 4. With the start of the infantry-and tank attack., the artillery carries
out the following missions:

-- it

supports the infantry and tanks, massing fire in first

strong points and centers of defense on the flanks rand in

depth

priority against

which interfere

with the advance of the infantry and tanks;
-- it

neutralizes and destroys enemy artillery

-- it

counters enemy reserves which are moving :up;

and mortar batteries';

--it repels enemy counterattacks..

Artillery groups displace behind the tanks and :infantry in such manner that
the greater part of the ,artillery can continuously support the infantry and tanks
with its fire.
275.
Ground attack and bomber aircraft, from the start of the attack., continuously support the infantry and tanks:

-- to neutralize separate centers of resistance and strong points which interfere with the advance of the troops;;

-- to neutralize and destroy the enemy's artillery and mortar batteries., antitank guns,
combat;

and tanks which were emplaced earlier and which were located during

-- to destroy enemy counterattacks and his approaching reserves;
-- to prevent the retreating enemy troops and his :reserves from occupying rearward and switch positions.

Bomber aircraft also carry out strikes on the areas of artillery positions
and reserves in

the depth of the defense,

on strong points of the second defensive

zone, on supply roads, on headquarters locations and supply dumps .

The primary .

targets of the ground attack and bomber aircraft are the counterattacking enemy
troops,, especially his tanks.

Ground attack and bomber aircraft, according to the advance of the troops,
shift their strikes at time intervals or :on call;; these shifts are directed by
the air commanders who are located, with their .radio control stations, at obser-

vation posts together with the commander of the corps (division) receiving the
support,

Fighter aircraft provide cover for advancing troops, ground attack and bomber
aircraft,and at the same time -combat enemy aircraft on the approaches to the battle-

field-

S-E-C-RE-T
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Reconnaissance aircraft and specially detailed aircraft of various air arms
carry out continuous observation of the battlefield and its approaches, and also
scout the enemy at railroad stations, highways, and roads to a depth up to 100 to
All observation data concerning the 'Batefield and its approach150 kilometers.
es are immediately transmitted by radio to the command post of the corps (division)
Reconnaissance data concerning the depths of .the enemy defenses are

commander.

usually transmitted through the appropriate headquarters.
276.

The second echelon of the division advances without becoming separated

from the first echelon more than a set distance, and is always ready to enter combat and to develop the success. gained.

The second echelon is
to develop,

committed in order to increase the force of the blow and

without cessation,

the success achieved by the first

echelon.

It

is

committed in accordance with the situation, usually after the division's immediate
task is completed.

The flanks of the second echelon are covered by fire from ar-

tillery and mortars.
The second echelon is committed to action by the division commander with the
consent of the corps commander .and in some instances on his orders. The commit-

ment of the second echelon of the division takes place in the intervals between
or from behind the flanks of the first echelon. Committing it to battle by leapfrogging through the first
echelon
when the first
echelon has. lost its

is carried out in exceptional
combat efficiency.

cases,

usually

Artillery and aircraft inflict powerful blows on the enemy defenses before
the second echelons attack.
The commanders of all large units (units) see. to it that timely artillery support is provided to the second echelon.

277.
of the first

on orders

Artillery-antitank reserves, maintaining close contact with the troops
and second echelons

and the reserves,

move out in

threatened directions

of the corps (division) commander for the purpose of:

-- repelling possible

counterattacks by enemy tanks;

-- consolidating captured lines or
significance;

objectives which have an important tactical

-- securing the flanks of the advancing units;

--organizing a defense in depth against tanks;
-- supporting the commitment of the mechanized division.
278.

During offensive

combat, reconnaissance must find out:

-- the degree of neutralization of the enemy defenses-- the location of enemy weapons and obstacles which are holding up the advance

of the infantry and tanks

.

-- the areas of concentration of the closest enemy reserves, especially his tanks
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and mechanized troops, and must observe their moving out and deployment for counterattacks;
-the

displacement of enemy artillery;

-- the approach of enemy reserves from the depths;
-- if, and in what .strength., the second defensive zone is

occupied by the enemy;

-- the moment cf enemy withdrawal;;
-- the degree of passability of the terrain..

Having carried out the immediate task, the division commander directs
279.
the efforts of the troops to the continuous penetration of the entire depth of
the enemy's main (first)
defensive zone and to reaching the enemy's second defensive
zone.
In order to take the enemy's second defensive zone as quickly as possible.,
the division commander sends out a forward detachment (tanks transporting infantry)

and arranges for coordination with the corps mechanized division.
Remaining enemy centers of resistance are blocked or destroyed by small units

specially detailed for this purpose.
Artillery and aircraft .accompany the advancing troops with fire and at the same
time block the enemy's retreat.
280.

After the divisions have completed their immediate tasks,

the main efforts

of the corps must be directed to completing the breakthrough of the enemy's main
(first)

defensive zone and to seizing the :second zone from the march.
This is achieved

-- by concentrating the efforts of the infantry, tanks, artillery,
and supporting aircraft
in the direction where success is apparent, in order to widen the breakthrough toward the flanks al to develop 'its
depth;

-- by committing the econd echelon of the ccrps;
-- by the continuous advance of the main forces of the divisions of the corps
first

echelon to the enemy's second defensive zone:;

-- by promptly clearing and preparing routes for the mechanized division, and
by covering its flanks with obstacles and with antitank artillery in the directions
of possible enemy counterattacks;
-- by continuous air

reconnaissance

of the enemy's second defensive zone and of

the approaches to the flanks of the grouping of troops conducting the breakthrough.
231.

The steady increase in men and materiel for the development of success

in a decisive direction., and also for shifting the combat efforts of the troops
from one direction to another is attained by maneuver of the troops of the corps
(division) during the offensive.
i>e execution of amaneuver requires the reaching of a timely decision,
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and uninterrupted advance of the troops who are carrying out a maneuver,

speed

and secrecy of execution, and a careful safeguarding .of the maneuver from possible enemy counterattacks.

282. Captured lines or individual objectives in the depth of the enemy's
defense, which have an important tactical significance, are consolidated by
troops designated for this purpose.
The artillery-antitank reserve and a mobile obstacle-placing detachment are
moved out onto directions of possible danger from enemy-tanks.

283.

The corps (division) commander must promptly ascertain, by all means

of reconnaissance, the advance of enemy reserves and their deployment for combat.

Once their advance is detected, he must proceed to organize the capture and
retention of a favorable line for the deployment of his own second echelons and
reserves. Long-range artillery fire and strikes of supporting air must prevent
the deployment of the enemy and inflict
losses upon him, after which, by attacks
on his flank and rear, he is encircled and destroyed.

Should the enemy conduct a .counter-attack with strong tank forces,. it
advisable to occupy in

advance a line favorable for combat,

attacking enemy with artillery fire and air attacks,
formations,

and to inflict

losses upon him,

is

to meet the counter-

to break up his combat

and after that to encircle and destroy

him by flank and rear attacks.
284.

Troops repelling enemy counterattacks are supported by massive blows

of ground attack and bomber aviation.
Should the enemy break through at the boundaries of large units (units) of
the attacking troops,

it

is

then the duty of commanders of these units .and large

units to liquidate the enemy at the boundaries where the enemy has broken through.
This does not exempt the senior commander from the duty .of likewise taking all
steps leading to the liquidation of the enemy who has succeeded in breaking
through at a boundary.
Should the necessity arise for a tighter protection of the threatened flank,

the corps (division) commander, with the approval of'the senior commander, and
in

certain instances on his own initiative,

proceeds to regroup part of his combat

forces in the direction of the threatened. flank, while continuing to carry out
the assigned mission.

285. The corps (division) commander must always have the necessary reserves
in combat readiness.
Expended reserves must be restored.

In doing this it is imperative, however,

not to weaken the men and materiel operating in
286.

The mechanized division of a rifle

the principal direction.

corps,

during the period of the ar-

tillery preparation for the attack or with the beginning of the attack by the

first
echelon of the corps, is moved forward with the approval of the corps commander from the assembly area to the departure line.
This line must be reached
by the main body of the division notlater
than one hour following the beginning

of the attack by the first echelon Lof the corps7.
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In approaching the departure line, the division proceeds to group its men
and materiel in order to secure rapid combat deployment and minimum vulnerability to enemy artillery fire and air attacks.. To achieve this purpose, the division and its units are distributed along the front and in depth, while small
units follow in open formation.

Small motorized rifle units, depending upon the situation, are moved in
armored personnel carriers,

in

trucks., or on tanks,

The second echelon of the division moves after the first
tance of 2 to 4 kilometers,.

echelon at a. dis-

As soon as the mecanized division'has moved: to the departure line; its
artiller'y gi-onps rare witched to its own support and move, forwai-d ready for
opening fire.
Small reconnaissance units and the 'march !support 6etac~ment of. the
mechanized division follow the combat formations of the first echelon of the

rifle division.
After moving to the departure line, the mechanized division continues to move
up to the line where it is to be committed to combat,

During the movement of the division to the departure line,

the commander of

the mechanized division, with his staff., is located at his command post near the
observation post of the corps commander.
He later
moves to a new command post
selected near the line uhere the troops are to be committed to -combat.

287,
The mechanized division of the :rifle corps, is, as a rule, committed
to battle. following the arrival of the rifle divisions in the area of the enemy s
primary artillery

positions.

The corps commander, in issuing an order (signal) to commit the mechanized
division to battle, must so calculate its issuance that the first
echelon of the
mechanized division reaches the line where it is to be committed to battle at the

same time that the units of the first echelon of the rifle divisions reach

that

line.

For the support of the commitment of the mechanized division, the corps commander allots the main mass of his artillery and supporting aviation.
288. When the first
echelon of a mechanized division reaches the line where
it is to be committed to combat, it deploys in combat formations, and in coordination with the rifle divisions, completes the breakthrough of the main (first)

defensive zone.

Adv? cing resolutely ahead, it then captures the second defen-

sive zone, from Lie' march.

-

The second echelon of the mechanized division either intensifies the force

of the blow inflicted by the first

main (first)

defensive zone,

echelon by completing the breakthrough of the

or deploys for combat to capture the second zone.

Corps artil.ery supports the mechanized division by successive concentrations
of fire ahead of it and on its flanks.
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Aviation detailed for the support of the mechanized division neutralizes
antitank weapons, and tanks hindering the forward moveand destroys artillery,
The rest of the aviation operating in this
ment of the mechanized division,
direction halts and. destroys the advancing reserves of the enemy, particularly
blows on enemy troops occupying the second defensive
his tanks, and inflicts

Special attention is givento preventing combat formations of the mechzone,
anized division from being hit by enemy aviation.
Units (small units) of engineer troops, organic to or attached to the mechanized division, and operating within the combat formations of the division,
make passages, and prepare routes of march,
The commitment and offensive operations of a mechanized division,

as well

as operations for its capture of the enemy's second defensive zone, should be
covered by smoke screens., This applies particularly to the flanks of the division.
Smoke screens may be laid by artillery, aviation, and tanks,
289.
If the mechanized division does not succeed in seizing the enemy's
second defensive zone from the march, then it is the task of the division to

break through this zone after a brief artillery and air preparation for the
attack.

Artillery support of an attack, as a rule, is
centrations of fire.
Air support (accompaniment)

conducted by successive con-

includes:-

-- the destruction and neutralization of enemy artillery;

-- the accompaniment of advanaing units of the mechanized division by strikes
at tanks, antitank artillery,
and other enemy weapons which hinder the advance
of the division's first
echelon.
The breakthrough is carried out on a narrow front by a mass attack of tanks,
together with mechanized units, in cdordination with the forward units of the
rifle
divisions which have reached there,
The combat formation of the mechanized division in the breakthrough of the
enemy's second defensive zone is, as a rule, made up of two echelons, artillery

groups, and reserves, including an artillery-antitank reserve,
lon is

The first eche-

allocated up to two-thirds of the division's strength.

After the disruption of the enemy's fire system,

small motorized infantry

units. in a number of cases can advance, moving .on armored personnel carriers,
trucks, or. tanks
290.
When the second defensive zone appears to be densely occupied by enemy
troops, and an independant
attack by the mechanized division is inadvisable,
it is necessary to attack the second zone with the full
force of the corps after
an artillery
and air preparation.
In this case;. the mechanized division will operate in
echelon of the corps
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Preparations for attack are usually completed within a liniited period

'of

time
Such a variant of the attack on the enemy's 'second defensive zone must be
of the offensive and must
prepared by the -corps 'commarder prior to the start
zone.
(first)
defensive
combat
for
the
main
ctAile(.
during
he
Infantry. and tanks

attack

the

main line of resistance :of the enemf's seoond defensiv

zone after the artillery and air -preparation for the attack,
The neutralization of enemy artillery and mortar batteries by supporting
aircraft takes on special significance 'at this time,
291.

The mechanized.divisior

ont

of

the rifle

:corps, after seizing (breaking

the enemy's -second defensive zone, in'coordination with, or independ_-

,-hrourh)

of, "the mechanized. divisions of adjacent -corps, :can carry out the follow-

ing missions
-- pursue :and destroy the. retreating enemy;
-- destroy the .enemy reserves 'that are moving up;
-seize

important objectives,

advantageous lines,

bridges,

:crossings,

and

bridgeheads;
-- advance on the enemy- who iL huriedly changing over to the def:ensive;
In
ing in

the event that large units of the army (front) mobile group are operatthe zone of attack of the rifle
corps, the commander of the mechanized

division of the rifle corps :coordinates with them.

5,

PECULIARITIES OFSTHE AT "KBY THE' TANK
AND MECHANIZED DIVI5IONS Or THE MOBILE 'GROUP

292,
and its

The commitment of an army' (front) mobile group into the breakthrough
support are organized by the army (front)

A rifle

corps commander,

commander.

-on the basis of ..instructions:eceived,

coordinates

his corps with-that mechanized (tank) division of the. mobile group which is
boing comiatted .in

his zone,

To do this, he must .establish:

- the method of passage of the -mechanized (tank) division through his lines
and the mot'hcd of identifying his .oom troops;
-when and what march routes must be freed for movement of 'the mechanized
(tank) division;
-the

use'.of the 7orps engineer troops for the preparation of routes;

-- the method -of coordination of the.rifle units 'of the corps with the mechanized .(tank) division which is being committed into the breakthrough, in order
to repel :enemy counterattacks;
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-- the method of coordination of the mechanized division of the rifle

with that division of the mobile group which is

corps

being committed into the break-

through;

-- the missions of the artillery of the corps and of the corps antiaircraft
artillery group for supporting the commitment of the mechanized (tank) division
into the breakthrough,
A mechanized (tar')
division of an army (front) mobile group, which
293.
is committed into a breakthrough in the zone .of a rifle
corps, requires a zone
containing two or three through march routes.
294.

The commitment

a breakthrough usually is

ef'

a mechanized

(tank)

division of a mobile group into

effected after the rifle corps seizes the enemy's

second defensive zone.

Movement for commitment into the breakthrough may be commenced directly from
the concentration area or from the waiting
Upon commitment into the breakthrough,

area.
a mechanized

(tank)

division

Lof

a

mobile grou] adopts a formation similar to that used by the mechanized division of a rifle

corps during its

approach to the departure line.

Small reconnaissance units of the division move behind the forward units of
the rifle
corps mechanized division
A march support detachment moves behind
the main forces of the rifle
corps mechanized divi-sion.
The f rward detachment,
ready for combat,'moves behind the march support detachment.

To reduce the depth of the formation of the mechanized (tank) division, the
distance between the forward detachment and the main force is
Artillery moves closer to the heads of columns.

reduced.

Part of any artillery

at-

tached to the division remains under division control and follows behind the
first echelon, Antiaircraft artillery is distributed so as to permit maximum
support of mechanized (motorized infantry) units after they have passed through
the combat formations of the rifle corps,
The flare-s of a mechanized (tank) division committed into a breakthrough
are senred by the actions of the rifle large units and units making the penetration, by their artillery, tanks, and aviation, and by the use of smoke screens.
295,. After i+s commitment into a breakthrough, a mechanized (tank) division of a mobile group, in coordination rith other large'units and units of the
mobile group, with airborne troops, and al'so with the rifle
corps mechanized
division,

can execute the following missions:

-- pursue and destroy. the withdrawing 'enemy;
--destroy advancing enemy reserves;
-- seize important objectives, favorable lines,

heads;

bridges,

crossings,

-- attack an enemy who has hurriedly taken up the defense.
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Additionally, a mechanized (tank) division of :a mobile group may., in coordination with other large units and units of 'tho mobile group., participate
in breaking through a prepared enemy defense in the operational depth.
296,
The b-eakthrough, by a mechanized (tank) division from a mobile group,
-' a hurriedly occupied enemy defense in its operational depth is done, as a
rule, from the march and is conducted on a narrow front.
Subsequently, the break-

through is widened by blows on the flanks and rear of the enemy,
The attack is

conducted with .air and artillery support.

After destruction of the enemy's. fire system,. motors-,e

may, in a number of cases,

infalntry snll

units

advance in armored personnel carriers, on vehicles,

or on tanks.
Aviation supporting the operations of the mechanized (tank) division blocks
the approach of enemy r eserves from the depths and their occupation of intermediate defensive lines.

297.

If

the mechanized (tank) division does not succeed in breaking through

the enemy defense froni the march, the division commander,

on the basis of recon-

naissance data and the results of battle of the forward units, organizes a breakthrough.. The time for its preparation must be limited.
The :combat formation
of the. division in this case usually consists of two echelons., artillery groups,
and reserves..
Division and attached a rtillery is allocated to regimental artillery
groups.
Part of the a ttached artillery remains under division control; it is formed into
a division artillery group for the massing of fire in important directions and
for counterbattery and countermortar fire.

The attack

is

conducted after an artillery and .air preparation.,

Artillery support of the a-tack..,
centrations of fire.

Air support (accompaniment)

as a rule.,

is

conducted by successive

con-

consists of:

-- the destruction and neutralization of enemy artillery;
-the accompaniment of the attacking units of the medhanized (tank) division
by strikes against tanks, antitark artillery, and other enemy weapons which are

hindering the advance of the attacking units,

298. If the enemy withdraws, the main forces of the mechanized (tank) division outflank the enemy, and beat him to the occupation of prepared or favorable

defensive

positions,

Par. of the forces of the mechanized (tank) division, with artillery support,
attacl the enemy frontally, not permitting him to break contact and to organize
an orderly withdrawal,
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6.

PECUTTRTTTES OF THE ATTACK

BY CAVALRY LARGE UNITS
299.

Cavalry large units are used,

as a rule,

to develop success after

the breakthrough of the enemy defense throughout its
After their commitment into a breakthrough,

entire tactical depth.

cavalry large units can exe-

cute the following missions:
-- pursue and destroy withdrawing enemy forces;
-- repel counterattacks by the enemy reserves;
-- seize the most favorable lines and most important objectives in the

enemy rear;
-- attack an enemy who has hurriedly taken up the defense,

or who is

de-

fending on a wide front,
bdaalry large units narry out a breakthrough of a hurriedly occupied defense in those cases where there is no opportunity to carry out a maneuver so
as to hit the enemy in the flank or rear.
Cavalry large units are not suitable for use in the breakthrough of a pre-

pared enemy defense.
300.

Cavalry large units must operate actively and boldly, skillfully maneu-

vering and not becoming engaged in extended battles.
and open flanks in

flanks and rear,

They seek out weak spots

the enemy defense and strike powerful blows at the enemy

.urrounding and destroying enemy' forces piecemeal,

In ease of an unsuccessful attack in one direction, cavalry large units
rapidly regroup for a blow in another, more favorable direction,
301.
T the offense, davalry large units are reinforced with tanks, artillery, and small ,nits (units) of engineer troops.
Their onerations are supported by ground attack and bomber aircraft and are reliably covered by anti-

aircraft artillery and fighter aircraft.
302.

An attack by cavalry large units can take place from the approach to

the defensive zone: of the enemy or under conditions of direct contact with the
enemy.

The organization of the approach and the distribution nf forces and equip-

ment by columns must correspond to the concept of the forthcoming battle,
The
decision for battle is, as a rule, made on the march by the corps commander,
and by a division commander when his advance guard becomes engaged.
An attack from direct contact -by cavalry large units is organized.according to the general rules of
offensive combat of rifle large units.

In all cases, an attack must be preceded by careful reconnaissance
of the

enemy defense,
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The width of the zone of attack of a cavalry small unit depends upon
303.
mission, the character of the enemy defense, the terrain, and the
a
asigned
the
availability of means of reinforcement.. A cavalry corps in the attack on a
hurriedly occupied defense effects a breakthrough on a front of
meters; a cavalry division--3 to 4 kilometers.

The niLsi
meters in

6 to 8 kilo-

of the,.da Ryfor a cavlry corps (division) can reach up to

40

kilo-

depth.

The combat formation. of a; cavalry corps: (division) in offensive combat
304.
consists of one or two echelons, artillery groups, and reserves.
When a corps (division) uses a one-echelon formation,

is

formed.

in

the division--up to tige

a' combined-arms reserve

In the corps,, this reserve consists of up to one cavalry regiment;
troops.,

, with a'tillery

and tanks.

Division and regimental artillery groups are formed from division and

305J.
attached
group is

artillery.
formed...

306..

When sufficient artillery

is

available,

a corps artillery

Tanks of cavalry divisions are attached to the. regiments operating on

the main direction and are used for: the

close

support; of: the cavalry.

Some of the tanks attanhed to a cavalry corps,. depending on the situation,
may also be used for tbc.

close support of' the cavalry

Tank and mechanized large units attached to a' cavalry corps are: used, de-

pending upon the situation,, in the first or second echelon on the direction of
the main effort in coordination with cavalry divisions ,

7.
307.

CONDUCT OR A XETING ENGAGIMEN T
WITH DEPLOMENT FROM THE MARCH

A meeting engagement with

deployment from the march is

characterized

by:
-- a sharp and rapid change of the situation and the. fluidity
-a

rapid change in

of combat. actions;

the combat formations of the troops conducting the attack;.

-- the presence of open flanks on both opposing sides;
-the

development of combat actions on a wide front and of freedom of maneuver;

-- a bitter struggle for the seizure and retention. of the initiative throughout.
the course of the battle;
-the. organization of control and coordination within very short periods. of
Lime..

nes'

'08.
Success in a meeting engagement is achieved by rapidity and decisiveof action, by the rapid deployment of troops from march columns into combat

formations,. and by their transition to the attack,, and also by the coordinated
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use of all
In

arms.

a meeting engagement,

it

is

necessary to seek the rapid disorganization

of the combat and march formations of the enemy, their dismemberment into separate groups, and the destruction of these groups piecemeal.
The greatest success in a meeting engagement is attained by blows upon the
flank and rear of the enemy and his subsequent encirclement.
The organized entrance of troops into tattle
requires beating the enemy to
the seizure of favorable.lines and the reliable protection of march and combat
formations, particularly from enemy aviation and tanks.
In anticipation of a meeting engagement, commanders and staffs must care-

fully study the terrain in the zone of movement and determine all favorable
and unfavorable lines for deployment and battle.

309.
In a meeting engagement, the enemy will also seek to strike the flanks
and rear of the opposing troops.
Therefore, in organizing a blow at the enemy,

it is necessary to secure one t s flanks and rear by deep reconnaissance and by
moving antitank weapons and reserves to the flanks.
310.
Reconnaissance, especially air reconnaissance,
significance when anticipating a meeting engagement,
Air and ground reconnaissance is

has particularly great

conducted to the front and flanks of the

corps (division) to determine the grouping of enemy forces, the direction of
their movement,

the strength and composition of enemy columns,

and the time at

which they will pass predetermined lines.
Careful observation of located enemy columns,

particularly of tank and mech-

anized troops, must be instituted,
Commanders and staffs must insure the rapid collection and dissemination

of information about the situation and actions of the
311.

enemy.

For the seizure of favorable lines in the zones of advance of the divi-

sions and for their retention until the arrival of the advance guards,
detachments are sent out by order of. division commanders.

forward

Forward detachments may consist of small- units of motorized infantry (cavalry)
or of smanl units (units) of motorcycle troops, reinforced with artilierf,mortars,

tanks,

self-propelled artillery, and also engineer

obstacles,

amall

units, equipped to lay

and chemical defense small units.

In certain circumstances,

the corps-commander enploys a reinforced forward

detachment for seizing and holding a line important to the operations of the
entire corps.

The distance of the forward detachment from the main forces of the corps

(division) is
ment.
312.

determined by the mission and by the composition of the detach-

The corps (division)

commander making a decision for a march in
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pation of a meeting engagement, must do the following:
-- determine the concept of maneuver, the most important tactical
axis of
advance in his zone of movement, and lines of pc ssible conflict with the enemy;

-- determine the most favorable grouping of his troops for the march and in
the event of their deployment upon meeting; the enemy;

-- plan the
in

olution of the. principal problems connected with coordination

the event of deployment and the conduct of battle;

-- determine lines and objectives which must be seized by forward detachments
before the. enemy reaches them;

-- determine the number and composition of the advance detachments detailed
and assign missions to them.;

-- organize antiaircraft and antitank defense and determine other measures
of march security, in this connection paying: narticular attention to protecti;n: -the flanks of his main forces from surpr- se blows by enemy tank and me.chsnized largre units;

ito

-- organize the control of the large units (units) during the march,
account deployment and the conduct of battle.

taking

313. In execLng a march in anti.cipation of a meeting engagement, the corps
mecha nized division, as a rule,, moves at. the head of the main forces of the corps.
beaI

Lank
self-propelled
units of a rifle
(cavalry) division move at the
of the main forces of the division.
Tanks and self-nropelled artillery

attached to a rifle (cavalry) corps for its reinforcement,
column -or are attached to the rifle (cava lry) division.
314

move in an independent

. The distribution of artillery

-amoncg the columns of the main forces and
miade with a view to is t imely deployment and commitment
and also to the rapid organization or art lI er' groups
*

.he

advao guards is

The greater part of the artillery of a rifle (cavalr r) and mechanized division
moves with the ad- ance guards and
the he aids of the
columns of the
miain forces.
The greater part of the antitank artillery
the main march routes of the division.

follows the advance guards along

Corps and attached army artillery
is moved in a separate column in the main
direction and is at the disposal of the corps commander.
Part of the corps and
army artillery
may be attacherd to the divisions . The artillery-antitank reserve
of the corps (division) mo, es on the direction threatened by tanks and displaces
by bounds from line to line.

With the beginning of a meeting engagement,
primarily for neutr,alizing the artillery
315

the army artillery is

utilized

of the enemy.

Units and small units of engineer and chemical defense
troops are
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distributed. among large units and units and within or between security units
and the main forces.
Engineer troops insure the. forward movement of the columns,

for the sake

of which obstacles are removed; roads are repaired, and cross-country routes
are laid out; in the course of.battle theengineer troops consolidate the lines
which have been seized, anlbuild obstacles.

316.

Antiaircraft artillery, in coordination with fighter aircraft, give

cover primarily to the main grouping of troops, especially while they are passing through defiles, and traventing bridges and crossia gsi

The antiaircraft artillery. of a rifle (cavalry) and mechanized division
moves with the main forces of its own division, moving from line to line.
Corps and attached antiaircraft artillery is distributed to provide procovering the main forces
tection for columns in a manner which will facilitate
upon their commitment to battle.
The displacement of antiaircraft artillery is
(division) antiaircraft defense plan.

done according to the corps

317. A march in anticipation of a meeting engagement requires strong security. Advance guards, leading Igolovniye7 and flank detachments are rein-

forced with tanks, self-propelled and field artillery, and engineer

nnits

inits.

318. Uninterrunted control of troops on the march is ensured primarily by
messengers, aircraft,and, if the situation permits, by wire. Radios operate
on a listening watch and are used for the transmission of radio signals.
Communication means designated for the axis of signal communications arid

the communications center, move with the staff of the large unit; those designated for communication with subordinate large units (units) are located in
the headquarters of the respective unit s.:

The corps commander and his staff move from point t"
advance of the main body.

point in the zone of

The division commander and his staff usually move at the head of the main
body of the division.

319.

When anticipating a meeting engagement,

all

transportable reserves

of supplies should be brought up to authorized levels.
On the march,
pendent columns,

division rear service units and installations move in

When a meeting engagement is

inde-

initiated, ffellubricants, and ammunition transport and
orward.

also inedical1 insta~lations and evacuation services move

320. In a meeting engagement, a rapid and decisive movement into the attack
by.the corps (division) main body can lead to the defeat of a stronger enemy

.forcewhich has not succeeded in deploying.

Therefore,

special significance is

attached to the rapidity of making a decision, to its transmittal to subordinate
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units,

and also to the rapid depl oyment of troops for battle.

321.

The corps commander makes a decision for a meeting engagement as early

as possible on the basis of information received from air and ground reconnais-

sance,

This decision is made more detailed when forward units initiate battle,

The division commander. usually makes the decision for the meeting engagement,.

with the beginning of the clash with the enemy mode by the- forward small security
units,
Slomness in making c.. ecision results in
In

making a decision,

a loss of the iniative.

the corps (division)

commander determines:

---his concept of the battle and the direction of the main. blow
-- the line of deployment for the corps: (division);
-mis:ions

for subordi inate: large units (units)

;

-- missions for artillery and aviation;:
-- tasks for antiaircraft and antitank defense,. and other measures for combat
security;

-- the method of coordination;
-- supplementary reconraissance missions and measures for flank security.
. The diiection of tin maih blow is. selected on terrain favoring employmi.ent of
tanks.. It must be satisfactory for the movement of the main forces to the. flank
and rear of the enemy and it must avoid large built-up areas..
322.

Large units and units are given immediate and subsequ.ent objectives,

the seizure of which creates favorable ;conditions for. further action.
Coordination is

organized during the course of the battle;

the primary purpose

is to coordinate the actions of aviation with tanks and artillery.
323.

A meeting engagement usually is

forces and forward small units.
Forward

initiated by the clash of reconnaissance

d.e tachrients , acting decisively,

seize and hold objectives until the

arrival of advance guards, at which time they are subordinated to the advance guard
Advance guv de by aggressive .attack, must destroy forward enemy units nd
pin down the eneiy s main forces,. and strive to seize favorable lines for the deployment of corps (division) main forces.

32,4-. Upon meeting enemy forces.,, the greater part of the artillery
ed upon the initiative of the commanders of the advance guard units.
The corps (division) commander must, in

-o

the shortest possible time,

is

deploy-

centralize

HR7U-14

control of the deployed artillery and use it in the overall interests of the
corps (division).
the
For protecting flanks against enemy tanks, it is necessary to move
a
and
detachment,
artillery-antitank reserve, a mobile obstacle-placing
to the threatened flanks.
portion of the .gun artillery
325. Advance guard actions are supported by the fire of the greater part
of the artillery, by tanks, and by aviation..
Attached army and corps artillery and supporting aviation neutralize
and approaching columns or his combat formations.
enemy artillery
Advance guards assist each other by artillery fire and by attacks with

part of their forces against the flanks and rear of enemy forces opposing
adjacent advance guards.
If the enemy attacks with.a superiority -of force, the -advance guard,
upon orders of the corps (division) commander, takes up the defense with
the mission of stopping the enemy attack, holding positions reached, and
securing the deployment and commitment of the main forces.
326.. Blows by aviation upon approaching enemy forces must be: delivered as
early as possible to inflict damage.upon them prior to their deployment.
During the movement to contact,.aviation must hold up the. movement of
the enemy main forces and assist in the destruction of enemy advance guards.
Air strikes must be directed primarily against enemy forces operating
on the direction of the corps (division) main effort and against enemy forces
threatening one's flanks.
Particular attention must be .given to the destruction of enemy tank,
mechanized, and artillery large units (units) and to the support of friendly
advance guards.
At the same time, protection from air attack must be provided by the
coord.inated:use of antiaircraft artillery and fighter aircraft, particularly
when troops are deploying from march columns and when passing through defiles,
over bridges and crossings, and on open sectors of terrain.
327. Organic.and.attached tanks. of rifle (cavalry) divisions are used
in mass in the directions of the main efforts of their divisions.
328. A mechanized (tank) division, upon initiation of a meeting engagement,
must act energetically and decisively.
Upon meeting the. enemy, the divisions through.the decisive actions of the
advance guard, destroys leading enemy units and attacks the flank and rear of
the enemy main forces with the main forces of the..division,.deploying and
seizing important lines before the enemy can do so.
In case the enemy has deployed first, or if he possesses a superiority in
tanks, the division. seizes a favorable line and holds it until the arrival
of the corps main forces.
When a mechanized (tank) division moves behind a rifle division(s),,it
deploys and enters. into battle, usually either by passing around the flank,
of the rifle division or by passing through its lines.

329.

If

friendly deployment is

effected prior to the enenmy's deployment,

the enemy forces should be split "up.by.decisive actions. To do this, blocking forces are left on secondary directions while the main forces strike a
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blow at the flank and rear of the main enemy grouping in order to encircle and

destroy it.
Successes must be exploited boldly and unhesitatingly,. not giving the enemy
an opportunity to organize a defense and to regroup his forces on the. battlefield.
330.
On. meeting a superior enemy force, or an equal enemy force which
has succeeded in deploying first,
it is expedient to. deploy on a line favorable
to the conduct of battle, meet the enemy with artillery and aviation, disorganitze
his combat formations, inflict casualties, and then, by a blow on the enemy's
flank and rear,
destroy him.
331. When enemy forces seek to envelop or turn the flank (flanks), they
must be stopped and attacked on their flank and rear by flank security units.
In case of an attack by large enemy forces upon one's flank,. forces of
sufficient strength, and particularly strong in artillery and tanks, should
be regrouped on the threatened flank and should counterattack the enveloping
enemy troops.

332. An attack on an enemy who has taken up the defense with his main
forces under cover of the actions of his advance guard is conducted according to
the rules for an attack on an enemy who has hurriedly taken up the defense.
If, as a result of a meeting engagement, the enemy begins to withdraw,
the corps (division) commander organizes a relentless pursuit.

333.

Control of troops upon initiation of a meeting engagement must be

uninterrupted and is effected, as a rule, by brief combat instructions issued
by the corps (division) commander personally or through his staff and liaison
officers. Liaison officers must have radios and mobile means of communication
at their disposal.
During the course of battle, particular attention must be given to maintaining coordination communications between the mechanized division, the.
artillery, and supporting aviation and to establishing the simplest light. /svetovykh
signals and other types of signals.
The corps (division) command post is established simultaneously with the
initiation of a meeting'engagement. After the commander makes his decision, a
supplementary command post is established, if necessary, in the direction of
the nain effort, from which point the deployment and actions of the main forces
can be observed.

8.

SURMOUNTING THE ENEMY'S SECURITY ZONE

334. When the enemy has established a security zone in. front of a defensive
position, the security zone is overcome on the march by advance guards or
forwdrd
detachments- Missions of advance guards (forward detachments) are:
--destruction of enemy forces defending obstacles;
--destruction of enemy security forces, establishment of contact with
enemy
forces occupying the main (first) defensive zone, and reconnaissance of
the main
line of resistance;
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-- seizure and. consolidation of a line
main forces.

suitable for deployment of the

The actions of advance guards (forward detachments) are supported by artillery
and aviation.
March
support
detachments move immediately
the advance guards (forward detachments).

behind

335. If, in the course of overcoming the security zone, the enemy is taken
by surprise, advance' guards (forward detachments) must break into the main
(first) defensiVe zone and unceasingly continue the attack. The corps (division)
commander must, without Oelay, exploit successes gained by advance guards (forward
detachments), committing
to battle fresh troops reinforced with tanks and selfpropelled artillery.
When the enemy offers stubborn resistance, advance guards (forward detachments)
must establish close contact with the main line of resistance of the main (first)
defensive zone and seize points on the main line of resistance which provide
observation into the 'depth of the enemy defense. During the 'overcoming of the
security zone and during the battle by advance guards (forward detachments)
for the main line of resistance of the enemy defense, careful reconnaissance
of the. enemy's nain (first) defensive zone is conducted, and the situation
is
clarified for the making of a decision.

336. The mechanized division of the rifle corps during the course of the
pursuit independently organizes the overcoming of the enemy securflty zone, not
awaiting the approach of rifle large units (units).

9. ENCIRCLEMENT

AND ANNIHILATION OF THE
ENCIRCEED ENEMY

337. A battle for encirclement consists of coordinated blows against the
flanks and rear of the enemy combined with a simultaneous .attsack from the
front for the purpose of creating solid internal and external :fronts of encirclement.
For a reliable encirclement, it is necessary to have, as a rule, a superiority of force.' However, an encirclement may be effected, in the absence of a
quantitative superiority over the enemy, if superiority in mobility and maneuverability can be obtained.

338. An encirclement can be effected by a corps (division) in coordination
with an adjacent unit or it can be effected independently by ineans of an
envelopment and a turning movement.
The most favorable conditions for encirclement are crested as a result of:
--an aggressive breakthrougli of 'an enemy defense in
adjacent units;

coordination with

--a seizure of enemy withdrawal routes during the exploitation of an
attack and duting the pnrsuit.

S-E C R_-T
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A rifle corps can carry out an envelopment and a turning movement with
its mechanized division or with its rifle divisions.
Troops making an envelopment and a turning movement are reinforced with
artillery, tanks, and engineers, and are supported by aviation.

339. During an encirclement, the enemy must be deprived,as first priority,
of freedom of maneuver and the possibility of receiving assistance from adjacent
units and reserves.
This is attained by:
--the rapid. destruction of troops on the flanks of the grouping being
encircled and by an attack on them from the front;
--the attack on the enemy rear by tank and mechanized large units (units);
--the dropping (landing) of airborne

broops in the enemy rear;

--the neutralization of encircled troops by artillery and aviation;
--the seizure and holding of important lines in the rear of the enemy
to support the troops engaged in the immediate encirclement of the enemy;
--the destruction or blocking of approaching enemy reserves;
--the creation of an external front of encirclement;.
--the erection of obstacles and the use of a strong antitank defense. on
avenues of possible counterattack;
--the blockading of encircled troops from the air by antiaircraft artillery
and fighter aviation.
340.
front was
front has
encircled

The encirclement can be depended on only when an unbroken internal
been established around the encircled grouping and when the external
moved outwards to a distance which precludes fire support of the
enemy forces by forces operating against the external front.

The encircling troops conduct deep reconnaissance, establish blocking
forces,
and make wide use of obstacles on all likely avenues of enemy counterattack.
In a battle for encirclement, particular attention is given to the organization of antitank defenses on.both the internal and external fronts.
;. The battle for annihilation of the encircled enemy begins simultaneously
with the formation of the internal front of encirclement, and muGt be
concluded
in the shortest possible time. Bold and decisive actions are a most
important
condition of success.
The annihilation of encircled troops is carried out by splitting
them into
isolated groups and destroying them piecemeal, wit .ithe simultneous expnvicn of
the external front of encirclement.

S-E-CBE-T
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The splitting of enemy forces and their piecemeal destruction is
by decisive,

conducted

concentrated blows throughout the depths of the enemy dispositions.

Terrain features are seized which permit observation of the enemy dispositions
an. ro.r ar fire.
coverage by arinery

and their

342.

When. completing the encirclement and annihilation of the enemy,

it

is

necessary to or ani ."e carefull, coordination among all
large units (units)
arid adjacent units.
Troops advancing towards each other must mutually know
directions of action, missions, recognition signals and the parole jp arol
for meeting, signals for c easing' artillery
fires, and must clearly designate

their positions to friendly aircraft.
Troops employed to destroy encircled enemy forces must be under a single.
commander.
Communications amrong coordinating units are organized. by order of
the senior commander.

343. Enemy efforts to break ou.:t of the encirclement must be countered by
massed artillery
fire, by aviation, and by maneuver of reserves to the areas
of the attempted breakout in order to block enemy troops' or to destroy them'
by blows on. the flank.
The enemy will probably attempt to conceal the direction of his main. break-

out effort by use of feints.
344.

I

A rifle corps (division) employed on the external front must strive to

'mTenemy troops

If

back, as far as possible from the encircled grouping.

the enemy possesses a superiority of force,

the corps (division) takes

up the defense to prevent the enemy from making a breakthrough and linking
up with the encircled grouping.

345.

Aviation, in a battle for encirclement and destruction,

isolates

the encircled enemy troops, bars the approach of enemy reserves, prevents 'the
maneuver of the encircled troops, and cooperates with friendly ground forces
in the d.estructi on of 'the encircle d enemy,
Fighter aviation provides protection.
to friendly troops against enemy air
attack.
The most important mission of aviation is

to. blockade the enemy from the

air.

The air blockade has as its purpose the prevention of enemy air move.m.ent
ioto or out of the encircled. area, either by day or at night.

316.

During the course of the 'battle for encirclement and annihilation of

the enemy, supplementary orders to attacking large units (units) must be issued
in good time.
The regular transmitta l of i nfornation, by higher headquarters, conce:rning
the situation on. the entire front of encirclement, and the prompt
reporting,
by commanders and. staffs of the encircling forces, of all
changes in. the situati.on
"
'
tc"pi
rere nise for 'success in encircling and annihilat-"

ing enemy forces.
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347. The supply of ammunition, fuel\and other materiel to encircling
units operating in the enemy rear must be ensured by reliable protection.;
in necessary cases,it is effec'tetdby .ir.'

10.

PECULIARITIES OF AN ATTACK ON AN ENEMY
WHO HAS HURRIEDLY TAKEN UP THE DEFENSE

348. A hurried adoption of the defense by the enemy usually occurs during
the course of a successful breakthrough, when the enemy tries, by use of his.
reserves, to stop, on intermediate lines, the advance of attacking troops.
The enemy may also take up the defense hurriedly when a meeting engagement
turns against him; then, seeking to avoid complete defeat, he tries to organize
a defense. This also may take place during a withdrawal .by the enemy, when,
defending with rear guards on an intermediate line, he has decided to pull
his main.body out from under a blow.
A hurriedly occupied defense in the initial stages of its organization
is characterized by;
--incomplete preparedness, with a consequent lowering of strength;
--an insufficiently developed and organized system of antipersonnel and
antitank fires;
--the insufficient development of defensive installations, both on the
main line of resistance and in depth;
--hurriedly organized coordination and lack of firm control;
--lack of familiarity with the terrain.
349. The breakthrough of a hurriedly occupied defense
the march or after limited preparations. The decision for
during the approach to the defensive position; during this
are also made. Information about the enemy and terrain is
battle of the forward units.

is conducted from
the .attack is made
time troop groupings
detailed during the

The corps (division), employing strong forward detachments on a wide front,
ascertains weakly occupied or unoccupied sectors of the defense and uses everyopportunity for the close or wide envelopment of the enemy.
When conditions are favorable, it is feasible to start an attack even before
the complete concentration of all the forces of the corps (division) takes
place; however, in such cases, it is necessary to strive to establish a decisive superiority of men and materiel in the- direction of the main effort.
The first echelon, having wedged itself into the enemy defense, even .if only
on
isolated sectors, must resolutely keep on moving forvard, in an effort
to overrun the entire tactical depth of the enemy's defense in the minimum
time.
The second echelon, following the first echelon, exploits the success of
the first echelon, widens the breakthrough to the flanks, and destroys the
S-E-C-A-E-
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remnants of enemyitoops

in

the entire corps (division) zone of attack.

When a rifle corps succeeds in breaking through a defense position
hast ily assumed by the enemy, the mechanized d.ivision usually operates
in the first
echelon in the direction of the main blow.
Suband air preparations.
350,
An at tac. is preceded by artillery
sequently, l.ong.range artillery
and a part of the aviation keep the enemry
reserves from moving up, and the remaining artillery and. aviation support th
attack.
11.

.IBREAKTHiRROUGH OF A FORTIFIED AREA.

351. Methods to be used for the breakthrough of a fortified. area depend
on the strength, composition, and combat ef:ficiency of the enemy, thc de'nsrit y
and type of permanent defensive installations and Csacles, and thte depth :of
the fortified zone
The breakthrough, as a rule, is accompliShed by a simultaneous cracking
of .the main (first)
defensive zone of the fortified area and a rapid exp loitatiorn
of the thrust in depth in order to gain possession of successive defensive lines,
and at the samete
V: ,ideni
the breach by blows to the flanks.
In order to effect' a breakthrough of a fortified area, it is necessary to
have powerful menus of destruction and neutralization plus careful prtepaati
352.
Direct preparations for a breakthrough of a fortified area .are or gani.zed
after overcoming the enemy security zone, when close contact with the main line
of resistance of the main (first)
defensive zone has been establised.,

in

The plan of the preparation for the breakthrough of a fortified
addition to routine measures;provides for:
-- careful and. systematic study of the defense

study of permanent
location on a chart, (map

and field defense

ahea

system of the :.fortif'ied. area.;

installations and their accurate

-- careful study of enemy obstacles in. front of the main line of resistance
of the main ( firs t,) defensive zone, as well as in its
depths;
-- the establishment of infantry and tank departure positions in. the dcparture
area for the attack, thus ensuring the. disposition of compact- combat formation;
the
creation of a dense network of command and observation posts:
-di-,ging

'-

'i:t

trenches as close as possible to the nihi. I

the enemy fortified area;

: nc

-- multiple vertical and oblique aerial photography of the defensive
and individual objects of the fortified 'area;
- -joint
terrain;

trainirg of atl

arms and special

-- timely reconnaissance by fire Jognevoye
installations;

-l

S--.RE-

troops

:re.

'

zones

on specially prepared

vskrytiy 1

of permanent defens e
-
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-- preliminary destruction of permanent defense installations by heavy and
very heavy artillery and aviation;
--wide application, of flamethrower-incendiary and smoke equipment.

353. The distinctive characteristics of combat formations of troops
engaged in a breakthiough of an enemy fortified area are:
--the depth of the formation;
--the creation of assault detachments and assault groups;
three
-- 1eavy conentratonof tanks for the close, support of the infantry (two
echelons); heavy tanks and heavy self-propelled artillery are employed for this
purpose;
--the formation of a reserve of heavy tanks at the disposition of the
division euiimmander.

354. For the breakthrough of a fortified area, the rifle corps receives
a zone up to six kilometers in width., and breaks through the enemy defense. on
this entire. front. The combat formation of a corps consists of two echelons.
The combat formation of a .rfle division consists of two or three echelons.
355. Assault groups are organized within the battalions of the first
echelon and, when the situation warrants, also in the. battalions of the following
echelons. Their purpose is to block and destroy permanent and important..field
defense installations.
The composition of the assault groups is determined by the character of
the permanent defense installations which have to be captured or destroyed.
An assault group includes: from a squad to a platoon of infantry; from a
squad to a platoon of sappers; several flame throwers,. guns of various
calibers, including heavy guns, and mortars, tanks, and heavy self-propelled
artillery.
The commanders of .assault groups are specially selected and trained officers.
When the presence of powerful and complex .defense installations and strong
points in a fortified area is disclosed, the corps (division) commander orders
the formation, in the regiments, of assault detachments, consisting.of up to
a battalion of infantry and up to a company of sappers to block and destroy
them.
These detachments are reinforced with heavy tanks, tanks equipped for
breaching minefields, special tanks, batteries of heavy self-propelled artillery,
separate batteries of various calibers, including batteries of heavy artillery,
and mortars and flame throwers..
The assault detachments are divided into assault groups, depending on the
number of permanent and important field defense installations to be attacked
in an enemy strong point.
S-ER-C-E-T
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35f>. Troops who are assigned to carry out an attack on a fortified area
are informed ahead of time about the strength and type of the enemy permanent
fortifications. This information is accompanied by the latest ground reconnaissance data and aerial photographs, especially obliques.
A particularly important mission for the reconnaissance of a fortified
area is to disclose the fire system, the number and type of permanent installations and their power of resistance., suitable avenues of approach to them,
and to reconnoiter obstacles and determine their density.
A reconnaissance in force always precedes any attack on a fortified
area. It is planned by higher headquarters, and is carried out on a broad
front.

357. The particulars pertaining to engineer preparation of the departure
area for the attack are as follows:
--the digging of the first trenches as close as possible to the main line of resistance: of the fortified area;
-the preparation of a great number of positions suitable for direct
fire from large-caliber guns;

-- the making and equipping

obstacles,

of

passages in

antitank

under conditions of multi-zoned obstacles

ditches

and post

of great density;

-- the conduct of underground mining operations and their careful concealment.

358. Survey must determine the exact coordinates of enemy permanent installations and ensure their plotting :on large-Scale charts.
All troops (down to
company) battery, inclusive) must be supplied with charts and large-scale aerial
photographs.
359. The training of troops in seizing permanent defense installations,
and their special training in .overcoming and destroying obstacles, is carried
out in the rear, in sectors ,equipped with obstacles and niock-ups ;:similar co enemy
installations.special attention is'#aid to the training and coordination of the
assault groups and, detachments in the general combat formation.. In training- the
artillery,
the greatest attention is devoted to its instruction- in tile methods
of fire against permanent installations.
360. In the breakthrough of a fortified area; the immediate mission of the
rifle corps is to reach the depth of the main enemy artillery positions; the
subsequent mission is to complete the breakthrough of the main (first) defensive
.one; the mission of the day is to sieze the second defensive zone.
The immediate mission of the rifle division is to break through the forward
edge of a sector -of the fortified area, and to seize the strong points of the
first position; the subsequent mission is to reach the main artillery positions
of the enemy; the mission of the day is to complete the breakthrough of the enemy's
main (first) defensive zone and to develop the attack-on the second defensive
zone.

S-E11E-T
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The mechanized division of the rifle corps is :committed to action after
the troops of the first
echelon..have taken the main (firs) defensive zone,
with the immediate mission of seizing, from .the march, the intermediate
and second defensive zones and reaching the.
positions between the main (first)
second defensive -zone; thes subsequent -mission of the -me'chanizedadivision is to captur
the second defensive zone.
361.. In the breakthrough of a fortified area, it is necessary to allow
as much time as possible to organize coordination on the terrain. -To do
this it is necessary to establish the following:
--coordination.during the seizure of the -strong points and centers of
defense located atithe main line of resistarice of thedmain ('irst)
defensive
zone, and for seizing each §uccessivg line of strong points and centers
centers
in
the depth of ... the fortified area;
--the operating.procedure and;methods of destruction, neutralization,

and blinding.of'permannitenemy installations;
-the- order of attack of permanent installations by assault groups.and
assault detachments, .together with the support of artillery and.aviation;
--the coordination of assault groups :and assault detachments with the
large and small. units .of infantry, tanks,, and aircraft- of the combat formation;
--the method of surmounting enemy obstacles in front of the main lire of
resistance of the main (first) defensive zone, as well in the depth of the
defense.
362. After the locations .of permanent installations have been disclosed,
reconnaissance by.fire Zognevoye vskrytiyelis conducted which must acdurately
establish the. presence of ferroconcrete or armored. installations. Each per=
manent installation which has been disclosed must be kept under constant ob-

servation and gunfire- f.or the entire period of the artillery.preparation for
the attack.

363.
-the

The principal tasks of the artillery offensive are:
destruction. of permanent. installations and the..neutralization of

their garrisons, and also the neutralization and destruction of the troops
occupying field defensive installations;
--the neutralization and destruction of enemy artillery and mortars;
--the blinding and.neutralization of permanent installations located on
the flanks of the advancing troops;
--the creation of. passages through post.
if such passages cannot be made by sappers;

obstacles and antitank ditches

--the support of the advance of :the attacking infantry and tanks by a
double or. , if means are available, a triple rolling barrage in combination with
successive concentrations of fire.
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Especially important is direct fire from large caliber guns and heavy
self-propelled artillery against embrasures, armored turrets, and exposed walls
of permanent installations.
Depending on the type and strength of the permanent installations, the
Usually the
duration of the preliminary period of destruction is-established.
period of destruction begins on the eve of the attack, occasionally several
days before the attack.
preparation for the attack depends on the
installations of the enemy.
permanent
of
the
results of the destruction

The duration of the artillery

Unwarranted curtailment of the length of the artillery preparation- for
the attack can slow down the tempo of advance of the attacking troops and result
in protracted operations; with great losses in men and expenditure of materiel.

364. During the period of destruction and period of the artillery
preparation for the attack, aviation concentrates its main efforts on-the
destruction of permanent enemy installations within the entire tactical depth
of the defense, and also on the neutralization of the artillery and reserves
of the enemy. Large caliber bombs are used for the destruction of-permanent
installations.
365. The success of the battle, especially in its initial stage, is
determined to a large degree by the extent of damage and neutralization whic;
has been inflicted upon the enemy's permanent installations. It is therefore
necessary to check constantly the extent of demolition which the enemy s
permanent installations have suffered from artillery fire and aerial bombing.
This is done by aerial photographs and by ground and air observation.
366.
If time permits and hydrogeological conditions. are favorable,
underground mining operations are conducted for the destruction of individual
permanent installations and strong points located on the main line of resistance
This work is done by the engineer troops.
of the main (first)
defensive zone.

367. The attack on a fortified area begins with a simultaneous assault
by infantry, infantry close
support tanks and assault detachments (groups),
with the support of artillery and aviation.
The assault detachments and groups. block and demolish surviving permanent
installations.
Infantry and tanks break into the intervals between the permanent installations
and, without stopping in the first
trenches, move forward behind the rolling
barrage, into- the depth of the enemy defense,

H)eavy self-propelled artillery and accompanying guns conduct fire on
permanent installations and enemy firing points hindering the advance of the
infantry and tanks.
The troops rush in the directions where success has been achieved, striving
to develop the success in depth and toward the flanks.
Permanent installations
situated in the depth of the defense area..
which have escaped damage are

S "E-C -PZ-E -T'
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blocked and destroyed by the assault detachments

(groups

368. To widen the breach, the second (third) echelons of regiments
They
and divisions are introduced through the gap which has been made.
and small
tanks, self-propelled artillery,
are reinforced with artillery,
Their function is to deliver blows from the
units of engineer troops.
rear upon enemy strong points and centers of deferise.
and mechanized units
All gains must be exploited immediately by rifle
(large units) without giving the enemy any opportunity to consolidate on
switch and intermediate positions.

369. A distinctive feature of a battle. against a fortified area is
combat with the enemy reserves, while the fight against the strong point of
in progress;
the first
position of the main (first)
defensive zone is still
therefore, artillerysantitank reserves and mobile obstacle-placing detachments
must be moved closer to the combat formations of the first echelon of the
attacking forces; captured areas are consolidated by specially designated
units (small units).
Captured permanent installations must be. blown up.
defending
If a fortified area is not yet fully prepared, or if its
370.
forces are weak, then it is advantageous to attack it after a preparation.of
short duration.
When the enemy is retreating to a fortified area, efforts must be made
to break into the area from the march with a mechanized, division, .moving on
the
heels
of
the retreating enemy.

12.

OFFENSIVE COMBAT IN A CITY

371. A city with solid stone buildings and a network of underground
tunnels (passageways;) can be easily adapted, for defense; it resembles, in
this event,a fortified area, where special methods: of offensive combat must
be applied.
Offensive combat in a city presents. the following characteristics:
restricted visibility and fields of fire; complexity .of troop control; and great
limitation in the maneuverability of large and small units.

Offensive combat in a city is divided into a series of individual local
battles. It is. characterized by stubborn resistance and surprise attacks.
Attacks upon individual city objectives are' carried out by reinforced battalions,
companies, and platoons.
The division commander, whenever it becomes necessary, determines what
reinforcements are needed for small combat units and what their tactics will be..
372. Under conditions of the successful development of an offensive,
efforts must be exerted to capture by surprise the garrison
defending the city,
and to seize the city by a sudden,attack from the march. To accomplish this,
strong forward detachments make their way to the center of the city, capture
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vitally important objectives, and, having consolidated in themy keep on fighting
until the main forces arrive.
The corps (division) commander, taking advantage. of the success gained by
the forward detachments, which succeeded in making their way into the center
of the city, must organize the final seizure of the entire city.
The operations of the forward detachments must be supported by significant

Simultaneously,all efforts of the troops advancing on the city are

air power.

directed toward the blockade of the city, in order to isolate the defending
garrison.

373.

The success of a sudden attack upon a city is achieved:

--by daring and bold actions and initiative of units and small units;
--by the seizure, in first priority, of the main strong points and centers

jof

defense

7

on important routes through the city, telephone and telegraph

stations, radio stations, bridges and viaducts in order to isolate the enemy
to prevent him from being able to maneuver within the city;
-y-by building

and

up men and materiel wherever success has been achieved.

374. If a sudden attack has f.'iled to capture a city, the troops surround
it, establish a blockade, and make preparations for a new attack.
An attack (assault) on a city takes places simultaneously .on severalsectors
along converging directions with the intention of splitting the enemy defense
into separate area-s and of destroying piecemeal the garrisons defending them.
A successful attack on a city is .achieved:
-by a timely and careful study .of the city and its defense characteristics;
--by the daring and coordinated aticus o units and small units, with the
use of initiative;
-- by contiinuous attacks day and night and by increasing the force
blow, especially on points where the attacks meet ith success;

of the

--by supplying the attacking forces with necessary .materiel for combat
and for the demolition .of defense structures;
-by consolidation of captured city blocks and annihilation of enemy troops
remaining there, and by proper organization of the commandant's service.

375. When it is impossible to srround the city, the attack is made from
the front, in coordination with other forces advancing to the right and to the
left of the city.
In all cases, the beginning of the attack must be preceded by an artillery
and air preparation.

376. In the
to the large units.

'_(ck

of a city. immediate and subsequent missions are given
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Usually the immediate mission provides:
--that the rifle corps seize:

several areas or a

--that the rifle division sieze

section of the ctiy;

a designated area of the city.

The subsequent mission of the corps

(division) is to capture new objectives

in the depths of the city.
377.

The width of the zone of attack depends on the situation.

The zone of attack usually includes,
-for a.rfle regiment- one or two streets. leading into the city and the
adjoining city blocks;

--for a .rifle division
--for a rifle corps

-

-

three or four streets. or an area. of the city.

a part of the city .or the entire city.

a city, a wide application is made of
combat inside
37.8. During
rocket weaponsr mortars., special tanks, flme throwersY grenades, explosiveas
incendiary and smoke agents, and devices designed for the assault of buildings.
The attacking troops must be supplied with large--scale city plans, on which
corrections have been made with the aid of aerial photographs.. City blocks

and especially important objectives must be numbered and the most important
underground installations indicated on the plan.

379. The commander of a large unit, in conducting an attack) directs the
efforts of his troops to the seizure of those strong points on which depends
the successful outcome of .an engagement in a.given area.
It is advantageous to carry on an attack under the cover of darkness or
smoke. Underground communication passages are utilized for the dispatch of
reconnaissance fLorces7 and reinforced small units into the rear of the enemy,
which facilitates the capture of strong points, and also permits gaining the
enemy's. rear. Underground passages which are not being utilized must be blown
up or blocked.
Captured strong points and: street intersections are consolidated.

All

captured buildings, as a rule. are cleared .of remaining enemy groups and mines.
The troops must be ready to repulse enemy counterattacks from underground
installations (passages )..

unit

As a rule,
(unit).

in attacking a city, reserves are constituted in

each large

380. During combat in cities a significant portion of the artillery,
including heavy artillery,: operates with the attacking units (small units,) and
destroys defensive fortifications, as a rule, by direct fire.
Artillery which
remains under the control of the corps (division) commander is employed for
the destruction of the important objectives of the attack and for the
neutralization of their garrisons, and also enemy artillery and mortarsa
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Tanks and self-propelled artillery, including heavy ones, operate with
the attacking. units (small uni
Support of the. infantry attack by fire
and sometimes by spearheading the attack, the consolidation of captured city
blocks in conjunction with the infantry, and t
repelling of enemy counterattacks
are all missions of the tanks and self-propelled artillery.
381.
units).

Engineer troops are employed primarily with assault units (small

The missions of engineer troops during the attack on a city
following:
--reconnaissance .of the enemy fortifications and obstacles, and also
underground installations (passages) of the city;
breaching of
obstacles;,

cthe storming of separate buildings and strong points, the.
and ..
floors of buildings, and the cutting of passages through

.walls

-- the clearingCi mined streets and houses for freedom of mannever and
deployment of Lthe troops;
--the conduct of uder round mining operations and destruction of separate
buildings and strong points;
--the construction of obstacles for the consolidation of captured strong
points.
382.
Fighter aviation and antiaircraft artillery
protect the attacking
ops from enemy air attacks and cut off the beseiged garrison from the air.
Bomber and ground-attack aviation prior to the beginning of the attack, and
in coordination with the artillery, neutralize and.destroy especially stubborn
strong points and centers of &e::n". , .
During the attack they prevent the
pro.c: of enemy reserves toward the cit , neutralize and destroy enemy
artillery, and continue operations against strong points and centers of

383.
During combat in a city the command post and,observation posts must
be locsted close to the troops.

13.
384.

FORCING A RIVER

The importance of a river as a barrier is

-- the characteristics
current)

of the river (width,

Iep

defined by the following:
i,

and swiftness of the

--the condition of its shores, bottomand valley;
-- the presence of fords and hydrotechnical
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the character of the enemy defense of the river;
-the condition of the weather and time of year.

35.

The forcing of a

river can be carried out:

-by a hasty crossing-during the successful development of an offensive
or during pursuit of the enemy;

-- by a deliberate crossing-in instances of direct contact with the enemy
along a water line.
In

every instance.

success in

forcing a river is

attained by the following:

-- careful. organization and secrecy of preparation for the crossing;

-=concentration

of as large a quantity of crossing means as possible and

their skillful manuever during the forcing of the crossoing;
-- suddenness of the operations with a swift seizure of a bridgehead
and the immediate development of the attack into the depth of the enemy defense;

-- destruction and neutralization of enemy weapons;
-- reliable coverage of our troops from enemy air
attacks during the
forcing of a river and during the operations in the captured brigeheads.

Surprise in forcing the crossing
is achieved by secrecy in assembling
the troops in designated areas, by the inconspicuous preparation and delivery
of crossing means to the river, and by the unexpected and swift crossing of
the troops.
During the forcing of a river, smoke screens, which are created on a wide
front by various means, are employed for purposes of concealment.

386.

For forcing a river crossing it

is. advantageous to slect

sectors

with accessible banks and valleys; and also sectors where the enemy defense
is weaker or where he does not anticipate the forcing of a river crossing.
During the forcing of a river crossing reconnaissance is organized on
a wide front.
It. must determine the following-- the width,

depth,

and swiftness of the river current,

river bottom, the character of the banks

the nature of the

and places for decending to the river;

-- the more weakly occupied sectors of the enemy defense;
-the conditions. for forcing a river crossing in each sector and the
sectors most. suitable for forcing the crossing;

-:the presence and conditions of fords and hydrotechnical installations;
-concealed

routes of approach to the river and areas best suited for the

concealed concentration of troops and crossing equipment;

the presence of enemy underwater obstacles and obstacles
on shore;.
the presence of timber supplies, and also local and improvised
crossing
equipment.

--
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387. The corps commander, in order to force a hasty river crossing
and to seize crossings and a bridgehead on the far shore, pushes forward the
mechanized division, reinforced by units (small units.) of engineer troops
and supported by crossing equipment; simultaneously he takes measures to
speed up the approach of the rifle divisions to the river and assigns them
sectors for forcing a crossing.
Division commanders push their own forward detachments toward the river
as rapidly as possible, with the mission of seizing crossings and bridgeheads
on the far shore.
388.
Forward detachments of the divisions, reinforced by artillery,
tanks, crossing equipment, and smoke equipment , widely employ local and
improvised crossing means and, without waiting for special instructions,
vigorously force a crossing..
They seize and consolidate the bridgeheads
on the far bank and support the. crossing of the main forces of their divisions.
When the forcing of the crossing begins, the artillery with its fire neutralizes
the enemy. artillery and mortars which are holding up the crossing, and covers
the flanks of the crossing -troops. Antiaircraft artillery protects the crossing
of the troops from enemy air attacks.
.nen serviceable bridges and crossings have been seized and when fords
are available, tanks together with rifle
:..<i :motori..;eo rifle small units make
a hasty crossing.
If the bridges, crossings, and fords are occupied by the enemy, the tanks,
firing at a halt, neutralize the enemy firing points, thus protecting the
movement of our forces to the rivei and their crossing.
After the seizure of a bridgehead by the forward detachments, the tanks
are ferried across or cross on prefabricated-bridges.. The main forces of the
divisions make a hasty crossing over prepared crossings or on standard and
improvised esuipment and exploit the success achieved by the forward detachments.

389. If the forcing of a hasty river crossing is not achieved, the corps
(division) commander turns to a delibera=e crossing; in this event
the rifle divisions,
as a rule, comprise the first echelon of the corps.
390.

Attack with a deliberate river crossing includes the following:

--the forcing of a river crossing and seizure of the far shore;
--the seizure and enlargement of a bridgehead;

--the development of the attack from the bridgehead into the depth of
the
enemy deienses.
391. A deliberate river crossing is carried .out, as a rule, in
the daylight hours and begins during the period of .the artillery
and air preparation.
The deliberate river crossing can also be conducted at
night and at daybreak.
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The artillery and air preparation must be continued until the firstechelon troops which have crossed begin to move to the attack.
If the enemy main line of resistance does not lie along the bank of the
river, the artillery and air preparation continues until the beginning of
the movement to the attack.

392. The corps (division) commander, in making. a decision for the
forcing of a crossing, detLermii.es t;he.. following:
--the scheme of battle;
-the sectors for forcing a crossing and the crossing points of the
divisions (regiments);
--the immediate and subsequent missions for the troops on the far. shore;

--the organization of the troops for forcing a crossing, the means and
method of their crossing;
-- the a ea a"concentrado of tie 'roops in the departure position before the
forcing of the crossing and the control points for the passing of the units
and small units to the crossing sites;
--the organization of the artillery offensive;
--the missions of the supporting aviation;
--the organization of engineer support for the forcing of the crossing;
--the organization of coordination of the crossing troops;
--measures for camouflage and deception of the enemy, and also the method
for covering stream crossings with smoke;

--the organization of control of the troops during the time of crossing
and on the far shore; locations of the command and observation posts;
--the organization 'of antitank and antiaircraft defense and other measures
of combat security;
--the organization of the rea.-r.
393.. During the forcing of a river crossingthe seizure of a bridgehead
in the vicinity of the main enemy artillery positions (located at a depth of
three to four km') is the immediate mission of.the rifle division; its subsequert
mission is the enlargement and consolidation of the bridgehead.
The seizure and. enlargment of the general bridgehead and its consolidation
is the immediate mission of the rifle corps. The subsequent mission of this
corps, depends upon the situation and the nature of the enemy defense.
394. Crossing points are organized within sectors selected for the forcing
of a crossing. Depending upon their desijgation, the crossing points are
know
as
corps,' division, regimental, and battalion crossing points.
Commandants for the crossing points, selected from the commanders of the
engineer troops that have prepared these crossings, are assigned to direct the
work at the crossing points.
S -EC-FE-T
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As a minimum, the following points are necessary: for the rifle
bat>;\lion - one boat crossing point; for the rifle regiment and tank
one bridge
battalion - one ferry crossing point; fof the division
crossing point.

-

395. The missions of the artillery during the artillery preparation
are as follows--neutralization and destruction of enemy personnel and weapons t:roughout the depth of his main (first) defensive: zone, especially artillery and
mortars directly threatening the crossing points;
--neutralization and destruction of approaching eneimy reserves and
other important installations in the tactical depth of his defense;
-- neutralization and destruction of enemy observation posts and radar
stations;
-- cutting of passages through obstacles,
When the forcing of the crossing has begun and while the artillery
preparation is continuing, the artillery carries out the following missions:
--suppresses and destroy;:
enemy artillery and mortar batteries,
especially those delivering flanking fire against the crossings;

-- neutralizes and destroys enemy observation posts;
-- destroys enemy personnel and weapons interfering
the attacking troops;

with the advance of

-- lays smoke screens on the flanks of the crossing troops.
Artillery support of the assault is initiated when the first-echelon
forces, which have alreadycrossed, move into the assault.
All the artillery
takes up firing positions as close as possible to the
shore by employing all means of camouflage, in order to provide. continuous
artillery support and to insure the retention of the captured bridgehead.
Direct fire weapons on the near shore, including large caliber pieces,
continue to destroy the enemy firirg points.
Accomp: :i
guns and batteries which have crossed to the far shore
immediately open fire on the enemy.
During the battle for enlarging and1holding the bridgehead, artillery
provides continuous support for the attacking troopsy repels infantry and
ank. counterattacks, prevents the approach of reserves; and supports the
consolidation of the captured. bridgehead.-

396. Particular attention is
of a crossing.

given to air operations during the forcing
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In planning the air offensive, the accomplishment. of the following
missions is
prdvided for:
--reconnaissance and photographing of the enemy defenses and particularly
the sectors for the crossing and areas adjacent to them;
--reconnaissance of enemy reserves moving toward the crossing sectors;
--protection of the crossings and troops from enemy air attacks;

--neutralization and destruction, jointly with the artillery, of enemy
tanks, artillery, mortars, strong points, command posts, communications, and
radar stations, and the destfuction of especially important defensive
installations;
--laying of smoke screens;
-destruction of enemy reserves moving toward the crossing sectors;
-- support of troop operations for enlarging the captured bridgehead;
-- destruction of retreating enemy forces .and. prevention of their occupation
of rearward.and switch positions.

The most intensive air operations are normally planned for the time of the
crossing of the troops of the first echelons of the divisions and the crossing
of the artillery.

397. Engineer troops have the following missions in the forcing of a
river crossing:
--conduct of engineer reconnaissance;
.--preparation of crossing points;
--immediate support of the crossing of the troops and materiel on
improvised and .standard stream crossing equipment;
--assembly and construction of bridges and organization of their
exploitation;
-- security of bridges and crossings from floating mine's;
--cutting of passages
depth of the enemy defenses;

.

through obstacles on the far shore and in the

--consolidation of lines seized in the bridgehead, and participation,
through the use of engineer means, in repelling enemy counterattacks;
--preparation of routes in the bridgehead;
--engineer support of the subsequent attacks of the troops.
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With the receipt of an order (signal), the forward small units of
the first echelon, with attached battalion and regimental artillery,
having the mission of seizing the enemy shore, of destroying the remaining
firing positions thereon, of clearing away obstacles, and of supporting the
crossing of the first echelon of the main forces, cross under the cover
priority on
Tey cross :in first
types.
of aviation, smoke, and fire of all
standcr d and improvised equipment:'.: The nufiber .anc c6mpos.ibion of the forward
small units are deramined 6r the corps (division) commander depending upon

398.

the sitLuation.
The crossing, once begun, is covered also by the fire of tanks, selfmortars., and machine guns.
propelled artillrr,
The moment when the .orw...rd small units of the first wave push off from
the near shore marks the beginning of the forcing of the crossing. ( H hour).
Following the forward small units, the troops of the first
echelons, with artillery, cross without delay.

and successive

The small units and units, having crossed, immediately move into the
assault.

Tanks are ferried across with the first echelons and behind them.

Amphibious

tanks cross with the forward small units.
Artillery crosses
cosideiration for ~ the . fact.that the major
portion of the artillery
should continuously support by fire
the crossing arid
operations of the .troops on the far sh:ore.
Temporary weakening of artillery
fire at this time must be made good at
the coi
of bringing in aviation for the conduct of firing missions, with first
priority given to the neutralization of enemy artillery
and mortars and
the destruction of enemy tanks.
Antitank artillery
and the forward observation posts of the batteries,
with radio comim-,nication facilities,
.
cross
with the first
echelons.
The mechanized division of the corps 'crosses
to the far shore of
'the river on prefabricated bridges and on ferries.
The time and method of
commaIfiUment of the mechanized division and its missions: are determined by the
situation in the captured bridgehead.
During the period of combat 2br holding the bridgehead, particular attention
is paid to repelling possible enemy counterattacks and to.organizing antitank
and antiaircraft defense.
In the event of.an .unsuccessful crossing at one point (sector), the crossing
is transferred to another point (sector); where it is successfully developed
by dispatching thither the reserve stream-crossing equipment.

399. Bridges are assembled
after the first echelon seizes a line, the
loss of which ^eprives the enemy of the possibility of keeping the river crossing
der small arms fire.
The fabrication of bridges and bridge crossings, as 'a rule, are covered by
smoke along a wide front.
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400. Antiaircraft defense of the troops during the forcing of a crossing
is accomplished by fighter aviation and antiaircraft weapons deployed on both
banks of the river.
In order to do this, some of the antiaircraft weapons
cross
to the far shore prior to the beginning of bridge fabrication.
Particular
attention is paid to providing cover for the bridges and crossings.

401. Command and observation posts. of the corps and division.commanders
during the forcing of a crossing are located relatively close to the river.
The division commander crosses to the

Ar

shore after the crossing of the

first echelon of the division.
The corps commander crosses to the far shore no later than the crossing of
the divisions of the first
echelon.

402. With the presence of a friendly river flotilla, the latter can be
employed for carrying out the following missions:
-joint action with the attacking troops by artillery fire and by putting
forces ashore for the seizure of a bridgehead on the enemy side of the river;
--destruction of enemy river craft blocking the forcing of the river
crossings;
--protection of crossings from the attack of enemy river flotillas;
--support of the movement of troops crossing the river, through the use
of the men and .materiel of the flotillas;
--sweeping the river of floating mines.

14.

JOINT CORPS (DIVISION.) OFFEhNSIVE OPERATIONS
WITH LARGE UNITS (SHIPS)

-

OF THE NAVY

403.

Joint offensive operations of the corps (division) with large units
(ships) of the navy may have application in the following instances
-- the landing operations of a corps
on an enemy-occupied shore;

(division) as an amphibious force

-- 1e conduct of an offensive by a corps
shore of a large river;
--the offense of a corps
(river).

404.

(division) along a seacoast or

(division) for the purpose of reaching a seacoast

The principal missions for a corps

force are:.

(division) operating as an amphibious

--the seizure of an important objective or beacbead on the enemy-occupied
shore;

-- assistance,
friendly troops

by means of attacks against the enemy flanks and rear, to

that are .

cking along the seacoast.

S--C-1-E-T
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The commander of the corps

force commander

/cmandir

(division) is usually assigned as the landing

desanta7.

405, The following missions are assigned to large units (ships) and
naval aviation for Joaid an amphibious force.
orps, . division):
--protection of the embarkation and movement of the landing force from
attacks by enemy naval Forces and aviation;
--protection of the landing of the amphibious force. from attacks by
enemy naval forces and aviation, from enemy artillery fire in the vicinity
of the landing area, and also from naval mine obstacles.
--neutralization and destruction of enemy artilleryin the landing sectors;
-- support of :0 smpj1iibous force during its
naval gunfire and air attacks;

operations -ashore, by means of

-- support of the operations of forward detachments in

seizing the beachLead;

-- insurance of the delivery of replacements and supplies to the landing
force, and also the evacuation of wounded, sick,and prisoners;
- .-prevention of enemy landing and of naval and air attacks against the
beachad. .rea;
-- evacuation f an aphTibious
the event offailure.

force

upon completion of their mission or in

406.
A landing commander I§omandir vYsac_!7 is assigned from among the
naval commanders for implementing the tasks of moving and landing the landing
:IH. naval vessels, transports, and landing craft participating in the
force.
The landing commander is responsible
landing operations are under his command.
for the embarkation, movement by sea, and debarkation of the landing force in
the assigned area.
The corps (division) commander, from the moment that he receives the order
of the army commander or of the amphibious task force commander komanduyushchiy
desantnoy operatsiyej/ (assigned by -the high command) concerning the embarkation
of the troops and until the compeiion of the landing of the corps (division),
is directly subordinate to the landing commander.
During the movement by sea and debarkation of the inding force,. the corps
(division) commander is located on the ship of the landing commander and goes
ashore after- the landing of .the first echelon of the main forces of the corps
(division).
4.07.
The following measures are necessary for the successful operations
of the landing force:
-- secrecy of preparation and surprise of the operations;
-- conducting of all

types of reconnaissance;

-- preliminary preparation-of
the navy for landing operations;

the.. corps (division). and large units
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--detailed formulation of the landing force operations plan and the
plan of operations for large units (ships) of the navy;
--organization of antiaircraft defense;
--air supremacy in the vicinity of the landing;
--organization of effective protection against enemy naval attacks;
--adoption of concealment measures for the purpose of deceiving the
enemy as to the time, landing area, and composition of the landing force.
Ground forces and aviation are designated by order of the force commander
to organize antiaircraft defense for the landing force during all phases of

operations.

408. Preliminary preparation of the troops of the corps (division) and
large units (ships) of the navy for landing operations includes the following:
--training of the troops in embarking and debarking from landing equipment;
--preliminary training of all commanders and staffs in the organization
and accomplishment of coordination during the landing of the corps (division);
--training of troops and staffs in operations after landing by using
terrain which is similar to the area of anticipated operations;

--preparation of landing craft;
--preparation'of large naval units (ships) and naval aviation for operations
in support of a landing force during embarkation, movement by sea, and the battle
for the landing.
--measures for navigational, hydrometeorological, and material support,
and other types of support.
409. The landing force operations plan is compiled by the corps (division)
staff jointly with the staffs of 'large naval units. It is signed by the landing
commander, by the corps (division) commander and the corps (division) chief of
staff, and is approved by the amphibious. task force commander.
The plan covers:
--the general purpose of the operations;
--the immediate and subsequent missions of the corps (division) ashore;
--the overall frontage, sectors, and separate landing points;
--the composition of forward detachments.and their missions;
--the composition of echelons of the landing force;
-the method of conducting the artillery and air offensives;
--the organization of coordination;
--the computation and method of embarking the corps (division);
S-E-C-R-E-T
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--the time, place, and method of assembly of the corps
means of transport;

(division) and.

-- the measures for air and sea cover of the assembly and embarkation of
the corps (division);
-- the order of movement of the landing force by sea and its
from enemy naval and air attacks;
-- the organization of reconnaissance

o

.ll

method of cover

types;

--the organization of ce::.irol and communications for all
landing operations;

stages of the

--the method of supply and evacuation by sea andwhen.necessary, by air;
-- the organization of the landing base

/aza

vysadki/

and its

defense.

410.
The width of the landing front depends upon the nature of the enemy
defense, the missions, the composition of the landing force,and the nature of
division can land on a front of
Depending upon the situation, a rifle
the terrain.
up to 8 on.

411. On-the basis of the landing brce operations plan,
the corps (divisions)
staff works out the combat orders:
for embarkation and the manner .of its execution,
for dcharhation and accomplishment of the immediate and subsequent missions.. At
the same time as the landing order is worked out, a coordination planning table is
corpied. for the assault landing and the fulfillment of immediate and subsequent

missios.412. The plan of operations for large units (ships) of the navy is compiled
by the staff of the landing commander .is coordinated with the cops (division)=
i:._hi ous hask .force commander
commander, and is approved by the
The plan of .operations includes the folllowing:
-- the missions of large units (ships) of the navy for the several stages of
the landing operation, including the organization of minesweeping ih the landing
area;
-=camouflage measures for the landing operations;
-- the organization of sea rescue <acilities for personnel and equipment.
in the event of the loss of ships, and. measures for rendering air to damaged
ships;
-- measures for antiaircraft defense, antichemical defense, and the protection
of landing forces from enemy naval attacks.
413. By order of the landing commander, embarkation point commandants
are designated for organizaing the embarkation and the maintenance of order at
the embarkation points. Officers from the corps (division) staff are designated
to assist them. For quartering of units :(small units) on shipboardthe commanders
of units assign quartering personnel as follows:
one junior officer from each
battalionn (artillery battalion) and one sergeant from each company (battery).
The designated. quartering personnel are placed under the orders of the commandant
6f the embarkation point and act in conformity with his instructions.
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Upon receipt of instructions from the embarkation point commandant,the
quartering personnel meet their own small units, assign them to ships, and
indicate to them their billeting areas.

414. Before
of landing force
and send working
precisely at the

embarkation, according to order or signal, the commanders
units send small covering units to assigned embarkation points
parties aboard ships. They bring up their units for embarkation
assigned time.,

415. For the sake of maintaining secrecy .of embarkation,.it is necessary
to embark at night; regardless of the time of embarkation, it is. necessary to
adopt concealment measures against enemy air observation.
For rapid debarkation, the landing units must be embarked on each individual
transport in a .sequence corresponding to the plan of anticipated debarkation.
Por support of operations ashore following the. landing, and also for ease
of control, it is necessary to place on each ship (craft) an entire small
unit (battalion, company). Equipment is embarked
with . consideration for
rapid unloading for employment in combat; loads of one type, includitg
ammunition, are loaded on the largest possible number of vessels.

.416;

During the approach to the landing area, landing sectors and landing
points for the landing force, depending upon the situation, may be changed by
the landing commander jointly with the corps (division) commander. Such changes
are based upon the mission assigned to the landing force for operations ashore
and also take into consideration swiftness and ease *of debarking the. landing
force.
The final decision for the selection of landing points is made by the
landing commander.

417.

The landing, depending upon the decision adopted, can be made:

-- either by day

or by night;

--on an unfortified coast line or directly in a port;
--after artillery and air preparation or without it;
--with special landing craft, directly to the shore, or with landing forces
transferred to landing craft from naval ships and transports situated not far
from shore.
Prior to the landing of the amphibious force,. or simultaneously
with it.,
an airborne landing may be carried out, the operation of which must be anticipated
by the corps (division) plan of operations.
418. Reconnaissance prior to the beginning of the landing is conducted according
to
the plan of the amphibious task bro connarder- It is conducted on a wide front
and must determine in as much detail as possbile and in good time the enemy
defense system, his grouping of forces and equipment in the landing area.

S-E-C-P-E-T
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Engineer reconnaissance of the landing points and hydrological survey
of the coastal strip in the landing area have particular significance.
Reconnaissance must also determine the location of the enemy fleet and
must conduct continuous observation of the operations of the enemy large
units which are capable of interfering-with the landing -force during the
landing:
With the beginning of the debarkation, reconnaissance is conducted
according to the plan of the amh~L.:ibi.ous task: force; conmander nd: t_ e'plan of the corps
(division) commander.

419. For the seizure of a beachhead, the support of subsequent landings,
and the repelling of enemy cointerattacks, forward detachments are landed
first. Small units of marines are usually landed in the first echelon as
the first wave of the forv.rd detachment.The number and composition of forward detachments are determined by the
strength of the landing force and by expected enemy resistance. 'Usually in
the composition of the forward detachment there is included up to a battalion
of infantry, with tanks and artillery and small units of marines and engineer
troops.

420. The main body of the landing force begins to land immediately
after the forward detachments, and without delay exploits the success
attained by the forward detachments.
Particular attention is given to the rapid landing of tanks and
artillery.
Large units (ships) of the navy and aviation during this period must
assure:
-- the neutralization by naval gunfire and air attacks
defending the coastal strip;

of the enemy

--cover of the troops which have landed from enemy naval and air attacks;
the destruction of enemy surface and underwater obsticles emplaced near
the shores;
--protection of the forces. which are in the process of landing, by
smoke from ships and airplanes;
-- the continuity of the debarkation of successive echelons of the landing
force and the regularity of supply of ammunition and other types of materiel;
-- the organization
naval and air attacks;

of the landing base and of its

S-E-0- B-E-T
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-- the firm holding of the flanks of the landing.
421. The landing base fbaza vysadkij is a sector -of coast and water
equipped with mooring facilities, depots, defense fortifications, cleared
sea lanes, and navigational markers, all of which protect the approach to
the shore.
A landing base is designed:
--to protect the landing :of forces and equipment onto the shore;
--to guard the cargo intended for the landing forces;
--to support the evacuation of the sick and wounded and the embarkation
of troops in the event of evacuation of the landing force.
The commander of the landing base Ckomandir bazi vysadkij is
to the landing commander.

subordinate

The preparation of the landing base is carried out under the direction
of the landing base commander with naval forces and equipment.
422. The consolidation of beachheads §ltsdarov7
is a primary mission
for the engineer support of the landing force operations on the shore area
seized. For this purpose it is necessary to :.provide..
for:
--the creation of strong antitank and antipersonnel obstacles;
--the construction and development of a network of roads and bridges
and their maintenance in good condition;
-the destruction of roads., bridge.s,_and structures according to the landing
force operations plan;
--the camouflage of landing points and of the main groupings of the forces
which have landed.

423. Beginning with the landing force's offensive into the depths of
the coastal area, large units ships) :of the :navy, jointly with the artillery
of the landing force, carry out the following missions:
...
they accompany -the infantry and tanks with successive concentrations
of fire

against enemy strong points and centers of

defense. - which blok their

advance;
--they neutralize enemy artillery and mortars;
--they combat the advancing enemy:reserves, repel his counterattacks, and
prevent the enemy from cutting off the landing force from its following
echelons.
S-EC I-RiT7-
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Aviation, in coordination with large units (ships) of the navy and the
landing force, destroys and neutralizes enemy personnel, artillery; and.
mortar batteries, and also conducts strikes against strong points in the
depth of the enemy defenses and against reserves, headquarters, and communications centers.

424. Large units (ships) of the navy protect the landing base Lbaza
from enemy naval attacks and -continue the supply of materiel
vysadki7
to the landing force after completion of the landing, and also evacuate
the sick and wounded and that equipment which is no longer needed by the.
troops.
The combat ships which supported the landing by fire, depending upon
the mission, either continue to support the offensive of the landing force
cshore or withdraw from the landing area, in order to carry out other -missions.
The protection of the landing base baza vysadkj7 from enemy air attacks
is carried out by naval and ground force antiaircraft fire and by fighter
aviation.

425. In a corps (division) offensive along a seacoast and from the depth
of its. own territory outward to the coast, the n .v1l large units (ships) and
naval air arm are employed to implement the following missions:
--the destruction of ground targets;
--the landing of amphibious forces in the rear of the enemy;
--the protection of the corps (division) troops from enemy air and naval
attacks;
--the prevention of the landing of enemy forces in the rear of the attacking corps (division) troops;
--the

prevention of the evacuation of enemy forces by sea;

--the maintenance of the supply of materiel.
The corps (division) commander, in order .to utilize the support of the
large units (ships) and aviation of the navy, establishes communications
and coordinates with them.
Coordination is organized by stages of the battle for the entire depth of
the combat mission of the corps (division).
After the corps (division) commander has made his decision, the corps
(division) staff, jointly with the staffs.. of the navd large. units, worko
out the coordination planning table, which is approved by the corps (division)
commander and the commander of the nv.1l 1--rge. unit detailed for the support
of the corps (division).
426 To assure the coordination of the corps (division) with the large
units (ships) and aviation of the navy., it is necessary:
S-E
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--for the headquarters of largeunits -(ships) of the navy to send representatives to the command post of the corps (division) commander, and
for the headquarters of the corps (division) to send representatives to
the headquarters of the naval large units;
--for the corps (division) headquarters and the headquarters of large
units (ships) of the navy to exchange information promptly regarding the
situation on the shore and .at sea.

15.
427.

PECULIARITIES OF ATTACK IN FORESTS

The offensive in large forests differs in the following points:

--in the difficulty of observing and adjusting artillery and mortar.
fire;
--in the complexity of the massed employment of tanks;
--in the difficulty of aviation in observing from the air and carrying
out accurately aimed bombing and firing;
--in the complexity of coordinating and controlling troops during combat in the depths of the forest;
--in the possibility of the wide employment, by the enemy, of timber
obstacles in. conjunction with mined obstacles;
--in the possibility of forest fires.
A forest favors the concealed approach .and deployment of troops and facilitates the preparation of the departure area for the attack. In operations
in forests one should avoid concentrating troops on roads and lanes and in clearings.
The correct considerations of these singularities by troops and the timely
measures taken for the support of operations in a forest permit a more rapid
overcoming of the difficulties. encountered.
Troops must be prepared for the conduct of ope-rations in a forest,
must know how to orient tehmselves and correctly maintain their direction
of movement, and must also rapidly surmount various types of forest obstacles.

428. Offensive battle in a forest requires a deeper battle array and the mandatory formation of reserves..
Troop control requires a more frequent exchange of information than under
usual conditions:,. special measures for orienting troop .locations, Cor regulating
their movement, and also. for: lessening the distancIe between the 'command -an.d observatio
posts and the troops.
Troops must be supplied with compasses. There are set out, on roads,
trails, and lanes, easily seen. markers which indicate the location of a
given point and directions to inhabited localities.S-E-C'4-E-T
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429. During preparation for offensive'combati, one of the most important
tasks of reconnaissance is the establishment of the exact trace of the
main line of resistance of the enemy's main (first) defensive zone and
the determination of the presence of strong points, defensive installations,
and obstacles in the depths of the defense, as well as of new roads or crosscountry routes.
430. In attacking an enemy defending the edge of a forest it is, first
of all, necessary to seize un-.thrust' sectors of the forest; the assault is
organized and c.:.rried out as for an attack on a prepared defense.
During the development of the attack into the depth of the forest, units
(small units) attacking on the. flanks must adopt a wedge formation, and reserves
must be kept further forward for the purpose of securing the attack from enemy
blows on the flank.
The attacking forces advance from one landmark to another, carefully
maintaining direction..
In attaching the enemy in a forest, it is necessary to strive to outflank and to envelop him. During the attack, it is necessary by fire to
clear the trees of individual soldiers and enemy groups.
Captured sections. of the forest are consolidated; for this purpose, defensive
installations are built on the most important routes and at road junctions;
garrisons are left there for their defense.

431. .During the attack in a forest, the fire of guns emplaced for direct
fire takes on great significance. Battalion and regimental artillery and
also part of the division artillery are used for the purpose.
Artillery supports and accompanies the attacking troops by successive concentrations of fire against enemy weapons and personnel barring the advance of
.eattacking troops.
Antiaircraft artillery .covers the. attacking troops along roads, lanes, in
during entrance into and exit from the foresa.
clea:ringsan

3''.
TnCniitry close
roads and lanes.

support

tanks.

attack

aa:ly.

In sparse woods and on tank terrain, ianks may attack on the entire front
of attack of the troops being supported.
The mechanized division is usually employed only on tank terra'i.n having
a sufficient number of through routes.
433.
It is most expedient to employ aviation for the destruction of
enemy artillery and troop concentrations in clearings, lanes, and forest
roads as well as for the destruction of individual strong points and defensive
installations in the depths of the .defense.S-E-C-R-E-T
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_ighter aviation covers friendly troops from enemy air strikes and
prevents enemy air reconnaissance.
In order to avoid losses among one's forces, special attention .is paid
to their identification by signals easily seen from the air.

434. The seizure of a small wood is usually accomplished by its
envelopment and encirclement in cooperation with the troops attacking
frontally.
435. In wooded.-swampy areas, the attack will develop mainly along
separate directions, primarily along roads.
The attacking forces must first break through the aefense. in these
directions, combining frontal blows with outflanking or envelopment of

defensive sectors

carried ou7 across difficult areas of terrain.

In,

this event, the forces operating in separate direations must be reinforced

by artillery, engineer troops,and, terrain permitting, also by tanks.

436.

Engineer tasks in an attack in a forest are.

-- the reconnaissance of obstacles and. defensive installations,
as well as of the trafficability of the forest in the zone of attack;
--participation in the assault of defensive installations .ith the
employment of demolitions;
--the making of passages in abatis-type
and mined obstacles
and the making of detours around virtually inpassable stretches of road;
--the improvement of forest roads, the construction of cross-country
route behind the attacking troops, and their equipment with signs and
markers
-the masking of forest roads;

adaptio.

)y means of obstacles, ofn;ra.nt road intersections and the
to the defense of individual stret:r:
of roads.

16.

PECULIARIJL

OF ATTACK IN WINTER

437. Snow and freezing weather substantially alter the terrcin and
natural obstacles.
The following peculiarities influence winter operations:
--deep snow hinders maneuver; therefore the importance of roads increases;
-the short day and unsatisfactory meteorological conditions restrict
the participation of aviaL on over the battlefield;
--camouflage is made more difficult;

S-E-CL± -E-T
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--the importance of inhabited localities and woods as protections from
the cold is heightened;
--frozen ground hinders the enemy from rapidly creating a defense on
a new line;
--freezing spells make rivers and swampy' passable;

-- snow improves visibility by day and.by night.
A correct c:oniderat.:on. of these singularities and the taking of timely
measures permits the conduet of winter offensive operations with no fewer
results than in summertime.

h38. To decrease the influence of.the.negative singularities of winter
on thE operations of the troops, it is necessary:
-to contrive special measures for troop concealment;
--to carry into effect special measures for warming. and supplying
the troops, as well as for maintaining the combat readiness of weapons,
combat equipment, and various types of vehicles;
--to employ skis and ski-sled mounts and to plough the roads.

439. In the organization of a breakthrough of a prepared defense in winter,
there is required:
--the timely construction and camouflage, in the departure area for the
attack, of trenches, communication trenches (including snow trenches),
heated shelters for warming personnel, shelters for materiel, and also the
preparation of. roads and cross-country routes;
-- the timely bringin,. up Of mapns and reserves in
lagging behind the attacking. troops;

order -to prevent their

.-- the careful study of the enemy's obstacles,; especially antitank obstacles
and mine fields covered with snow.
440.
The attack, under conditions of close contact with the enemy,
the assault are usually conducted. without skis.

and

In the depths of the enemy defense one should outflank and envelop
strong points, with their subsequent encirclement and destruction (being
accomplished
by ski units.
Enemy
couiterattacks ar repulsed by fire and by the actions of
small units and units mounted on skis and reinforced by tanks, artillery,
and small engineer units.
It is necessary to secure the flanks of the attacking troops 'by means
of ski detachments with antitank weapons, paying particular attention in this
respect to roads leading to the flanks.
S-E-C-R-E-T
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During the pursuit of the eneniy, wide. use is made of units and small
units mounted on skis and reinforced by tanks .and self-propelled artillery.

441. In deep snow, in consequence of the restriction of movement of
artillery, maneuver by fire takes on great importance in artillery operations.
Mortars and accompanying guns move in the infantry combat formations without lagging
behind. Caterpillar tractors and self-propelled artillery are employed for. this
purpose.
The departure positions of tanks and self-propelled artillery are selected,
where possible, closer to the main line of resistance of the enemy's main (first)
defensive zone.
In the organization of antiaircraft defense, one should pay attention to
covering the road intersections and the routes along which the maneuver of
forces and supply and evacuation are carried out.

442.

Tasks of .the engineer troops in winter offensive operations are:

--the reconnaissance of snow, ice, and other obstacles and of the enemy's
defensive -installations;
-- the determination of the depth of the snow, the depth of freezing :of
swamps, and the thickness of the ice on rivers and lakes in the zone of
attack;
-the direction of the work, in the departure area for the attack,
involving the digging of trenches in snow and in frozen ground with the
utilization of explosives;
-- the support of the troops in

surmounting snow,

ice,

and other obstacles;

-- the clearing of roads and cross-country routes, equipping them with road
markers, and also the protection of the roads from snowdrifts;
-- the preparation and maintainance of roads and steep ascents and descents
in passable condition;
-- the construction of crossings over rivers (lakes)

and swamps;

I

-- the construction of water supply points.
Medical aid stations are echeloned at close distances.
44 3 .
Measures are taken for the most rapid removal of wounded froi the battlefield.
Warming and feeding points are established on supply and evacuation routes.
17.

444.

PECULIARITIES OF ATTACK IN MOUNTAINOUS-WOODED TERRAIN

The ffollowing .factorsl influence mountain operations:

--the limited number of convenient roads and the difficulty of advancing
cross-country;

-- the great amount of dead space and concealed approaches;
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--difficulty in orientation;
--the peculiarities of a mountain climate;
--mountain streams with their rapid currents, as well as the sharp
and frequent variations in water level;
--the shielding action of mountains on. the operation of radios and
radar stations and means of.sound.ranging.
The study of. the peculiarities of mountainous-wooded terrain,their
445.
correct evjliLtion , and the taking of timely measures for supporting
the operations of the troops in mountains permit.the troops more rapidly to
surmount the difficulties encountered.
It is necessary to plan ahead of time the supply and
the troops for overcoming steep ascents, cliffs', passes,
and rivers. In areas of.high mountains, moreover, it is
for the supply of the troops with warming facilities and
ment for surmounting :glaciers and snow.

equipping of
descents, gorges,
necessary to provide
items of equip-

Troops must be instructed in the peculiarities of the conduct of
operations and the conduct of fire and the control of both under mountain
conditions.

446. The principal type of offensive action in mountainous-wooded
terrain is the breakthrough of the enemy'sdefense along-roads or valleys,
in conjunction with envelopment or outflanking across the mountains. In
outflanking and envelopment, passes, mountain. pas-sages, commanding
heights, and road intersections are seized .on the fl&nks'and the rear of the
enemy. Small detachments are sent out to conduct operations in the intervals between the main directions.
A breakthrough along valleys or roads should be energetically developed
in.depth by tanks and tank-borne infantry and by mechanized large units

(units) with air support.
The carrying out of an air-borne operation in the rear of the enemy
defending the passes (passages) and in conjunction. with.offensive operations
frontally has great significance.
For the seizure of mountain passes (passages) defended by the enemy, it is
usually advantageous in the beginning to seize coxmanding heights and then, by
blows on 'Leflank and rear of the enemy, to seize the pass (passage).
On terrain where the mountain heights lying close to the pass (passage)
are difficult to negotiate, the seizure of the pass (passage) is conducted by
a frontal attack, while the adjoining heights are taken by an attack on the
flank after the seizure of the pass (passage).
S-Lr-R-E-T
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447.. Of great significance in operations in mountainous-wooded.terrain
is the. initial grouping of men and materiel by.directions; it is..difficult in
the course of battle to change this grouping.. Units and large units operating
on separate directions must be allowed great independence.. They a.e reinforced
by artillery (especially howitzers),. mortars, tanks, small units (units) of.
engineer troops, small chemical defense units, and are supported .by aviation.

448.

In the organization .of the corps (division) for offensive combat

in mountainous-wooded terrain it is necessary to provide .for the reliable
support of flanks and the formation of. strong reserves supplied with transportation.

449, Tanks in close support of the infantry in the mountains attack
primarily along roads, valleys and stream beds. It. is expedient also to
move tanks to the crests of mountain ranges for operations along them.
450.. It is advantageous to commit the mechanized division of the corps

in one. direction after the. rifle divisions have reached a broad valley or a
plateau.
In exceptional cases., the mechanized division may be committed on several
unconnected directions so as to emerge onto the: enemy flank or rear for the
purpose of encircling and destroying his individual groupings..
In the.attack on an enemy who hat hurriedly gone over to the defense,
and occasionally when good tank .terrain is available, it is expedient.to
place the me.chanized division in the corp.s first echelon.
The mechanized. division must be reliably protected by antiaircraft.
artillery and fighter planes, and its operations supported by bomber and
ground-attack air.craft.

451. Inithe offensive in mountains, the reliable security of the troops
from enemy flanking fire is attained by the seizure of heights or slopes
located on the flanks of the attacking large units (units).
For the security of supply and evacuation routes at road. intersections,
the junctions of valleys, and road installations of great importance, it is
necessary to detail small garrisons, reinforced by individual guns,
tanks,
mortars, and engieer small units equipped with obstacle construction
materials.

452. Regimental and antitank artillery, and also separate guns and batteries
from. division artillery are attached to rile (motorized rifle) small u.nits
and attack in their combat formations.
Separate guns and batteries emplaced on commanding ,heights assume especially
great importance.
Mountain pack and mortar batteries must accompany rifle units (small units)
under all conditions of mountainous-wooded terrain.

S-E°-4 -E=T
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In broad valleys and on plateaus, artillery is employed in a normal manner.
Maneuver of fire assumes great significance with the employment of
artillery in mountainous-wooded terrain.

453. Aviation is employed for the defeat of the enemy in areas where
artillery movement is difficult. in gorges and ravines, and also for the
creation of obstructions in the depths of the enemy defense for the purpose
of restricting the maneuver of his reserves.
The employment of aviation takes on great importance for adjusting

artillery fire, for observation of the battlefield, and especially for the
ma.intainance of communications.

Aviation is widely used for delivering various types of supplies to
units operating in independent directions and in areas.of high mountains.

454. Engineer troops in offensive battle in mountainous-wooded terrain
are employed along directions §o napravleniyes7.
Their principal tasks are:
--the construction of cross-country routes and paths;
-- the removal of obstacles from

and

-the rep:air of roasds;

-- the construction of detours of bad stretchxs of road;
-- the making of crossings
deep mountain barriers;

and

the building of bridges (passages)

across

--the building of cable-suspension roads across ravines, mountain
streams, and passes;
--the

equipment of areas and points for holding unemployed transport;

--the preparation and maintainance, in passable condition, of roads
at ascents and descents;
--the opening of -passages through obstacles;
--the obtaining of water and the establishing of water supply points.

1455.
In connection with the special significance of roads, a nrch
sipport detachrent
is detailed to each independent direction.
On roads, paths, and passes there are placed easily visibl :signs which
designate the location of a given point and the directions to inhabited
localities.

456. Cavalry in mountainous-wooded. terrain is employed mainly in the
pursuit, for the close and wide envelopment of the enemy's flanks, and- also
in the capacity of reserves.
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. Special attention is paid to antiaircraft and antiairborne defense
of passes, mountain passages, mountain river crossings, and road intersections.
Antiaircraft artillery is employed for the protection of the troops during
their operations in valleys and especially in
- ia and passes.
458. The difficulty of observing the battlefield in the mountains and the
sharply changing conditions of observation require the organization of supplementary observLion posts, disposed on different levels, :and the use of airplanes and helicopters.
Troop control during operations in separate directions is assured by the
wide use of radio, mobile means of communication, aircraft, and signaling.

459.

Singularities of the organizatiun of the troop rear in mountainous-

wooded terrain consist:
--in the advancement of army bases and rear service units and installations
closer to the front; in the. creation of advance sections Lgolovnyye otdeleniya7
of army .deioa.s on the ground; and in the construction of landing strips;
--in the wide use, in areas of high mountains, of cable-suspension roads,
pack transport, and groups of ammunition bearers, especially in the regimen Al
chain of supply;
--in the strengthening of movement regulation in passes, at road
and on one-way sectors;

intersections,

--in the establishment of technical service points along routes of movement;
--in making a diverse collection of improvised mountain equipment and
:::e.
e. 'or; o.
<cOps;

accessories ,''.

--in moving medical .u;.allations
closer to the front line and in the construction of supplementary >_9ming and feeding points for the sick and wounded.

18.

PECULIARITIES OF ATTACK IN DESERTS AND STEPPES

46o. In the
.
in deserts and steppes,. it is necessary to take into
consideration the following. peculiarities:
--the absence of water and fl

over a wide area;

--the possibility of movement without roads;
--the absence of 'permanent oomunication lines;
--difficulties of concealment and orientation;
-- sharp fluctuations of temperature during a twenty-four-hour period
and the presence of blinding. sand storms which hinder observation and aircraft landings;
--the dangerous influence of sand and dust on the operation of motors
and the running gear of vehicles, .s well as un weapons;
S-E
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-- the presence of saltlakes

and salt marshes.

461. In the
acL.t.Rk in deserts and. steppes, all arms may be employed,
but tanks and mechanized forces and aviation are most widely used.
-tt
The
directions.

ek

in

deserts and steppes usually is

conducted in

separate

The strength and composition :of the forces for operations in separate
directions are determined. by the combat mission and the possibility of their
.nd heating and automotive .fGels.
material support, mainly -with ater;
462.
The absence of a continuous front -of defense and the possibility
in deserts and steppes permit the widest maneuver
of cross-country movementL
of troops and allow the main effort to be directed, as a rule, at the flank
and rear of the enemy; for the most part mechanized forces are used, '::ich
also seize especially vulnerable objectives in the depths of the enemy defense (water sources, bases, inhabited. localities).
In organizing for combat, it is necessary to pay special attention to the
security of open flanks; this is achieved by disposing behind them strong
second echelons and reserves ready, by active operations, to beat off the
enemy onslaught.
There is required of the troops a more -careful organization of reconniassance
§azvedkW of all-around security and observation, and also of antitank defense.
Special attention must be paid to the organization of antiaircraft defense.

1463. Troops operating in separate directions must, in the interests of
achieving: greater ind.ependence, be reinforced with artillery, tanks, and engineer
troops and must be supported. by aviation.
464. Aviation is employed in cooperation with- mobile units and. large units
for strikes against enemy troops and bases as well as for protecting friendly
forces from enemy air strikes.
It is necessary to pay particular attention
to- the conduct. of uninterrupted air reconnaissance.
Moreover, aviation may be
enlisted for the air delivery of' supplies to the' troops.
465.
The most important tasks of the engineer troops are:
finding water
and the establishment of water supply points, the camiouflage of important
objects from enemy -air aind. ground observation, the marking of roads with
permanent-type signs, and the construction of supplementary orientation -po ns.

1.66. Nights are widely used for the concealed maneuiver and regrouping
of forces.
It is more advantageous to execute night marches on existing roads
rather than to have to conceal from the enemy the tracks of movement of the troops
across virgin soil.
in

1467. . Peculiarities of the organization of troop control in
deserts and steppes are:

S P4E EJ
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-the wide use of radio, mobile means of communication, signaling
devices, aircraft, and liaison officers;
--the supply of troops, ahead of time, with. special map substitnues
overprinted with landmarks.

468.
Scount

In the organization of the troop rear it is necessary to takeof the special significance of the supply of water and heating

fuels.
In connectLo~i with the lengthening .of.supply routes, the work of
vehicular transport and the expenditure of'automotive \' el are increased..
In a deep penetration into the desert or steppe, it .is necessary to have
provided for the construction of intermediate depots and water supply points
and for their security and. defense, as well. as. for the creation
large
reserves of transportable supplies, especially water, with.the troops.
The principal task of sanitary reconnaissance is. the search. ror water
sources and L eir disinfection.
19.

PECULIMiITIES OF ATTACK AT NIGHT

469. Night most of all facilit'tes the achievement of surprise and
decreases l0oses from enemy fire.
The
"
.))f night combat. depends on: its very careful organization,
timely reconnaissance, stealthiness of preparation, and the degree of
training of the troops in.. night. operations; moreover, special attention is.
p d to measur^ for concealment, in particula:. Lur the disruption. of the.
work of enemy radar stations.
470.
In a night attack the: troops are assigned missiorF l'mited in depth
and are given straight-line directions for the assault. Reserves are brought
up closer to the combat formations of the attacking: troops..
0
In the event that night. combat is a continuation of daytime- opxerations,
the transition is carried out without interruption. The
-'IS
is conducted by small units and units which,are moved forward from. the second echelon
into the departure position before nighL11.
471. Prior to the infantry and tank attack, the artillery,. as- a
carries out an artillery preparation of the attack.

rule,:

In certain cases,. in the interests of achieving surprise,, a night attack
may be carried out without artillery preparation. In such event,.the artillery
opens fire at the beginning of the attack. JA.;..&llery which is assigned .counterbattery and countermortar missions must be ready to open fire at once, on
batteries previously and newly located:..
Data for conduct'.g artillery fire at night is prepared during the day.
S-E-C
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Aviation is employed for the neutralization and destruction of the enemy,
for
disruption of his control, and also for the creation of fires §ozharo]
and artificial illumination in his dispositions.
472. In the organization of a night attack it is necessary to profor the method of illuminating the terrain and attack objectives, for
the setting up of illuminated landmarks for indicating directions of
movement and lines reached, and also to provide signals for warning :one's
troops.
'de

The accomplishment of tasks connected with illumination and the setting
up of illuminated landmarks falls to all arms, mainly to artillery and aviation.

473. Each unit, after having seized its designated objective, immediately
prepares it for defense, brings up weapons, and dispatches reconnaissance and
security.
Furthermore, of especially great importance is the rapid creation of
antitank and antipersonnel obstacles.
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CHAPTER VIII
PURSUIT

474.

The purpose of pursuit is the encirclement and destruction or capture

of a withdrawing enemy.
When it is impossible to encircle simultaneously the entire enemy grouping,

the pursuit must initially lead to a splitting- of the grouping into parts; this
is followed by the encirclement and destruction of the individual parts..

Commanders at all levels, upon. detecting a withdrawal of the enemy, inust
independently organize a pursuit without awaiting instructions from a higher
commander,

The pursuit must be unrelenting and must be conducted with a maximum exertion
by all forces,
Bold and uninterrupted actions, particularly of tank,, mechanized, and airborne
troops, and of cavalry, and aviation have a decisive significance in preventing a

planned enemy withdrawal and in disorganizing enemy troops,
475.

The pursuit may arise:

--as a result of the successful development of an attack;
-- in case of a planned enemy withdrawal;

--as a result of a meeting engagement unsuccessful for the enemy;
--during a counterblow being successfully developed by friendly troops .
476, Reconnaissance must determine. enemy preparations for withdrawal; the
beginning of the withdrawal and the routes used; the enemy grouping; the approach
of reserves, especially of tanks; the presence of obstacles; the passability of
roads and bridges on withdrawal routes; and the preparation and occupation by
the enemy of rear defensive lines,

In the pursuit,, air reconnaissance hasespecially important significance.
477, In anticipation of an enemy withdrawal, measures for initiating a
pursuit must be taken in good time.
To make timely determination of an enemy withdrawal, observation is increased,
control prisoners are captured, and reconnaissance in force is conducted on a
wide front, A planned enemy withdrawal will most likely take place at night.
The basic task during an enemy withdrawal is to prevent him from breaking-.
contact and to deny him opportunity to organi7e
resistance on a new line,
478, The corps (division) commander, upon detecting the beginning of an
enemy withdrawal, attacks with his main forces, supported by artillery and.
aviation, to overthrow enemy covering forces and to sever the withdrawal routes
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of the enemy main forces.
Subsequently; 'the corps (division) commander uses part of his forces,
properly reinforced, to maintain frontal pressure on the withdrawing enemy.

If,

by order of a higher commander,

direct pressure is

to be maintained by

adjacent units or reserves, the corps (division), with all
its
forces, moves to
routes parallel to the axis of enemy withdrawal and conducts a pursuit with
the maximum effort of all
its
forces, 'with the mission of gaining the flanks and
rear of the withdrawing enemy and, in conjunction with the troops advancing

frontally,

of encircling and destroying the enemy.

The mechanized division (in

a cavalry corps,.a division in

mounted formation)

moves along routes.parallel to the direction of withdrawal of the enemy main
forces for the purpose of seizing important lines in

the enemy rear.

The main

forces of the corps follow the mechanized division (in a cavalry corps, they follow
the leading division), seeking to move as quickly as possible to the flank and
rear of the withdrawing enemy for the purpose of encircling and destroying him.

479.. Division commanders, upon receipt of orders to pursue or upon their
own initiative, send out forward detachments consisting of motorized infantry
(cavalry) or motorcycle small units (units) reinforced

rith tanks, self-propelled

artillery, antitank and rocket artillery, separate batteries of corps and. division
artillery,

and small engineer_ and chemical defense units.

Forward, detachments are given:
-- a missionj

a zone of action,

and reinforcements;

-- the missions of adjacent forward detachebts;
-- the missions being executed by the aviation;
-- instructions .regarding the maintenance of dommunications and signals of
coordination with aviation and units of the mechanized division.
The distance of the forward detachments from the main forces of the corps
(division) is determined by the assigned mission and .by the composition of the
detachments,
Forward detachments by-pass enemy covering forces without
engaging them,
move as fast as possible into the rear of the withdrawing enemy main forces,
and
seize important lines and objectives on his withdrawal routes.
480,
A mechanized
for pursuit, must:

(cavalry) division commander,

having received a mission

-- determine what lines or objectives must be seized by the division prior
to the time the enemy reaches them;
-- designate an area in the enemy rear to which the main forces of
the division
must move for the purpose of severing enemy withdrawal routes,
with a subsequent

deployment for delivering a blow upon.the withdrawing enemy
troops;
--

determine the grouping of his troops and weapons for the pursuit
and for

HR70-1

the subsequent c&struction of the enemy in

the above designated area;

-- determine the shortest routes to the lines designated for capture;
-- send out reconnaissance to establish constant observation of the actions
of the withdrawing enemy and the direction of his movement;
-- determine the number and the composition of foruard detachments and assign
them their missions;

-- organize the movement of the main forces in accordance with the decision
taken;
-- organize coordination communications with supporting aviation.
481. Airborne troops may be dropped (landed) astride enemy withdrawal
routes to seize, and hold ravines, bridges, crossings, bridgeheads, road intersections, and other critical objectives until the arrival of the pursuing.forces.
Their actions must be coordinated with those of the aviation and of the ground
forces pursuing the enemy,
482.
In the pursuit, units and large units receive deeper missions and
wider zones of action than normally.

it

is

To insure froedom of maneuver and to increase the effort in
necessary to have secrond echelons.

48'1.

When the enemy withdraes in

isolated and destroyed
of the main column.

several columns,

separately; primary attention is

the main direction,

each column must be
given to the destruction

If the enemy succeeds in establishing a defense on a rearward line,
corps (division) attacks from the march.

the

484.
Of primary importance in the pursuit is the necessity for seizing
large rivers, or bridgeheads across them, in the enemy's rear to prevent the enemy
from establishing a new defensive line.

485.
Part of the corps (division) organic and attached artillery usually
is attached to divisions (regiments).
The remaining corps (division) organic
and attached artillery is kept under the control of the corps (division) commander
and moves behind the divisions (regiments) of the first
echelon.
Artillery, from the beginning of the pursuit, moves forward

in echelons.

By firing upon defiles, road intersections, bridges, and river crossings, artillery
hinders the withdrawal of the enemy, destroys him, and prevents his occupation
and orgeniz ion of a defense on intermediate lines and the approach of his
reserves.

The bulk of the antiaircraft artillery covers the main forces of the
pursuing

troops;

part of it

units (units).

is

attached to forward detachments and to the leading large

Antiaircraft artillery must be prepared for action against
both the air and

S-B G -;,-~T
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ground forces of the enemy,

486,

Aviation destroys and disorganizes the withdrawing enemy troops during

the pursuit .

For this purpose,

it

carries out strikes:

-- against the enemy on his withdrawal routes, especially at defiles, road
intersections, bridges, and river crossings;
-- against enemy centers of resista.nce which block the advance of the
pursuing forces,
Simultaneously,

aviation

attacks enemy reserves moving up from the depths,

particularly enemy tank and mechanized troops, thus preventing the occupation of
rearward defensive lines and the conduct of-work upon them.

Air attacks must be directed first

of all. against those enemy groupings

whose destruction has first
priority, and also against those enemy groupings which
pose a threat to the flanks of the pursuing forces.

Simultaneously with this, aviation must:
-- conduct uninterrupted air reconnaissance;
-- maintain communications. with ground troops;
-- protect the pursuing forces from enemy aviation and, when necessary,
fuel and ammunition -to the ground troops by air.

To maintain uninterrupted air support of the pursuing troops,

supply

corps (division)

commanders detail small units for the seizure of enemy airfields.
487.
--

roads,

The principal tasks of engineer support in

the pursuit are:

the removal of obstacles from and the repair and maintenance of destroyed
bridges,

and river crossings;

-- the destruction- of river crossings -in
the mining of his withdrawal routes;

the rear of the withdrawing enemy and

-- the erection of obstacles agr inst likely counter-attacks

and motorized infantry /Cfhotopekhoty7,
488.

The control of- troops in

the pursuit is

of radio, mobile means of communication,

aircraft,

by enemy tanks

exercised primarily by the use
and liaison officers.

The

corps (division) commander and his .staff nmove by bounds behind the first echelon

of the main forces.
Forward message -collection points are established for the
collection of information on the situation.
They are equiWpedwitlh wire, radio,
and mobile means of communication,

489, Only the most necessary rear service units and installations move with
the pursuing troops.
The remainder displace forward depending upon the situation.
In the pursuit, especially great significance is attached to the timely supply
of
fuel and ammunition to the troops

-
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CHAPTER 'X

DEFENSE
1., PRINCIPLES OF DEFENSE

L90. Defense is that type of combat which troops employ with the aim of
holding occupied positions, repelling an attack of superior.enemy forces,.inflicting on him significant losses, and by this means creating favorable conditions for the transition to a decisive offensive.
This is. achieved by skillful employment of favorable conditions of terrain
and its engineer preparation,.by the degree of organization and strength of
fire, by firmness and tenacity of the troops, and by use of counterattacks.
Defense must be impregnable and active.
Defending troops: do not have the right .to -eave: occupied positions and
withdraw without an order from the. senior commander.

191. Defense is used as follows:
--

for the winning of time necessary for the concentration of men and mat=

eriel which have been alloted for an offensive;
--

for the economy of men and.materiel in one direction in order to create

superiority of men and materiel.in other direc tionsI
-- for the security of the. flanks of. advancing groupings;
--

for the. consolidation of captured lines and objectiven;

- for the repelling of counterattacks or counterblows of superior enemy,
forces.

L92.. The impregnability of a'defense lies in its stability,.deep echelonment, and activity.
Defense must be:
-- antiartillery, capable of the, maximum weakening :of the enemy's mortar.
and artillery .fire power by inflicting on him the. greatest losses and by re-

liable protection of the defending forces;
--

antitank,

capable of repelling massed enemy tank attacks and, in

event of a breakthrough by tanks into the depth of the defense,

the

of destroying

them;

-- ntiaircrafb

capable of repelling massed air attacks of enemy aviation

and inflicting significant losses on it;.

-- antiairborne, capable of preventing the dropping (landing) of aipborne
troops and destroying the enemy's troops which have dropped (landed);
--

antichemical, capable of resisting a lengthy enemy chemical attack..

I
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It must
The system of fire is based on the coordination of all types of fire.
of
creation
the
density,
high
of
fire
cross
and
fire
flanking
of
insure the creation
the
from
as
well
as
front
the
along
weapons
of
maneuver
quick
the
and
fire sacks,
depth.
The basis of the system of fire in the defense is
tars, and machine guns in combination with obstacles.
The effectiveness of fire in
sui prise of employment.

the fire of artillery, mor-

the defense is achieved by its accuracy, mass, and

All weapons of the defense should be ready for action in case of their being
blanketed by enemy smoke.

h97. Depending upon the situation, the defense may be organized ahead of time,
in the absence of direct contact with the enemy; or defense may be taken up as a result of the transition of our troops to the defense under pressure of the enemy.
Troops may occupy the defense on a normal or a wide front,

190. Corps and division, for defense, receive a zone of defense; a regiment re=
cei.ves a sector of defense; a battalion receives an area of defense.
In separate cases, for the defense of especially important
ment may receive an area of defense.

objectives, a regi-

The width of the front of a defense and the depth of its echelonment are determined by the mission of the large units, its composition, and the character of the
terrain.
The width of a normal front of defense of a corps is usually 16 to 24 kilometers; and of a rifle and mechanized division, 8 to 12 kilometers.

h99.

The defense of a corps includess

--

the main (first)

--

the second defensive zone,

with a depth of 6 to

defensive zone,

constructed 1.0 to 15 kilometers from the main

line of resistance of the main defensive zone,
-

8 kilometers;

with a depth of up to

5 km.;

switch positions;

--

positions of antitank areas;

--

a system.of obstacles.

In addition to this, between the main and second defensive zones there may be
established intermediate positions..
The main and second defensive zones,

mediate positions,

in

conjunction

with the switch and inter-

antitank areas, and the system of obstacles,

comprise the tacti-

cal depth (zone). of the defense.

The mainline of resistance (first trench) of the main and of the second defensive zones is usually indicated by the amy commander and located in
terrain by the corps and division commanders.
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In

these cases,

the second position must have greater depth.

The third position is defended by the second echelon and reserves of a division.,and is intended to prevent a penetration by the enemy into the depth of
the defense and to secure an advantageous departure position for counterattacks.
Battalion areas of defense

for-m the basis of each position.

Battalion areas of defense are equipped with trenches and communication
trenches for the conduct of all-around defense.

A battalion area of defense on an average occupies up to 2 kilometers along
the front and up to 1.5 to 2 kilometers in depth.
Battalion areas which are in'contact with one another are interconnected by
a system of trenches, which in turn are tied together by communication trenches.
The system of trenches and communication trenches must .eecure for the troops

rapid and concealed maneuver along the front and in depth, and also must hamper
the discovery by the enemy of the disposition of the combat formation in the de-

fense and the system of fire.
501.

The main ddfensive

zone is. so constructed that it

can insure:

--

the disposition of the divisions of the first echelon;

--

the conduct of antitank fire in front of the first position, on the flanks,
and in' depth in conjunction with antitank obstacles;

boundaries,
--

the concentration of massed fire of all types in

the most important direc-

tions and directly in front of the first position;
--

the conduct of fire in the depth of the zone of defense;

the distribution of tanks and self-propelled artillery in combat formations of the infantry and their maneuver in 'threatened directions;
--

--

suitable locations for artillery observation posts and artillery firing

positions;

--

concealed disposition of the entire combat formation, and the maneuver

of the troops along the front and in

depth.

In front of the main line of resistarice of the main defensive

zone and also

in its depth, antitank and antipersonnel obstacles are constructed fii'st of all
in

the directions of approach accessible

for tanks.

The distribution of antitank obstacles must be combined with the system of

antitank fire and should compel enemy tanks which have broken through to move in
the direction of the prepared antitank ai'eas.
Obstacles must not hinder the conduct of one's. own counterattacks in the rmain
in them which can be
defensive zone; for this purpose, passages should be left
quickly blocked off.

S-E-C-R-E-T
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Obstacles are established according to a plan whi. ch is
corps (d.:ivision) engineer togetherc wri. th the corps
proved by the corps (di vis ion) coimlander..
e_' second_ enve_ zone is occup
02,
corps and is established for the -purpose o

i ed

worked out by the

(division) staff and,
by th

is

ap-

second. echelon of the

preventing penetration into the depth of the defense by eneiiy tanks and
i.nfa.ntry h ich lave broken -throughb the mfaain 7one-!
--

insur':ring the deployeont of troops fo oUnteraacs
positons,
in con:junct.-i on with sitch
entire extent of the zone or along-

an d in some cases,
formi. ng a M: main defensive zone :along the
t.Ls separate sectors.

time, forces, and equipment are available, the second defensive zone is
nuber of anti tank areas and the greatest
The largst
firsTt, however.
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Depending on the situation and terrain conditions, a forward position
505.
eredovaya positsiyaj may be created on individual, most important directions
at a distance of 2 to ' kilometers ahead of the main defensive zone.
The forward. position is defended by a reinforced combat outpost with the
mission of deceiving the enemy with respect to the true trace of the main line
of resistance of the main defensive zone and of forcing him to deploy prematurely.
Sometimes, depending on conditions of the terrain, the forward position may be
established at an angle to the main defensive zone.c,,
The forward position, when a security zone exists, is the closest in of its
The forward detachments, which are defending the security zone, pull
positions.
back to the forward position and there occupy previously prepared sectors which
are not occupied by the combat outpost.
The control of the troops occupying the forward position is a responsibility
echelon in their own zones.
of the commanders of t.he divisions of the first
The operations of the troops d.efending the forward position are supported by
aviation, and by artillery and. mortar fire from the mair defensive zone,

506. In the absence of a forward position, a combat outpost is sent out
echelon, in strength up to a platoon, for the
from each battalion of the first
position of the main defensive zone against sudden enemy
security of the first
attack and to hinder his reconnassance-,
A combat outpost occupies a position from 1 to 2 kilometers in
main line of resistance of the main defensive zone.

front. of the

The position of a combat outpost is indicated by the division commander.
Combat outposts are supported by artillery and mortar fire from the main defensive zone,.
In conditions of immediate contact with the enemy, the missions of
507.
trench of
combat security are assigned to the small units occupying the first
At night thessmall units move observation posts and
position.
the first
listening posts forward.
508.
The combat formation of the rifle corns in defense, as a rule, consists
artillery groups, antitank areas, and. reserves. In most cases,
echelons,
of two
the first echelon consists of the combat formations of the rifle divisions disposed in line; the mechanized. division usually forms the second echelon of a
corps.
The combat formation of a rifle division in defense also usually consists
of two echelons, artillery groups, antitank areas, and reserves.
The rifle division organizes
defensive zone.

the defense

within the limits of the main

During defense on a wide front, the combat formation of a rifle corps
(division) may consist of one echelon, artillery groups, antitank areas, and
reserves.

.509.
The mechanized division of a rifle corps is deployed in the second
defensive zone in the most important direction or between the main and. second
defensive zones in readiness to conduct counterattacks in the most important
directions.

1' 1 -
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In separate cases, the mechanized division may be given the. Mission of defending the main or second. defensive zone in the main direction.
The conibat formation of the mechanized division, when it occupies a zone of
defense, consibt of two echelons, artillery groups, antitank areas, and reserves.
In the first echelon of the mechanized division are placed mechanized regiments.
To the second echelon is detailed a mechanized or tank regiment or both.
The first echelon is reinforce.d by artillery, by self-propelled artillery small
units, and. by .engineer troop. small units.
The defense of a mechanized division is based on the firm .retention by mechanized regiments of sectors of defense and on strong counterattacks by tanks
from the depth.
510. The strength and composition of the artillery-antitank, tank, and combined-arms reserves, and of mobile obstacle-placing detachments, depend on the
availability of men and materiel, the situation, and missions assigned to them.
An artillery-antitank reserve and a mobile obstacle-placing detachment are
created in the corps (division) in all cases of the organization of a defense.
511. Artillery groups in the defense are created on regimental, divisional
and corps levels, and, when a sufficient quantity of artillery is present, an army
artillery
groups is also formed.
Regimental artillery groups, in the divisions of the corps first echelon; are
formed in first-echelon regiments which are defending in the main direction.
When
there are sufficient artillery
reinforcements. for these divisions, regimental
artillery groups are created in second-echelon regiments. In the composition .of
regimental artillery groups are included division and attached artillery.
Reg.iment.al artillery

dorps'. second echelon.

groups .are. usually not, forned in

the divisions. of the

Regimental and battalion mortars are not included in the composition of artillery
groups, but their fire is taken into :consideration when organizing a general system
of fire in the defense.
Regimental and battalion artillery
is also not included in the composition of
artillery groups; it is employed in. battalion areas of defense for direct fire.
Guns and batteries of antitank and. division artillery
may be detailed for the
reinforcement of the antitank defense .of the battalion areas.
Some of the gun batteries of the division artillery
found in artillery
groups
are placed closer to the main line of the resistance of the main defensive zone
with
the task of conducting direct fire..
Division artillery groups are formed in the divisions of both the. first and second
echelons of the corps.
Included in the composition of a division artillery
artillery.

S-E-C-l-R-T
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During the movement to the counterattack of a division of the corps second
echelon, the division is supported also by the division artillery groups of
divisions of the first echelon and by the corps artillery group.
of a division of the corps second echelon may be drawn into
The artillery
the battle for the main defensive zone, firing from positions located in the
area of deployment of its own large unit.
A corns artillery
to the corps.

group is formed from corps artillery

and artillery attached

The principal mass of artillery positions, as a rule, is selected in the
of
directions of probable tank attack. In this respect, some of the positions
defensive
main
the
of
edge
the gun batteries are moved closer to the forward
zone with the aim of employing these batteries for direct fire.

is

When there is a sufficient quantity of artillery,
and artilleryattached
formed from army artillery

an army artillery
to the army.

For antiaircraft defense, army and corps antiaircraf
formed.

2:

group

artille rgroups are

THE ORGAN IZATION OF DE;FENSE

The corps (division) commander makes a. decision for the organization.
512.
the
of defense on the basis of the mission assigned by the senior commander,
reconnaissance.
of
results
the
of
and
situation,
the
of
evaluation
Linking the decision. for defense, he should take into consideration
In
the necessity of providing the troops with as much time as possible for organization of the defense.

513.
decision

The reconnaissance of the corps (division) commander,
is made for defense, has as its aim.

-- to determine

the zones

(sectors)

before the

of defense for the large units (units);

1.ti on the terrain the trace of the main line of resistance and
-- to
zones;
of the positions of the main and second defensive
-- to determine the most important directions and sectors, on the holding of
which depends the stability of the defense as a whole;
-- to point out antitank areas of defense;

onil

the organization of a system of artillery
firing positions;
the principal areas for artillery
-- to

e

fire and to determine

-- to determine, according to sectors of terrain, the character and sequence
of engineer work for the organization of the zone of defense of the corps (division),
and the nature of t he obstacles;

S-E-CR-E-T
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-- to outline measures for the security of boundaries and flanks;
-- to determ.ne the direction of counterattacks
and reserves and also t heir lines of deployment;

of the second echelons

-- to determine the areas of possible concentration and cress of the enemy's
departure position for the attack;
-- to check the correctness
servation posts;

514.

of the choice of locations for command and ob-

After making his decision,

the corps (division) commander specifies
on the terrain the combat missions for the subordinate troops, organizes coordination, and gives instructions regarding the engineer organization of the
zone of defense.
Under conditions of hasty adoption of the defense, the corps (division)
commander usually makes his decision on the map and then, during reconnaissance,
defines i.t in greater d.etail on the ground.
In all
cases, the assignment of a mission to large units (units) must. not
delay the departure of troops to the assigned areas and their timely occupation
of the defense.
515. When assigning combat missions, the corps (division) conuander transmits
information about the enemy, the mission of the corps (division), the missions
of adiacent units and the boundary lines with them, and his own decision; and he
points out:
-- the trace of the main line of resistance and of the positions of the main
defensive zone;
-- the missions to
the zones (sectors) of
efforts, the number of
stacles, the order and
of defense;

the troops
defense,
trenches
time for

of the first
echelon of the corps (division),
in which directions to concentrate the principal
in each position, the density of antitank obthe engineer preparation of the zones (sectors)

-- the trace of the forward. edge and of the positions of the second defensive
zone, the scale and time of their construction and. engineer preparation;
-- missions to the tropes of the second echelon, areas of their deployment,
the type and location of engineer work, directions for counterattacks, the
order of their preparation, and also the methods of support of the troops of the
first
echelon by artillery
and tanks;
-- the grouping of antitank areas and the means for their organization;
-- the missions of the artillery,

its

preparation,

grouping,

-- the missions of supporting aviation;
-- missions to engineer troops;
-- missions and areas for the disposition of reserves;

S-E-G-R-E-T
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-- the deadlines

for occupation and readiness of the defense;

method of organization of antitank and antiaircraft defense and, other
-the
measures of combat security;
-- the order of organization of the rear and of material support;
-- measures for the security of boundaries and flanks and the commanders
responsible for them;
-- the forward edge of the security zone and of the forward position (if
they are formed), and the men and materiel which aredetailed for their defense
and for the engineer preparation lof these positions/.
-- the locations of command and observation posts and. the deadlines for installation of communications.
On the basis of the corps (division) commander's decision, the staff works
out the combat order, a coordination planning table, and a unified orientation
map (sketch).
To a mechanized division located
516.
conunander points out:

in the second. echelon, the corps

-- information about the enemy;
-- the mission of the corps and his decision;
-- the mission of the mechanized division;
-- the area of its disposition;
-- two or three of the most important directions for counterattacks and the
lines of deployment for each direction;
-- the route of movement from the area of disposition to the lines of deployment;
-the

method of coordination with rifle divisions;

-- the method of artillery, aviation, and. engineer support of the counterattacks
in each direction and the men and materiel detailed for this fsupport.,
-- the order of preparation and of organization of lines of d.eployment and of
directions for counterattacks;
-- the organization of control and communications.
Lines of deployment for a mechanized division are selected with the consideration of the possibility of inflicting a blow on the flank and. rear of
They are equipped with positions from which a
an enemy who has broken through.
a defeat on the enemy by
nechanized division in case of necessity can inflict
stationary fire.
517.
In the organization of a system of fire in defense, the following
must be provided for:

S
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-- the possibility of inflicting defeat on the enemy and delaying hiis approach
attack against ene.ny columns and assembly
by means. of a long range artillery
and COmi)at security;
jfiqard detacni
es
hmppor to nei o
areas; Mis:
-- defeat of the enemy by massed fire during his concentration and his
occupation of the departure position;
-- routing enemy personnel and destroying his materiel in the departure
position for the attack;
-- the conduct of

an artillery counterpreparation;

-- the creation, ahead of the main line of resistance and in the depth of
the main defensive zone, of a zone of solid. fire of all
types for breaking up
the atta:;: and the assault of the enemy, first
of all
his tanks;
-- the possibility of cutting off the enemy infantry from his tanks and destroying it;
--the destruction of enemy infantry and tanks which have broken through into
the depth of the defense, by means of the concentrated. fire of tho prindipal-mass
of artillery and by fire from antitank guns;
-- the support of the counterattacks of the second echelons and reserves.
-1.For the creation of an antiartillery defense, it is necessary to provide for:
-- the organization of a system of all
types of artillery
and. mortar fire,
capable of neutralizing and destroying enemy artillery
and mortars both during
his preparation for the attack " and
'
during the. attack;
-- the organization and timely conduct of an artillery

counterpreparation;

-- the organization and timely conduct of long-range fires in

coordination

with aviation;

--the possibility of concentrating artillery fire in any direction and in
all stages of defensive combat;
the construction and equipping of sturdy structures for command and observation posts, and of defensive installations and shelters, capable of withstanding the prolonged action of artillery
and. mortar fire of the enemy;
-- the construction and equipping of firing positions,
and comimmnicationstrenches;
-concealment
519.

of troops and all

Artillery

engineer-type

in the defense fulfills

trenches,

the following missions

supports the combat of the forward d.etachments

S-_E-C -t-E-T
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trenches,

installations.

-- by means of long-range fires in coordination with aircraft,
approaching enemy forces, and other important targets;
-- it

slit

it

knocks out

and of the combat outposts;
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-- it prevents the approach and deployment of the main forces of the enemy,
and likewise his occupation of a departure position for the attack;
-- it conducts,
preparation;

in

coordination with aircraft,

a strong artillery

counter-

--by all types of concentrated. fire, including also the fire of guns set
up for conducting direct fire, and in coordination with other arms, it repulses
the attack of the eneny at the main line of resistance of the main defensive
zone;
-- it blocks subsequent spreading out by the enemy who has wedged into the
defense, and delivers fire '<n
his approaching reserves;
- -it
-it

supports counterattacks

of the infantry and tanks;

protects flanks and. boundaries,

Artillery in the defense, in all
stages of the battle and. in coordination.
with other arms, as first
priority destroys tanks, conducts a determined battle
with the enemy artillery,
including antiaircraft artillery
and mortars, and defeats his infantry.
fire

The concentration of a rtillery
520.
sector of the front is achieved by
-a

redistribution of the artillery

-- the allocation of the artillery
of coordination among them;
-the

on any threatened direction or

in the threatened directions;
to artillery

organization of clear-cut artillery

groups and the organization

control;

-- the organization of communication between artillery

groups;

--- the designation of uniform signals for target designation;

in

-- timely preparation of fire from primary and alternate firing positions
the probable directions of cnemy attack;
-- timely assignment

of missions to t hose who will- carry them out;

-- careful reconnaissance
the artillery,

of the !:u'.::tcs and. areas of probable deployment of

521.
Artillery in the defense is disposed so that, in case of a breakthrough
by enemy tanks, the greater part of it can be used to destroy him.
Firing
positions of the artillery
must be protected by antitank obstacles.
In order to deceive the enemy concerni.ng the artillery
fire system in the
defense, roving guns and batteries are used, and dummy artillery
positions are
also constructed.
Artillery, assigned. for. the support of the forward detachments and the combat
outposts, conducts fire, as a rule, from temporary firing positions.

S-E-C>-R-E-T
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Aviation in the defense supports the corps (division) according to
522.
the plan of the army (front) commander.
It

performs the following

tasks:

-- it destroys the enemy during his approach,
the departure position for the attack;

in

concentration areas,

and in

-- it carries out a counterpreparation in coordination with. the artillery;
-- it repulses enemy attacks in cooperation with ground troops;
-- it supports the counterattacks of its own ground troops;
-- it destroys enemy troops which have broken through into the depths of
the defense;
-- it

protects its own troops from attack by enemy planes;

-- it destroys enemy airborne troops in the air and in the drop (landing)
zones;
-- it corrects the fire of its own artillery and protects the operations of
aircraft directing artillery fire;
-- it carries out cortinuous aerialreconnaissance
and direction of enemy movements;
-- it

to determine the grouping

destroys appraching enemy reserves.

523. An artillery and "i ,counterprepartion. is conducted to disr.pt
the enemy's occupation of a departure position for the attack and to disrupt
his attack.
An artillery and air counterpreparation is carried out against the main
grouping of the enemy as he occupies his departure position for the attack,
against concentrations of his infantry and tanks, against his artillery, headquarters, communications centers, and against ammunition and fuel dumps.
A counterpreparation is
mortars, and air.

carried out through a heavy attack by artillery,

and. mortars in
For the conduct of a counterpreparation, all the artillery
those sectors and directions in which the counterpreparation is made
are drawn in.
Artillery of adjacent units participate.s in the counterpreparation from its
own firing positions. For participation in the counterpreparation, artillery
and mortar units and large units are brought up from the depth and from less

threatened areas,
An artillery
counteroreparation is organized and carried out by the corps
commander according to tie directive of the army command.er and is tied in with
the air counterpreparation.
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The weapons of the infantry of the first
counterprepara tion.

echelon also take part in

heau

During the counterpreparation, reconnaissance in force is usually made for
echelon of the
the purpose of accurately defining the dispositions of the first
enemy and for creating confusion in his battle formations,
All preparatory measures for the conduct of the counterpreparation
carried out in the strictest secrecy,
524,

Infantry in

must be

the defense must firmly hold the positions occupied-

Infantry weapons are dispersed laterally and in depth, creating cross fire,
flanking fire, and fire sacks ahead of the main line of resistance of the main
defjensive zone and in the depth of the defense,
Immediately in front of the
main line of resistance, a zone of continuous fire is prepared; each point of
the terrain in the zone up to 4-OOm in front of the main line of resistance must
be under effective fire.
When the enemy is advancing, the infantry, in cooperation with the artillery,
tanks, and self-propelled artillery, conducts battle with the enemy. by means: of
fire and counterattacks, for the purpose of cutting off his infantry from his
tanks and destroying them separately.
in the defense are employed in part
525, Tanks and self-prouelled artillery
for the reinforcement of the antitank defense of the infantry defending the first
position of the main defensive zone.
In this case, theyare employed for delivering
stationary fire from positions prepared ahead of time and for operations from
ambush.
The rest of the tanks and self-propelled artillery
constitute the tank
reserve of the corps (division) commander and are employed for the repulsion of
an enemy attack, In addition, self--propelled artillery is used. in the capacity
of roving guns
For the tanks and self--propelled artillery
held in reserve, there are designated zones for maneuver, and there are prepared lines of deployment to which
they must movc
'o repel enemy attacks,
To avoid blowing up friendly tanks,
mine barriers in the designated. zones and on critical
lines are marked by conventio.nal signs

526,

The basic tasks of the engineer support of the defense are:

-- engineer reconnaissance of the terrain for the purpose of establishing
strong defenses and constructing obstacles;
--engineer equipping of the outpost area;
-- the construction and equipping of battalion defense area.s and also of
trenches and communication trenches connecting them;
-- the construction of antitank and antipersonnel obstacles ahead of the
main line of resistance of the main defensive zone and in the depthof the
defense;
-- the construction of antitank areas throughout the depth of the defense;

s-E-.C-R-B-T
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-- the construction and equipping of installations, for command and observaand- mortar fire and
tion posts, and of shelters for protection from artillery
aerial attacks;
-- consL:ruction and equipping of firing positions for artillery
and of positions for tanks and self-propelled artillery;

and mortars,

clearance of fields of observation and fields of fire;

--

-preparation and eqipping of areas of disposition and lines of deployment
for counterattacks by second echelons and reserves;

the cons trucLion of dummy installations and objects;

--

-- the construction of crossings and bridges, the preparation of cross-country
routes of march and of roads for the maneuver of troops;

--

the obtaining of water and the construction of water supply points;

--

the concealment of troops and engineer-type installations;

-- the maneuver of engineer obstacle-making equipment in the.course of defensive combat for repelling attacks by enemy tanks and for covering boundaries and
flanks;
-- consolidation of terrain captured by one's troops as a result of successful counterattacks.

527.

Tasks for support, in

the engiieering sense. /engineer-type

work7, of

the defense of the corps (division) are performed by alT arms.
The engineer troops are assigned to mechanize the work and to carry out the
following, highly complex tasks connected with ehgineer support:
--

construction of antitank; antipersonnel,

--

operations of mobile

--

the di gging,

and antilanding obstacles;

obstacle-placing detachments;

by meahanical means,

of trenches

and communication trenches,

and the construct,-ion of underground structures;
--

constructLi on and equipping. of command and ohservation posts;

- the construc tion of the most important and complicated defensive installations and heavy shelters;

--

the preparation of cross-country routes of march, . the building and mainten-

ance ofP roads and bridges;
--

the camouflage work;

--

the obtaining of water and, the construction of water supply points;

-items;
---

II

mechanized procurement of materials,

building materials, and construction

the conduct of engineer reconnaissance;

ic

conduct of mine warfare

/underground
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Work
528.
corps defense,
is carried out
main defensive

in connection with the construction and engineer equipping of the
depending on the mission and availability of forces and equipment,
zones or successively, commencing with the
simultaneously in all
z:>ne,
Work is performed, as a rule, according to priority.

Works of first

priority

construction of antitank and antipersonnel obstacles ahead of the
-the
main line of resistance of the main defensive zone and astride the main directions
in depth;
-,--the clearance of fields of observation and fields of fire;
position, of trenches, communication trenches,
-. the digging, at the first
trenches, and log-covered dugouts; and the equipping, at this first
slit
position, of battalion antitank centers of resistance;
--the construction and equipping of positions for the infantry and their
weapons and of battalion antitank centers of resistance in the second and third
positions;
-- devices for defending inhabited localities and isolated buildings;
-the construction and equipping of antitank-areas, artillery firing postions, and.
tank and self-propelled artillery
positions in the entire depth of the defense;
-- the construction and equipping of command and observation posts;
-- the preparation of cross-country routes of march and repair of roads
needed for the maneuver of troops;
"-concealment of all

engineer-type

installations;

-- obtaining of water and construction of water supply points0
Works of second priority

first

-'_developmeIInt. and improvement of trenches and communication trenches at the
position in. respect to combat, supply, and sanitary matters;

-- increase of the density of mines ahead of the main line of resistance of
the main defensive zone and the mining of additional directions in the depth
of the defense, and also the construction and. development of other types of
obstructions;
-- the connecting of infantry positions by continuous trenches and the digging
of communication trenches at the second and third positions;
-- the construction of antitank and antipersonnel obstacles ahead of the forward edge of the second defensive zone;
-- construction of heavy shelters and dlummy installations;
-- the construction and equipment of alternate positions for artillery,
and self-propelled artillery
and of alternate. command observation posts;

F--Ah--

tanks,
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-- ?preparation and equipment of areas for the disposition of second echelons
and reserves, and also of lines of deployment for counterattacks;

-further development -of concealment measures
Works of third uriority:
-- development and improvement of the works of first
-- construction and equipping of switch positions in
of the defense;

and second. priority;
the entire tactical depth

-- increase of the strength of defense' installations;
-- increase of the number of heavy shelters;
-- improvement and construction of a denser network: of roads supporting the
regrouping of troops and their execution of cout;attacks;
-- increase of the number of dummy installations;
-- improvement of camouflage.
Engineer works are carried out according to a plan worked out by the corps
(division) engineer in collaboration with the corps (division) staff, and are
approved by the corps (division) commander.
If there is established a security zone or forward position, or both, the
engineer plan must pay special attention to the volume of work to be done, to
the time element, and to the men and materiel on hand. for the engineer preparation
Lof defense
installations/.
529.
Antitank defense constitutes the basis of the defense; therefore its
levels.
organization is one of the most important duties of commanders on all
The bases of antitank defense are'
--antitank fire, principally of artillery, self-propelled artillery,
and
tanks, ahead of the main line of resistance of the main defensive zone and in
the depths of the defense;
~~antitank obstacles and natural obstructions, linked with the system of

antitank fire;
-artillery
defense;
-observation

fire

and air

strikes on enemy tanks at the approaches .to the

and warning carried out by all types of reconnaissance, ob-

servation, and communications;
-- prearranged and timely maneuver by artillery-antitank and tank reserves and
by mobile obstacle-placing detachments.
530.
Antitank defense is organized throughout the entire tactical depth of
the defense, principally ahead of the main line of resistance of the main defensive

zone.

The greater part of the antitank means are employed for the defense of the

main defensive zone.
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Large units (units) of the corps (division), which are located on the most
likely avenues of tank attack are reinforced with antitank artillery, which is
position of the
used for the reinforcement of the antitank defense of the first
main defensive :one, for the creation of depth in the antitank defense, and for
the establishment of artillery-antitank reserves,

531,

The corns (division.)

antitank defense

system includes:

organized into battalion antitank centers

-coipnpy antiK nk strong points,
of resistance
zs/;

-- antitank areas, established on likely avenues of
the tactical depth of the defense
-- artillery,
of tank attack;

tanks, and self-propelled;

tank attack throug.o

.4

artillery disposed on likely avenues

-- antitank obstacles covering favorable tank approaches, and oneitink
firing positions, and tank and self-propelled gun positions;
artillery

eas,

*,-artillery-antitank renrves, tank reserves, and mobile obstacle-placing
detachments

532

13ttalion antitatkentersof resistance are organized by battalion

commanders.
Battalions located on likely avenues
antitank weapons"

of tank attack are reinforced with

All weapons of the battalion antitank center of resistance are subordinated
to the battalion commander.
533,
Antitank areas are established by use of antitank and field Lun/
artillery;
they are reinforced with self-propelled guns, tanks, flame throwers,
and. small engineer units with materials for erecting.antitank obstacles.
Within the sector of responsibility of aregiment, the regimental- conmlander
Outside the regimental sector, they are organized by
organizes antitank areas.
order of the division (corps) commander.
Antitank areas are established on all likely avenues of ta.nk attack.
They
are created throughout the entire depth of the (corns) zone of defense; intervals
between antitank areas are covered with antitenk obstacles.
All antitank obstacles must be covered
machine gun fire.

by effective

A senior artillery commander is designated
of antitank fire in each antitank area.
5 3 4,

The corps (division)

conmander,

antitank,

mortar, and

to control and organize. the system

when organizing an antitank defense,

ind icates
-- possible enemy tank concentration areas;
-- the most inportant likely avenues of tank attadk in the corps (division)
zone;
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-- the location of antitank areas on likely avenues of tank attack and their
comlosition;
-- artillery
missions and the system of antitank fire in front of the main
line of resistance of the main defensive zone and within the depths of the defense;
-- the system of antitank obstacles;
-- the manner of use of flamethrower-incendia,;;-

weapons;

-- the composition, location, and missions of artillery-antitank and tank
reserves, and the mobile obstacle-placing detachment;
-- time by which the antitank defense must be ready.

535. Artillery-antitank and tank reserves and the mobile obstacle-placing
deta.chment are constantly ready for =action.
Lines of deployment of artilleryantitnnk and tank reserves are selected and. prepared ahead of time and routes to
them are reconnoitered and. made ready.
The following are indicated to the artillery-antitank and tank reserves and
to thn mobile obstacle-placing detachment:
-- likely avenues of tank attack and the manner of coord.ination with troops
operating in these directions and with aviation;
-- possible directions of action,
-- conventional

routes,

and lines of deployment;

signals. for sunnoning them.

536. Antiairxcraft defense is organized by commanders on all levels in all
stages of defensive combat by the use of organic and attached units and large
units of antiaircraft artillery.
The corps (division) antiaircraft defense plan is developed on the basis of
the army (corps) plan and the decision of the corps (division) commander.
The antiaircraft defense must cover most densely the most important sectors
of the defense, the primary grouping of artillery,
tanks, reserves, and command
and ob.servation posts.
The corps antiaircraft artillery
group is
(division) and attached antiaircraft artillery.

organized from units of the corps

Division antiaircraft artillery,
comprising
a mw oup of the corps
untiaircraft artillery
group, is used in the zone of the division.
Subgroups 'can
be reinforced at the expense of the antiaircraft artillery
attached to the corps.
Antiaircraft artillery
usually is located in antitank areas or behind
=them
and is prepared to fire on both air targets and on attacking enemy tanks.
When
enemy tanks and aviation attack together, the enemy aircraft are always the
primary target of the antiaircraft artillery.
Upon the penetration of enemy
tanks into the firing position areas of the antiaircraft artillery,
antiaircraft
artillery
destroys them with its
fire.
Troops engage low flying aircraft with massed fire of infantry weapons.

Ci 'T-il-/~t
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must be prepared for regroupings
During combat, antiaircraft artillery
strikes
cover the maneuver of second. e chelons and, reserves from enemy. air

to

537. For engaging enemy airborne troops in the corps defense zone, the
corps commander uses part of the forces of the corps second echelon and, the
In some cases,
oriority, reinforced. motorcycle units).
corps reserve, (in first
an antiairborne reserve may be constituted.
In any case, use of troops for combating enemy airborne forces must not
weaken the overall defense,

538. The antichemical defense of defending troops must be capable of combating prolonged enemy chemical attacks end must provide for:
-the conduct of uninterrupted chemical recohnaissance of the enemy and.
continuous observation of the enemy and of the dispositions of ones own forces;
-the

warning of troops,

especially those within shelters;

-the

disruption of enemy chemical attacks being prepared

or just commenced;

-- the establishment of reserves of individual chemical defense equipment and.
of decontamination equipment both with the troops and in rear service units and
installations;
-the

preparation of shelters to withstand chemical

-the

establishment

of decontamination and washing points;

decontnmio.ation
.the
of engineer-type

installations,

important for the Maneuver of troops and for
539.

attack:;

shelters,

and of roads

supply :and evacuation.

Smoke may be used in the defense for the,

-screening

of work on defensive positions and, the regrouping of troops;

-screening

of reconnaissance activities;

-blind.ing
of enemy observation posts and. the covering of the deployment and
counterattacks of one's units and. lairge units.
Flamuethrower-incend.iary weapons are used to destroy attacking enemy infantry
and tanks, to protect flanks and. boundaries, and to reinforce the antitank
defense in coordination with antitank artillery
and in conjunction with obstacles.

sists

540.
Coordination of large units (units) of various arms in the defense
of the coordinated delivery of blows upon an attacking enemy.

con-.

Coord.ination is organized. in the interests of the infantry and tanks by
directions throughout the depth of the defense.
It is organized according to
the following pha'ses'
-- combat for retention of the security zone and. to bar the approach of the
enemy to the main line of resistance of the main defensive zone;

. -
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-- combat for retention of the main line of resistance of the main defensive
zone and to repel the enemy attack;
-- combat aimed at elimination. of penetrations.
In

organizing coordination.,

the following must be provided for:

-- the organizat ion of coordination comunications;
-- signals for coordinateion,

target designation,

and air-ground recognition;

-- signals by which infantry and tanks can call. for artillery
manner of calling for supoorting aviation;

fire and the

from support-

-- the detailing of liaison officers with means of communication,
ing large units (units) to the corps (division) command post.

with infantry, tanks, self-propelled artillery,

Coordination of artiller
and engineer s is attained by:
5 41.

and its

-- the timely massing of artillery

fire on imortant directions;

-- the establishment of sectors of fixed and moving barrages to repel enemy
attacks in front of the main line of ,resistance, at the main line of resistance,
and. the depth of the defense, taking into consideration the operations of one's
infantry, tanks, and. self-propelled artillery, and the location of antitank
obstacles;
-- the reliable covering of engineer operations by artillery
-- having a consolidated

sketch of antitank and artillery

fire;
fire

and mined areas;

fire in

conjunction with the fire

-- the timely shifting of the bulk of the artillery
attacks of infantry, tanks, and self-propelled artillery;

to support the counter-

-- the securing of boundaries by artillery
of antitank areas;

-- the coordination of artillery
antitank, tank, and combined-arms
detachment.

fire with the maneuver of the artilleryreserves end the mobile obstacle-placing

The coord.ination planning table must inrlicate who has the right to call for

one or another type of barrage fire.
.
542.
artillery,

Coordination of tanks and self-urooelled
and engineers is attained by:

artillery

with infantry,

-- situating tanks and self-propelled guns on dangerous tank approaches
within infantry combat formations for actions from ambushes and prepared positions;
-- the coordination of tank and self-propelled gun fire with infantry and
artillery
fire, including antitank fire, for the repulsion of enemy infantry and
tank attacks;
-- the establishment and precise determination on the ground of tank passages
through the infantry combat formations;

S-L-7
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- the coordination of tank and self-propelled gun actions wi th those of in"fantry, artillery, and mobile obstacle-placing detachments during counterattacks
and during the destruction. of the enemy who has wedged into the defense;
-+-he timely giving

of signals indicating one's location on the ground.

L3. Coordination of engineer troops with infantry, artillery, tanks, and
self-propel..edartllery is attained
agreement as to the time and places a-t which mine fields are to be laid in
front of the main line of resistance of the main defensive zone, in the depths of
the defense, and in front of artillery and tank positions;
agreement as to the time and places for making passages through obstacles
and preparing routes for the maneuver of tanks and artillery;

mine fields,

indicating, with conventional signs,
through obstacles;

and passages for tanks

~ the preparation and execution of the maneuver of mobile obstacle-placing
tachments against the enemy breaking through,

de-

taking into account existing antitank

and antipersonnel obstacles,

$L1 .

Coordination of aviation with ground troops is

attained by:

concerting the blows of aviation and artillery upon approaching enemy troops
and upon. th ei.r concentration areas'

concerting the blows of aviation and artillery during a counterpreparation;
concerting the blows of aviation %ith the actions of ground troops in
ling enemy attacks and in supporting one's own counterattacks;
concerting the actions of aviation with antiaircraft artillery in
protection against enemy air attack.
-

6.

Reconnaissance

of the enemy is

conducted uninterruptedly.

repel-

providing

It must:locate

his main forces whi:le~ they are still
on the march, and establish their direction of
movement, and their concentration areas,
When in

direct contact with the enemy,

reconnaissance must /,n good time deter-

mine enemy regrouping; excludd the possibi lity of a surprise enemy attack; ascertain
the strength,

composition,

and concentration areas of the main enemy groupings and

the direction of the enemy's main effort.
In. the defense, special significance is attached to the following means of reconna-itssanceo
radar., a widely organized system of observation, raids, reconnais-

sance in

force, and radio reconnaissance /omnmnication

Reconnaissance
tachments

in

force is

intelligence7.

usually conducted by rein forced reconnaissance de"-

$6i6 .

Command posts in the defense are usually located .in places inaccesible to
tanks or within antitank areas.
They are carefully camouflaged.
Command and observation post locations

are selected in

a manner that will provide

for uninterrupted control of troops during combatirrespective of changes in
uation.

31 T iR-~
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information about preparations by the enemy
With the receipt of the first
for an attack, the corps (division) commander must be at his observation post
in the most threatened direction.
Communications

in

the defense are deeply echeloned..

This is

done by:

organization and maintenance of communications by various means along
-the
the line of primary and auxiliary couunand posts and along the line of observation
posts of the commanders of large units and. units;
-- the organization of auxiliary signal centers
(division) zone of defense;

in

the depth of the corps

-- the construction of auxiliary Lobkhod.nykh7 lines of communications.
All wire Lkabelniy

lines must be put underground or laid in trenches.

In battle, control of troops is aided by wide use of wire communications,
mobile means of communication , and liaison officers.
Radio is used for communication with large units (units) when wire lines
to them are broken and also during combat in the depth of the defense for communications with counterattacking large units (units).
When communications are being established, consideration must be given to
their maintenance in the event of a transition to the offense.
Rear service units and installations of large units in the defense are
5 7 .
echeloned. deeper than in the offense. As a. rule, they are located in the areas
Transportation of supplies
inaccessible to tanks and are carefully camouflaged.
to troops usually takes place at night.
To take care of any temporary interruption of supply, reserves of ammunition,
equipment, and rations necessary for the conduct of defensive
fuel, engineer
combat are established in troop areas.

3.

CO1hUCT OF DI)EFENSIVE COIMBAT

548.
The struggle with an advancing enemy begins on the distant approaches
to the main defensive zone.
The enemy on the approach to the main defensive zone is
blows of aviation and artillery.

subjected to massed

When a security zone has been established, the troops defending it,
by
stubborn combat in prepared positions, must hold up the advancing enemy as long
as possible, tire out his forces, and inflict
as many casualties on him as
possible.
Troops defending the security zone withdraw on order of the corps colmander
and only under the pressure of superior enemy forces.
The -withdrawal must be
covered by aviation, obstacles, smoke screens, and artillery
fire from the main
defensive zone.
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549.

During the concentration and deployment of the enemy for the attack, arand aviation destroy his personnel and materiel by massed blows.
Attemnts

tillery

of the enemy to reconnoiter in force in

the main line of resistance of the rin

zone

of our defense are repelled by infantry fire and specially designated artillery.

Ob-

servation of enemy actions at this time must be particularly vigilant in order to ascertain in time any attempt of the enemy to attack behind his reconnaissance.
Passages made by the enemy through obstacles in front of the. main line of resistance of
the main zone of our defense are quickly closed by antitank and antipersonnel obstacles and are covered by artillery, mortar, and small arms fire.

550.

During the enemy's artillery and air preparation, regardless, of whether

or not an artillery and aviation counterpreparation has been carried out, all defending artille ry and aviation must concentrate its fire on enemy tanks and infantry
which have finished preparing for the attack, arid also on enemy artillery and mortar
batteries. Fighter aviation and antiaircraft artillery must prevent enemy air attacks
on our troops and on other targets.

551. With the beginning of the enemy attack, defensive fires are brought to
their highest intensity. Massed enemy tank attacks are repelled by the concentrated
fire of all artillery disposed both in the attacked and in adjacent sectors, by the
fire of all antitank weapons, tanks, and self-propelled artillery,
and by air strikes.

The infantry, using all weapons,
cuts off

the enemy infantry from its

destroys the enemy tanks and simultaneously
tanks and destroys it

by fire.

552. In the event of an enemy breakthrough of the first position of the main defensive zone, the division commander must stop the further spreading out of the enemy
in width and depth by massed fire and make his flanks secure in the, sector of the enemy breakthrough.

Then,

by counterattacks with his second echelons

and reserves,

ported by all types of fire, he must destroy the enemy units ihich have wedged in,

sup-

and restore the situation.
Artillery-antitank reserves and mobile obstacle-placing detachments of the divisions of the first
echelon move out on the most threatened directions to block the
breakthrough of enemy tanks.
Artillery units and reserves from unattacked sectors of the defense are shifted
to threatened directions to reinforce the defense in .depth or to conduct counterattacks against the enemy who has broken through
It
he still

is more favorable to counterattack the enemy in the flank and rear and while
has not succeeded in consolidating the seized area.0

Counterattacking troops must, as a rule,
tacks have been successfully repelled.

operate from sectors where enemy at-

After the enemy attack has been repelled and the situation restored, all. small
units prepare for repelling repeated attacks.

In sectors from which troops have been shifted, observation is
reconnaissance is

increased and

intensified with the aim of taking prisoners.

553.
Tn the event of a breakthrough of the second position of the
sive zone by the enemy and the impossibility of restoring the situation
own forces, the division commander takes all measures to hold the third
Simultaneously, he organizes fire support -for the- small units which are
to fight in the first
and second positions.
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554. The corps commander, having determined the direction of the enemy's
fire,
main efforts, strikes the attacking enemy with aviation and artillery
takes measures for the strengthening of the defense in threatened directions
by drawing forces and equipment from non-attacked sectors, and, if necessary,
and also of the divisions of the first
carries out a regrouping of artillery
and second echelons.
With the aim of preventing further widening and deepening of the penetration,
the corps commnander moves his artillery-antitank reserve, tanks, and mobile
obstacle-placing detachment to prepared positions and counterattacks with the
The counterattack has the mission of eliminating the troops
mechanized division.
which have penetrated and restoring the situation.

555. The counterattack of a mechanized division is carried out swiftly and,
as a rule, at the base of the breakthrough. It is directed against the enemy
It is supported by
flank and rear and is coordinated with the rifle divisions.
and aviation.
artillery
Before counterattacking an enemy who is strong in tanks and antitank weapons,
fire, and tank
it is profitable to' strike the enemy with air blows, artillery
fire in place and. from ambushes from earlier preand self-propelled artillery
pared -positions.
divisions
Coordination, which has been established earlier between the rifle
in deout
worked
is
and aviation,
echelon, the corps artillery,
of the first
mechanized
the
of
commander
the
and
commander
corps
the
on the ground by
tail
division.
measures
If a counterattack is inexpedient, the corps commander takes all
for the stubborn holding of positions in the depth of the corps defense and for
Corps flanks in the sectors of
the inflicting o. maximum losses on the enemy.
For this purpose, a defense is
all.
the breakthrough are consolidated first of.
positions.
switch
and
on
intermediate
organized
groups by their fire prevent enemy
Aviation and army and corns artillery
from moving up to the sector of the breakthrough.
reserves and artillery
If, as a, result of successfully conducted counterattacks, favorable conditions
are created for inflicting an even more powerful blow on the enemy, the corps
commander must immediately take steps for the organization and execution of this
blow.

4

PECULIARITIES OF DEFENSL ON A WIDE FRONT

A defense on a. wide front is undertake in areas of secondary importance,
It
usually on terrain which is not everywhere nassable for actions of troops.
is also; undertaken in the absence of sufficient forces and materiel, and during
withdrawals.

556.

Organization of a defense on a wide front depends on the mission, on the
width of the front tobe defended, and on the character of the terrain and
degree of enemy activity.
A defense on a wide front is usually based on the holding of separate,
tactically favorable terrain features which control, the most important axes
of advance, coupled with counterattacks from the depths.
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557.
The rifle
corps, when defending on a wide front, can occupy a zone up to 60
kilometers in width; a rifle
division can defend up to 30 kilometers.
As a rule, a reinforced battalion is the smallest unit which establishes a separate
defense area. In terrain greatly favoring the defense, a company may establish a separate defense area.
Defense areas, as a rule, must be mutually supporting by fire. Intervals between
them are occupied by small forces and are filled with trenches, dummy installations, and
obstacles.
Each area of defense must be prepared for all-around

defense.

For imparting to battalions great firmness and inddpendence, it is advisable to reinforce them with artillery and tanks, and also with small units of engineers and chemical defense troops.
558.
When the corps (division) is deployed for the defense in one echelon, depth is
obtained by creating strong combined-arms reserves, situated in prepared defense areas on

the most important directions.

559. The missions of engineer troops during defense on a wide front, in addition to
their usual ones, are:
the construction of antitank and antipersonnel
fense areas;

obstacles in

intervals between de-

the creating of dummy areas of defense and dummy positions along the front and in
the entire depth of the defense zone of the corps (division).
Engineer work is done with a wide application of mechanical devices.

560. During a defense on a wide front, regimental and division artillery groups are
created; a corps artillery
group, as a rule, is not created.
The basis of action of artillery

groups is

broad maneuver by both fire and movement.

For this purpose, routes and alternate firing positions in all directions must be reconnoitered and prepared.
561.
For the purpose of countering a breakthrough by enemy tanks along dangerous
avenues of Lank approach, deployment lines are prepared for artillery-antitank reserves,
and firing positions for tanks and self-propelled guns.
They must be covered by antitank
obstacles.
Simultaneously, artillery
fires are prepared for repelling enemy tanks in the
event of their breakthrough into intervals between defense areas.
562.
The mechanized division of a corps, as a rule, is used in the second echelon
(reserve) and is deployed in one or several areas not far from roads that traverse critical areas.
All directions of probable counterattack and deployment lines for the mechanized
division must be studied and prepared ahead of time.
When there is an open flank,
flank or echeloned behind it.

part of the mechanized division may be deployed on the

The distance of a mechanized division from the forward edge of the main defensive
zone depends on the width of the defensive front and the possibilities for maneuver.
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When. a mechanized division is used in the first
a zone of defense up to 20 kilometers in width.
563.
During the organization of communications,
mobile means of communication, aircraft, and radio.
Radio is

tion

echelon of a corps,

it

is

special importance

is

attached to

assigned

used for communication with large units (units) with which wire communica-

has been lost, and also during combat in the depth of the defense for the control

of counterattacking

large units (units).

For the maintenance of control of troops in

a threatened area,

sufficient communi-

cations reserves must be available.

564.
norms,

and,

Quantities of supplies on hand with the troops are brought up to established
in some cases, units and siall units may receive additional quantities.

To provide for the uninterrupted maneuver of supplies from the rear and
laterally,
special attention must be given to preparation of supply and evacuation routes.

565.

As soon as the enemy's basic grouping has been revealed

and the direction of

his main blow has been determined, the troops defending the threatened sectors must be
reinforced with artillery
and tanks and also with other forces and equipment at the expense of secondary sectors.

5.

PECULIARITES OF THE ORGANIZATION OF DEFENSE BY MECIANIZED

AND TANK DIVISIONS NO

566.

A mechanized (tank) division may take up the defense for the purpose of:

--

covering the regrouping and concentration

--

holding a captured line until the arrival of the main forces;

--

protecting an open flank of our troops;

--

covering the withdrawal of other. -troops.

The mechanized
artillery

CO11PONENTS OF A RIFLE CORPS

of other troops;

(tank) division, when passing to the defense,

and units (small units) of engineers and is

is

reinforced with

supported. by aviation.

he commander of a mechanized (tank) division, upon taking up the defense, organizes communications and coordination with other troops in the area without waiting for
instructions from the senior conmander.
567.
The organization and establishment of defense by a mechanized (tank) division are carried out according to the general principles followed by the mechanized division of the rifle
corps.

sists

The combat formation of a mechanized (tank) division in the defense,
of two echelons, artillery,
groups, antitank areas, and reserves.

as a rule,

con-

The strength and composition of the artillery-antitank, tank, and combined-arms reserves and of the mobile obstacle-placing detachment depends on the availability of men
and materiel, the situation, and the missions which are given to them,
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normally is used to reinforce regiments of the first
Self-propelled artillery
echelon; heavy tanks, as a rule, are held in division reserve.
group in a mechanized (tank) division is created
568. A division artillery
fire, it reinforces
By its
and mortars.
from division and. attached artillery
groups in the most important directions.
the fires of the regimental artillery
In a tank division during defense in close terrain and also. on a wide front,
the division artillery
group may not be formed.

6,

PECULIARITIES OF TIE ORGANIZATION OF DEFENSE BY CAVALRY LARGE UNITS

569. Cavalry large ,nits in defense are utilized, as a rule, as reserves
for counterattacks ag.ainst the flanks and rear of an enemy who has broken. through.
In some. cases, cavalry large

anits may take up the defense for the purpose of:

-- protecting flanks rind boundaries of other troops;
-- covering the regrouping and concentration of other troops;
-- holding a, captured line pending the arrival of other troops;
-- covering the withdrawal of other troops
570. Defense on a wide front is the normal method by which cavalry large
units conduct defensive combat.
For the conduct of.. the defense, cavalry: large units are used primarily on
terrain which does not favor the use of enemy tank and mechanized troops.
When defending on a wide front, the cavalry corps can occupy a zone up
to 20 kilometers in width.
The cavalry division can defend on a frontage of
up to 8 kilometers,
2 cavalry regiment, defending as part of a division, may establish a continuous defense sector, or it may establish separate troop defense areas.
Troops of cavalry, reinforced by artillery
and small units of engineers and
chemical defense troops, are the smallestca.va.lry units that establish separate

defense aareas,

571.

The combat formation of a cavalry corps in defense,

sists of t-wo echelons,

antitank areas,

as a. rule,

con-

and reserves,

When the corps is disposed in one echelon, no less than a. reinforced
regiment is employed as a combined"arms-reserve.

cavalry

The combat disposition of a cavalry division in defense econsists of one or
two echelons, artillery
groups, antitank areas, and reserves,.
When the division is disoposed in one echelon, a combined-arms reserve comprises up to two troops, reinforced with tanks and artillery.

57?2.
In the cavalry corps (division), an artillery-antitank reserve and a.
mobile obstacle-placing detachment are always created when establishing a defense.
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7.

DEFENSE OF A LARGE CITY

573. A large city with permanent buildings and structures creates excellent
conditions for defense; troops can turn it into a strong fortified area.

574. The defense of a city must be all-around and consist of interior and exterior zones of defense.
Interior zones of defense are created throughout the entire depth of the city.
Their number and configuration are determined by the general plan and size of the
city. Positions consisting of a system of centers of defense form the basis of every
interior zone of defense. Each center of defense usually consists of two or three

strong points.
The forward edge of the first interior zone of defense is prepared along the outskirts of the city or is moved forward if commanding heights adjoin the city.

External zones of defense are created on the approaches to the city. Their number depends on the terrain and on the availability of men and materiel assigned for
their defense. The distance of the zone nearest to the city must be such that it will
not give the enemy the opportunity of successfully carrying out an artillery preparation upon the external zone of defense simultaneously with a preparation upon the city.

575.

The city is divided into sectors for defense.

A corps is assigned a sector which includes several zones of defense in depth.
A division, depending on the depth of the corps sector, is assigned either a

zone of the corps sector or a division sector.
A regiment receives a sector (area) of defense, which includes several positions
in depth.
A battalion usually defends a. center of defense,
The main effort of the troops in defending a city is concentrated on those objects rand areas, the holding of which has a decisive significance in the entire system
of defense,

576. In order to form a strong point, one or several buildings are used; it is
of primary importance that buildings located on street intersections and on city
squares be so adapted.
Strong points are connected through breaks in walls or by communication trenches,
and are tied together into centers of defense. The fire of every strong point is organized in several layers. Structures which interfere with the field of fire are torn
down.
Every strong point and center of defense must be prepared for all-around defense
ard must be located so that it has fire liaison with adjacent strong points (centers
of defense).
Ammunition, rations, medical supplies, and drinking water are stored in
the strong points.
Barricades are organized on the streets of the city to prevent outflanking or bypassing through adjacent streets or yards. Avenues of approach to barricades must be
covered with flanking and oblique fire.
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In order to maneuver troops inside the city, paths and passages are organized inside city blocks, and underground routes are prepared.
'roops must previously be supolied with large-scale plans of the city.
Measures must be taken for fire fighting,
All mterials which are readily
combustible must be removed from buildings occupied for defense.

577, Defensive combat in a city usually breaks down into a series of independent local actions to hold strong points; thus, every buildin;-"
be
defended stubbornly.
Garrisons of strong points and centers of defense
must be prepared to fight independently even when surround.ed.
They a;re reinforced for this purpose with artillery,
tanks, and small engineer and chemical
defense units.

578. The artillery
fire system is
fires of individual guns and mortars.

tied, in with the flanking and frontal

In order to mass fire along separate directions and on separate areas,
and also in order to be able to move artillery,
the commanders of the large
units hold part of the artillery,
primarily howitzer artillery,
under their
own control,

579. Tanks and self-propelled artillery
in defense in a city are used
ind.:ividually and in small units, as part of the garrisons of strong points and
centers of dfin
e
"r
counterattacks; they are also used for ambush operation, and for stationary fire from previously prepared positions.
580.

Avia'tion in defense of a. city fulfills

the following missions:

protecting the city from strikes by enemy aviation;
-destroying
the enemy in the approach march,
the departure position;

in assembly areas,

--neutralizing and destroying the attacker's artillery
heavy artillery;
-- conducting a

and in

and especially his

counterpreparation together with the artillery;

-- supporting counteratta.cking ground troops;
-- destroying approaching enemy reserves;
-- conductink, air reconnaissance;
-- adjusting friendly artillery
581.

fire.

Missions of engineer troops

in defending a city are:

-- adapting for defense individual buildings,
whole;

blocks,

and the city as a.

-- constructing permanent defense works;
-constructing
and equipping
and observation posts;

shelters, and

-S 0

-

installations for command
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-- mining, and constructing barricades and other types of obstacles;
-- orgEanizing co.ncea].ed
maneuverability of troops;

paths and passages

-- constructing bridges and crossings

through obstacles

over rivers (canals)

to assure the

in the city;

-- conductin ig und.erground mining operations;
-- fire fighting;
-- equipping. water supply points.

582. Fiamethrower-incendiary equipment is used primarily for combat with
enemy tanks, in supporting counterattacking units (small units), and also for
igniting buildings and installations occupied by the enemy.

583. In the defense of a city, a mechanized division is used to counterIf these
attack during the operation to hold the outer zones of the defense.
zones are penetrated, then the mechanized division is put in the second echelon
of the corps or receives a zone (sector) of defense; in the latter case the tank
units of the mechanized division remain in the reserve of the corps commander,
are disposed, depending opon the concept of the operation, in one or two areas,
and are used, as a rule, for concerted operations with the combined-arms reserve;
in isolated instances they are even used independently.
584 . For combat with enemy tanks,
primarily with barricades.

streets are blocked with antitank obstacles,

aviation, tanks, self-propelled artillery,
Enemy tanks are fought by artillery,
flamethrer-incendiary equipment, engineer troops, and also close-in by the
infantry.

585. Antiaircraft defense of a city is carried out according to a: uniform
plan; it hos the mission of not permitting enemy aviation to strike the city or
the troops defendiig it,
and also of providing protection for aviation supplying
the town,
In order to organize the antiaricraft defense of a large city, it is necessary,
as a. rule, to reinforce the troops with medium and heavy antiaircraft artillery,
with strong support from fighter aviation, with searchlights, barrage "bal5On ,
and other soecial eq~uipment.

is

Antiaircraft defense equipment is used in
destroyed on the approaches to the city.

All antiaircraft artillery
attached special antiaircraft
aircraft artillery group.

such a way that the enemy aviation

of t he troops defending the city, and also the
troops and equipment, are combined into one anti-

Antiaircraft arti llery groups are divided into subgroups.
Antiaircraft artillery of the divisions is included within the subgroups and
operates within its own division zones (sectors).
586.
The di.rect ioa of the 'defense of a city is coordinated by the corps
commander or t he army commander, to whom all t roops assigned for defense of
the city are subordinated.
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587. Communications for troop control in combat are prepared simultaneously
on the external and internal zones of defense. In defending the city, every
means of communication is used. In organizing wire communications, the local city
communications are used, primarily the underground cable net. These local city
communications are used, first of all, for the needs of the antiaircraft defense.
For stability in communications, every large unit organizes a primary and several
supplementary communication centers. Particular attention must he given to guard-

ing local city communications and to supervising their operation

8.

DEFENSE OF A RIVER

characterThe organization of the defense of a river depends upon its
588.
istics, enemy operations, and. the impending combat missions on a given sector of
the front.

When there are insufficient forces, and on passive directions, a defense is organized usually only on the near bank.
When there are sufficient forces, in anticipation of passing over to the at-

tack, and also in cases when the near bank is low and open, it is advantageous to
construct a defense on both banks or to hold a bridgehead on the opposite bank.
589.

In organizing a defense only on the near bank, the main line of resis-

tance of the main defensive zone, as a rule, is marked by the water's edge.. The
fire system is organized to hit the enemy on the water with flanking and oblique

fire.

Islands are occupied by small rifle units in order to prevent a surprise at-

tack by the enemy and also in order to lay down flanking fire along the river.

If

a small river passes through a ravine with an edge which is suitable for defense,
then the main line of resistance may be placed on the edge of that ravine. In
this case, the river bank is covered by a reinforced combat outpost, and the lowlands adjoining the river are mined.
In sections suitable for crossing by enemy amphibious tanks and motor-driven
crossing equipment, the density of antitank fire is increased, antitank mine fields
are layed, banks are steepened, obstacles arelplaced in the water, and fords are
mined.
Infantry weapons should not reveal their positions by firing prior to the

start of the enemy crossing.
Special small units are assigned to destroy small groups of the enemy.
Reserves are disposed in areas from which they can quickly and secretly approach any point of the crossing in order to throw back into the river enemy units
which have succeeded in crossing.
590. Artillery prepares fire on the areas of possible concentration of enemy
forces and stream-crossing means, and also prepares fire on probable crossing sectors and avenues of approach to them, and combats the enemy's artillery. Fire of
maximum density is prepared against sectors favorable for the forcing of a river
crossing by the enemy.
Antiaircraft artillery and fighter aircraft protect the principal concentration of troops and reserves against enemy air attacks. In the organization of defense on both banks, special consideration is given to protecting bridges and
stream crossings.
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Aircraft makes timely discovery of enemy preparations
591.
river crossing, and. conducts strikes against his main grouping,
and. his crossing equipment.

for forcing a
his artillery,

aircraft, in cooperation with
and his crossing eguipment
concentrations
troop
enemyi
the
the artillery, attack
in order to prevent the crossing of his infantry and equipment.
When the enemy begins to force a river crossing,

592.
zone is
echelon.

In organizing the defense on both banks of the river, the main defensive
set up on the opposite bank and.is occupied by the divisions of the first

The second echelon of the corps occupies the second defensive zone, which is
established on the near bank with its forward edge along the edge of the water
or along the top of the bank.
The tasks of the second echelon troops are:
-- tie support,
zone;

by fire and counterattacks,

of the troops defending the main

-- defense of the near bank and destruction of the enemy,
through in his attemnt to force a crossing.

who has broken

Artillery fire of the second echelon is tied into a unified system with
echelon.
of the first
the fire of the artillery

593. If the river is narrow, there may be established, for the defense of
and second positions of the main defensive zone, which
the far bank, the first
echelons of the divisions.
are occupied. by the regiments of the first
The third. position is established on the near bank and is occupied, as a
In this case, the second defensive
rule, by the second echelon.s of the divisions.
zone of the corps is located near the thii-d position of the main defensive zone.
and
For the purpose of strengthening the antitank defense of the first
second positions, it is necessary to assign, in addition, self-propelled artillery,
guns, and ba.tteries. for d.irect firing.

594. In case of the impossibility of organizing a defense on both banks, the
opvosite bank can be occupied by a reinforded combat 6utp6stfor which there is
set up a for ward position.
The operations of the troops defending the forward position are supported by
the bulk of the artillery
from the main defensive zone..

595. In the organization of the defense of a river on both banks,
consideration is given to:

special

-the cons trust ion of the greatest possible number of bridges and crossings,
their immediate defense, and also the establishment of reserves of st:reamcrossing equipment;

-- the orgaization of a system of artillery fire;
-- the organization of the antiaircraft defense of the troons and particularly
of bridges and crossings;

HR70-1

--

the organization of antitank defense on the opposite bank;

--

the organization of control and coordination. between the troops disposed on

both banks.

596.

In the event that the enemy crosses the river, the corps (division) command-

er is obliged, with his second echelon and reserves, to counterattack and annihilate
fire and air attacks and
him. The counterattack is supported by concentrated artillery
must be carried out before the enemy can consolidate. on the, near bank and extend his

bridgehead.
597, Bridgeheads are established and firmly held for the purpose of protecting
the iovement of one's own troops into the attack. The depth -and width of bridgeheads
The
must provide for the deployment of the necessary number of troops for an attack.

depth of the bridgehead must prevent the enemy from conducting ground-observed artillery fire against bridges and crossings. The width of the bridgehead must prevent its
being covered by effective enemy artillery

cross fire,

Defense of the bridgehead must be distinguished by firmness and stubbornness
In order to ensure the greatest stability of the defense of the bridgehead,

the

defending troops receive a narrower front; are reinforced by artillery, 'self-propelled
artillery, and. tanks; and also are supported by artillery fire from the near bank and
by air operations.

Counterattacks and the maneuver of artillery, especially of antitank artillery, are
widely used to repulse enemy attacks.
598.
The bridgehead must have a well-developed trench system, a system of obstacles, strong antitank and antiaircraft defense, and reserves of' ammunition and fuel.
In addition, there must be established bridgehead positions, directly covering the
bridge crossings.

Special attention in the defense of a bridgehead is

given to the defense and re-

inforcement of the flanks.
In order to increase the firmness of defense, it
sary for the flanks to adjoin the river.

599.
bridgehead

beachhead.

is

neces-

The distribution of the forces of the corps (division) in the defense of a
is

determined by the missions of the corps (division) and the size of the

Special attention in this respect is

given to the artillery dispositions.

The usual oval form of the bridgehead hinders the concentration of fire'; therefore, it
is expedient to deploy part of the artillery
on the near bank opposite the flanks of

the bridgehead.
600.
In the defense of a river,' special- attention must be given to combat against
enemy air-borne landings.
For this purpose, observation of the probable areas of enemy.
drops (landings) is intensified, and antiair-borne reserves are created.
601.

The most important tasks of the engineer troops for the defense of a river

are:

--

reinforcement of the river by steepening the banks and by setting up under-

water and floating obstructions;
-

the establishment of obstacles in the bridgehead and on the near bank;

-

the construction and maintenance of bridges and crossings over the river,

also their rapid destruction if

the enemy 'threatens to seize them;
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-the construction of the most complex defensive installations and of heavy
shelters.

602.

When a friendly flotilla

is

available on a river,

it

may be employed in

the accomplishment of the following principal tasks;
--

the destri.ict:ion of the enemy's river craft;

--

the destruction of the enemy's stream crossings;

--

support,

by artillery fire, of the troops defending the river.
9.

603.

DEFENSE OF A SEACOAST

The corps (division) carries out the defense of its

designated zone of

seacoast either independently or in coordination with large unite of -the navy.
The task of defending a

seacoast consists of preventing 'the landing on the

shore of enemy naval and air-borne forces.

In the event of enemy landings, the

defending troops must immediately drivelhim into the sea or destroy him on the
beach.

Success in the repulsion of an enemy landing depends on the timely discovery of
the direction of movement of the landing force, and also on the determination of its
strength and composition.
Aircraft, submarines, surface vessels, radar, and other

technical means of reconnaissance are employed for the reconnaissance of the enemy.
604,
to 60 km.

A corps, in the defense of a seacoast, receives a zone with a frontage up
A division may be given a defense zone up to 30 km.' in width.

To the corps commander are subordinated all coastal units and large units of the

navy which are located in the corps zone of defense.
605.
In the defense of a seacoast, special attention is concentrated on the
firm retention of naval bases ;and ports and also of the sectors of the coast which
are suitable for a landing.

The .defense of the most important objectives and places which are suitable for
landing operations is planned according to the rules of defense on a normal front;
the organization of the defense includes the construction of field and permanent defense works and also of strong obstacles in the water and. on the shore. The defense
of the remaining sectors is organized in the same way as for a defense on a wide
front.

606.

The method of coordination of the. corps (division) with large units (ships)

and aviation of the navy is

laid down in

the coordination planning table.

607.
In the defense of a
seacoast, the main line of resistance of the main defensive zone, as a rule, is placed along the water line.
If the shore line is low,
the main line of resistance must be moved back to a favorable
line.
In this event,
combat security is established on the shore, and the shore is covered with obstacles.
608.
In the selection of positions for infantry and artillery,
one should take
into consideration that it is easiest to repel an enemy landing when the landing
forces are still aboard their landing craft.
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A system of fire is organized with the aim of defeating the enemy on the water
by means of flanking and. oblique fire.
609.

Reserves are placed at such a distance that they will be able to destroy,

by counterattack,

the enemy's landing units by day or night, while they are not yet

consolidated on the beach.
Reserves must be mobile.
Included in their composition are infantry in trucks
and armored personnel carriers, artillery,
tanks, self-propelled artillery,
and
rits
(small units) of engineers with obstacle-making equipment.
610.

The mechanized division of a corps,

as a rule,

is

employed in

the second

echelon and is located in one or several areas near roads leading to the most threatened sectors,
The distance from the beach must ensure, for the division, maneuver in
any direction and protect it from being prematurely drawn into battle.
611.
The action of artillery in the defense of a coast line is built on wide
maneuver by fire and'movement, for which routes of march and. firing positions should.
be reconnoitered and prepared in

all

directions.

in coordination with coastal batteries,

is

Corps and attached gun artillery,

employed for hitting enemy ships and

transports on their way to the beach and participates in the destruction of enemy
troops which have landed.
The conduct of fire by artillery at night is
dar stations.

supported. by searchlights and ra-

All ar-ti11 ecy must, be ready to place -standing and moving barrage fire on landing
equipment approaching the beach and during d.ebarkation onto the beach.
The greatest
density of artillery
fire must be planned along -the sectors of the beach most convenient for an enemy landing.
In sectors accessible for the landing of amphibious tanks, tank ambushes are established, and the systems of antitank fire and antitank obstacles are strengthened.
612.
--

In the defense of a

covers its

seacoast,

aviation carries out the following missions:

troops from the blows of enemy aviation;

destroys transports and combat vessels of the enecy on the sea and on the appreach to the coast;

- destroys the enemy landing force during its
ing craft;
in conjunction with artillery,
tion and on the beach;
--

transfer from transports to land-

destroys the landing force during its

observes movements of enemy transports at sea and along the coast;
destroys airborne landings of the enemy in the air and in

zones,

r13.
for:

debarka-

Engineer support of the defense,

the drop (landing)

aside from the usual measures,

provides

construction of obstacles against enemy landing craft,- and also against landing forces on sectors of the coast where enemy landings are most probable;
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- placement,
landing points;
-

by naval forces,

i3--T

of naval mines on the approaches

to possible enemy

construction and equipping of defense areas on the.coast;

--

preparation and development of a network of roads for the maneuver of troops;

--

engineer reconnaissance.

614.
In making the decision to defend
takes into consideration:

seacoast,

the corps

(division) commander

--

the possible landing equipment of the enemy;

--

sectors of the beach most accessible for the landing of forces;

-coast;

the system of observation,

recognition,

and communication existing along the

-- t~he missions of naval and air forces in
defended.

the limits of the coastal zone being

615.

On the basis of the commander's decision,

works out a combat order and,
forces,

a

616.

coordination

in

the staff of the corps (division)

conjunction with representatives of the naval and air

planning table.

Naval and air reconnaissance must establish the areas of embarkation of the

enemy troops, determine the strength and composition of the landing force, the direction of movement of their transports, and probable sectors for debarkation of the landing force.
617.

During the defense of a

seacoast,

it is

necessary constantly to take into

consideration the possibility of drop (landing) by enemy air-borne troops; therefore,
observation of areas most suitable for such a drop (landing) must be organized.
For
counteraction against such a drop (landing) daring and after its execution, it is necessary to have aviation, antiaircraft artillery, and antiair-borne reserves ready for.
action.

618.
Defending troops must strive to smash an enemy amphibious landing force by
fire on the approaches to the beach and during the landing on the beach.
In the event of the landing of the first
echelon of the enemy landing force, it is
necessary to s trive both on land as well as at sea to cut off the landed portion of the
enemy troops from the following echelons.
Simultaneously with this, the landed. enemy
units are destroyed by massed artillery
fire, air blows, and counterattacks.
619.

If

a sector of coast line is

seined by the enemy, 'the corps

(division) com-

mander mounts counterattacks with his second echelon and reserves in order not to. givethe enemy a chance to consolidate on the beach.
and without delay.
In repelling an enemy landing,

Counterattacks are carried

out swiftly

it must be kept in mind that an amphibious landing

force, possessing mobility on the water, is

able to maneuver along the entire front of

possible landing sectors.
Therefore, troops should not be removed prematurely from
neighboring sectors.
To repel an enemy landing, the dorps (division) commander must,
in first
priority, employ the second echelons and reserves.
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620.
Antiaircraft artillery
and fighter aviation, aside from bhe fullfilment of
their normal missions in regard to the antiaircraft defense of the troops,should not
permit the adjustment by enemy aviation of hir. n
621.

gun fire.

The control of troops during the defense of a

seacoast is

effected from com-

mand and observation posts constructed by 'the troops during the occupation of the dcfense or from previously prepared and equipped. command and observation posts of the naval coastal defensive forces,
nication.

622.
shore,

with the employment of existing lines and means of commu-

Coordination communications are organized:

by naval forces and equipment.;

on shore,

from ship (flag-officer) to

by forces and equipment of the corps

(division).

Radio comunications are maintained thro

the radio stations of the corps (divi-

sion) and the large units of the navy.

With the staff of the corps (division) must be a representative of the navy with
comunnications equipment,

10.

623.
Large forest areas,
si:ve actions of troops easier.
Large forest areas facilitate

of maneuver,

PECULIARITIEL

OF IDEFEN1SE I1 A JOREST

especially when there are swamps in

the open deployment of troops,

the suddenness of counterattacks,

them, make defen-

the doncealed conduct

an.d the wide use of obstacles.

Defense in a forest is based on. a system of fire of battalion areas in conjunction
with counterattacks and the use of obstacles.
Defensive areas are prepared for all-around defense,.taking
tributior of forest sectors and their peculiarities.
In the organization of defense,
thrusts Lvystupov/ of the forest.

special attention is

into account the dis-

given to defense of the out-

Second echelons and reserves are deployed in areas which are close to roads; forest clearings, and lanes, and which have been equipped for all-around defense.
In forests, on terrain with a high level of ground water, timber and earthen
walls,
which insure the freedom of movement of troops along the front and conceal thm from
enemy observation, are built instead of trenches.
624,

It

is

advantageous to have the main line of resistance

zone in front of the edge of the forest or to move it
forest.
absence,

)f

the main defensive

slightly into the depth of the

The forward edge of the second defensive zone is selected along lanes; in
a strip of forest 400 to 500 meters wide is cleared.

625. Tie greater part of the division gun artillery
units of infantry and is used primarily for direct fire.
located amongst artillery
groups.

-9

their

is attached to units and small
The remaining artillery
is al-
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Artillery prepares a standing barrage against. the distant and near approaches
the main line of resistance of the main defensive zone and also in its depth.

to

Antitank weapons in the defense are distributed along the directions of most probable tank attack (roads,

lanes,

and clearings).

Tanks and self-propelled artillery
are employed as small units for counterattacks,
actions from ambushes, and as a tank reserve.

626,
roads,

Aviation,

bridges,

627.

besides fulfilling its usual defense missions, demolishes forest

and crossings on enemy routes of movement.

The principal missions of engineer troops during defense in

a foi-est are:

-- clearing of fields of view and fields of fire and construction of lanes in the
depth of defense for the delivery of fire from guns emplaced for direct fire;
--

construction of forest obstacles and obstructions;

--

construction of defensive structures at the intersections of roads and lanes;

--

preparation of routes for maneuver of troops;

--

adoption of measutres for combating forest fires.

628.

In a forest,

as a consequence of limited visibility, battle .is waged at'

close quarters.

Suddenness and swiftness of counterattacks take on great importance.

Counterattacke,

which are carried out by small forces with the aim of destroying ene-

my forces which have wedged into the defense, are widely used.
For 'the insurance of concealed maneuver and for better orientation, routes and directions of counterattack must be studied, :prepared, and clearly marked on the terrain.

11.

PERCULIARITIE

OF1 DEFENSE IN WINTER

629.
Pefense in winter is organized along general principles.
It is expedient
to. choose the zone of defense in a location having woods, populated points, and other
shelter from the cold.
In view of this, first
priority must be given to the organization of the defense of road junctions, populated points, and wooded sectors.

The main line of resistance of the main defensive zone,
chosen behind obstacles difficult
banks).

to overcome

as f.ar as possible,

is

in winter (ravines and rivers with steep

All cover in front of the main line of resistance which can be utilized by the enemy is destroyed or mined and should be under fire of artillery
and mortars.
In connection with the possibility of an envelopment or turning movement by ski
units -of the enemy, it is necessary to strengthen the security of one's flanks and
boundaries.
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Troops must be especially vigilant in extreme cold,
bliozrds

snowstormas,, and

Measures are taken for the preservation of combat readiness of all
of arms and materiel,

types

630.
All defensive installations and obstacles are built with an eye to
If the main line of resistance of the main defensive
the depth of the snow.
zone passes along the bank of a river_(lake), it is necessary to provide for
construction of air holes Lin the ice/ and the mining of the river (lake).
During a protracted defense, measures are taken for the maintainence of the
readiness of obstacles for action and for the passability of roads (especially
under conditions of drifting snow); winter camouflage is carried out and maintained.
Infantry which is held in reserve and in
with skis to insure its mobility.

the second echelon is

equipped.

Measures are taken to enhance the mobility and maneuverabiitLy of the artillery

on the field of battle, particularly the antitank artillery.
are used for counterattacks, for conduct'prepared.
positions.., and for operating from
from
previously
at
a.
halt
ing fire
Likely directions for counterattacks are reconnoitered. and prepared.
ambuscades.
Tanks and self-propelled artillery

A reconnaissance is made for determining snow conditions in likely directions
Cross-country routes. of march are then prepared.
troop maneuver,
in the most reliable manlier protects the Most
631,
Antiaircraft artillery
inrportant defense sectors, groves, inhabited loca.l.ities, and other places of

concealment in which troops and importait objectives are located.
In this
An antiaircraft defense of roads is organized when the snow is deep.
The roads are protected
respect, particular attention is given to road ,unctions.
by heavy caliber machine guns and small ca-liber antiai-rcraft artillery deployed
along them,
The concealment

632.
defense,

of the canpf ires of the troops. require: particular attention.

Aviation and artillery, besides executing their usual missions of
deny the enemy the use of roads,

inhabited localities,

and wooded areas.

A systematic air and ground reconnaissance of roads and ski trails
carried out in the enemy dispositions.
633.

:Besides fulfilling

normal missions,

is

other tasks of engineer troops

during wintertime defense are'
-- construction of heated shelters for warming the troops;

-- construction of snow and. ice obstacles and. making of air holes
on rivers (lakes);

Lin

the ice

-- construction of additional obstacles in sectors and approaches which can
be passed by enemy tanks and infantry under winter conditions;
-- insula.tion of water sources.
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6314.

In t;-inter defense,

the first

635.
the naturo

is

given to the prevention

Units (small units) stationed in

of the main defensive zone are relieved regularly.

position

12..

particul~u -ttention

Wrming points are built.

of frost bite.
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The orai:tion
of defense in mjountainous-wooded areas depends on
of the mountainous Arens and the importance of the direction being

defended.
The defense
may approach.

''..

be

most fully developed

in

the directions from which tanks

Particular attention is given to t he de ense of flanks and boundaries.
636.
Generally, the main line of resistance of the main defensive
selected on slopes facing the enemy..

zone is

Weapons, in the organization of defense athwart a narrow mountain ngss,
are distributed in such a manner as to subject the valley to a cross Tire in
the entire depth of the defense.
Approaches to the commanding heightsre
protected by artillery
and mortar barrages.
Strong anti tank and antipersonnel
obstacle,
which are covered by the fire of antitank guns and machine guns,
should be prepared in the valley itself.,
Inhabited localities,
defense,

located on mountain slopes,

are adapted for perimeter

Passes in the rear of our troops should be prepared in advance for allaround defense and should be occupied by the second echelons or reserves.
637.
In the defense in mountains,
which are situated in the vicinity of

it is necesoary to have powerful reserves
imtort.ant road. ;)unctions.

The disposition of corps (division) second echelons and reserves should
insure their maneuver and timely entrance into battle rl.lri.ng counterattacks
Pnd ensure the repelling of any possible enemy envelopments or. turning movements.
Countrntthcks, as a rule, should be carried out from heights downward,
along the rid es, nnd through the. volleys.
Directions for. counterattacks ore
carefully reconno i tered ,nd prepared.

638. The systemi of fire must provide for flanking and enfilade fire on
avenues of approach and dead spaces ahead of the main line of resistance and
especially on flanks and boundaries, as well as in the intervals between defense
ares.
or this
purpose, firing points can be located even in neighboring
sectors.

Division

(regiment) and corps artillery

important directions.
Army artillery,
where a corps is
the divisions.

groups ore organized in

the most

as a rule, is d istributed among the corps; and, in those cases
defending on a wide front, the artillery
is distributed among

7
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Counterbattery against enemy artillery
groups,
by corps and division artillery
Antitank artillery
tanks may approach,

is

and. mortars usually is

carried out

echeloned in depth and covers directions from which

in mountain

The sig.nificarce of the antiaircraft defense of the troops
639.
areas greatly increases
Primary attention must be. given to the protection of:
mountain passages,
-passes,
river crossings;

canyons,

roa

;j)nctions,

bridges,

and. mountain

-- troops defending the entrances into tank-accessible valleys;
-- groupings of artillery
-- artillery,

tanks,

on mount in plateaus;
and motor vehicle columns moving along mountain roads.

In a defense on a wide front in mountains, division antiaircraft artillery
groups.
grouas are formed in addition to army and corps antiaircraft artillery
group protects the reserves and
In this case, the corps a ntia.ircraft artillery
other important targets in the rear of the corps.

in

is attached to large and small units which operate
Antiaircraft artillery
separate, independent directions

are employed for operations from
Tanks and self-propelled artillerr
6i0.
amtbusd'ades on roads, in .1eciles at the edges of forests, near bridges and crossings over mountain rivers, and for the conduct of fire in place from previously
Prepared positions.
The mechanized division is
in the main directions, arnd it

placed in the second echelon at road junctions
is employed for counterattacks.

641.
During an enemy breakthrough into the depth of the defense, the
stubborn defense of individual heights by the troops, even when completely
surrounded., is of cons iderable signi. icance.
The corps (division) second ecE .ns and. reserves, using concealed approaches
and employing close and wide envelopments, must counterattack decisively,
surround, and destroy the enemy who has penetrated into the defense
Aviation strikes at the advancing enemy in de :ilescanyons, and. on
642.
roads, and also strikes the enemy on reverse slopes, on concealed avenues of
approach, and in d-eed areas, with particular attention to his artillery
and
mortars,
Particular attention must be given to the harking of the f orward
edge of our defenses and. to target designation.
Aviation is

also used. for bringing up supplies in

roadless areas.

643. The most important tasks for engineer troops fo:r the defense in
mountain area.s are:
-to

organize and conduct engineer reconnais sance;

--- to build antitank and antinersonnel obstacles in
to tanks;

S-E-
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to prepare roads and dross-country routes of march in the rear of their own

--

troops;

- to prepare for destruction roacds,

bridges, and crossings in the path of the

advancing enemy;
-- to construct cable-suspension roads across canyons,
passes;
--

mountain rivers,

and

to cause landslides and to close passes in the path of the advancing enemy.

To combat enemy airborne landing forces, the corps (division) details an
6444
antiair=borne reserve, establishes careful observation of the areas suitable for drop
zones, and selects routes of march to the probable drop zone areas.

in

The use of radio, visual, and sound signals has a particular significance
645.
the organization of troop control.

646.

Rear service units and installations are distributed by directions,

are disposed in

and

echeloned formation at road junctions and trails.

Reserves of supplies of all
types, as a rule, are increased; their quantity
should insure the possibility of carrying on combat in an encirclement, and in the absence of :regular supply.

Particular attention must be given to the security and defense of the troop rear
from enemy air

and ground forces,

13.

as well as to the control of traffic.

PECULIARITIES OF DEFENSE IN DESERTS AND STEPPES

647.
In deserts and steppes, where forces are limited, the defense is usually
organized along important separate directions, with strong reserves being detailed.
Reconnaissance is sent out into the intervals not occupied by troops.
- The basis of desert and steppe defense is well-prepared fire of all
wide maneuver of powerful mobile second echelons and reserves.
In the formation of the second echelons and reserves,
units (units) are mainly employed.

mechanized

types and

(tank)

large

In deserts and steppes, the possibility of movement without roads permits wide
freedom of maneuver.
Therefore, particular attention must be given to 1ee security of
the flanks and bounda:ries in the defense.
648.
Aviation, apart from executing its usual defense missions, is employed for
attacking troop and transport columns and troop concentrations.
It is also used for
destroying enemy ammunition, fuel, and rations dumps and water supply points.

Air reconnaissance is
well as by day.

organized on a wide front and to a great depth by night as

Aviation is extensively employed for night operations during operations in deserts and steppes.
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6)9.
The most important tasks of engineer troops in desert
defense are
- to scout water sources,
points;

and steppe

and to equip water suply

to obtain water,

-- to take engineer measures for camouflaging troops and constructing defense
installations;
-- to stake out march routes;
-- the maneuver

of engineer obstaclemisaking quipment in the course of battle.

In deserts and stcrpes., =ntitank and antiaircraft defense, as well as
650,
Antitank
combat against enemy airborne forces, takes on great significance.
art illery must be prepared for repid maneuver by fire and movement in the
Troops and defensive installations must be carefully
threatened directions.
Supervision of the
protected from enemy aviation.
camouflaged and relibly
Strertgthened.
is
night
and
by
by
day
camoufl<age
observation of
strict
The corps (division) details an antiairborne reserve for countering enemy
airborne land ing forces.
651.
Rea)r service units a.nd
intermediate dumpsare organized.
port, for supply and evacuat.ion.
Besides the usual suprlies,
troops in deserts and stefpes

installations are deeply echeloned; in addition,
Aviation is used, in addition to motor trans-

Rear service units and installations,
by specially detailed small units.

14.

must be brought u,

water and fuel

and also water sources,

to

are protected

PECULIARITIES OF DEFENSE AT NIGHT

652.
In conducting defensive combat at night the primary mission of the
For this
defending troops is to prevent and. to repulse sudden enemiy attacks,
purpose it is necessary
-- to keep the greater part of the troops who are located in. the first
position of the main defensive zone fully prepared for battle;

-- to check before nightfall the preparedness for night operations. of all
weapons and reserves;
-- to intensify

and

the reconnaissance

of all

arms;

-- to increase combat security, and to intensify the observation of the enemy
of one's own obstacles in front of the forward edge of the defense;
-- to set up local security (listening.posts,

patrols,

and observers),

regardless of the presence of combat security;
-- to organize interception' of enemy conversations
by means of radar;

S-
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re

ist(
--

to

e
int
ill
iin defensive

of the ?

o

in

the ter rin

the security of the flnk

rinforce

front

of' the

main line

of

zone;
nd; bounadaries.

of the artillery, priarnly pieces
eaon's and a prt
In fantr
for direct fire, are brlught forward at night to temporary positions
which are closer to the main line of resi tnce of the airin defensive zone; they
cking- (nmyr.
0 fire aga inlst rm'att
to coen
"ry

63

de

ignated

Ni glt1fall, .the artillery prearVes da ta for the conduct of fire at
t lines nd
points of possible e1I
"emy
concentrt.t ion.

Beofore
night

gins

'i'anks nnd self-proielled artillery are employed for reinforcing. antitank
fire 'nd for counterattacko, in conjunction with the infantry, along previously
stpokd out directions.
Routes of ma.rch are organized well. ahead
of the troops aIt night.

651

--

.

of time for insuring the maneuver

viation in night defense executes the following

anstroa

enemy rnservos,

vehicle columns,

and troops advancing to the front;

-- protects the troops from enemy= air strikes,
craft art illory an searohlight units;
-

-noutralizes andestroys

-- noul;
--

izes

adjuests

missions:

in coordination with antiair-

enemy aviation;

and. destroys enemy artillery;
.rtillery:

fire;

-- neutralizes and d estroys operating enemy searchlights;
-- noutali.zes
-- ill.ihnnth

Artil.lery is

and destroys e nemy radar stations;
s

he battlefield

ouse

and creatcs fires in the enemy po:>sitions.

for creating fires and illuminating terrain.

655.
In ese
of an enemy advence, the artillery,
at the requen of company
and higher comm1enders, .fires a standing brrage against ore-determined sectors.
Nright coulntera.ttacks

and,

must be nimple of accomplishment.

656.
Troops, moved at night to tenporary (reserve) positions, are secretly
as a rule, at a vrying time, transferred before daybreak to daytime

positions.
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CHAPTER X
WITHDRAWAL

657.

Withdrawal is

a maneuver employed in those cases when only through

the temporary loss of a part of the territory is it possible to change drastically an unfavorable situation and place one's troops in a more advantageous
position.
Withdrawal may be employed:
-- to take up a defense on a more advantageous line for the purpose of

beating off superior attacking forces of the enemy,

and for creating conditions

for the subsequent transition of the troops to the offensive;
-- to shorten the length of the defense front and to pull out troops and
materiel for active operations in another, more advantageous direction.

658.

The withdrawal of divisions and of a corps may take place only by

order of the army commander.

659.

The withdrawal of the main forces of the corps (division) to a

designated area (or to a designated

line) may take place,

according to the

situation, either without deploying the troops for combat on intermediote lines,
or by conducting combat on such lines.
The withdrawal in all
cealed fashion.

cases must be carried out in

an organized and con-

6600 The withdrawal of the main forces of the corps (division) must be
carried. out under the cover of rear guards.
The strength, composition,

and tasks of the rear guards are determined by

The rear guards
the corps (division) commnder, according to the situation.
must be capable of independently executing the tasks assigned to them, without
relying on the support of the main forces.
In a division, the rear guard is usually composed of a regiment reinforced.
by artillery,
tanks, self.-propelled artillery,
by small units of engineer troops,
and by flame +hrower-incendiary and smoke equipment.
For ;he purpose of covering the withdrawal of a rifle
corps, a general rear
guard /obshchiy .ryergarJ7
may be detailed, for which it is expedient to designate the mechanized division.
In this event, rifle
divisions do not detailtheiir own rear guards, but are covered by rear detachments and outposts
ZEzastavanL
In case the enemy has at his disposal strong tank (mechanized) forces, it
is advisable to have the mechanized division with the main forces of the corps
for counteracting enemy envelopments or turning movements.
T
661.
he main mission of the rear guard is to insure the unhindered withdrawal of the main forces of the corps (division) to the designated area.
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Rear guards in close contact with the enemy withdraw from one line to.
another, with the approval of the corps (division) commander, making extens-

These
ive use of obstacles and demolitions in the zone of withdrawal.
the withfor
time
should delay the advancing enemy and gain the necessary
drawal of the main forces.

Rear guard operations on each line must be

decisive and active.
662.

The main forces of the corps (division) in a withdrawal may be

deployed for combat in those cases where it is necessary to contain the enemy,
and for the
time for the preparation of a countermaneuver
organization of a defense in the rear, or when forced to this by the situation ahead of adjacent units.

663. In the case of the deployment of the main forces for combat,
Such lines
the corps (division) coimander designates one or several lines.
should be selected, where possible, with natural antitank obstacles to
the front and on the flanks, with long-range observation and fields of fire,
and with concealed routes of withdrawal.
When deploying for combat,

the main forces arrange their combat form-

ations on the basis of the general principles governing the organization
of a defense.

The nature and duration of the combat of the main forces depends on
the situation and on the objectives which the corps (division) commander
strives to obtain through combat on that line.

664.

For the purpose of preventing enemy envelopments and turning

movements during withdrawal, flank detachments or flank advanced guards
fokov..ye avangard/ are sent out. They are reinforced by artillery,
tanks, self-propelled artillery,
and small units of engineer troops.
These detachments block the side and belt roads, build antitank and antipersonnel obstacles, and contain the enemy until the passage of the main
forces of the corps (division).
665. Ravines, bridges, crossings, and road intersections along the
withdrawal routes, and also important lines, must be occupied and held by
previously dispatched forward detachments until the passage of the main
forces.
These forward detachments are reinforced with antitank and antiand small units of
tanks, self-propelled artillery,
aircraft artillery,
engineer and chemical warfare troops,
666.
As the troops withdraw in the zone of operations of the corps
(division), bridges, roads, lines and centers of signal communications,
and other installations are destroyed while, at the same time, all
sorts
of obstacles are established.
The corps (division) commander establishes which objects must be
destroyed only by his orders, and designates connianders and engineer small
n...
which are responsible for'their
destruction.
Other objects
are destroyed by orders of the commanders of the withdrawing units.

_______________________________
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Commanders of units and small units charged with the defense of certain
objects. must order their destruction in those cases where there is an evident
threat of their capture by the. enemy.
667,

When the troops are in

close contact with the enemy,

the disengage-

ment of the main forces of the .:orps (division) from the enemy and the breaking of contact must .precede the withdrawal,
Disengagement

such circumstances,

can be done advantageously and unexpectedly at night,

In

disengagement of the main forces of the corps (division)

takes place under the cover of individual small units, reinforced by tanks,
self-propellled artillery,
morta:s, and artillery.
These small units remain
in the positions occupied for s ch periods of time as ordered by a senior

connander,.

For the purpose of misleading the enemy, they conduct combat

operations sAiilar to those which preceded the withdrawal

668.

Different types of combat operations may be used for successfully

disengaging and breaking contact with the enemy during active operations.

Most frequently,

disengagement and breaking contact with the enemy are effected

after brief counterattacks on- a wide front under the protection of artillery,

aviation, and smoke.
In other cases, it is necessary to employ a surprise,
concentrated attack by tanks and infantry, supported by massed artillery fire
and air attacks; on the enemy's most threatening grouping in order to stun the
enemy and, having utilized the enemy's confusion, to disengage and break contact.

669.

To ensure the breaking of contact with the enemy by the main forces

of the corps (division)' which have disengaged, a- line is designated in the rear
of the withdrawing forces, which is occupied in good time by rear guards.
One.e they. have crossed this line, the main forces of the corps (division)
form into march columns and withdraw to designated areas.
Once the main forces of the corps (division) cross the line occupied by
the rear guards, the small units covering the disengagement withdraw behind

the rear guards and join their own units.
670.
The artillery
which operates as a part of the rear guard contains,
with massed fire, the enemy attacking frontally or turning the flanks, especially his mobile troops; it supports the counterattacks of its own troops,
and protects their withdrawal to the next successive line.
The artillery
withdrawing as a part of the main forces of the corps
(division) receives instructions regarding the method of possible deployment
for the support of the rear guards and for counteracting enemy envelopments or
turning movements,
671.
Tanks and self-propelled artillery
are used primarily for concerted
operations with the covering units, and in the rear guard for counterattacks
and amurbush operations,
The corps (division) commander must have a tank reserve
if the quantity of available tanks and self-propelled artillery
is adequate.

672.

Domber and ground attack aircraft support the operations of the rear

guards and the main forces and prevent the enemy from carrying out turning movements and envelopments,

0
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673.

E1;ngineer support of the withdrawal is

of particular imnportance.

The organization of such support must include:
-- the construction of obstacles and the execution of demolitions on the

most likely directions of enemy attack,

especially on the flanks of the with-

drawing troops;
-- the jimrovement of roads and the strengthening of bridges on the withdrawal routes of tile main forces of the corps (division);
-- the destruction of roads,
drawal of the troops;

bridges,

and crossings following the with-

-- the p:)reparation for defense of intermediate lines in

one's rear.

Engineer measures for the support of the withdrawal are carried out, as
Consequently, work mechanization is widely
a rule, in limited periods of time.
employed by the engineer troops, who are supported with adequate means of trans-

portation.
674. T he organization of antitank defense during the withdrawal must include the following:
-- the creation of antitank obstacles in

the zone of withdrawal;

-- the preparation of lines designated for the conduct of battle against
enemy tanks;

-- the use of tanks and self-propelled artillery for the destruction of
enemy tanks by fire delivered from ambush and by counterattacks;
-- the detailing of mobile obstacle-placing detacirnents for the creation
of antitank obstacles on the flanks and for the frontal protection of the withdrawing; troops;
-- the demolition of bridges and crossings, primarily on the routes of
movement of the enemy's tanks and motorized troops;
-- the detailing of artillery-antitank

and tank reserves.

675. The antiaircraft defense of the troops during disengaging from combat and withdrawal is organized according to the corps (division) plan.
The antiaircraft defense plan for the co'rps (division) troops establishes
the method of using available antiaircraft means and their coordination with

supporting aviation.
The antiaircraft artillery

of the divisions is

used in their respective

zones of withdrawal.

The antiaircft

artillery which belongs to or is attached to the corps

is used to protect the troops withdrawing on the main direction.
Part of the
antiaircraft artillery
attached to the corps may, according to the situation,
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be attached to divisions for their reinforcement.
Antiaircraft

defense of the troops

are passing through gorges,

Jv'en

is given special attention when they

MUidges and crossings, and

densely inhabited localities,

Fighter planes protect the main forces of the corps (division) and its
rear guards from enemy air strikes, especially at the time when these main
forces are changing from combat formations into march formations, in assembly
areas, on the march, or when they pass through gorges,
crossings,
or
through densely inhabited areas.

676.

For the purposes of chemical defense,

over

bridges and

the following are planned for:

-- the organization of chemical warfare observation;

-- chemical warfare reconnaissance on the routes of the withdrawing troops;
-- the organization of the chemical defense of the troops in the case of
passing through gorges, crossing. bridges or rivers,
sections on the routes of withdrawal,

677,
withdrawal,

and passing road inter-

The corps (division) commander, upon receiving an order for the
makes the proper decision and communicates the following:

-- information regarding the enemy;

-- the purpose of the corps (division) withdrawal and the order of withdrawal of adjacent units;
-- the method and time for the main forces of the corps (division)
disengage and break contact with the enemy and their assembly areas,
-- the composition of the rear guards,
are to b e held and for how long;

to

and an indication of which:lines

-- the composition and tasks of the troops securing the disengagement of
the main forces of the corps (division), how long these troops must remain in
positions occupied by them, and how they should conduct their operations;
-- the coordination procedures between large units, units,
of reinforcement during the disengagement and withdrawal;
-- zones

and the means

of withdrawal and routes of march for each large unit (unit);

-- the ultimate line of withdrawal, as well as possible intermediate lines
on which the main forces will conduct battle;
-- the organization procedures of the antitank and antiaircraft defense
and other measures of combat support;
-- the measures to be taken to prevent turning and enveloping movements,
and to destroy enemy airborne landings astride the withdrawal routes;

S-E-C-R-E-T
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-- the tasks for the reconnaissance of the enemy and of the terrain in

the zone of withdrawal and on the flanks;
-- the measures to be taken for the defense of gorges, bridges, and stream
crossings until the passage of the corps (division), and also for the repair
of roads, bridges, and stream crossings on the routes of withdrawal;
-- the routes and withdrawal procedure of rear service units and installations;
-- the evacuation procedure of wounded and sick personnel;

-- the evacuation procedure of combat equipment and of various supplies
of materiel;
-- the order of destruction of various objects during the withdrawal;
-- the measures for engineer support and camouflage;
-- the organization of troop control.
On the basis of the commander's decision, the corps (division) staff
prepares an order or individual combat instructions and an overlay of the

withdrawal.

678.

The control of troops during a disengagement is carried out from
previously occupied command and observation posts, which are closed following the disengagement of the main forces and the beginning of their withdrawal.
Once the main forces are assembled in march columns, .the crplr (division)
commander, with his staff, moves from one previously prepared command post to
another.

All means of signal communication are used for the control of the disengaging troops and their withdrawal.

lines exist on the axis of

Wire communications are set up when fixed

displacernent of the corps (division) head-

quarters.
Special attention must be given in the withdrawal to ensuring communications with the rear guards, flank detachments, and adjacent units.
All rear service units and installations which are not necessary
679.
for the direct support of the battle are moved back in good time to their

designated areas.. Only necessary transportable supplies remain with the
Medical installations are reinforced with vehicular
units and large units.
transport for the timely evacuation of wounded and sick personnel.

For the purpose of facilitating the withdrawal of troops, measures are
taken to clear roads; special attention is given to the control of traffic
in the zone of withdrawal of the troops.

_______________StiLIk
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CHAPTER XI

COMIAT IN ENCIRC LEMENT AND ESCAPE FROM 1iNCIRCLEMMLIT

680.
Combat in encirclement is a complex type of combat aclivity of
deci siveness, and per sethe troo:s and demands great stamina, initiative,
verance,
Under present day conditions,
This is achieved:
combat.

e.circled troops can conduct lengthy

- by msaint enoance of continuo us co iinunication between the surrounded
troops and the senior commander and adjacent units which are situated out-

side the encirclement
- by the Limoely air supjply of replacements,
tLhe encircled troops;

armamenL,

and materiel to

- by rendering rapid support -to the encircled troops by means of
fire and air attacks, and also by the operations of troops which
artillery
are situat ed outside the encirclement..
Encircled troops. must contribute to the accomplishment of the ,overall
combat mission by means of their active operations.

681.

The high combat efficiency of the troops is

for the success of a battle in an encirclement,
heroismi of each soldier and comradely help are
conduct of combat in an encirclement.

a decisive condition

'he ,.ersonal example and
:
g arantee o successful

An insufficiency of troops. must be replaced by the :aggressiveness of
the operations, by the firmness and staniina of the troops in combat, by
maneuvers, by the intelligent employment of surprise, and by the
skillful
applicat ion of military cunning.

is

682.
The encirclement of troops does not happen suddeniy.
a conseq.uence of the enemy s appearance on the flanks and in

It usually
the rear of

the corps (division) as a, result of:
the unsuccessful. outcome of a battle to the front (on the flanks)
or
c
of adjacent. units;

of

our own large unit,

- an enmciy a.irborne or amphlibious landing in the rear of our troops
during his simultaneously successful operations from the front and flanks.

In this respect, one must
istinguish between complete encirclement,
where the enemy has succeeded in creating a- continuous front. around the
encircled troops, and a situation where 'individual units or small units of
the enemy have appearved in the rear of our troops.
In the latter
case,
this' is not an encirclement.

6S3.

Skillful and timoely organization of resistance to an encirclement
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has a decisive significance.
Resistance to encirclement is

achieved by:

-constut ground and air reconnaissance in depth;
-reliable protection of the flanks, boundaries, and rear of our troops;
the construction of obstacles along the most important avenues. of approach
to the open flanks and rear; and also the active operations of our own troops
in conjunction with the operations of adjacent units;
-the maneuver of artillery, and air attacks;:
-the maneuver of reserves, especially tank and artillery-antitank reserves,
and the mobile obstacle-placing detachment;
-the swift and decisive committment of second echelons for the destruction
of the flanking enemy;
-the regrouping of forces and equipment in the direction. of the threatened enemy attack;
-the immediate destruction of enemy air-borne and amphibious forces which
have landed.

684. When a clear threat of encirclement exists, the corps (division)
commander is obliged:
-to push forward,

in

the threatened directions,

strong tank and artillery-

antitank .reserves and a mobile obstacle-placing detachment;
-to occupy and to prepare rapidly antitank areas along the avenues of
approach most vulnerable to tank attack;
-to centralize control of the artillery
fire in the most threatened directiors;

in

order to concentrate its

massed

-to regroup his troops, primarily the artillery, in the threatened direction;
-to organize coordination with adjacent units and communications with the
next senior commander;
-to organize control and communications for the support of combat in
encirclement;
-to create the necessary combat reserves, primarily ammunition, fuel, and. rations;
-to establish the rate of expenditure of ammunition fuel, and rations;
-to note measures for speeding up the evacuation of the sick and wounded,
surplus materiel, and other materials.

685. When the enemy is making a wide envelopment of one or both.flanks,
the corps (division) commander, employing massed artillery fire, air attacks,
and also reserves, must not only prevent encirclement, but also must destrpy
the enveloping enemy units.
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The corps (division) comaander notifies adjacent units of the measures
which he has taken.
686.

During combat in an encirclement,

prior to carrying out measures

for restoring the situation or for escaping from encirclement,

the corps

(division) has the following principle tasks:.
- the retention of a specific area which insures freedom of maneuver
along internal lines while not permitting the concentration of his troops
in a narrow space covered by effective enemy artillery
fire;
- resistance to enemy attacks which are directed towards dispersing
the combat formation of the. troops of the corps, and the destruction
of the

enemy who has wedged himself into the dispositions of the corps;
- the preservation of troop control and of the constant combat readiness
of the troops for a breakthrough of the front of the encirclement.;
-

the creation of a grouping of forces and equipment for the breakthrough

of the front of the encirclement.
The accomplishment of these tasks is

insured by:

- the conduct of continuous reconnaissance by all
available means for
the timely determination of the enemy groupings along approach routes, of
his intentions, and also of the approach of new enemy units towards the
battlefield;
- the firmness of the combat formation and
second echelons and reserves;

the maneuvers of the

the creation of a continuous front for all-around defenseand
reliable protection of the boundaries between large units (small units);
- the establishment of the greatest density of forces and equipment on
the most important approach routes;
- the establishment and maintenance of coordination with friendly
troops and aviation which are operating outside the encirclement;
-

the presence of mobile units in

the second echelon;

- the designation of strong combined-arms and artillery-antitank
reserves, and also of a mobile obstacle-placing detachment;
-

the construction of obstacles and creation of an antitank
defense,

especially in the directions of expected enemy attacks;

- the swift and secret regrouping of our own troops on threatened
directions and the timely restoration of expended reserves of men
- the protection of the main grouping of our forces and their
maneuvers from enemy air attacks;
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- the preparation of shelters for the troops and the camouflage of
their dispositions;
- the location of command posts in areas inaccessible for tanks or in
antitank areas, and the organization. of continuous communications;
- the establishment of rigid control over the expenditure
types;

of all

of materiel

- the organization of a system for handling aircraft which bring in
replacements, armmunition, fuel, and rations, and also
the organization

of the receipt and collection of loads dropped by paraciute.
Landing strips for planes are prepared in
effective range of enemy artillery
fire.
Rear service. units and installations,

areas situated beyond the

as a rule, are united into

groups and organize the defense of their own dispositions.
687.
Artillery during combat in an encirclement must be prepared for
immediate maneuver by fire and movement to repel enemy attacks from any
direction.

688.

Tanks and self-propelled artillery are attached to reinforce

the infantry and are employed to conduct fire

from previously prepared

firing positions and for ambushes.
Some of the tanks and self-propelled
artillery comprise the tank reserve of the corps (division) commander and
are. employed for repelling attacks and for the destruction of enemy forces
which have driven a wedge into the defense.
The mechanized division, as a rule, comprises a reserve of the corps
commander and is employed for
counterattacks and for the destruction of attacking enemy tanks and infantry.
689.
Aviation, for the support of the encircled troops,
the following missions:

carries out

- protects the surrounded troops from enemy air
attacks and,in
coordination with the antiaircraft artillery,
combats the enemy air blockade of the surrounded troops;
- conducts systematic reconnaissance in order to establish the main
grouping of the enemy forces, his reserves, and the most weakly occupied
sectors;
- launches attacks against the main grouping of the enemy troops and
does riot permit the approach of his reserves, especially mechanized and tank
troops;
-

fuels,

supplies the encircled troops with replacements,
rations, and other equipment;

- insures communication with the senior commander,
side the encirclement;

S--
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-evacuates the sick and wounded.

690.

The principal mi'ssions of the engineer troops supporting combat in

an .encirclement are the following;
-the construction of obstacles along approach routes suitable for tanks;
-the protection of the threatened approach routes by mobile obstacleplacing detachments;
-support of the maneuver of the second echelons, reserves, tanks, and
artillery;
-the organization and camouflage of landing strips for aviation.

691. The corps(division) commander must indeperdently take measures for
the breakthrough of the front of encirclement in order to restore the situation.
In making a decision to restore the situation, the corps (division)
commander must:
-determine the sectors

most weakly occupied by the enemy troops.

-determine the direction of the main effort;
-create a grouping of men and materiel for the breakthrough and for the
restoration of the situation;

mestablish
692.

coordination with .the troops operating outside the encirclement.

Depending upon the situation and the .mission previously fulfilled

by the encircled corps (division), the senior commander makes a decision to
break through the front of the encirclement for the purpose of restoring the
situation or for breaking out of the encirclement.

The breakout of the corps from encirclement is done on the order of the
army commander; the breakout
corps commander.

693.

of the division is done on the order of the.

The senior commander, in order to assist the corps (division) which

is breaking out of the encirclement front, mus.t, in turn, create a grouping
of forces outside the encirclement front.
By the concerted, converging blows of both groupings, it is necessary
to break through the front of encirclement and to create a corridor for
communication with the encircled troops; using the successes achieved, it is
necessary, by simultaneous or successive blows, to defeat the enemy troops

operating on the flanks. of the corridor and, thus. conclusively restore the
situation.
For organizing the coordination of both groupings. , the senior commander
-must:
-determine the directions of the blows;
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- organize the artillery

and air offensives;

- establish recognition,

connunication, and coordination signals;

- determine the time for beginning the operations of both groupings.
Prior to the restoration of -the situation or an escape from the
694.
encirclement, the senior confulander, located outside the encirclement, must:
- support the -encircled troops by systematic air strikes and artillery.
fire, and prevent the approach of new enemy reserves;
- provide the encircled troops with reinforcements and also with
aminunition, obstacle-making materials, rations, fuel, and. other supplies;
- maintain comununications with the encircled troops.

695.
The escape from encirclement must be completed in an organized
manner and must be accompanied by the defeat of the enemy units which are
barring the escane and the link-up with friendly troops operating from without.
The escape from encirclement of small groups without their equipment
is

not permissible.

Encircled troops must break through the enemy front and form a common
front with the friendly troops operating from without.

696. In organizing a breakout from an.encirclement,
cormnander des:ignates:
- the sector (sectors)

the corps (division)

and the dirction of the breakout;

- the missions and the grouping of men anl materiel for the brerkout,
holding of the rest of
he front;
-

-

the men :andi m<eriel

ad [or the

:or sec:!ring the flanks of .the breakout troops and

miLss ions;

Ltheir

the time and mearns of breaking out;
-

the sectors in

-

the measures for ensuring the secrecy and surprise of the breakout.;

-

the method for evacuation of ecuipment;

-

the method and sequence of withdrawal of the units covering the break-

which feints will be conducted;

out;
- the organization of control during the breakout and the method of
identifying friendly troops operating from without;
- the measures for evacuating the sick and wounded,
out the rear service units and installations.
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697.
Reconnaissance must establish the general grouping of enemy troops
and the movement of enemy reserves, as well as the disposition of the enemy
units in the sector designated for the breakout.
698. The breakout must bc; made in a sector weakly occupied by the
enemy.
The blow of the encircled troops for the purpose of breaking through
the enemy front must be coordinated with the blow from without and must be
directed towards it.
To deceive the enemy and to draw part of his forces away from the
direction of the breakout, the troops supporting the breakout from encircleThey are delivered prior to
ment strike blows in other directions as well.
or simultaneously with the breakout effort.
It is expedient to conduct the breakout either at night or under
However, the situation may demand that it
conditions of limited visibility.
be conducted during the day.
699.

To make the

-breakout,

the corps (division)

forms a striking

group consisting of no less than half of all the forces and the bulk of the
and tanks; it

artillery

is

supported by aviation.

A sufficient number of

troops are left on the rest of the encirclement front to cover the forces
The covering. troops have the mission of holding their
making the breakout.
positions
and preventing the enemy from narrowing the encirclement; Strong
are used to counter enemy efforts to close the break in the
blocking forces
encirclement front,
Troops detailed as blocking and covering forces axe reinforced by
and by engineer small units with
artillery,
primarily antitank artillery,
obstacle-placing equipment, and also are- snpported by aviation.
Reserves are located in the center of the corps: (division) combat
formation in readiness to support the covering forces and to develop the
success of the breakout.

700.
(cavalry)
out.

Organic and attached tanks arid self-propelled artillery of rifle
divisions are used in the first

echelon of troops making the break-

The mechanized division of the rifle
corps is used either in. the first
echelon or for developing the success of the first
echelon to the entire depth
of the enemy's combat formation, as well as for widening the breakthrough to
the flank (flanks).

701.

Artillery in the breakthrough of an encirclement front is

used in

mass for the uninterrupted support of the troops
An artillery

preparation usually precedes the attack.

'702. Aviation, jointly with the artillery, supports the assault and
the attack, destroying the enemy on the main direction of the breakout; it
prevents the approach of enemy reserves moving up from the depths and
flanks. to the sector of the breakout; and it protects the breakout ssctor
and the encircled troops from enemy air attacks.

-
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Rear service units and installations are formed into one or two
703.
columns and are moved out of the encirclement just behind the troops making

the breakout.

The use of transportation for the movement of sick and wounded

is

priority.

given first

Part of the general reserve can be detailed to protect the rear service
units and installations..
'704.
The covering forces begin their withdrawal on orders of the commander
who organizen Lhe escape from encirclement.
They withdraw from line to line,
making extensive use of obstacles.
Their withdrawal must be supported by
artillery
fire
and air
operations.
Part of the corps (division) reserves may
be moved to an intermediate line to secure the withdrawal of the covering
forces.

705.

If the enemy succeeds in

closing the breach,

the troops which have

already moved out of the encirclement must be turned around toward the remain-

ing units in the encirclement for an immediate attack. on the enemy for the
p rpose of again breaching his front.

706.

T'he corps (division) commander and his staff, as a rule, move with

the striking groupluring escape from encirclement.
Communications during the battle within the encirclement rmst insure the

control of troops within the encirclement and their coordination with the troops
att.".cking from without.

A particularity in the organization of cormmunications with the encircled
troops is the provision to all radios of radio data for communication with
the senior cormnander outside the encirclement.

For coordination of actions and mutual recognition during the breakout
from an encirclement, coordinaticn communications are established between the
large units (units) making the breakout and those acting as covering forces.
'707.
Combat within an encirclement and escape from encirclement by a
large tank (mechanized) unit which is operating at some distance away from
large rifle
units
is conducted in the same manner as that described for the
rifle corps (division).
The breakthrough of the front of encirclement is made in the direction
which has the weakest enemy antitank defense and which has terrain permitting
the use of tanks.
The bulk of the tanks, motorized infantry, and artillery
is included in
the composition of the troops of the first
echelon who are carrying out the
breakout.
The first
echelon, with artillery
and aviation support, breaks through
the front of encirclement by a joint tank and infantry attack.
Covering forces, by fire from place and short counterattacks, hold up
the enemy and, upon receipt of permission from the senior commander to withdraw, break contact with the enemy and withdraw to previously designated lines.
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708.

In

a breakout from an encirclement by a cavalry corps (division),

the. troops of the first echelon which make the breakout usually operate

dismounted.
HorseLVbiecrs
of the dismounted units of the first
echelon
move behind t'le reserve so as to hand over the horses to their units in
sufficient time for the development of success after the completion of the
breakout,
The reserve, depending on the situation, may, with the success of the
breakout, also operate mounted for the development of the. success of the
first
echelon.
Units (small units) detailed as covering forces hold up the enemy by
fire
and counterattacks, keeping their horse.kolkers
in immediate proximity
and, withdrawing out of the range of enemy small arms fire,
they mount up
and break contact with the enemy;

3- - -
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CHAPTER XII
REGROUPING AND RELIEF OF TROOPS

709.
troops is

Depending on the circumstances and missions, the regrouping of
carried out for the prupose of:

-- creating a new grouping of troops for. an attack;
-- exploiting the success achieved in
-- transferring the main effort in
direction;
-- creating an external front in
enc irlement;

combat;

the course of an attack to another

the course of operations for an

-- reestablishing second echelons and reserves in
expended in the course of battle;

-changing

exchange for those

the density of the defense with the purpose of shifting the

efforts to a different direction and organizing counterattacks
-- creating a new grouping of forces during the transition to the
defense and for conducting counterattacks during a withdrawal;
-- crcating a grouping for the purpose of combatting enemy airborne
troops;
-- creating a grouping for secur-i_,
from encirclement;

combat in

an encirclement and escape

-- scouring the flanks.
All regroupings of forces must be carried out rapidly and secretly.

710.

The regrouping of forces can be initiated from the depths toward

the front, along the front,

or from the front to the rear.

The regrouping of forces from the depths toward the front is
by moving up the second (third) echelons and reserves.

accomplished

The regrouping of forces along the front is accomplished by displacing
the second (third) echelons, reserves, or some of the forces of the first
echelon from one sector of the front to another, in conformity with the
mission and .requirements of the situation.
The regrouping of forces from the front to the rear is carried out by
the release of some of the forces of the first
echelon, or by the utilization
of reserves and second (third) echelons, and also by changing the width of the
zones of attack (changing the boundary lines).
711.

The regrouping of some of the forces of the first

2---T--

echelon includes:
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of large units (units), and their withdrawal to the rear to a
the relief
depth which peririts a concealed lateral movement and permits the organization
of a lateral march to a new concentration area.
Regrouping must be carried out with a minimum disruption of the
712.
delivery of supplies to- the troops engaged in combat. This is achieved by:
-- the designation of separate routes of march for the troops effecting
a regrouping;
-- the establishment of a specific time for the movement of troops
executing a regrouping, and for the supply of everything necessary to the

forces engaged in combat;
--the transfer, on the spot, of reserves of supplies from the retiring

large units (units) to the newly arriving troops;
on routes along which the regrouping

-- precise regulation of traffic
takes place.

When a regrouping of forces in new concentration areas is necessitated
by a sudden. change in the situation, the shortest routes are made available

for the forces, while their rear service units and installations are moved
along different routes to the new concentration areas.
713.. To carry out a regrouping,
a plan which provides for:
-- the grouping of forces in
arrival in these areas;

the corps (division)

staff works out

new concentration areas and their time of

-- the sequence of regrouping of large units (units),

the order and

time of. movement of reserves and second (third) echelons into new concentration areas, and the order and time of the relief of the troops of the
echelon and the movement of the relieved large units (units) to the
first
new concentration areas;
-- routes of march (or zones) for each large unit (unit), methods of
movement, the time of clearing initial
points and traffic
control lines,
points where columns will intersect, and the manner of passing difficult
places (bridges, stream crossings, defiles);
-- the measures for concealing the relief and, in particular,
preservation of the previous regime of troop activities;
-- the concealment of troops on the march and in

for the

concentration areas;

-- aerial supervision of troop concealment;
-- tasks pertaining to the engineer support of the regrouping;
-- the organization of antitank and antiaircraft defense and other
movement,
measures of combat security of the troops during the relief,
and in concentration areas;

s-E=-R-E-T
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-- the organization of communications during the regrouping (on the
march and in concentration areas), with the prohibition of radio transmission;

-- the organization of a commandant's service;
-- the manner of supplying troops on the march and the organization of
the rear in

the new concentration areas;

-- the supervision of the progress of regrouping.
All troop movements and the displacement

of their rear service units

and installations during a regrouping of forces, as a rule, are accomplished
at night.

714. During a regrouping of forces, all troops which are being transported to the front by rail,
motor transport, or air, after unloading,
proceed to assembly areas and then move to concentration or departure areas.
The concentration of newly arriving large units (units) is,
accomplished at nightunder the cover of units engaged in

as a rule,

combat.

In cases where a possibility of an enemy attack exists, reinforcement in
front of the fighting units, by the detailing of reserves from the composition
of the large units (units) which have recently arrived, may be required;
these rescerves are sent out on threatened directions.

715.

During the time of a regrouping and concentration of forces, in

order to insure an orderly flow of traffic

concealment,acomm<'andant' s service is

and also to insure order and

organized by the. corps (division) staff.

The commandant's service is organized in a zone of terrain which includes
loading and unloading noints; routes of march, controllines an.d initial
lines;
and areas of assembly., overnigthit.lts, one.-day lits, and conced.ntrW aion.

716.

In cases when there exists a necessity to relieve units during a

regrouping, the relief
is, as a rule, carried out at night, allowing from four
to six hours of daylight for relief preparations.
The relief
must be con-

ducted in

such a way as to allow the relieved units to arrive in the assembly

areas before daybreak.
The sequence of the relief of the troops depends on the plan of operation,
on the activity of the enemy, on the combat efficiency and the state of one' s
own forces, on the character of the terrain, and on the time allowed for the
regrouping,
In a relief, the artillery
and those units which require more time for
preparing for operations are moved out first.
If,. during a relief,
a
possibility of active enemy operations exists, then a part of the relieved
troops may be ordered by the senior commander to remain temporarily as a
reserve or second echelon, in readiness to repulse enemy attacks.
In order to preserve the stability of combat formations during the
relief,
the artillery
is relieved only after the newly arrived infantry and
tanks have carried out the relief and taken up their positions.
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--

i:nformae.tion on the enemy;

-inforxation

on the grouping of one's own troops;

-information

on the organization of the system of fire and the control

of same;

-information

on the terrain

-- information pertaining to the organization of engineer support and the
protection against chemi.cal attacks of the areas being relinquished (with
special ermhasis on n ne fields)
-- information pertaining to the organization of control and communications.

720. Before the relief is carried. out, the commander of the relieving
large unit (unit), with tle participation of the commander of the large unit
(unit) -which. is being relieved, organizes reconnaissance in order to study
and define in greater detail on the terrain:
--

information on the enemy;

-- tihe combat formation and the grouping of weapons of the large units
(units) being relieved;

-the

sectors of the terrain where the relief will take place and their

boundaries in

-the
relief

relation to local landmarks;

routes of march for the movement of units and small units to the

sectors and for the movement of relieved units into assembly areas.

The commanders of large units (units), commanders of arms, and specially
designated chiefs of services take part in the reconnaissance.
'721.

The commanders of the relieved and the relieving large units (units)

report trough channels on the surrender and the acceptance of sectors
(zones,
lines).
The concluding
relieving large unit (unit)

In the defense,
is

si.ed.

)mnt
f the relief comes when the commander of the
delivers his report to his immediate superior.

a relief is

put into official form. by a document which

by the commanders of the relieved and relieving large units (units).

1
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CHAPTER XIII
TId30P
1.

722.

GEIERAL PRINC IPLES

Troops carry out a move by a tactical march /okhodog7

administrative march . marshef7),
air

MOVEMTS~1T:

(or an

and are transported by rail, water, or

transport.

Movement of troops by tactical
on erganic and attached transport,

(acbinistrative) marches is accomplished
combat vehicles, and on foot.

Whatever the method of movement, the troops must arrive at the appointed
area in good time and fully
prepared for combat.

723.
Movement of troops should be carried out, as a rule, at night or
under conditions of limited visibility, Regardless of the time and .the
method of movement, it is necessary to pay particular attention to camouflage, to the organization of artiaircraft
and chemical defenses; and,

during tactical marches,
724.

to the organization of antitank defense.

Tiroops must always be prepared to carry out a move.

increase the preparednes:

of troops for a move,

In

order to

timely warning instructions

should be issued.
The purpose of a movement, when there is no possibility of a clash with
enemy ground troops, is usually announced :en route or upon arrival at the
assigned point.

2.

725.

ORGANIZATION OF A MARCH

The organization of a march and the grouping of troops in antici-

pation of a clash with enemy ground troops conform to the scheme of the

ipending battle.
If

a clash with enemy ground troops during the march is

not anticipated,

then the columns should be composed of units having the same rate of march.
When making a march, a corps is assigned a zone of movement and a

division is

assigned either a zone or a route.

726.
A corps (division) march
sometimes more, march columns.
In
may carry out a march in one march
march columns is determined by. the

situation,

formation consists of two or three, and
exceptional cases., a corps (division)
column..
The composition and number of
mission of the corps (division), the

and the availability of roads or cross-country routes in

corps (division) zone of movement,

the

When a corps (division) moves alone several routes, divisions (regiments)
may move .side by side alon
narn.l..el. march routes; or two divisions (two

S-E-C -R-E-T
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regiments) may move along one march route, and one division (regiment) may move

abreast of them on another march route.
During a corps (division) movement in a single march column, all divisions
(regiments) should follow one after another along a.single march route.
In the interests of ease of control, minimum iLnerability to air attack,
and speed of deployment from march formations into combat formations, the march

columns of the divisions are divided in depth into unit columns, and the latter
into, echelons.
Distances between columns are determined by the situation and by the ease

of movement. In a corps, the distances between divisions may reach 20 kilometers;
in a division, the distances between regiments may reach 5 kilometers.
Artillery, tank,
divisions (regiments),
arate march route.
In
ation, it is necessary

and special units, not included in the march columns of
should move as independent columns along a common or seporder to protect these columns from attacks by enemy avito provide antiaircraft protection.

Rear service units and installations follow after their divisions (regiments)

in

independent columns.

727.
A mechanized division in carrying out a march usually has mechanized
regiments at the head of the march columns.
The tank regiment and the heavy tank-

self-propelled regiment proceed in the main direction behind the mechanized
regiments.
During a tactical march, if the situation permits, it is advantageous to
move tanks and self-propelled artillery
on special transport.
728.

Depending upon the state of fatigue of men and horses,

of utilization of vehicles,

and the extent

a march may be normal or forced.

The speed of movement of troops on the'march depends upon how much the
troops are extended, the condition of the roads, the weather, the time
of year,
and the time of day.
Average.speed of movement by day:
-- infantry moving on foot--4 km. per hour, men with lightened loads--5 km.
per hour, and on skis--4 to 5 km. per hour;
--

rifle

--

cavalry large units (units)--7 km.

--

tank and mechanized large units (units).--15

--

artillery

large units (units) on auto transport--20 to 25 km.

large units (units),

per hour;

per hour;

Lo. 25 km.

per hour;

tractor-drawn--12 to 18 km.

-222.--
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Average speed of movement at night:
-infantry movement on foot at night.
average daylight speed of movement;
--- rifle

large units (units)

as a rule,

corresponds to the

on auto transport -- 15 to 20 km per hour;
to 5 km per hour;

-- cavalry large units (units)-4.

-- tank and mechanized large units (units)--15 km per hour;
tractor-drawn--12 km per hour.

large units (units),

-- artillery

Normal 24-hour movement:

-- infantry moving on foot--30 kin;
-- rifle large units (units) on auto transport--up to 150 l
--- cavalry large units (units)--50 kn;.
large units (units),: tractor-drawn--60

-- artillery

to 80 km;

-- tank and mechanized large units (units)--up to 150 km.
Forced 24a-hour movement:
-infantry
-- rifle

moving on foot--up to 45 kin;

large units (units)

orn auto transport--up to 200 km1;

-- cavalry large units (units)--up to 75 kin;
-- artillery

large. units (units),

tractor-drawn--up

to 100 kIm;

-- tank and mechanized large units (units)--up to 200 km.
729.

equipment,

In

order to conserve the strength of the troops and to economize

short and long halts

on

and one-day halts are assigne:..

SIliort halts are assigned: foil infantry moving or foot, 10 minules after
ea ch 50 minutes of.movement;
for cavalry, 10 minutes after each 1 to -1.5 hours
of movement; for rifle
large units (units), on auto transport, for tank and
a period of
me chanized large units (units), and for tractor-drawn artillery,
20 to 30 minutes after each 2 to 3 hours. of movement.
The first
short halt
cavalry--30 minutes after
appearing in the adjustnL
order to inspect materiel;
tank and mechanized large
-- after the first
hour of

is assigned:
for infantry moving on foot and for
starting the movement in order to eliminate defects
of equipment, uniforms,
and harnesses, and in
For rifle
large: units (units) on auto transport,
units (units), and also for tractor-drawn artillery
movement.

Long halts for all arms are assigned usually at the beginning of the

*
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A one-da, helt (
norimal marches-a[fter
2 to 3 days of march.,

aperiod

for

o+f

nih

4hour
to 4

2 -to

hors(
Koeens

restp
eiod) is asigned1 for all
rced
hring foced
irch;
days of

;

long

atrme;
'uing
cho s---aefte r

Hlalt~s ainod 2-hour rest periods mu-t be spent in areas having f-vorablo
conditions for camouflaging troops; thus,

halts in

populated areas are to be

avoided,
Phase
Hovement of columns is regulated by means of phase l.ines.
730.
after every 2 to 4 hours of
for divions-usually
ines are a ssi gned
movement; for regiments-after 1. to 2 h'lours of movement

The head of eacoh columIn must c ros

:

the phas e line at an asigned time

ITn organizing Lid carrying out a march, it is necessary to 'ac.lflIo
the- troops to sleep and to eat; to check on the obsorvan ce of
'ate
condiscipline, the feet of the soldiers, the adjustmoent of equroment, lIh
ad
materiel of the vari ous
and cmlibat u)lies
dit1n
of the horse,
vohicles
7.L

I ie

'or

Urnit Ilarger than a battalion (arti llery bati:alion) or cavalry unists
to
largor than a regiment are not pernitted .to assemble in one place prior
point or line
Each unit is shown the initial
the beginning of a mlarch.
and is

given

732,

the timo

for passing

The troops on the narch

it.
ust observe strictly the established

order,
MbovC et
is carried out on the right side of the road. The left
side
of the road is used for ass isang and for oncoming traffic,
Infantry moving
on foot
and simall saber /cavalry/ unIts may move along the shoulders,

their

Mien moving on foot,
1es-ignated places

tanks, and all., types of vehicles should move in

in

the march formation,

The passing of one column -by another' is done with. the perm:ission of
t he cop's comJnder; for a division mnv
ov.ig talong a separate march route-cith the pemissio
of the division commander.
73',
Defiles, bridges, and river- crossings are -to be negotiated with-d aFor earch ri er (briC'ge, defile) crossing, at points where march
routes of coUluins inte'rsect,
and when one colum-n must be passed by other
co]11111 , as directed by the smior commnander, a coemandant's service is
appointed, which establishes the sequence of passage of uits.
As directed
by the corps (division) conmander repaY-ir-etcuaLon equipmient is sent to
cua

riVer

Crossing

po0ints

The prot1ecti on of troops from)1 enemy air atlta cks and the pi ovision for
chemical defense at defiles, bridges, and river crossings miost be aLcticipatdci.
ahead of tie.00,
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734.

SUPPORT OF A MARCH AND MARCH SNCURITY

Troops on the march are protected by march security.

The missions of march security are:
-- to protect the .troops being secured from surprise attacks by enemy

to insure our troops the most favor-

ground troops and, by active operations,

able conditions for deployment and movement into combat;
-- to give timely warnings concerning threats of air, tank, and chemical

attack;
-- not to permit enemy 'reconnaissance to penetrate the zone .of movement
of the troops being secured.

735.

Troops during movement to the front ar. secured:

-- by advance guards protecting the front;
-- by flank detachments or by flank march outposts /zastava

protecting

the flanks;
-- by rear detachments or by rear march outposts protecting the rear;
-- by local security.
The strength and composition of the advance guard, of flank and rear detachthe mission, the likelihood
ments, and also of march outposts are dictated by:
of a clash with the enemy, the size of the column being secured, the time needed

to deploy the column, and the condition of the terrain.
During the movement of a division along several march routes, every
regiment which proceeds 'along a separate march route sends out a reinforced

736.

advance guard (in the cavalry--a reinforced troop is
battalion as its
as the leading detachment).

sent out

When the division is moving in one column it is secured by a single,
general advance guard, usually consisting of a reinforced regiment.
Regiments, moving in the column of the main body of the division, send
out only local security.
A division which is moving along the march route behind another division
of the corps sends out march security just as in moving in an independent
column along a separate march route.
The distance of the lead of the column of the main body from the tail
of the advance guard depends upon the situation, and, on the average, is as
follows:
--for rifle large units moving on foot and for cavalry large units-- up

to

6 km;

-2
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-- for rifle

large units on aiutcUumuor!

,

and also for tank and mech-

anized large units--up to 12 km.
Flank detachments or flank march Putposts are sent out to

a distance of

up to 3 km.
Rear detachments or rear march outposts, depending upon their composition,
follow at a distance of up to 3 km from the tail
of the column.

737.

Troops during movement from the front lines to the rear are protected

by:
-- rear guards on the side of the enemy;

-- flank detachments or flank march outposts on the flanks;
-- leading detachments or leading march outposts ahead along the route of

movement;
-- local security.
The strength,

composition,

and mission of the rear guards are designated

by the corps (division) commander in accordance

rith the situation.

The rear guard for the division is usually composed of a regiment reinforced with artillery,
tanks, self-propelled artillery,
small units of engineers, flamethrower-incendiary equipment, and smoke equipment.

The distance of the rear. guard from the tail

of the column of the main

body depends upon the situation and may reach 10 km.
Leading detachments (leading march outposts), sent out ahead along the
route of movement, move at a distance of up to 5 km from the head of the
column.

738.

Troops in a flank march are secured by:

-- flank advance guards or flank detachments (march outposts) on the
threatened flank;
-- leading detachments
of the movemert

(advance

guards) or leading march outposts ahead

-- rear detachments (rear guards)

or rear march outposts in

the rear;

-- local security.
The strength, composition, and distance of flank advance guards,
detachments, and outposts depend upon the distance to the enemy and the
character of his operations, the size of the coltumri being secured, and the
availability of roads for movement.
The flank advance guard (flank detachment,

flank march outpost)

proceeds

parallel to the rovement of the iain body; depending upon the situation, it

HR7-14

may stop to occupy a designated terrain line (point) and hold it until a
a
In such a case, when it is necessary tr replace it,
designated time.

new flank advance guard (flank detachment,

739.

flank march outpost) is detailed.

Units (small units) assigned to march security are reinforced

with artillery, tanks,

self-propelled artillery, and small units of engineers

and chemical defense troops.
In executing a march in anticipation of a possible clash with the
740,
enemy, forward detachments are sent out to seize favorable terrain features,
and for the defense of road junctions, defiles, bridges, and river crossings.
When the coluimn stops for a long halt, the march security stops
741.
on favorable terrain features and continues to secure the column.
During an overnight stop or a one-day halt (24-hour rest) the march
security becomes the outpost security or is replaced by a newly assigned out-

post security.
72.

Antiaircraft defense of troops on a march is

to.the corps (division) plan.

organized according

The plan provides for:

-- the organization of air observation,

warning,

and communication;

-- the distribution of antiaircraft troops and equipment to cover troops
on the march, the maner of their movement, and coordination with fighter
aviation;

air

-- the camouflage measures and. the utilization of routes concealed from
observation;

-- the protection of troops from enemy air strikes while-crossing defiles,
bridges, and river crossings;
-the actions of the troops in

the event of: an enemy air

attack,

observation, warning, and communication move with the
Posts of air
743.
Some of the posts may be moved out
units and small units of march security.
ahead of time to designated points for observation under the cover of reconRadar
Air observation is also organized within the march columns.
naissance.
stations are employed according to the antiaircraft defense plan., and assure
the :early warning of troops concerning the approach of enemy aircraft,.
Division antiaircraft artillery
on the march route of its division.

is

employed in

Corps and attached antiaircraft artillery
body of the corps.

is

the zone of movement or

employed to cover the main

covering troops in a tactical
Medium caliber antiaircraft artillery
march is moved by the leap-frog method, and covers simultaneously several
columrns moving along parallel march rioutes; small caliber antiaircraft

artillery and antiaircraft machine guns move in the columns and, with the
appearance

of enemy planes,

conduct

fire during brief halts by the roadside.
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For antiairaraft defense of troops while crossing defiles, bridges,
river crossings and when passing through large centers of population, it

and
is

necessary to send forward ahead of t ime part of the antiaircraft artillery,
under cover of the mardh security.
Upon -the signal for an air alarm,

for combat,

Columns disperse and,

all

movement or stop; utilizing the terrain,
my ai:rc raft.

744.

antiaricraft weapons are prdpared

depending upon the situation, continue the
they repulse the attacks of the ene-

Protecting troops on the march with fighter aviation is accomplished

as per instructions of the senior commander.

in

The corps (division) commander is informed as to when, in what areas (or
what sectors), and in what manner fighter aviation will protect the corps

(division).
Coordination of fighter aviation with the troops being protectd .is assured by dispatching representatives from the large air units, with means of
communication, to the headquarters of ground large units.
745.

Antitank defense of troops on the march is assured by:

-carefully organized observation and the warning of the appearance of
enemy tanks;
--

the distribution of artillery, including antitank artillery, among the

march columns;
-

the presence of antitank artillery in the security units;

--

the timely employment of antitank means,

including engineer olsta

cles.
Thc; artillery-antitank
on the main direction.

746.

reserve of the corps (division) commander moves

Wihen organizing antichemical defense for troops on the march it

is

necessary to provide for:
--

the organization of chemical reconnaissance,

observation,

and warning;

-the protection of the troops with means of antichemical defense and of
decontamination;
--

measures for the decontamination of the terrain, weapons,

clothing,- and equipment.
747.

materiel,

_Engineer support of the march includes:

- the reconnaissance of roads,
ing areas, over-night bivouac areas,

defiles, bridges, river crossings, haltone-day rest areas, and water sources;

5-E-C-R-E-T
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-- the preparation of water sources and water supply points;
-- the clearing of roads
rest areas;
-the

halting areas,

ovet right;bivouac;, :aod one-dqy

staking out of march routes and preparing cross-country routes;

-- the repair and strengthening of bridges and :roads before and after the
passage of tanks and artilleryp
-- the repair and construction of crossings and detours;
-- the dispatch of small engineer units to repair nearly impassable
of roads so that troops may pass;
-the preparation of shelters along the routes,
night halts and one-day halts;
-the

sections

and at locutions for over-

camouflage of troops on the march,

748, When he receives the orders. of the senior commander, the corps (division)
commander organizes reconnaissance, issues preliminary instructions regarding the
preparation of the troops, and ;makes a decision concerning the organization of the
march,
The corps (division) staff, on the basis of the decision of the corps
(division) commander, works out .an order and a plan of march on a map, and organizes
the commandant's service in the zone of advance of the corps.
749.

The corps (division) commander., organizing the march, has responsibiiity

for.
-considering
a clash with them;

the distance of.the enemy ground forces and the probabili y of

-- determining the length of the movement and the time. needed to complete

the

march;
-- evaluating the zone and routes of advance from the viewpoint of a possible
attack by enemy. tanks and aviation;
-- determining the number and the composition of the forward detachments and
the detachments insuring the movement;
--determining the composition of ie
of the march security;

columns and the composition and missions

-selecting the routes or zones of advance for every large unit .(unat) end
organizing reconnaissance of roads aEnd cross-country routes of march

o

f selecting initial lines (points) of departure, phase lines, and the time
clearing them;
-selecting

sites for long halts :as well as rest areas

-organizing antiaircraft and antitank defense and
for combat security;

-- 29-

j(olvr

n igd';bivouac

taking other measures

a;reas)
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-- taking measures for the repair of roads, bridges, river crossings, for
the removal of obstacles, and for laying out cross-country routes of march;

--

planning the organization of control and communications on the march;

--

prescribing the method of.issuance of warning instructions,

750, For a night march, the routes of movement must be reconnoitered before
nightfall; a commandant's service must be set up; roads, bridges, and river crossings repaired;

and cross-country routes prepared.

Prior to a night march,
for' food and rest.

troops must be given sufficient time during the day

During a night march, troops move more closely together; distances are
shortened; and measures for the observance of sound and light disipline are increased.
Tanks and all vehicles proceed with extinguished or dimmed lights:

The distance of the march security is
ened.

shortened, and local security is

strenth-

The movement of the head of the column terminates at such a time that the
units in the rear have enough time to move up 'to. -the halting places and be under
concealment before daybreak.
751. A march in n.forest is insured by intensive reconnaissance and by allaround security in each column. The phase lines for the columns are desigriated
more frequently. Control posts are placed at all crossroads and road junctions.
The distances between columns are shortened.

All roads, lanes, and. trails are thrroughly reconnoitered in the zone of advance.
The most important lateral roads and lanes, extending from the flanks to
the main march routes of' the columns,

are covered by reinforced stationary secur-

ity, which joins the tail of the column after it
752.

has passed.

A winter march requires the preparation of roads and the t aking of'mea-

sures to prevent frostbite among personnel.
Tracked. and wheeled vehicles are also
provided with special attachments to improve their performance.
To shorten the length of the columns,

sides of the roads,

small units. on skis move along the

Small reconnaissance units and flank march secu.rity are sent

out on skis when the snow is

deep.

Long halts usually are not designated during periods of severe cold.
A march must terminate in the woods or in
wind and which can provide fuel.
753.
mountains,

The profile of the route is

areas which are protected from the

taken into consideration in marches in

Distances, measured fron the map, must be increased, depending on the relief
of the area through which the route of march extends,
The speed of the movement of the troops is decreased considerably in the
course of going up and down hills
and in crossing mountain passes.
The distances between regimental columns are reguloted according to time (up

S
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to 15 minutes of movement).

When moving uphill and downhill, the distances between vehicles are increased up to 50 to 100 meters.

In mountain passes and on narrow roads, only one-way movement takes
place and principally during the daylight hours.
Control of traffic along the hilly sections of the roads is increased.
Additional traffic control posts, equipped with telephones, are stationed in
narrow places and in mountain passes.

Vehicular columns pass through the mountain passes successively, one behind the other.
Forward detachments are sent out to forestall the enemy in
ain passes, exits from canyons, and road centers.

seizing mount-

Special significance is given to the security of flanks during a mountain march. Stationary flank security is'sent out for this purpose; it odcupies positions on commanding heights and in the mountain passages. After the
entire column has passed through, it joins the tail of the column.

Long halts are taken on favorable lines, before an .ascent, and near water
sources.

During these halts, the troops take cover along the road and outside inhabited points.

754.

In organizing a march in the desert or in the steppes, special at-

tention is given to antiaircraft defense.

The length of marches usually depends on the availability of sources of
water and the fuel supply /for heating/ along the route, or on the possibility of setting up water supply points and procuring fuel.

755. On the march the basic means of communication are mobile means of
communication, airplanes, and liaison officers.
Wire communication is

set up on permanent lines.,or on lines specifically

constructed for this purpose along the axis of displacement of the corp (division) headquarters.
On the march, radios operate on a listening watch, and are used to transmit radio signals according.to a prearranged table.
The corps commander and his staff move from one point to another within
the zone of advance of the main body.

The division commander and his staff usually travel at the head of the
column of the main body of the division.

756. When a march is organized, all transportable reserves of supplies
are replenished to Zestablished/ norms.
During the execution of the march, the replenishing of transportable reserves of supplies takes place, as a rule, in the area of the night halt or

S-FAbbR-E-T
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one-d.ay halt,. by means of the transfer: of the necessary loads from the division transports to the regimental transports.
The points and time of transfer of these loads are established by the division chief of the rear.
The replenishment of the transportable reserves of supplies in the di:
vision transports is carried out by the army transport, which brings up the
necessary loads.
The. points and time of transfer of loads from the army

transport. to division transport. are, determined by the army chief: of the rear.

4.. ORGANIZATIQN OF TROOF MOVMlENTS
757.

Loading (unloading) stations (piers) or areas are assigned for.

the loading (unloading) of troops when they are transported by rail
ter).. Each area includes several stations (piers)....
The regiment,. as a ruId,

is

(by w'a<

loaded on (unloaded) at one station (pier)..

Z'ayon

The troops. are disposed in. marshalling areas
loading; after they are unloaded, they are placed in

ozhidaniyd/ prior to

assembly areas.

The distance of the marshalling areas- and the assembly areas f rom t he
station (pier) is determined by the' conditions of the terrain and- the condi.
tion of the roads.
Usually,. they are set. up no farther than 10 kilometers

away .

758.

The staff of the large unit (unit); must constantly have prepared

lists
of troop echelons and trains, adjusI ng them in
in. the combat composition of the large. unit (unit).

accordance" with changes

After he receives tl 1e movement order, the chief of staff immediately

sends his representative with a list
of echelons to. the: military commandant of
the railroad sector (station, pier) so as to get the: latter's ideas on the; order
of loading the troops of the corps (division).
759..

After receiving a movement order,: the corps (division) commander

makes. a decision for the organization of the march to the marshamjng areas

and for the movement,. in which. he. is

responsible for anticipating the follow-

ing:
-- the distribution of loading stations (piers:)
(units);
--

among the large- units

troop marshalling areas before 1loading;.
the tasks for engineer preparation of marshal ng areas,

as well as

roads leading to them and -to the loading stations (piers:);
-- the manner of organization of
of combat security;

gntiaircraft defense

-- the system for suplying materiel
troops enroute;
--

medical support

the measures for safeguarding military secrets.

S-E-C- R-E-232'o-

and other measures

and food to the
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760.
(division)
--

sion) in

The corps (division) staff, on the basis of the decision of the corps
commander,

must:

work out the march orders and the march graph
khemy of the corps (divithe marshalling areas, the movement orders, and the loading plan;

- work out measures for antiaircraft defense,
combat security;
--

-

organize the reconnaissance

camouflage,

and other types of

of the loading area;

organize control during loading and unloading;

--

organize the commandant's service in the loading and unloading areas;

--

organize supervision of the implementation of orders;

- send a group of officers from 'the headquarters of large units (units)
with the first
troop echelon for the reconnaissance of unloading and assembly
areas, and for the supervision of the unloading of the troops.
761.
Loading and unloading must be accomplished secretly within the prescribed limits of time, and by quickly clearing the station (pier) area of cargo

and by moving the troops to the designated assembly area.
762.
The calculation of the needs for the movement of a corps (division) by
water transport is prepared .by the office of the chief of troop movements for the
waterway, and is based upon a request submitted by the corps (division) staff.
Ships for the movement of troops are selected

by taking into account:

-- the capacity for accommodating the large unit to be moved, the. over-all dimensions of the armament, transport, and equipment designated for loading;
--

the existence

--

the draught of the selected

of cargo booms on the ships and their hoisting capacity;

ships, which affects their capability to move

up to loading and unloading piers;
The number of piers assigned for loading (unloading) depends upon their size

and how well the piers are equipped for loading (unloading).
763.
A corps (division), if necessary, may be transported by the combined
means of rail,
water, and motor transport, and by air.
In this connection, tanks,
tractor-drawn artillery, tractors, and heavy loads are usually transported by
railroad.

In planning the movement of a corps (division) by combined means, it is necessary to endeavor to have the troops arrive simultaneously, if possible, at the.
designated poin-ts
764.

From the moment of arrival at the loading (unloading) station
(pier),

the troops being transported follow the instructions of the local organs of military communications relative to the order of loading (unloading),
observance of the rules of conduct en route.
765.

the movement, and

In organizing and planning the transport of troops by ai,

S-E-C
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(division) commander is required:
-- to determine, together with the staff of the air large unit, the order of
transporting the troops in accordance with the assigned mission, and to prepare a
list
of the troops to be carried in aircraft (gliders) and in the flight. echelons;

--

to determine the marshalling areas,

and the sequence and times for assembl-

ing troops in them prior to loading (after unloading);
--

to plan measures for the antiaircraft defense and camouflage of troops.

766.

When there is

sufficient time,

the large unit (unit) designated for

transport by air conducts preparatory training in

loading and unloading troops

from aircraft (gliders); in loading and unloading supplies, weapons, motor transport, and cargoes; and conducts instruction relative to the conduct of personnel
in

aircraft

(gliders)

in

flight.

767.
From the moment of We arrival of the troops at the airfields for
loading and prior to their unloading in a designated area, the troops which are
being transported are under the instructions of the senior air officer who is con-

ducting the air imovement,

with respect to- the manner of loading (unloading), move-

ment, and conduct at the airfields.
This coamander is responsible for protecting
the troops being transported from enemy air attack in the marshaling areas, during
loading, while in flight, and in the unloading areas.
768.
The senior air officer conducting the movement by air of the corps (division) troops must:
allot air large units (units) for the movement of large units (units);

-

allot airfields and landing strips for loading and unloading the troops

being transported;

- organize the antiaircraft defense of the loading and. unloading airfields
by means of fighter aviation and antiaircraft artillery;
--

utilize

fighter aviation to provide cover for the echelons in

flight;

- stipulate the communications to be used with the loading and unloading airfields, and also with the flight echelons froim the ground and between echelons in
flight;
insure that the antiaircraft artillery and fighter aviation distributed
along the routes of flight receive warning of the flight echelons.

769.
The staff of the senior air officer carrying out the movement of the
troops by air, on the basis of the decision taken, prepares an order, a coordination planning table, measures for comba:Lt and. special support, and measures for
the organization of control and commlunications.
770.
Troops transpor ed by rail
and water are supported by transportable reserves of supplies of all
tpes,
and also by supplies of food and forage, in quantities
determined by the senior comiander, for use en route and on landing.
In the transport of troops b, air, only transportable supplies in quantities
established by the senior officer- organizing the movement are moved with them.

S-E-C R-E-T
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ChAPTER XIV
THlE 12ISPOSITIONd OF TROOPS AT A HALT AM THE
ORGANIZATION OF SECURITY

771c

Troops at a halt, according to the situationa.re disposed:

--- outside
-in

inhabited localities

inhabited. localit.ies

(in

(in

bivouacs);

billets);

-- in a co.nbined manner (billet-bivouac).
It is most convenient to locate troops outside inhabited localities
772.
For protection. from inclement
in forest, brush, and in folds of the terrain,
weather, huts and dugouts are constructed; for protection against air attacks,
trenches are dug for personnel, and shelters are constructed for vehicles
slit
and horses.
The disposition of troops in inhabited localities and in a combined
manner is usually employed under severe winter conditions, as well as under
cond itions of orotracted bad weather, if there is insufficient time for the
preparation of cover outside inhabited localities, or where there are inhabited
localities not occupied. by the local inhabitants,

773:

774.

The area of troon dispositions must insure-

-- the concealment of the troops from enemy ground and air observation;
--the possibility of quick assembly during an alert,
battle order, and of entrance into comibat;
-- convenient

of deployment in

conditions for the location of troops and their rest;

-- favorable conditions from medical and veterinary points of view;
--the existance of an adequate number of water sources, roais, an& access
routes suitable for the movement of t ransport..
Timely reconnaissance is organized by the corps (division) staff for the
purpose of selecting the area of troop dispositions,
T
o insure the troops the best conditions of disposition for halt,
775.
it is necessary to.

--- indicate ahead of time the areas of troop dispositions;
dispose the troops in such a way that superfluous movements will be
prevented. at the beginning of the march;
-- avoid moving troops already disposed for a halt.
Troops disposed for a halt must maintain strictly
their camouflage against
enemy air
and ground observation, keep military secrets, and. maintain constant
combat readiness~
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776. Quartering ncersonnel are sent out ahead. of time for the purpose of
allocating the designated area of trooo dispositions among units (small units).

as

One of these quartering individuals is designated
The quartering party
medical and veterinary services,

the senior officer.

a

olitical
workers, ropresentatives of the
chemical warfare personnel, and. sappers.

The senior guartering officer,

upon arriva l in

the selected area,

must

fulfill the following:
-- allocate among the units
disposition;

(smpall

units)

the area oesignated for their

-- examine the state of the area from the medical and veterinary points of
view, find. out the existence and quality of water, allocrate water sources among
the units. and provid.e for their security;
-- select sites for heedquarters,
other installations.

signal centers,

nedical-sanitary,

and

777.
Quartering personnel meet their units (sinall units) at the approaches
to the area of disposition and take them to their locations.
It is prohibited to make inscriptions on houses or to post signs indicating
naInmof units (small units), their numbering, and also the family namesof the
unit colianiders.

778.
Prior to making troop dispositions in an
ree cleared of the enemy,
a very careful search of the area must be made :for the following purposes:
-- to flush out individual

soldiers and small enemy groups

-- to detect mines and render t hem harmless,
action type;

esoecially mines of the delayed

-- to identify contaminated sectors of terrain and terain features;
-- to determiine whether water -is suitable for ue
and. ilso the suitability
for use of food and forage remaining after the dparture
of the enemy.
779.

Troops disposed at a halt orga.nize outpost security.

Outpost securi

, Lstfoozhevbye

okhranenija/ has the following tasks:

-- to safeguard the protected troops from-a surprise attack by enemy ground
forces;
-- to give timely warning to the

troops about air,

tank,

or chemical

danger;
-- to conduct reconnaissance, in

the security

one;

-- to prevent enemy reconnaissance from penetrating
of the troops which are being secured-.

into the dispositions

In case of an enemy attack, outpost security must hold the enemy until
the troops being secured are ready for combat..
IN
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780,

is

necessary,

in d ispos In

troops .at a halt, immeiately

to

stablis.

local security, to designpte an alert unit (small mit), to org.nize antiaircraft
and antitonk defense, to take other measures for combat supoort of the troops,
and also to organize the com))a idanlit's service.

781.

Field sentinels Lpolevyye karaul/ and out guard 're
organized for the local security of the troops.

set up,

and,

platrolling is

The stre"gth
and the conTposition of the alert unit (sal unit) depends
on the distance of the enemy, the size of the local i.t or ,rnea occupied by
of the local popthe troops, the comosition of the troops, and the attitue
ulation towurd them.
The connearnderlr of the alert unit (snall unit) Imakes a recorinnaissance of the
rna for ihe defense of which he is responsible and prepares a plan of operations
for the alert unit.

The alert unit (smll unit),
combat against

eey

airborne

for the purpose of sueppoorting maneuver and

landings,

must 0e c om.;,po;ed0.

of

mto r.ized

(cavalry) or of motorcycle units (small units) and be reinforced b

tanks, an
If

infantry

a rtillery,

amal units of eng-ineer troops

the alert unit

n
d
deployment,

a new

:(small

unit),

for any reason,

leaves the area of troop

alert unit is designated at once.

roads and
It embracos all
Out!ost security must be all-around.
782,
npproache s ang which enemy units might appioach the area of dispIosition of
Particular attention in this respect is
the troops being secured.
orgnization of antitenk defense.
783.
--

A division deployed a-t a. halt sends out for its

along.

important

and in the cavalry

--

directions -- outposts, each
one or tw-o reinforced troops;

up

to

given to the

own security:
.a

reinforced bettalion

-- along directions of secondary importance -ir

strength

from-a

reinforced

platoon

up

to a

sepac.rcate outposts, eah Vairy ing
reinforced : company (troop).

The number of outposts Lstorozhevykh otry'ad ov. and separ.i-te outposcts
fotdelnykh storozbevykh. zastavov/ being est ablished is dotermii 10nel enclh time by:
-- the dist

nce from the enemy;

-- the time necessary for the deployment of the division;.

-- the implortanice of the direction being secured;
-- the nature of the terrain and conditions of observation.
784.
Outpost soeurity mrust be placed at such a- distance from the troops
being secured Ps to safeguard them from mortar fire, to deprive the enen1
of
the possibility of conducting ground-observed artillery
fire,
to succeed in
warning the troops in time of a tank or chemi-cal threat, and to tectre through
their actions the deployment of the troops into a combact format.ionl
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The line of seC'at ir ate outposts, dependCin' u.pion condit.ionS of observation arid
ist be t tn averag e distance of from I to 6 kilothe nA-iture of the ter r ain,
Protection, and ias;. lie along a line w hich is
idor
tiratars from the troops
line

Thi

a. de Cfense.

faorabln for puttint up

must

be covered by antitnnk

a good field of observation in the direction of the

obstacles and must ,afford
enel05.

indica ted for outaostma.nd. separate

785. aecru.r.ty zone s are usu:ily
Their norcm.l width is a.s fol.lows

outposts.

reinforced

-- for outposts of the strength of a rei.nfoocd bartticlion (two
troops) -- us to 5 kilometers

-- for a separato outpost of the strength of a reinforced comrpany -3 kilometers;

up to

the strength of a reinforced platoon --

up to

-- for

a soarnt.

outpost

1-5 kilometers.
com bat ablarm, the assembly of units is carried out
726.
In the case of a
n the order indicated by the senior caunanudOer.
Assembly areas are, as a rule,
d.es ignated in covered places
cuts ide inhabite. localities,

787. Du'ring the

osrv1 ition of tr.)oops a: t a halt after a march, iiua.rchl security
or is replaced by newly
assigned outpost security.

is

outp . ost seCilty,

('Iicoies

As

until

troops b gin

the

.s

Boon
the

,uch

security

ass

ao

cmtaost .onity
own 1it.

in plce
again, outpost socurity riints
the lines of outposts.
Once this is done,
iejoins the tail of the column of the main forces or

to iovfe

units

n

its

7

ti

o oni

disposition of trop
ol'Lo'ing:
7Sji.?'L 'i C111t .%Ollil::i:[1zO

t0 :,(
-ther

s in the msounita :inus

1..uingthe

lool F.'

-- t

suiteilit

of

itOiit

-.

is

necessary

of the terrain

camsouflage

for

f d ispIosing

Otot

?' ,).

urt iu'?s

na

rts '

.Llii

:a

n.11.t

teoppes,

t 5o troops from enemy

onad a

:lfuel

lay ing

S

:>M7~.

a atinigv

the

ou; for the occutpa;tion

" ro

troops

tcmfl f

troops in

air and groun

case

of enemy

r

ia

,j'i

Rond is

t< nks,; )
norms.

it

climtlatic coniltions;-

ure and coonfigurtion

-the

of

,

e

r

e

of COmmanding

disposed

i'nd

s

r, 1ndl to

in

al

bivou'

heights

cs. at

wells

directions.

the

econ>m::.cra

ex

>elditure

for: h.tinu,
as well :s to the protection of wells (water
e 1 dis t' inri tion to smil un ., s is done aLccordi.ng to established.
Tea'mn are ('. nispatci cd for the colletion of fuel.

Wtor 1nd

'l

S -r'.

2-'

a.

,y
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790.
For the disposition of troops at a halt, the corps (division)
comander issues an order which includes the following:
-- information concerning the enemy;
-- the areas of disposition of large units and units;
-- the method of operations of the troops in
enemy;
-the

case of a- sudden attack by the

nonosition and missions of the outpost security,.and
is sent out;

fror

which

large. unit (unit) it

-- reconnaissance

missions;

-- the measures for antiaircraft
of combat security;

and antitonk defense and other measures

-- the assembly areas of large units (units) in
order of moving to them;

case of an alarm,

-- the peculiarities of the orgnnization of local security;
and composition of alert units (small units) and their tasks;

and the

the strength

-special measures for the insurance of combat readiness and fo.r the maintenance of order and safety in the areas of troop disposition.
791.
The commander of the large unit (unit) from which the outpost security
is dispatched. issues orders to the outpost (separate outpost) commander, in
which the following are specified:
-- information regard ing the enemy;
-- the composition and missions of the outpost (separdte outpost), the zone
of security, the line of outposts, the time when such outpost security is to
be established, the defense line in case of enemy attack, and the line to which
security must conduct reconnaissance;
-- the missions of the outpost security of adjacent large units (units) and
boundaries with them, the alert unit (small unit) missions and location, and
intformation regarding reconnaissance which has been sent out;
-- the area of disposition of the troops being secured which is
the outpost security, and the place to which to send reports.

closest to

Moreover, he informs the outpost (separate outoost) commander of the
challnge and password and issues instructions as to communications, the time
of rendering periodic reports, measures concerni.n ^1
r rt
and en.titank
defense, other measures for combat security, and the method 6
passing friendly reconnaissance through the zone of outpost security.
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